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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Committee appointed by the Royal Society to direct the

publication of the Philosophical Transactions, take this opportunity

to acquaint the Public, that it fully appears, as well from the

council-books and journals of the Society, as from repeated de-

clarations which have been made in several former Transactions,

that the printing of them was always, from time to time, the

single act of the respective Secretaries, till the Forty-seventh

Volume: the Society, as a Body, never interesting themselves

any further in their publication, than by occasionally recom-

mending the revival of them to some of their Secretaries, when,

from the particular circumstances of their affairs, the Transactions

had happened for any length of time to be intermitted. And
this seems principally to have been done with a view to satisfy

the Public, that their usual meetings were then continued, for the

improvement of knowledge, and benefit of mankind, the great

ends of their first institution by the Royal Charters, and which

they have ever since steadily pursued.

But the Society being of late years greatly enlarged, and their

communications more numerous, it was thought advisable that a

Committee of their members should be appointed, to reconsider

the papers read before them, and select out of them such as they

should judge most proper for publication in the future Transac-

tions

;

which was accordingly done upon the 26th of March,

1 75%. And the grounds of their choice are, and will continue to
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be, the importance and singularity of the subjects, or the advan-

tageous manner of treating them
;
without pretending to answer

for the certainty of the facts, or propriety of the reasonings,

contained in the several papers so published, which must still

rest on the credit or judgment of their respective authors.

It is likewise necessary on this occasion to remark, that it is

an established rule of the Society, to which they will always

adhere, never to give their opinion, as a Body, upon any sub-

ject, either of Nature or Art, that comes before them. And
therefore the thanks, which are frequently proposed from the

Chair to be given to the authors of such papers as are read at

their accustomed meetings, or to the persons through whose

hands they receive them, are to be considered in no other light

than as a matter of civility, in return for the respect shewn to

the Society by those communications. The like 31so is to be

said with regard to the several projects, inventions, and curiosi-

ties, of various kinds, which are often exhibited to the Society;

the authors whereof, or those who exhibit them, frequently

take the liberty to report, and even to certify in the public

news-papers, that they have met with the highest applause and

approbation. And therefore it is hoped, that no regard will

hereafter be paid to such reports, and public notices
; which

in some instances have been too lightly credited, to the disho-

nour of the Society.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

TRANSACTIONS.

I. An Account of the circulation of the blood in the class Vermes

of Linnceus, and the principle explained in which it differs

from that in the higher classes. By Sir Everard Home, Bart.

V. P . R . S.

Read November 7, 1816.

Having spent a part of last August on the Sussex coast,

where the Lumbricus marinus is met with in great numbers,

it suggested itself as an object worthy of investigation, to

determine the difference in structure between this worm and

the Teredo on the one hand, and the Lumbricus terrestris on

the other. I was the more led to this from having made my-

self familiar with the structure of the Teredo, an account of

which has a place in the Philosophical Transactions.

These three different genera of worms, although they differ

in many respects from each other, have several points of re-

semblance ; they all destroy b}i boring the substances they

inhabit, an action requiring great muscular power ; they take

into their stomachs the broken down substance ; they have giz-

zards, and red blood
; their place of residence however, being

very different, requires that there should be peculiarities in

. mdcccxvii. B
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each of them, one of these is, the mode in which the blood is

aerated.

We are not in my opinion furnished with a sufficient stock

of materials in comparative anatomy, to make out a correct

arrangement of the whole system of nature, nor do I know

the best plan upon which it can be made
;

but, at present, I

look upon the circulation of the blood, and the mode of

aerating it, as one liable to the fewest objections.

The brain and nerves, as they are the most essential organs

in the animal oeconomy, appear to have a prior claim, but the

difference of structure in those organs, and in the spinal mar-

row, is too small to serve for this purpose.

The heart and blood vessels are the parts next in import-

ance, and necessarily vary more in their structure, so as rea-

dily to give characters to a greater number of classes, which

is a great advantage, I have made these remarks from a

desire that the science to which I have devoted much of my
attention, should be pursued by those who engage in it, in the

manner most likely to bring it to perfection, which is by sub-

mitting to the drudgery of making out the structures of

animals not yet known, instead of grasping at the whole

system, so many parts of which we are unacquainted with.

This attempt resembles that of the giants of old, in the alle-

gory, who foolishly believed, when they got hold of the lower

links of the golden chain which hung down from heaven, that

they had acquired the means of getting possession of the

power by which it was suspended.

The circulation of the blood in the Lumbricus marinus, is

probably the same as in all the vermes with external organs

of aeration. The transparency of the animal shows the action
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of many of the blood vessels, and the course of the blood,

but in some parts they are hid from our view, and are only to

be detected by sudden coagulation of that fluid, which is

effected by immersion in vinegar. I most readily confess,

that had not Mr. Clift, the Conservator of the Museum

of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, made sketches

of the parts while in action, and given me his assistance, I

probably should have failed in the investigation. The blood

is brought from every part of the bgdy to a common trunk

that supplies the organs of aeration, which are 26 in number,

but does not all pass through them, a portion of unaerated

blood going on towards the tail.

The blood is propelled from the blood vessels of the organs

of aeration with great force, these vessels performing the

function of the ventricle of the heart in other animals ; it is

carried to a large artery on the back in an aerated state,

passes towards the head, from thence it is returned by a cor-

responding vein on the belly, and before it arrives again at

the organs of aeration, this vein receives supplies from two

auricles furnished by the veins of the viscera; but there

is no ventricle between the auricles and these organs.

In the Lumbricus terrestris there is no heart, and the organs

of aeration are not external, but consist of small lateral cells

with an external opening, as in the leech, so that they can

take no part in propelling the blood ; that office is entirely

performed by the muscular power of the coats of the arte-

ries. In this animal the circulation is very simple
;
the artery

upon the back, by its action, forces the blood up to the head,

and it is returned by a corresponding vein upon the belly
;

near the head there are five pair of lateral canals of commit-

Bs
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nicatiom between the artery and vein, which being kept

full, furnish a supply of blood to be used when necessary
s

and admit of a greater or less proportion going to the head,

or being returned by them to the vein, as occasion may
require, their coats being exceedingly elastic.

From these observations on the circulation in the Lumbricus

marinus, and Lumbricus terrestris, and those formerly made

on that of the Teredo navalis, these genera appear to form

three links in the chain of gradation of animals, and have led

me to the belief, that the striking difference between the cir-

culation of the blood in all the vermes, and that of the

higher classes of animals, may be explained, and shown to

answer an essential purpose in their oeconomy.

In explaining my opinion, I shall make myself better under-

stood, by reviewing in a summary manner the modes by which

the circulation is carried on in the different classes of animals;

this will also enable me to show that a classification of ani-

mals will at least be as perfect by taking the circulation of the

blood for our guide, as the brain and spinal marrow.

In all animals of the class Mammalia, there is a complete

double circulation; in the one, the blood is aerated; in the

other, the body is supplied ; they correspond in velocity, the

aeration is great, the heat of the animal is kept up to a

certain degree, and, if the action of the heart both in the

auricles and ventricles has once entirely ceased, it cannot

be restored. In birds, the circulation is completely dou-

ble, but the aeration of the blood is less than in the mam-

malia, the lungs being smaller, and their cells larger
; when

the action of the heart has entirely ceased, it cannot be

restored.
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In the Amphibia the circulation is double, in appearance,

but partially so in reality, the septum between the ventricles

having apertures communicating from the one to the other

;

this structure renders the mass of blood less aerated, and

the circulation less dependent upon the organs of aeration.

Under these circumstances, the blood varies in its temperature

with the atmosphere, and life is carried on under very imper-

fect degrees of aeration of the blood ;
but, when the action of

the heart has entirely ceased, although the individual muscles

of which it is composed can be irritated to produce contrac-

tions, for days, and weeks, yet the complete action of the

whole organ cannot be restored.

In fishes the circulation of the blood is not double, as in the

higher classes. The heart is composed of an auricle and

a ventricle
;
the one is employed to receive the blood that has

been used for the support of the body, and the other for pro-

pelling it through the organs of aeration
;
the aerated blood

is collected into one artery, and passes to the different parts

of the body for their nourishment, with no other impulse

than what can be produced by the muscularity of the coats

of the arterial system. It is true that the red blood does not

go far towards the extreme parts. Even in this class, the

circulation cannot be restored after the heart has been entirely

at rest. Stories are told respecting fishes sold at market in

North America in a frozen state, which, after they were carried

home and gradually thawed, have been seen to move : to this

I can very readily subscribe, since I have seen parts of qua-

drupeds completely frozen so as to be made solid, then thaw

and recover. I have seen blood converted into ice in its blood

vessel, thaw and become fluid, yet afterwards coagulate. I

have also seen a carp after the heart and viscera were removed.
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at the distance of many hours, when exposed to heat, leap to

a considerable distance; but, when once the circulation has

ceased, there is no authentic account of the circulation being

restored. The lampreys have a less degree of aeration of

the blood than fishes, and in that respect become an inter-

mediate link between them and vermes ; they have less the

habits of muscular exertion, which may explain their having

a less degree of aeration of the blood.

The vermes of Linnaeus is a class made up of materials,

which, in the present view of the subject, must be divided

into five distinct orders. Those animals in which there is

a heart; those in which there is no heart, but external organs

of aeration ; those in which the circulation is carried on by

the arteries and veins of the body, there being neither heart

nor external organs of aeration
; those in which the blood

does not circulate, but in which an undulation is kept up, a

circulation for the purpose of aerating the blood being ren-

dered unnecessary, as the aerating organs consist of air tubes

that ramify through every part of the body, and those in

which neither circulation nor undulation can be demonstrated.

In all the classes of animals above the Vermes, the heart is

employed to receive unaerated blood, and to propel that blood

into the organs of aeration
;
and in fishes, this is the only

office it performs; but, in the class Vermes, the circulation

is completely reversed, as I have formerly explained in the

teredines, since the aerated blood goes to the heart, which

propels it to the different parts of the body.

In so small an animal as the Teredo navalis, all the peculiar-

ities of this kind of circulation were not readily made out, but

by examining it in the sepia officinalis of a large size, I find

that there is the same change in the office of the blood vessels
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of the organs of aeration, as of the heart itself, since the vessels

that carry the blood to these organs are larger and weaker than

those which return it to the heart, so that, instead of the blood

being propelled into the organs of aeration by arteries, it is

carried by veins, and propelled towards the heart by arteries.

In proof of the correctness of my description of this kind of

circulation, which I consider to be common to all that order, I

have annexed two drawings of the heart of the sepia officina-

lis
;
they were made in the year 1787, by Mr. Bell, draughts-

man to Mr. Hunter, and the preparations from which they

were taken are preserved in the Museum, and it is with the

permission of the Board of Curators that the present copies

are laid before the Society.

In the sepia, whose veins are of an enormous size, there is

a bulb or swelling of the vein at the root of each of the organs

of aeration, with a double valve to prevent regurgitation of

the blood after it had once entered these organs ; to this is

connected a spongy body, that does not appear to communi-

cate with the bulb itself, the use of which I am unacquainted

with. This peculiarity appears to be wanting in the teredines

and other vermes, as not being required.

The circulation of the blood in the lowest class of animals

being the reverse in principle, to what it is in the higher

classes, led me to consider, from what circumstances this

change could be produced : and reflecting that the great

difference, between animals of the higher classes and those of

the vermes, is, that when the heart stops in the one, the ani-

mal dies, but in the other, that this action can be restored, it

led me to believe, that the peculiarities in their circulation pro-

duce the means by which the action of the heart is renewed.

Whether all the vermes upon any occasion go into a torpid
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state, in which the circulation ceases, or what portion of them

is in the habit of doing so, is no part of the present consi-

deration ; that some of them do, is sufficiently well ascer-

tained, and the mode of their reanimafion appears to arise

from the air confined in the organs of aeration escaping, and

fresh air being received, the effect of wffiich, probably, is to

excite the arteries of those organs to action, and consequently

to send a supply of aerated blood to the heart. When the gar-

den snail is shut up in the winter, all external communication

is excluded, and therefore for months the action of the heart

and of the organs of aeration must have ceased ; when warmth

and moisture are applied, the membranous films fall off, a

globule of air that had been inclosed in the organs of aera-

tion becomes rarified, it expands and forces its way out, and

thus admits fresh air to be applied to the arteries of these

organs.

In the second order of vermes, the external organs of aera-

tion must cease to act, whenever the body of the animal is

inclosed in sand, and will have their action restored as soon

as fresh sea water is applied to them.

In the third order, in which the circulation consists only of

arteries and veins, they also probably cease to act whenever

the organs of aeration are not supplied, and renew their action

whenever fresh supplies are received.

In the fourth order, the action of the blood vessels is

scarcely necessary for the functions of life, the air vessels

carrying the air to the blood, and retaining a considerable

supply.

In the fifth order, the aeration of every part of the substance

of the animal appears to be a substitute for any particular

fluid having a regular circulation.
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Plate I.

Exhibits a posterior view of the heart, aerating organs, and

great veins in th^ Sepia officinalis.

A A. The vena cava anterior.

BBB. The vense cava? inferiores.

C. The vena cava media.

D DD D. Large canals officiating as veins, by receiving the

blood from the different vena? cava? ; they have appendages

of a peculiar kind like small grapes, which are hollow, and

communicate by large orifices with their cavity. These are

additional reservoirs, but they also secrete something that has

a yellow tint.

EE. Two large venal trunks going to the organs of

aeration.

FF. Two bulbs, in each of which is a pair of valves to

prevent regurgitation of the blood from the aerating organs.

GG. Two small hollow spongy bodies which appear to

have no direct communication with the bulbs to which they

are attached.

H. The great vessel, which from its size I call a vein*

going to supply the aerating organs.

I. The corresponding vessel, which from its size I call an

artery, by which the blood goes from the aerating organs

to the heart.

KK. The two auricles of the heart.

L. The ventricle.

M. The aorta.

MDCCCXVII. C
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NN. The inferior aorta.

OO. The aerating organs..

Plate IE.

The same parts shown in an opposite point of view.

A A. The vena cava anterior.

BBB. The venas cavas inferiores.

DDDD. The large veins with their appendages described^

in PI. I.

EE. The ligamentous attachments, hiding the origin of the

large vein that goes to the organs of aeration.

FF. The bulbs belonging to the veins that go to th^

aerating organs.

GG. The spongy bodies attached to the bulbs.

I I. The arteries that return the blood to the heart.

KK. The two auricles of the heart.

L. The ventricle.

NN. The inferior aorta.

OO. The aerating organs.

Plate III.

This plate exhibits three figures of the Lumbricus marintte,

and one of the terrestris.

Fig. 1. The Lumbricus marinus as it appears when in full

vigour, playing about in salt water. The mouth has the lips

turned out, as if in search of food.

Fig. 2. The body of the animal is laid open, giving a view

of the blood vessels which lie upon the back under the skin,

and supported by the stomach and intestine on which, they

rest..
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aaa. The great artery running from the tail to the head.

bbb. The nerve which lies upon it.

cccc. The external organs of aeration.

dddd. The blood vessels which I call arteries, that bring

the blood from the aerating organs to the artery; under these

are seen the veins which convey the blood to these organs.

steee. Five very vascular bodies, probably answering the

purpose of a liver.
-

f. The oesophagus.

g. The stomach.

hh. Two bags that communicate by small apertures with

the stomach.

ii. The intestine laid bare, but not opened into.

. The two auricles lying upon the intestine just where

it begins to swell out, one on each side.

II. The two lateral veins that supply the auricles.

mm. Ova distinctly ascertained to be such.

Fig. 3. The skin longitudinally divided on the belly of the

animal, and turned back so as to expose the parts immedi-

ately under it.. The vein corresponding to the artery on the opposite

side.

bb. The termination of the two auricles in this vein, by in-

fundibular vessels.

cccc. The vessels or venal branches going to the organs

of aeration.

eeee. f g, hh, ii, mm, the same as in the last figure.

Fig. 4. A representation of the arteries in the Lumbricus

terrestris.

The animal is laid open by a longitudinal incision through

C 2
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, &c..

the skin of the back, which is turned aside, exposing the sto-

mach and intestine upon which the artery lies,

aaa. The artery in which the blood has its course towards

the head.

bbb. The five lateral canals, by which it communicates with

the vein on the belly. These are inclosed as it were in sepa-?

rate cells.

cc. CEsophagus,

d. Crop.

e. Gizzard.

fff. The intestine made to put on a loculated appearance

by transverse bands, which fix it in its situation.

gg. Ova.

hhhh. The organs of aeration, consisting of cells, with

openings through the external skin.
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II. Observations on the Hirudo vulgaris. By James Rawlins

Johnson, M. D. F. L. S. &c. Communicated by the Right

Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B. P. R. S.

Read Nov. 14, 1816.

Strongly impressed with the conviction that every attempt

to elucidate any part of natural history, will meet with a

favorable reception, I have ventured to submit to the notice

of the Royal Society, a few observations relative to the mode

of propagation, &c. of the Hirudo vulgaris.

This little animal (PI. IV. Fig. 1, 2.) is found in great

abundance in rivulets, attached to the under surface of stones,

and in those situations where it is little exposed to the action of

the current. It varies as to its length, from an inch to an inch

and a half, is of a dark brown colour on the back, marked

with numerous transverse lines, but of nearly one uniform

colour on the belly, chiefly that of a yellowish green. A
central line of a black colour passes both on the back and

belly, from the head to the tail. The ground colour, however,

differs, hence several varieties have been enumerated.

From the circumstance of its having eight eyes, which are

delineated, magnified, in Fig. 4, it has been denominated by

Linnaeus and others, Hirudo octoculata; but the Hirudo tes-

sulata presenting an equal number of eyes, we shall give the

preference to the name under which we find it described in

Muller, that of Hirudo vulgaris.

It appears, from ' the statement of an eminent naturalist,

lately deceased, that this animal possesses the power of
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reproduction in almost an equal degree with the polype: but

the experiments I have hitherto made, by no means establish

this point.

.

In its structure the H. vulgaris closely resembles the

H. medicinalis. At the extremity of the tail we find the

anus. There are four vessels destined to convey the circu-

lating fluid; a dorsal, an abdominal, and lateral vessels.

These tubes carry red blood, and have a well marked

systole and diastole. Eight pulsations occur in the course of

a minute. I have frequently placed the H. vulgaris under

the microscope, in order to discover a central organ of the

vascular system, or what corresponds to the heart, but with-

out effect. According to the opinion of some physiolo-

gists, the several dilatations occurring in the course of the

abdominal blood vessel, which, in the present instance, assume

the figure of a diamond, (a portion of which is seen, mag-

nified, in Fig. 5.) answer very effectually this purpose.

The food of the H. vulgaris consists of the smaller kind of

earth-worms, &c. which, in like manner with the H. san-

guisuga
,
it swallows whole.

In the summer of 1815, I kept several of these animals, in

order to discover their mode of propagation. Examining

the vessels that contained them, from time to time, I found

them to be oviparous : the ova being enveloped in a gela-

tinous mass, surrounded by a firm membrane, to which we
attach the term of capsule. These ova. I preserved many

months, but they proved unproductive. Disappointed in this

my first attempt, I resolved to continue my research, and

again collected during the last summer, a considerable

number; when the object I had in view, was fully attained.
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About the middle of June, several capsules were deposited.

As some of them were transparent, I had an opportunity of

examining their contents. I could distinctly observe the ova

in them; then had the satisfaction of identifying animal

existence ; and ultimately, of tracing the young from this

period to their exclusion.

Having thus found the ova productive, I examined the

vessel daily, with a view of marking the time when they

were deposited, and the period required to produce the

changes I have noticed.

On the 4th of August, I observed a capsule, in which the

ova were very distinct .* on the 26th of the same month*

animal existence was developed, and on the 17th of September

the young were excluded. In this instance, signs of vitality

were manifest in twenty-two days, and in forty-four days,

the young had escaped.

On the 14th of August, another capsule was deposited, in

which animal existence was evident on the ist of September,

and on the 24th of the same month, the young were excluded.

In this case, the first sign of life was traced in eighteen days,

and the young had escaped in forty-two days.

August 13th. I observed two of the H. vulgaris in actw

coitus
,
and found them to copulate after the same manner as

the common snail, In this state I removed and kept them

apart from: the rest. On the following morning they had

separated, when I consigned them to different vessels. One

of them, shortly afterwards, escaped from its, confinement,

and was lost. It, however, produced two capsules, one on

the 17th of August, the fourth day after copulation, and the

other on the 18th both which proved unproductive. The.
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other leech produced a capsule on the 17th of August, the

fourth day also after copulation, and one on each of the fol-

lowing days : 18th, 21st, 23d, 24th, 27th, 30th, September

4th and 8th: on the 2d of October, it died. In the whole it

deposited nine capsules : of these, two only were productive.

The one, (17th August) indicated animal existence in twenty

days (6th September), and in fifty-six days (12th October),

the young were excluded. In the other (August 18th),

animal existence was developed in twenty-one days, (Sep-

tember 8th), and in sixty days (17th October), the young

made their escape. Thus, traces of vitality were manifest in

each of the capsules about the same time as in those pre-

viously mentioned ; that is, in three weeks : but, from this

period to the exclusion of the young, five weeks had in the

latter instance elapsed, whereas, in the former, this occurrence

took place in the space of three weeks. This I can only

account for, by stating, that the ova deposited on the 4th and

14th of August were exposed to the sun, whilst those pro-

duced on the 17th and 18th of the same month, were kept

constantly in the shade.

We shall now describe the manner in which these capsules

are deposited.

When the H. vulgaris is about to produce one of these

bodies, it is observed to be greatly contracted both above

and below the uterus. After having fixed its tail, which it

does not once remove during the operation, it in the course

of ten minutes presents the appearance represented in Fig. 3.

At first, there is no difference as to colour between the dis-

tended portion and the rest of the body
; but, in a few minutes,

this part becomes of a milky-white colour, from the formation
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of a film or membrane, into which the animal forces, with

some effort, the whole contents of the uterus. This done, the

H. vulgaris elongates the anterior portion of the body, and

thus loosening the enveloping membrane, withdraws its head

from it, as from a collar. In some instances, where this

membrane cannot be readily detached, I have observed the

animal to bend back its head, and then taking it in its mouth,

and drawing it gently, is thus enabled to remove it. From the

first formation of this membrane or capsule, to its removal

from the body, twenty minutes usually elapse. It is, at this

time, very elastic, and of no determinate figure. After the

H. vulgaris has firmly fixed it to some surrounding sub-

stance, it fashions it with its mouth, until it presents an oval

form, such as is delineated in Fig. 7. It afterwards returns

once or twice to survey it, when all farther notice of it

ceases.

The accuracy of this statement may perhaps be questioned.

It may be considered as highly improbable, that the capsule

should be deposited after this manner. Strange, however, as

it may appear, I have several times witnessed the leech

drawing the anterior part of its body through it, as through a

ring. Indeed, I know of no other way in which it can possibly

get rid of it, the membraneforming a complete band round its body.

Although this mode may be somewhat singular, yet there is

little in it to excite our surprise, in comparison with what

we find recorded in the works of naturalists.

When deposited in an unattached state, that is, left free,

and floating in the water, the capsules are mostly of a glo-

bular form (as in Fig. 6 ). When fixed to any substance, they

present an oval form ( as in Fig. 7), which is, by far the most
MDCCCXVI I* D
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common. They are at first of a greyish white colour, #

but in ten or fifteen minutes become of an amber colour, b b .

They differ much as to size, but are usually about three lines

in length, and two in breadth, convex above and flattened

beneath. The dark points (Fig. 8, a a) mark the openings

left in the capsule by the manner in which the leech deposits

it, and are those places from which (the resistance there

being less than in any other part) the young escape. They

are deposited during the whole of the summer months, and

even so late as the month of October ( 99th ) ,
and contain

each from six to twelve ova ; which are well defined as to

figure, being perfectly round, and have a smooth uniform

appearance. The ova, and the enveloping membrane are

represented, magnified, in Fig. 8. In about a fortnight the

ova are much increased in size, and show rough edges

(Fig. 9.) In three w;eeks, they take the form of an oblong

oval (Fig. 10), when animal existence is, for the first time,

developed : which consists, in simply an elongation and con-

traction of the body. At this period, there is little or no

resemblance to the parent animal. In six weeks, the young

are completely formed, and in active motion about to quit the

capsule. Fig. 11 shows the included young at this period.

It is not a little amusing to witness their exertions to escape

from their imprisonment. They contract themselves, as it

respects their length, into as small a compass as possible,

and then forcibly push forward the head, butting, as it were,

at the dark point of the capsule to effect their escape. After

many efforts, they succeed in making a small opening,

through which they endeavour to force a passage. I have

frequently watched them, the head having free motion
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without the capsule, using their utmost exertions to free

themselves, but not being able to accomplish this, they have

returned to their former situation, renewing their efforts occa-

sionally, until their object was attained.

At the time of birth, they are nearly colourless, and con»

tinue so for many months, with very little increase as to size.

They have the property of moving on the surface of the

water, with their belly uppermost. I have noticed nothing of

this nature in these animals, when fully grown. According

to Muller, this faculty is possessed by the Hirudo hippoglossi ;

he says, “ Praster hunc incessum (more geometrarum) alium

in hac specie observavi, inversum nempe, dum corpore

supino, summum aquae ore et cauda, alternating prehendit.”

Hist. Verm. ii. p. 51. I have observed it to be also common

to the Hirudo stagnalis and the Hirudo complanata. These

animals, differing in several particulars from the leech, are

now formed into a distinct genus ; to which, from their pos-

sessing a retractile tubular tongue, we have given the name

of Glossiphonia.

Considering the quantity of the H. vulgaris that I pre-

served, during the summer, I was surprised at the compa-

ratively small number of capsules deposited. This was at

length accounted for. Whilst watching one of them, during

the formation of this membrane, I observed another move

forward towards the same place, seize it in its mouth, and

tear it into three or four shreds, which it left floating in the

water.

I now placed the H. vulgaris
,
singly, in different vessels,

and found I could by this mode increase the number of the

capsules. Each leech produced, in less than a month, from
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six to twelve. One of them deposited, from the 8th of

October to the 29th of the same month, no less than twelve

capsules, and taking an average number of the ova they con-

tain, and supposing only one-third to be productive, we
should have thirty-six young from this single leech.

From the similarity of the Hirudo vulgaris , both in its struc-

ture and general appearance, to the Hirudo medicinalis, I think,

we have every reason for believing that the latter is also

oviparous
;
and that the ova have an enveloping membrane,

which is formed and deposited, after the manner already

mentioned.

From what has been advanced, we learn,

1. That the Hirudo vulgaris copulates in the same manner

as the common snail.

2. That it is oviparous,

3. That the ova are imbedded in a gelatinous mass enve-

loped by a strong semi-transparent fibrous membrane^ deno-

minated the capsule,

4. That the capsule contains from six to twelve ova, which

are globular, and have a smooth surface.

5. That these ova in the course of a fortnight, lose their

globular shape, and show jagged edges : that in three weeks,

they take the form of an oblong oval, when we discover

animal existence : and in six weeks, the young make their

escape.

6 . That the number of the capsules each leech produces.,

(one every second or third day) varies from six to twelve.

7. That the young are nearly colourless at the time of birth,

and continue so for many months, increasing little as to size,
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EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWING.

Fig. i . A front view of the Hirudo vulgaris
,
of its natural

size.

Fig. 2. A back view of the same.

Fig. 3 The appearance it presents previous to its deposit-

ing the capsule.

Fig. 4. The eyes (magnified) showing their arrangement.

Fig. 5. A portion of the abdominal blood-vessel, magnified,

showing its diamond-figured dilatations.

Fig. 6. The globular form of the capsule, when unattached,

(of its natural size).—a, its appearance at the moment of de-

position : b
,
the appearance it afterwards assumes.

Fig. 7. The form of this membrane (also of its natural

size) when attached to any surrounding body.

Fig. 8. The capsule, magnified, showing the included ova,

{a a) the points from which the young escape.

Fig. 9. The appearance of the ova at the end of a fort-

night.

Fig. 10. The ova at the expiration of the third week, when

animal existence is first observed.

Fig. 11. The appearance of the young at the termination

of the sixth week, when they are about to quit the capsule.

JAMES RAWLINS JOHNSON.
Bristol, October 30, 1816.
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III. On the effects ofgalvanism in restoring the due action of the

lungs. By A. P. Wilson Philip, Physician in Worcester.

Communicated by Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read November 21, 1816.

In the prosecution of an inquiry in which I have been en-

gaged for several years, some of the results of which were

published in the Philosophical Transactions of last year, I

have had occasion to make many experiments with galvanism,

which seem to me to point out with more precision than has

yet been done, what we are to expect from it in the cure of

disease ; and I think it will appear from what I am about to

say, that to the want of discrimination in its employment we
must ascribe the little advantage which medicine has hitherto

derived from the discovery of this influence.

It seems to be an inference both from my own experiments

and observations and those of others, which I had the honour

to lay before the Society in my first paper, that what is called

the nervous system, comprehends two distinct systems, thq

sensorial, and the nervous system properly so called. Now
it does not appear that galvanism can perform any of the

functions of the sensorial system, yet, in the greater number

of instances in which it has been used in medicine, it has been

expected to restore the sensorial power. It has been expected

to restore hearing, and sight, and voluntary power. It may
now and then happen in favorable cases, from the connection
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which subsists between the sensorial and nervous systems,

that by rousing the energy of the latter, we may excite the

former. It would be easy to show, that we have little reason

to expect that this will often happen. It also appears from

the experiments to which I allude, that galvanism has no

other power over the muscular system, than that of a stimu-

lus ;
we are, therefore, to expect little more advantage from

it in diseases depending on faults of the sanguiferous system,

than from other stimuli. Hence its failure in tumors, &c. But

I cannot help regarding it as almost ascertained, that in those

diseases in which the derangement is in the nervous power

alone, where the sensorial functions are entire, and the vessels

healthy, and merely the power of secretion, which seems

immediately to depend on the nervous system, is in fault,

galvanism will often prove a valuable means of relief.

As soon as this view of the subject presented itself, I was led

to inquire, what diseases depend on a failure of nervous

influence. The effect on the lungs of dividing the eighth

pair of nerves answered the question respecting one of the

most important diseases of this class. We find that with-

drawing a considerable part of the nervous influence from the

lungs, produces great difficulty of breathing. When the

effect of this experiment on the lungs is, carefully attended

to, it will be found, I think, that it is in all respects similar to

the disease which may be called habitual asthma ; in which

the breathing is constantly oppressed, better and worse at

different times, but never free, and often continues to get

worse in defiance of every means we can employ, till the

patient is permanently unfitted for all the active duties of life.

The animal in the above experiment is not affected with the.
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croaking noise and violent agitation which generally charac-*

terize fits of spasmodic asthma. This state we cannot induce

artificially, except by means which lessen the aperture of the

glottis.

I found from repeated trials, that both the oppressed breath-

ing and the collection of phlegm, caused by the division of

the eighth pair of nerves, may be prevented by sending a

stream of galvanism through the lungs. That this may be

done with safety in the human body, we know from number-

less instances in which galvanism has been applied to it in

every possible way.

Such are the circumstances which led me to expect relief

from galvanism in habitual asthma. It is because that expec-

tation has not been disappointed, that I trouble the Society

with this Paper. Although the effects of galvanism in habi-

tual asthma have been witnessed by many other medical men,

I have mentioned nothing in the following pages which did

not come under my own observation.

I have employed galvanism in many cases of habitual

asthma, and almost uniformly with relief. The time, during

which the galvanism was applied before the patient said that

his breathing was easy, has varied from five minutes to a

quarter of an hour. I speak of its application in as great a

degree as the patient could bear without complaint. For this

effect I generally found from eight to sixtee i four-inch plates

of zinc and copper, the fluid employed being one part of

muriatic acid, and twenty of water, sufficient. Some require

more than sixteen plates, and a few cannot bear so many as

eight ; for the sensibility of different individuals to galvanism

is very different. It is curious, and not easily accounted for,
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that a considerable power, that perhaps of twenty-five or

thirty plates is often necessary on first applying the ral van-

ism, in order to excite any sensation
;
yet after the sensation

is once excited, the patient shall not perhaps, particularly at

first, be able to bear more than -six or eight plates. The

stronger the sensation excited, the more speedy in general is

the relief. I have known the breathing instantly relieved by

a very strong power. I have generally made it a rule to

begin with a very weak one, increasing it gradually at the

patient’s request, by moving one of the wires from one divi-

sion of the trough to another, and moving it back again

when he complained of the sensation being too strong. It is

convenient for this purpose to charge with the fluid about

thirty plates.

The galvanism was applied in the following manner.

Two thin plates of metal about two or three inches in dia-

meter, dipped in water, were applied, one to the nape of the

neck, the other to the pit of the stomach, or rather lower.

The wires from the different ends of the trough* were brought

into contact with these plates, and, as observed above, as great

a galvanic power maintained, as the patient could bear with-

out complaint. In this way the galvanic fluid was sent through

the lungs, as much as possible in the direction of their nerves.

It is proper, constantly to move the wires upon the metal

plates, particularly the negative wire, otherwise the cuticle is

injured in the place on which it rests. The relief seemed

much the same, whether the positive wire was applied to the

nape of the neck, or the pit of the stomach. The negative

* I found a trough of the old construction answer better than the improved pile,

which is so much superior for most purposes.

MDCCCXVII. E
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wire generally excites the strongest sensation. Some patients

thought, that the relief was most speedy, when it was applied

near the pit of the stomach.

The galvanism was discontinued, as soon as the patient

said that his breathing was easy. In the first cases in which I

used it, I sometimes prolonged its application for a quarter of

an hour, or twenty minutes, after the patient said he was

perfectly relieved, in the hope of preventing the early recur-

rence of the dyspnoea ; but I did not find that it had this effect.

It is remarkable, that in several who had laboured under asth-

matic breathing for from ten to twenty years, it gave relief

quite as readily as in more recent cases; which seems to prove,

that the habitual difficulty of breathing, even in the most

protracted cases, is not to be ascribed to any permanent change

having taken place in the lungs.

With regard to that form of asthma which returns in violent

paroxysms, with intervals of perfectly free breathing, I should

expect little advantage from galvanism in it, because, as I

have just observed, I found that the peculiar difficulty of

breathing, which occurs in this species of asthma, cannot be

induced in animals, except by means lessening the aperture

of the glottis. It is probable, that in the human subject the

cause producing this effect is spasm, from which indeed the

disease takes its name, and we have no reason to believe, from

what we know of the nature of galvanism, that it will be

found a means of relaxing spasm.

The spasmodic asthma is fortunately a very rare disease,

so much so, that but one case of it has occurred to me since

I have employed galvanism in asthma, while I have had an

opportunity of employing this remedy in between thirty and
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forty cases of the habitual form of the disease. I cannot,

therefore, from experience, speak with certainty of the effect

of galvanism in the former. In the above case it was twice

employed in the paroxysm, and I could observe no relief from

it. In both instances, the patient said, that, had it not been

used, the symptoms would have been more severe. In this

patient, the spasmodic paroxysm was often succeeded by a

state of habitual asthma for several weeks, in which galva-

nism gave immediate, but temporary relief.

Of the above cases of habitual asthma, many occurred in

work-people of this town, who had been obliged to abandon

their employments in consequence of it, and some of them,

from its long continuance, without any hope of returning to

regular work. Most of them had tried the usual means in

vain. By the use of galvanism they were all restored to their

employments. I have seen several of them lately, who, al-

though they have not used the galvanism for some months,

said, they had continued to work without any inconvenience.

Some, in whom the disease had been wholly removed, remain-

ed quite free from it ; some have had a return of it, and have

derived the same advantage from the galvanism as at first.

I have confined the application of galvanism st lunatic

dyspnoea. I think there is reason to believe, from the expe-

riments which I have made, that in inflammatory cases it

would be injurious, and, in cases arising from dropsy, or any

other mechanical impediment, little or nothing, it is evident,

is to be expected from it. Habitual asthma is often attended

with a languid state of the biliary system, and some fullness

and tenderness on pressure near the pit of the stomach. If

these are considerable, they must be relieved, previous to the

use of the galvanism. When there is a considerable tendency
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to inflammation, the repeated application of the galvanism

sometimes increases it so much, that the use of this influence

no longer gives relief, till the inflammatory tendency is sub-

dued by local blood-letting. It always gave relief most rea-

dily, and the relief was most permanent in those cases of

habitual asthma which were least complicated with other

diseases, the chief complaint being a sense of tightness across

the region of the stomach, impeding the breathing. The

patients said, that the sense of tightness gradually abated,

while they were under the influence of the galvanism, and

that as this happened their breathing became free. The

abatement of the tightness was often attended with a sense of

warmth in the stomach, which seemed to come in its place.

This sensation was most frequently felt when the negative

wire was applied near the pit of the stomach, but the relief

did not seem less when it was not felt.

With respect to the continuance of the relief obtained by

galvanism, it was different in different cases ; in the most

severe cases it did not last so long as in those where the

symptoms were slighter, though of equal continuance. This

observation, however, did not universally apply. When the

patient was galvanised in the morning, he generally felt its

good effects till next morning. In almost all, the repetition of

the galvanism gradually increased the degree of permanent

relief. Its increase was much more rapid in some cases than in

others. The galvanism was seldom used more than once a

day. In some of the more severe cases it was used morning

and evening. About a sixth part of those who have used it

appear, as far as we yet know, to have obtained a radical

cure. It failed to give considerable relief only in about

one tenth. I may add, that were it only the means of present
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relief, we have reason to believe that, as being more innocent*

it would be found preferable to the heating, spirituous, and

soporific medicines, which are so constantly employed in this

disease.

As it often happened that a very small galvanic power,

that of not more than from four to six four-inch double plates,

relieved the dyspnoea, may we not hope, that a galvanic appa-

ratus may be constructed, which can be worn by the patient,

of sufficient power to prevent its recurrence in some of the

cases, in which the occasional use of the remedy does not pro-

duce a radical cure ?

I wished to try, if the impression on the mind, in the em-

ployment of galvanism, had any share in the relief obtained

from it. I found, that by scratching the skin with the sharp

end of a wire, I could produce a sensation so similar to that

excited by galvanism, that those who had most frequently

been subjected to this influence were deceived by it. By these

means, and arranging the trough, pieces of metal, &c. as usual,

I deceived several who had formerly received relief from gal-

vanism, and also several who had not yet used it. All of them

said that they experienced no relief from what I did. With-

out allowing them to rise, I substituted for this process the

real application of galvanism, merely by immersing in the

trough one end of the wire with which I had scratched the

nape of the neck, the wire at the pit of the stomach having

been all the time applied as usual by the patient himself.

Before the application of the galvanism had been continued

as long as the previous process, they all said they were re-

lieved. I relate the particulars of the tw’o following experi-
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merits, because, independently of the principal object in view

in making them, they point out two circumstances of import-

ance in judging of the modus operand

i

of galvanism in asth-

matic cases.

The first was made on an unusually intelligent lady, of

about thirty-five years of age, who had for many years

laboured under habitual asthma, than whom I have known

none more capable of giving a distinct account of their feel-

ings. Her breathing was very much oppressed at the time

that she first used galvanism. The immediate effect was,

that she breathed with ease. She said, she had not breathed

so well for several years. Part of the relief she obtained,

proved permanent, and, when she was galvanised once a

day for about ten minutes, she suffered little dyspnoea at any

time. After she had been galvanised for eight or ten days,

I deceived her in the manner just mentioned. The deception

was complete. She told me to increase or lessen the force of

the galvanism, as she was accustomed to do, according to the

sensation it produced. I obeyed her directions by increasing

or lessening the force with which I scratched the neck with

the wire. After I had done this for five minutes, she said the

galvanism did not relieve her as usual, and that she felt the

state of her breathing the same as when the operation was

begun. I then allowed the galvanism to pass through the

chest, but only through the upper part of it, the wire in front

being applied about the middle of the sternum. She soon

said that she felt a little relief ; but although it was continued

in this way for ten minutes, the relief was imperfect. I then

directed her to apply the wire in front to the pit of the

stomach, so that the galvanism passed through the whole
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extent of the chest, and, in a minute and a half, she said her

breathing was easy, and that she now experienced the whole

of the effect of the former applications of the remedy.

To try how far the effect of galvanism in asthma arises

merely from its stimulating the spinal marrow, in a young

woman who had been several times galvanised in the usual

way, and in whom it eventually performed a permanent

cure,* the wires were applied to the nape of the neck and

small of the back, and thus the galvanic influence was sent

along the spine for nearly a quarter of an hour. She said

her breathing was easier, but not so much so as on the

former applications of the galvanism ; and on attempting to

walk up stairs she began to pant, and found her breathing,

when she had gone about half way, as difficult as before the

application of the galvanism. She was then galvanised in the

usual way for five minutes : she now said her breathing was

quite easy, and she walked up the whole of the stairs without

bringing on any degree of panting, or feeling any dyspnoea.

This experiment was made in the presence of four medical

gentlemen.

Many medical gentlemen have frequently witnessed the

relief afffrded by galvanism in habitual asthma, and Mr. Coee,

the house surgeon of the Worcester Infirmary authorises

me to say, that no other means there employed have been

equally efficacious in relieving this disease.

* This patient, after remaining free from her disease for about half a year, has,

since the above was written, returned to the infirmary, labouring under a slighter

degree of it, and again experienced immediate relief from galvanism. The disease

seemed to have been renewed by cold, which had at the same time produced other

complaints.

Worcester, November 4th, 1816.
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IV. Account of some experiments on the Torpedo electricus
>
at L<l

Rochelle. By John T. To *d, Esq. Communicated by Sir

Everard Home, Bart. V.P. R. S.

Read December 5, 1816.

The Royal Society having condescended to accept a Paper

which I had the honor of submitting to them, through the

kindness of Sir Everard Home, on the subject of the Tor-

pedo electricus, may perhaps, from the same motives, be

induced to receive the following commencement of a set of

experiments made at La Rochelle, unfortunately interrupted

by some untoward circumstances.

The following series had for its principal object, to deter-

mine whether the Torpedo possessed any voluntary power

over the electrical organs, either in exciting or interrupting

their action, except through the nerves of these organs. They

were made on board the fishing boats, immediately after the

fish were caught.

The two Torpedos, the subjects of my first experiments,

were of very different sizes ; the one being about eight

inches in length, and the other eighteen. They were of the

same colour, light hazle grey, and mottled. The shocks

were easily excited ; those of the larger being much more

severe. The fishermen held them by the tail without any

apprehension of receiving the shock. They possessed the

same security when they held them by that part between the
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anterior extremities of the electrical organs. When the tor-

pedos were placed in a bucket of water, the fishermen amused

themselves by exposing the smaller fish to their electrical

power.
EXPERIMENTS.

I intersected the large lateral cartilages of the smallest tor-

pedo near their posterior connection with the trunk, and all

the muscles inserted into them. The shocks continued to be

received as before.

I divided in the same torpedo that part extending from the

anterior part of the large lateral cartilages to the process

projecting from the anterior part of the head. No alteration

was observed in the production of the shocks.

The same experiments were repeated on the larger tor-

pedo with the same results.

I removed the superior surface of the right electrical organ

of the largest torpedo. Shocks were received as before

l made a vertical and longitudinal incision two and a half

inches in length, in both the electrical organs of the largest

torpedo. I received the shocks as before.

The same experiments were repeated on the smallest one

with the same results.

The torpedos in the intervals of the experiments were

allowed to remain in water, and at this period they were

allowed to remain a quarter of an hour. When examined,

they seemed considerably exhausted. The smallest one was

still capable of producing weak shocks. The largest one

was less exhausted.

I continued the above-mentioned incisions in the largest one,

so as to remove one half of each electrical organ. Shocks

were still received, though weaker.

FMDCCCXVII.
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I repeated the same on the smaller one. The shocks were

with difficulty distinguishable. I cannot attribute the weak-

ness of the shocks more to the removal of a part of the organs,

than to the exhaustion from repeated action.

The next subject of my experiments was about nine or ten

inches in length, and of the same colour as the former ones.

It was lively, and parted with its shocks freely. When held

by the tail, or that part placed between the anterior extre-

mities of the electrical organs, it was, as before observed,

perfectly incapable of communicating the shocks.

I made an incision extending round the circumference of

both organs, so as to leave no attachment between the elec-

trical organs and the animal, except by the nerves. Shocks

were received as before.

I removed the large lateral cartilages, and denuded a large

portion of the surfaces of the electrical organs. After this

change, two distinct shocks were received, but the animal

being much injured, soon died.

In performing these experiments, I observed how power-

fully the action of the electrical organs was excited by the

cutting of the scalpel, and on one occasion pressing on the

electrical organ with my left hand, and holding the scalpel wet

in the other, while cutting the electrical organ, I received a dis-

tinct shocik in the right hand through the scalpel. In dissect-

ing these animals, I had also the occasion of remarking, that

all the nerves of the electrical organs arise from the medulla

oblongata
,
notwithstanding the long course which three of

them are obliged to follow, before they penetrate the electrical

organs.

The torpedo termed “ la tremble

”

by the lower orders in
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France, is met with in considerable quantities, as has been

long known, on the whole extent of coast between the Loire

and the Garonne. It is generally caught by the trawl.

Though not esteemed, it is yet eaten by the poorer inhabi-

tants, being first skinned and dried. The electrical organs

are carefully avoided in eating, being considered to possess

some disagreeable properties.
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V. A description of a process
,
by which corn tainted with Must

may be completely purified. By Charles Hatchett, Esq.

F. R. S. In a Letter addressed to the Right Honourable Sir

Joseph Banks , Bart. G. C. B. P. R. S. &c. &c.

Read December 5, 1816.

My Dear Sir,

The very great loss which this country formerly expe-

rienced by a considerable part of imported grain having

become contaminated by Must, induced me, several years

past, to direct my attention towards discovering some simple

and economical method by which this taint could be removed,

and you well know that my endeavours were successful ; but

as circumstances at that time, and since, did not appear to

require that great publicity should be given to this process, I

contented myself with describing it to you and a few of my
other friends. Now, however, when I reflect on the large

quantities of corn which, during the last harvest, have been

housed in a damp state, and on the great importations which

are expected, with the extreme probability that a considerable

part may have contracted Must, and that thus the object of

importation may be partially frustrated by the destruction of

a large portion of grain, and the consequent increase in the

price of the remainder, I think it incumbent on me, by

addressing this Letter to you, to lose no time in publishing a

process, by which corn, however musty, may be completely
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purified, with scarcely any loss of quantity, with very little

expense, and without requiring previous chemical knowledge

or chemical apparatus.

The experiments which I made, were confined to wheat,

as being of the greatest importance ; but there can be no

doubt that oats and other grain may be restored to sweetness

with equal success ;
and I have also additional satisfaction

from being enabled to state, that the efficacy of the process

may be ascertained by any person, in any place, and upon

any quantity of grain, however small.

From my experiments I am inclined to believe, that Must

is a taint produced by damp upon the amylaceous part of the

grain or starch
;
that the portion of starch nearest to the husk

is that which is first tainted ; and that the greater or less

degree of Must is in proportion to the taint having penetrated

more or less into the substance of the grain. In most cases,

however, the taint is only superficial ; but nevertheless, if not

removed, it is sufficient to contaminate the odour and flavour

of the whole, especially when converted into flour.

After various experiments, I found the following method

to be attended with success.

The wheat must be put into any convenient vessel capable

of containing at least three times the quantity, and the vessel

must be subsequently filled with boiling water; the grain

.should thc*n be occasionally stirred, and the hollow and

decayed grains (which will float) may be removed
; when the

water has become cold, or in general when about half an hour

has elapsed, it is to be drawn off. It will be proper then to

rince the corn with cold water, in order to remove any portion

of the water which had taken up the Must ;
after which the
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corn being completely drained, is without loss of time to be

thinly spread on the floor of a kiln, and thoroughly dried,

care being taken to stir and to turn it frequently during this

part of the process.

This is all that is required ; and I have constantly found

that even the most musty corn (on which ordinary kiln

drying had been tried without effect) thus became completely

purified, whilst the diminution of weight caused by the solu-

tion of the tainted part was very inconsiderable.

I have the honour to remain,

Dear Sir Joseph,

your most faithful and obedient Servant,

CHARLES HATCHETT.

Mount Clare, Koekampton,

Dec. 4, 18 1 6.
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VI. Observations on an astringent vegetable substancefrom China.

By William Thomas Brande, Esq. Sec , R.S.

Read December 12, 1816.

The substance described in the following pages was put

into my hands for examination by the President, who received

it from China, with some others employed in the art of

dying ; and although the small quantity hitherto sent to this

country, has not enabled me to extend my experiments upon

its useful applications as far as I could have wished, I trust

that its chemical history will be deemed of sufficient impor-

tance to interest the Royal Society, and to prove its usefulness

as an article of commerce, provided it can be obtained abun-

dantly, and at a cheap rate, which I think admits of little doubt.

The parcel containing this substance was marked “ Oong

poey,” a species ofgalls used in dying black. They have the

appearance of irregular vesicles, the coats of which are about

one-tenth of an inch thick, of a grey and reddish colour,

smooth, and very brittle, and containing in their interior a

brown powder, among which insects may be discerned by the

microscope. Some of these vesicles were adhering to twigs

of the tree, and they appear to be formed upon the younger

branches

They have a more austere and purely astringent taste than

any other of the vegetable substances of that class I have

met with, and they produce, when throwrn into any of the red

salts of iron, a pure black tint.
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Of the source of these bodies nothing is said, but on refer-

ring to Du Halde, ( description de 1
’ Empire de la Chine, &c.

folio, Paris 1735, page 496'. 1 I found an account of a Chi-

nese drug, entitled ou poey tse, and which appears to be the

substance in question. Their formation is ascribed to small

insects, and the general description of their exterior charac-

ters agrees nearly with that I have given : they vary in

size, from a small gall nut to a large chesnut. M. Geof-

froy, in the Memoires de P Acad^mie Royale des Sciences,

1724, has published a Paper entitled, “ Observations sur les

vessies qui viennent aux Ormes, et sur une sorte d’excrois-

sance a peu prbs pareille qui nous est apport£e de la Chine/'

He conceives that the excrescences occasionally formed upon

the elm are similar to those from China, but does not iden-

tify the two by any experiments ;
and indeed it would appear,

from the account given by Du Halde, that the ou poey tse are

obtained from a very different tree. These Chinese galls are

likewise employed in medicine, and a full account of their

various preparations are annexed to Du Halde’s observations.

My first experiments were directed tfowards ascertaining

the quantity of tannin which they contained, and which I have

found considerably greater than that in any other vegetable

astringent in common use.

One hundred grains of the Chinese galls, freed from extra-

neous matters, were reduced to a coarse powder, and infused

in cold distilled water, till that fluid ceased to act upon the

residuum. The infusion was of a very pale browm colour,

and of a highly astringent flavour; it furnished a copious

white precipitate with a solution of jelly, and became deep

black upon the addition of the oxy-sulphate of iron. When
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carefully evaporated to dryness, there remained upon the

glass capsule 75 grains of a brown transparent substance,

having a resinous fracture, a rough, astringent, and slightly

sour taste, and which powerfully reddened litmus paper. It

was quite soluble in cold water, and the solution had the same

properties as the former, except that its colour was somewhat

deeper. It was perfectly soluble in alcohol, (sp. gr., 820 at

6o°), and its properties were not altered by repeated solution

in water and evaporation.

It appears from these characters, that the substance in

question contains tannin nearly free from extractive matter.

Indeed, I am not aware that tannin exists in the same state of

purity in any other vegetable product.

The residuum which had resisted the action of water weigh-

ed when dry 27 grains ; it was digested in 2 ounces of alcohol,

which acquired a slightly brown tint, and was rendered turbid

by the addition of water. The substance that precipitated was

fusible and inflammable, and had the other characters of

resin. When heated it exhaled a very peculiar odour. There

now remained 23 grains of a grey substance insoluble in

boiling water and alcohol, and which when heated burned

quietly away without residuum, and therefore possessed the

characters of woody fibre,

During the preceding experiments, several circumstances oc-

curred, which induced me to believe, that the aqueous solution,

though remarkably free from extractive matter, contained a

considerable proportion of gallic acid, I therefore endeavoured

to ascertain the relative quantity of this acid contained in the

brown residuum obtained from the watery infusion. For this

purpose it was boiled in water with carbonate of barytes,

mdcccxvii. G
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according to the process recommended by Sir H. Davy, and

the gallate of barytes was subsequently decomposed by dilute

sulphuric acid ; I found it, however, impossible to obtain the

gallic acid in a free state, on account of the facility with which

it was decomposed on attempting to evaporate the solution.

When lime water is added to the aqueous infusion of the

galls, a copious insoluble precipitate is formed, consisting of

tannin and lime, and a gallate of lime remains in solution,

which is decomposed by oxalic acid. In this way I succeeded

in procuring the gallic acid nearly pure.

I boiled some pure caustic lime in a strong infusion of the

galls, and when cold, filtered the mixture : oxalic acid was

added as long as it produced a precipitate in the filtered

liquor, heat was applied, and after separating the oxalate of

lime, a solution of nearly pure gallic acid was obtained.

I have failed in all these experiments in obtaining the gallic

acid perfectly pure, but the Chinese galls appear to me to

offer a most promising source of that acid in its pure state,

and the gallates obtained by the processes above described,

seem to be entirely free from extractive matter and to

approach nearer to pure salts, than those which are procured

from infusions of the common galls.

When the Chinese galls are exposed in a glass retort to the

heat of an Argand lamp', a considerable quantity of gallic acid

tainted by empyreumatic oil, rises into the neck of the ves-

sel, and if the heat be continued, the water which is produced

dissolves it, and carries it over into the receiver : during

destructive distillation, therefore, a considerable portion of

liquid gallic acid may be thus obtained.

One hundred grains of the galls in powder, were submitted
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to the action of heat, gradually raised to redness, in a retort

to which a proper apparatus was adopted for collecting the

liquid and gaseous products. They afforded the following

results.
Grains.

Water tainted by empyreumatic oil, and holding gallic

acid in solution 5°

Gaseous compounds of charcoal with oxygen and

hydrogen - - - - - 10

Charcoal remaining in the retort, and affording traces

of minute quantities of lime 38

98

It appears from the foregoing experiments, that the sub-

stance existing in the Chinese galls which has the power of

forming an insoluble white precipitate with animal jelly, and

which has a purely astringent flavour, is also perfectly solu-

ble in alcohol ; hence it seems, that the assertion of many

chemical writers concerning the insolubility of pure tannin in

that menstruum is not correct. In this respect the tannin of

the China galls resembles that obtained from catechu, the

properties of which have been examined by Sir H. Davy,*

and it is probable, that the tannin described by Bouillon la

GRANGE-f as insoluble in alcohol, obtained from infusion of

galls by carbonate of ammonia, was not pure.

The want of extractive matter in the China galls, would

probably render them very unfit for the purposes of tanning,

and I do not find from Du Halde, that they are ever applied

by the Chinese to that use. I found the leather produced by

.

* Phil. Trans. 1803. f Annales de Chimie, Vol. 5 5 .

G 2
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their infusion extremely brittle when dried. The same cir-

cumstance however, namely, the absence of extractive prin-

ciple, probably would materially contribute to their excellence

as a source of the black dye, the intensity and perfection of

which is, I conceive, often interfered with by the presence of

extractive matter in the common gall nut and other vegetable

astringents usually employed. These galls are likewise par-

ticularly proper for the production of writing ink, the ten-

dency of which to become thick and mouldy seems principally

to be derived from extractive matter.
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VII. Some researches on flame. By Sir Humphry Davy,

LL.D.F.R.S . V.P.R.L

Read January 16, 1817.

I have described in three papers which the Royal Society have

honoured with a place in their Transactions, a number of

experiments on combustion which show that the explosion of

gaseous mixtures can be prevented or arrested by various

cooling influences, and which led me to discover a tissue per-

meable to light and air, but impermeable to flame, on which

I founded the invention of the wire gauze safe lamp now

generally used in all collieries in which inflammable air pre-

vails, for the preservation of the lives and persons of the

miners. In a short notice published in the third number of

the Journal of Science and the Arts, edited at the Royal In-

stitution, I have given an account of some new results on

flame, which show that the intensity of the light of flames

depends principally upon the production and ignition of solid

matter in combustion, and that the heat and light in this pro-

cess are in a great measure independent phenomena. Since

this notice has been printed, I have made a number of re-

searches on flame ; and as they appear to me to throw some

new lights on this important subject, and to lead to some prac-

tical views connected with the useful arts, I shall without any

farther apology, present them to the Royal Society.

That greater distinctness may exist in the details, I shalL
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treat of my subjects under four heads. In the first I shall

discuss the effects of rarefaction, by partly removing the

pressure of the atmosphere upon flame and explosion. In

the second, I shall consider the effects of heat in combustion.

In the third, I shall examine the effect of the mixture of

gaseous substances not concerned in combustion upon flame

and explosion. In the fourth, I shall offer some general views

upon flame, and point out certain practical and theoretical

applications of the results.

I. On the effect of rarefaction by partly removing the pressure , of

the atmosphere upojifla?ne and explosion.

The earlier experimenters upon the Boylean vacuum ob-

served that flame ceased in highly rarefied air: but the

degree of rarefaction necessary for this effect, has been diffe-

rently stated. Amongst late experimenters, M. de Grotthus

has examined this subject. He has asserted that a mixture

of oxygene and hydrogene ceases to be explosive by the elec-

trical spark when rarefied sixteen times, and that a mixture

of chlorine and hydrogene cannot be exploded when rarefied

only six times, and he generalises by supposing that rare-

faction, whether produced by removing pressure or by heat,

has the same effect. .

I shall not begin by discussing the experiments of this

ingenious author. My own results and conclusions are very

different from his
;
and the cause of this difference, will I

think be obvious in the course of these inquiries. I shall pro-

ceed in stating the observations which guided my researches.

When hydrogene gas slowly produced from a proper mix-

ture was inflamed at a fine orifice of a glass tube, as in the
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experiment called the philosophical candle, so as to make a

jet of flame of about of an inch in height, and introduced

under the receiver of an air pump containing from 200 to 300

cubical inches of air, the flame enlarged as the receiver

became exhausted ;
and when the gage indicated a pressure

between 4 and 5 times less than that of the atmosphere was at

its maximum of size, it then gradually diminished below, but

burned above till the pressure was between 7 and 8 times less,

when it became extinguished.

To ascertain whether the effect depended upon the defi-

ciency of oxygene, I used a larger jet with the same appa-

ratus, when the flame to my surprise burned longer, and when

the atmosphere was rarefied ten times, and this in repeated

trials. When the larger jet was used, the point of the glass

tube became white hot, and continued red hot till the flame

was extinguished. It immediately occurred to me, that the

heat communicated to the gas by this tube, was the cause that

the combustion continued longer in the last trials when the

larger flame was used ; and the following experiments con-

firmed the conclusion. A piece of wire of platinum was coiled

found the top of the tube, so as to reach into and above the

flame. The jet of gas of of an inch in height was lighted,

and the exhaustion made; the wire of platinum soon became

white hot in the centre of the flame, and a small point of

wire near the top fused : it continued white hot till the pres-

sure was 6 times less, when it was 10 times it continued red

hot at the upper part, and, as long as it was dull red, the gas

though extinguished below, continued to burn in contact with

the hot wire, and the combustion did not cease until the

pressure was reduced 13 times.

It appears from this result, that the flame of hydrogene is
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extinguished in rarefied atmospheres, only when the heat it

produces is insufficient to keep up the combustion, which

appears to be when it is incapable of communicating visible

ignition to metal, and as this is the temperature required for

the inflammation of hydrogene at common pressures, it

appears that its combustibility is neither diminished nor in-

creased by rarefaction from the removal of pressure.

According to this view with respect to hydrogene, it should

follow that amongst other combustible bodies, those which

require least heat for their combustion, ought to burn in more

rarefied air than those that require more heat, and those that

produce much heat in their combustion ought to burn, other

circumstances being the same, in more rarefied air than those

that produce little heat: and every experiment I have made

confirms these conclusions. Thus olefiant gas which ap-

proaches nearly to hydrogene in the heat produced by its

combustion, and which does not require a much higher tem-

perature for its inflammation, when its flame was made by a

jet of gas from a bladder connected with a small tube fur-

nished with a wire of platinum, under the same circumstances

as hydrogene, ceased to burn when the pressure was dimi-

nished between 10 and it times: and the flames of alcohol

and of the wax taper which require a greater consumption of

heat for the volatilization and decomposition of their combus-

tible matter, were extinguished when the pressure was 5 or

6 times less without the wire of platinum, and 7 or 8 times

less when the wire was kept in the flame. Light carburetted

hydrogene, which produces, as will be seen hereafter,

less heat in combustion than any of the common combus-

tible gases, except carbonic oxide, and which requires a

higher temperature for its inflammation than any other, had
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its flame extinguished, even though the tube was furnished

with the wire when the pressure was below

The flame of carbonic oxide which, though it produces

little heat in combustion, is as inflammable as hydrogene,

burned when the wire was used, the pressure being

The flame of sulphuretted hydrogene, the heat of which is

in some measure carried off by the sulphur produced by its

decomposition during its combustion in rare air, when burned

in the same apparatus as the olefiant and other gases, was

extinguished when the pressure was y.

Sulphur, which requires a lower temperature for its com-

bustion than any common inflammable substance, except

phosphorus, burned with a very feeble blue flame in air rare-

fied fifteen times, and at this pressure the flame heated a wire

of platinum to dull redness, nor was it extinguished till

the pressure was reduced to T.*

Phosphorus, as has been shown by M. Van Marum, burns

in an atmosphere rarefied 60 .times; and I found that phos-

phuretted hydrogene produced a flash of light when admitted

into the best vacuum that could be made, by an excellent

pump of Nairn’s construction.

The mixture of chlorine and hydrogene inflames at a much

lower temperature than that of hydrogene and oxygene, and

produces a considerable degree of heat in combustion ; it was

* The temperature of the atmosphere diminishes in a certain ratio with its

height, which must be attended to in the conclusions respecting combustion in the

upper regions of the atmosphere, and the elevation must be somewhat lower than in

arithmetical progression, the pressure decreasing in geometrical progression.

There is, however, every reason to believe, that the taper would be extinguished

at a height of between 9 and 10 miles, hydrogene between 12 and 13, and sulphur

between 15 and 16.

MDCCCXVII. H
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therefore probable that it would bear a greater degree of rare-

faction, without having its power of exploding destroyed
;
and

this I found in many trials is actually the case, contrary to

the assertion of M. de Grotthus. Oxygene and hydrogene in

the proportion to form water, will not explode by the elec-

trical spark when rarefied eighteen times, but hydrogene and

chlorine in the proportion to form muriatic acid gas, gave a

distinct flash of light under the same circumstances, and they

combined with visible inflammation when the spark was

passed through them, the exhaustion being to ~ th.

The experiment on the flame of hydrogene with the wire

of platinum, and which holds good with the flames of the

other gases, shows, that by preserving heat in rarefied air,

or giving heat to a mixture, inflammation may be continued

when, under common circumstances, it would be extinguished.

This I found was the case in other instances, when the heat

was differently communicated : thus, when camphor was

burned in a glass tube, so as to make the upper part of the

tube red hot, the inflammation continued when the rarefac-

tion was 9 times, whereas it would only continue in air

rarefied 6 times, when it was burned in a thick metallic tube

which could not be considerably heated by it.

By bringing a little naphtha in contact with a red hot iron, it

produced a faint lambent flame, when there remained in the

receiver only ~ of the original quantity of air, though with-

out foreign heat its flame was extinguished when the quantity

was i.

I rarefied a mixture of oxygene and hydrogene by the air

pump to about eighteen times, when it could not be in-

flamed by the electric spark. I then heated strongly the
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upper part of the tube till the glass began to soften, and

passed the spark, when a feeble flash was observed not reach-

ing far into the tube, the heated gases only appearing to enter

into inflammation. This last experiment requires consider-

able care. If the exhaustion is much greater, or if the heat is

raised very slowly,* it does not succeed ; and if the heat is

raised so high as to make the glass luminous, the flash of

light, which is extremely feeble, is not visible : it is difficult

to procure the proper degree of exhaustion, and to give the

exact degree of heat ; I have, however, succeeded three times

in obtaining the results, and in one instance it was witnessed

by Mr. Brande.

To" elucidate the enquiry still farther, I made a series of

experiments on the heat produced by some of the inflammable

gases in combustion. In comparing the heat communicated to

wires of platinum by flames of the same size, it was evident,

that hydrogene and olefiant gas in oxygene, and hydrogene

in chlorine, produced a much greater intensity of heat in

combustion, than the other gaseous substances I have named

burned in oxygene : but no regular scale could be formed

from observations of this kind. I endeavoured to gain some

approximations on the subject by burning equal quantities of

different gases under the same circumstances, and applying

the heat to an apparatus by which it could be measured.

For this purpose a mercurial gas holder was furnished with

a system of stop cocks, terminating in a strong tube of plati-

num having a minute aperture. Above this was fixed a copper

cup filled with olive oil, in which a thermometer was placed.

The oil was heated to 2120
to prevent any differences in the

communication of heat by the condensation of aqueous vapour;

# The reason will be obvious from what is stated in page 55.

H 2
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the pressure was the same for the different gases, and-they^

were consumed as nearly as possible in the same time, and

the flame applied to the same point of the copper cup, the

bottom of which was wiped after each experiment.

The results were as follows :

O

The flame from olefiant gas raised the thermometer to 270

hydrogene - 238

sulphuretted hydrogene - - 232

coal gas - 236

gaseous oxide of carbon - - 218

The quantities of oxygene consumed (that absorbed by

the hydrogene being taken as 1 )
would be, supposing the

combustion perfect, for the olefiant gas 6, for the sulphuretted

hydrogene 3, for the carbonic oxide 1. The coal gas con-

tained only a very small proportion of olefiant gas ; supposing

it to be pure carburetted hydrogene, it would have consumed

4 of oxygene. Taking the elevations of temperature, and

the quantities of oxygene consumed as the data, the ratios of

the heat produced by the combustion of the different gases,

would be for hydrogene 26, for olefiant gas 9.66, for sulphu-

retted hydrogene 6.66, for carburetted hydrogene 6, for car-

bonic oxide 6*.

It will be useless to reason upon this ratio as exact, for

charcoal was deposited both from the olefiant gas and coal

gas during the experiment, and much sulphur was deposited

from the sulphuretted hydrogene
;
and there is great reason

to believe, that the capacities of fluids for heat increase with

their temperature. It confirms, however, the general con-

• These results may be compared with Mr. Dalton’s new System of Chemical

Philosophy ; they agree in showing that hydrogene produces more heat in combus-

tion than any of its compounds.
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elusions, and proves that hydrogene stands at the head of the

scale, and gaseous oxide of carbon at the bottom. It might

at first view be imagined that, according to this scale, the

flame of carbonic oxide ought to be extinguished by rare-

faction, at the same degree as that of carburetted hydrogene

;

but it must be remembered, as I have mentioned in another

place, that carbonic oxide is a much more combustible gas.

Carbonic oxide inflames in the atmosphere when brought into

contact with an iron wire heated to dull redness, whereas

carburetted hydrogene is not inflammable by a similar wire,

unless it is heated to whiteness so as to burn with sparks.

II. On the effects of rarefaction by heat on combustion and

explosion..

The results detailed in the preceding section are indirectly

opposed to the opinion of M. de Grotthus, that rarefaction by-

heaPdestroys the combustibility of gaseous mixtures. Before

I made any direct experiments on this subject, I endeavoured

to ascertain the degree of expansion which can be commu-

nicated to elastic fluids by the strongest heat' that can be

applied to glass vessels. For this purpose I introduced into a

graduated curved glass tube some fusible metal. I heated

the fusible metal and the portion of the tube containing the

air included by it, under boiling water for some time. I then

placed the apparatus in a charcoal fire, and very gradually

raised the temperature till the fusible metal appeared luminous

when viewed in the shade. At this time the air had expand-

ed so as to occupy 2.25 parts in the tube, it being 1 at the

temperature of boiling water. Another experiment was made

in a thicker glass tube, and the heat was raised until the tube
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began to run together ; but though this heat appeared cherry

red, the expansion was not to more than 2.5, and a part of

this might perhaps have been apparent only, owing to the

collapsing of the glass tube before it actually melted. It may

be supposed that the oxidation of the fusible metal may have

had some effect in making the expansion appear less ; but in

the first experiment the air was gradually brought back to

its original temperature of boiling water, when the absorp-

tion was scarcely sensible. If M. Gay Lussac’s conclusions

be taken as the ground work of calculation, and it be sup-

posed that air expands equally for equal increments of tem-

perature, it would appear that the temperature of air capable

of rendering glass luminous must be 1035° Fahrenheit.*

M. de Grotthus describes an experiment in which atmos-

pheric air and hydrogene, expanded to four times their bulk

over mercury by heat, would not inflame by the electric spark.

It is evident, that in this experiment a large quantity of steam

or of mercurial vapour must have been present, which, like

other inexplosive elastic fluids, prevents combustion when

mixed in certain quantities with explosive mixtures ; but

though he seems aware that his gases were not dry, yet he

draws his general conclusion, that expansion by heat destroys

the explosive powers of gases, principally from this incon-

clusive experiment.

I introduced into a small graduated tube over well boiled

mercury, a mixture of two parts of hydrogene and one of

* The mode of ascertaining temperatures as high as the point of fusion of glass by

the expansion of air, seems more unexceptionable than any other. It gives for the

point of visible ignition nearly the same degree as that deduced by Newton from

the times of the cooling of ignited metal in the atmosphere.
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oxygene, and heated the tube by a large spirit lamp till the

volume of the gas was increased from i to 2.5. I then, by

means of a blow pipe and another spirit lamp, made the

upper part of the tube red hot, when an explosion instantly

took place.

I introduced into a bladder a mixture of oxygene and

hydrogene, and connected this bladder with a thick glass

tube of about ^ of an inch in diameter and three feet long,

curved so that it could be gradually heated in a charcoal fur-

nace ;
two spirit lamps were placed under the tube where it

entered the charcoal fire, and the mixture was very slowly

pressed through : an explosion took place before the tube was

red hot.

This experiment shows that expansion by heat, instead of

diminishing the combustibility of gases, on the contrary,

enables them to explode apparently at a lower temperature,

which seems perfectly reasonable, as a part of the heat com-

municated by any ignited body must be lost in gradually rais-

ing the temperature. I made several other experiments which

establish the same conclusions. A mixture of common air and

hydrogene was introduced into a small copper tube, having

a stopper not quite tight
;
the copper tube was placed in a

charcoal fire; before it became visibly red an explosion took

place, and the stopper was driven out.

I made various experiments on explosions by passing mix-

tures of hydrogene and oxygene through heated tubes ; in the

beginning of one of these trials, in which the heat wras much

below redness, steam appeared to be formed without any

combustion. This led me to expose mixtures of oxygene and

hydrogene in tubes, in which they were confined by fluid
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fusible metal to heat; and I found that by carefully applying

a heat between the boiling point of mercury, which is not suf-

ficient for the effect, and a heat approaching to the greatest

heat that can be given without making glass luminous in

darkness, the combination was effected without any violence*

and without any light: and commencing with 212
0

,
the

volume of steam formed at the point of combination appeared

exactly equal to that of the original gases. So that the first

effect in experiments of this kind is an expansion, afterwards

a contraction, and then the restoration of the primitive

volume.

If when this change is going on, the heat be quickly raised

to redness, an explosion takes place; but with small quanti-

ties of gas the change is completed in less than a minute.

It is probable, that the slow combination without combus-

tion, already long ago observed with respect to hydrogene

and chlorine, oxygene and metals, will happen at certain

temperatures with most substances that unite by heat. On
trying charcoal, I found that at a temperature which appeared

to be a little above the boiling point of quicksilver, it con-

verted oxygene pretty rapidly into carbonic acid, without any

luminous appearance, and at a dull red heat, the elements of

olefiant gas combined in a similar manner with, oxygene,

slowly and without explosion.

The effect of the slow combination of oxygene and hydro-

gene is not connected with their rarefaction by heat, for I

found that it took place when the gases were confined in a

tube by fusible metal rendered solid at its upper surface
; and

certainly as rapidly, and without any appearance of light.

M. de Grotthus has stated, that, if a glowing coal be
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brought into contact with a mixture of oxygene and hydro-

gene, it only rarefies them, but does not explode them; but

this depends upon the degree of heat communicated by the

coal : if it is red in day light and free from ashes, it uniformly

explodes the mixture ;
if its redness is barely visible in shade,

it will not explode them, but cause their slow combination :

and the general phenomenon is wholly unconnected with rare-

faction, as is shown by the following circumstance. When the

heat is greatest, and before the invisible combination is com-

pleated, if an iron wire heated to whiteness be placed upon the

coal within the vessel, the mixture instantly explodes.

Light carburetted hydrogene, or pure fire-damp, as has

been shown, requires a very strong heat for its inflammation;

it therefore offered a good substance for an experiment on

the effect of high degrees of rarefaction by heat on combus-

tion. I mixed together one part of this gas and eight parts

of air, and introduced them into a bladder furnished with a

capillary tube. I heated this tube till it began to melt, and

then slowly passed the mixture through it into the flame of

a spirit lamp, when it took fire and burned with its own
peculiar explosive light beyond the flame of the lamp, and

when withdrawn, though the aperture was quite white hot,

it continued to burn vividly.

That the compression in one part of an explosive mixture

produced by the sudden expansion of another part by heat,

or the elestric spark, is not the cause of combination, as has

been supposed by Dr. Higgins, M. Berthollet, and others,

appears to be evident from what has been stated, and it is

rendered still more so by the following facts. A mixture of

MDCGCXVII. I
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hydro-phosphoric gas ( bi-phosphuretted hydrogene gas) and

oxygene, which explode at a heat a little above that of boiling

water, was confined by mercury, and very gradually heated

on a sand bath : when the temperature of the mercury was

242°,the mixture exploded.

A similar mixture was placed in a receiver communicating

with a condensing syringe, and condensed over mercury till

it occupied only
-f-

of its original volume. No explosion took

place, and no chemical change had occurred, for when its

volume was restored, it was instantly exploded by the spirit

lamp.

It would appear, then, that the heat given out by the com-

pression of gases is the real cause of the combustion which it

produces, and that at certain elevations of temperature, whe-

ther in rarefied 'or compressed atmospheres, explosion or

combustion occurs, i, e. bodies combine with the production

of heat and light.

III. On the effects of the mixture of different gases in explosion

and combustion.

In my first Paper on the fire-damp of coal mines, I have

mentioned that carbonic acid gas has a greater power of

destroying the explosive power of mixtures of fire-damp and

air than azote, and I have ventured to suppose the cause to

be its greater density and capacity for heat, in consequence

of which it might exert a greater cooling agency, and pre-

vent the temperature of the mixture from being raised to that

degree necessary for combustion. I have lately made a series

of experiments with the view of determining how far this idea
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is correct, and for the purpose of ascertaining the general

phenomena of the effects of the mixture of gaseous substances

upon explosion and combustion.

I took given volumes of a mixture of two parts of hydro-

gene and one part of oxygene by measure, and diluting them

with various quantities of different elastic fluids, I ascertained

at what degree of dilution the power of inflammation by a

strong spark from a Leyden phial was destroyed. I found

that for one of the mixture inflammation was prevented by

Of Hydrogene, about 8

Oxygene g
Nitrous oxide - - 11

Carburetted hydrogene - i

Sulphuretted hydrogene - 2

Olefiant gas - - a

Muriatic acid gas - 2

Silicated fluoric acid gas - f-

Inflammation took place when the mixtures contained of

Hydrogene 6

Oxygene 7
Nitrous oxide - - - 10

Carburetted hydrogene - a

Olefiant gas - a

Sulphuretted hydrogene - iA

Muriatic acid gas - - iA

Fluoric acid gas - - - a

I hope to be able to repeat these experiments with more

precision at no distant time
; the results are not sufficiently

exact to lay the foundation for any calculations on the rela-

tive cooling powers of equal volumes of the gases, but they

I 2
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show sufficiently, if the conclusions of M. M. De la Roche

and Berard be correct, that other causes, besides density and

capacity for heat, interfere with the phenomena. Thus

nitrous oxide, which is nearly -§• denser than oxygene, and

which, according to De la Roche and Berard, has a greater

capacity for heat in the ratio of 1.3503 to .9765 in volume,

has lower powers of preventing explosion; and hydrogene,

which is 15 times lighter than oxygene, and which in equal

volumes has a smaller capacity for heat, certainly has a higher

power of preventing explosion ; and olefiant gas exceeds all

other gaseous substances in a much higher ratio than could

have been expected from its density and capacity. The ole-

fiant gas I used was recently made, and might have contained

some vapour of ether, and the nitrous oxide was mixed with

some azote, but these slight causes could not have interfered

with the results to any considerable extent.

Mr. Leslie, in his elaborate and ingenious researches on

heat, has observed the high powers of hydrogene of abstract-

ing heat from solid bodies, as compared with that of common

air and oxygene. I made a few experiments on the compa-

rison of the powers of hydrogene, in this respect, with those of

carburetted hydrogene, azote, oxygene, olefiant gas, nitrous

oxide, chlorine, and carbonic acid gas. The same thermometer

raised to the same temperature, 160°, was exposed to equal

volumes (21 cubic inches) of olefiant gas, coal gas, carbonic

acid gas, chlorine, nitrous oxide gas, hydrogene, oxygene,

azote, and air, at equal temperatures, 52
0
Fahrenheit.

The times required for cooling to 106° were for

Air 2

Hydrogene 45 -
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1

/ a
Olefiant gas - - - 1.15

Coal gas - -55
Azote - 1.30

Oxygene - - 147

^Nitrous oxide - - 2.30. 2.33

^Carbonic acid gas - 2.45

Chlorine - 3.6

It appears from these experiments, that the powers of

elastic fluids to abstract or conduct away heat from solid sur-

faces, is in some inverse ratio to their density, and that there

is something in the constitution of the light gases, which

enables them to carry off heat from solid surfaces in a diffe-

rent manner from that in which they would abstract it in

gaseous mixtures, depending probably upon the mobility of

their parts.-f The heating of gaseous media by the contact

of fluid or solid bodies, as has been shown by Count Rum-

ford, depends principally upon the change of place of their

particles ;
and it is evident from the results stated in the

beginning of this section, that these particles have different

powers of abstracting heat analogous to the different powers

of solids and fluids. Where an elastic fluid exerts a cooling

influence on a solid surface, the effect must depend princi-

pally upon the rapidity with which its particles change their

places : but where the cooling particles are mixed throughout

a mass with other gaseous particles, their effect must princi-

* These two last results were observed byMr. Faraday of the Royal Institution,

(from whom I receive much useful assistance in most of my experiments), when I was

absent from the Laboratory.

+ Those particles which are lighest must be conceived most capable of changing

place, and would therefore cool solid surfaces most rapidly : in the cooling of gaseous

mixtures, the mobility of the particles can be of little consequence.
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pally depend upon the power they possess of rapidly abstract-

ing heat from the contiguous particles ;
and this will depend

probably upon two causes, the simple abstracting power by

which they become quickly heated, and their capacity for

heat which is great in proportion as their temperatures are

less raised by this abstraction.

Whatever be the cause of the different cooling powers of

the different elastic fluids in preventing inflammation, very

simple experiments show that they operate uniformly with

respect to the different species of combustion, and that those

explosive mixtures, or inflammable bodies, which require

least heat for their combustion, require larger quantities of

the different gases to prevent the effect, and vice versa
; thus

one of chlorine and one of hydrogene still inflame when

mixed with eighteen times their bulk of oxygene, whereas a

mixture of carburetted hydrogene and oxygene in the proper

proportions for combinations, one and two, have their inflam-

mation prevented by less than three times their volume of

oxygene.

A wax taper was instantly extinguished in air mixed with

of silicated fluoric acid gas, and in air mixed with £ of

muriatic acid gas ;
but the flame of hydrogene burned readily

in those mixtures, and in mixtures in which the flame of

hydrogene was extinguished, the flame of sulphur burned.

There is a very simple experiment which demonstrates in

an elegant manner this general principle. Into a long bottle

with a narrow neck introduce a lighted taper, and let it burn

till it is extinguished ; carefully stop the bottle, and introduce

another lighted taper, it will be extinguished before it reaches

the bottom of the neck : then introduce a small tube contain-

ing zinc and diluted sulphuric acid, and at the aperture of
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which the hydrogene is inflamed ; the hydrogene will be

found to burn in whatever part of the bottle the tube is

placed : after the hydrogene is extinguished, introduce lighted

sulphur; this will burn for some time, and after its extinction,

phosphorus will be as luminous as in the air, and, if heated

in the bottle, will produce a pale yellow flame of considerable

density.

In cases when the heat required for chemical union is very

small, as in the instance of hydrogene and chlorine, a mix-

ture which prevents inflammation will not prevent combina-

tion, i. e. the gases will combine without any flash. This I

witnessed in mixing two volumes of carburetted hydrogene

with one of chlorine and hydrogene ; muriatic acid was formed

throughout the mixture, and heat produced, as was evident

from the expansion when the spark passed, and the rapid

contraction afterwards, but the heat was so quickly carried

off by the quantity of carburetted hydrogene that no flash

was visible.

In the case of phosphorus, which is combustible at the

lowest temperature of the atmosphere, no known admixture

of elastic fluid prevents the luminous appearance; but this

seems to depend upon the light being limited to the solid

particles of phosphoric acid formed; whereas to produce flame,

a certain mass of elastic fluid must be luminous ; and there is

every reason to believe, that when phosphuretted hydrogene

explodes in very rare air, it is only the phosphorus which is

consumed. Any other substance that produces solid matter

in combustion would probably be luminous in air as rare, or

in mixtures as diluted, as phosphorus, provided the heat was
elevated sufficiently for its combustion. I have found that
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this is actually the case with respect to zinc. I threw some

zinc filings into an ignited iron crucible fixed on the stand of

an air pump under a receiver, and exhausted until only ~ of

the original quantity of air remained. When I judged that the

red hot crucible must be full of the vapour of zinc, I admitted

about more of air, when a bright flash of light took place

in and above the crucible, similar to that which is produced

by admitting air to the vapour of phosphorus in vacuo.

The cooling power of mixtures of elastic fluids in prevent-

ing combustion must increase with their condensation, and

diminish with their rarefaction ; at the same time, the quan-

tity of matter entering into combustion in given spaces, is

relatively increased and diminished. The experiments on

flame in rarefied atmospherical air, show that the quantity of

heat produced in combustion is very slowly diminished by

rarefaction, the diminution of the cooling power of the azote

being apparently in a higher ratio than the diminution of the

heating powers of the burning bodies. I endeavoured to

ascertain what would be the effect of condensation on flame

in atmospheric air, and whether the cooling power of the

azote would increase in a lower ratio, as might be expected,

than the heat produced by the increase of the quantity of

matter entering into combustion, but I found considerable

difficulties in making the experiments with precision. I

ascertained, however, that both the light and heat of the

flames of the taper, of sulphur and hydrogene, were in-

creased by acting on them by air condensed four times ; but

not more than they would have been by an addition of -
5
of

oxygene.

I condensed air nearly five times, and ignited iron wire to
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whiteness in it by the voltaic apparatus, but the combustion

took place with very little more brightness than in the com-

mon atmosphere, and would not continue as in oxygene, nor

did charcoal burn much more brightly in this compressed air

than in common air. I intend to repeat these experiments, if

possible, with higher condensing powers: they show suffi-

ciently that, (for certain limits at least) as rarefaction does

not diminish considerably the heat of flame in atmospherical

air, so neither does condensation considerably increase it ; a

circumstance of great importance in the constitution of our

atmosphere, which at all the heights or depths at which man

can exist, still preserves the same relations to combustion.

It may be concluded from the general law, that at high

temperatures, gases not concerned in combustion will have less

powers of preventing that operation, and likewise, that steam

and vapours, which require a considerable heat for their for-

mation, will have less effect in preventing combustion, parti-

cularly of those bodies requiring low temperatures, than

gases at the common heat of the atmosphere.

I have made some experiments on the effects of steam, and

their results were conformable to these views. I found that a

very large quantity of steam was necessary to prevent sul-

phur from burning. Oxygene and hydrogene exploded by

the electric spark when mixed with five times their volume

of steam ; and even a mixture of air and carburetted hydro-

gene gas, the least explosive of all mixtures, required a third

of- steam to prevent its explosion, whereas ~ of azote produced

the effect. These trials were made over mercury ; heat was

applied to water above the mercury, and 37.5 for 100 parts

was regarded as the correction for the expansion of the gases,,

MBCCCXVII. K
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It is probable that with certain heated mixtures of gases,

where the non-supporting or non-inflammable elastic fluids

are in great quantities, combination with oxvgene will take

place, as in the instance mentioned, page 63, of hydrogene

and chlorine, without any light, for the temperature produced

will not be sufficient to render elastic media luminous ; and

there are no combustions, except those of the compounds of

phosphorus and the metals, in which solid matters are the

result of combinations with oxygene. I have shown in the

paper referred to in the introduction, that the light of common
flames depends almost entirely upon the deposition, ignition

and combustion of solid charcoal; but to produce this deposi-

tion from gaseous substances demands a high temperature.

Phosphorus, which rises in vapour at common temperatures,

and the vapour of which combines with oxygene at those tem-

peratures, as I have mentioned before, is always luminous, for

each particle of acid formed must, there is every reason to

believe, be white hot; but so few of these particles exist in a

given space that they scarcely raise the temperature of a solid

body exposed to them, though, as in the rapid combustion of

phosphorus, where immense numbers are existing in a small

space, they produce a most intense heat.

In all cases the quantity of heat communicated by com-

bustion, will be in proportion to the quantity of burning matter

coming in contact with the body to be heated. Thus, the

blow-pipe and currents of air operate. In the atmosphere,

the effect is impeded by the mixture of azote, though still it

is very great: with pure oxygene compression produces an

immense effect, and with currents of oxygene and, hydrogene,

there is every reason to believe, that solid matters are made

to attain the temperature of the flame. This temperature,
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however, evidently presents the limit to experiments of this

kind, for bodies exposed to flame can never be hotter than

flame itself ; whereas in the voltaic apparatus there seems to

be no limit to the heat, except the volatilization of the con-

ductors.

The temperatures of flames are probably very different.

Where, in chemical changes, there is no change of volume, as

in the instance of the mutual action of chlorine and hydro-

gene, prussic gas ( cyanogen
)
and oxygene, approximations

to their temperatures may be gained from the expansion in

explosion.

I have made some experiments of this kind by detonating

the gases by the electrical spark in a curved tube containing

mercury or water; and I judged of the expansion from the

quantity of fluid thrown out of the tube: the resistance

opposed by mercury, and its great cooling powers, rendered

the results very unsatisfactory in the cases in which it was

used; but with water, cyanogen and oxygene being em-

ployed, they were more conclusive. Cyanogen and oxy-

gene, in the proportion of one to two, detonated in a tube of

about ~ of an inch in diameter, displaced a quantity of water

which demonstrated an expansion of fifteen times their ori-

ginal bulk. This would indicate a temperature of above 5000°

of Fahrenheit, and the real temperature is probably much

higher ; for heat must be lost by communication to the tube

and the water. The heat of the gaseous carbon in combus-

tion in this gas, appears more intense than that of hydrogene;

for I found a filament of platinum was fused by a flame of

cyanogen in the air which was not fused by a similar flame

of hydrogene.

Ka
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IV. Some general observations
,
andpractical inferences.

The knowledge of the cooling power of elastic media in

preventing the explosion of the fire-damp, led me to those

practical researches which terminated in the discovery of the

wire-gauze safe-lamp ; and the general investigations of the

relation and extent of these powers, serves to elucidate the

operation of wire-gauze and other tissues or systems of

apertures permeable to light and air, in intercepting flame,

and confirms the views I originally gave of the phenomenon.

,

Flame is gaseous matter heated so highly as to be lumi-

nous, and that to a degree of temperature beyond the white

heat of solid bodies, as is shown by the circumstance, that air

not luminous will communicate this degree of heat.* When
an attempt is made to pass flame through a very fine mesh of

wire-gauze at the common temperature, the gauze cools each

portion of the elastic matter that passes through it, so as to

reduce its temperature below that degree at which it is lumi-

nous, and the diminution of temperature must be proportional

to the smallness of the mesh and the mass of the metal. The

power of a metallic or other tissue to prevent explosion, will

depend upon the heat required to produce the combustion as

compared with that acquired by the tissue ; and the flame of

the most inflammable substances, and of tho <e that produce

most heat in combustion, will pass through a metallic tissue

that will interrupt the flame of less inflammable substances,

or those that produce little heat in combustion. Or the tissue

* This is proved by the simple experiment of holding a fine wire of platinum

about the of an inch from the exterior of the middle of the flame of a spirit lamp,

and concealing the flame by an opaque body, the wire will become white hot in a

space where there is no visible light.
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being the same, and impermeable to all flames at common

temperatures, the flames of the most combustible substances,

and of those which produce most heat, will most readily pass

through it when it is heated, and each will pass through it at

a different degree of temperature. In short, all the circum-

stances which apply to the effect of cooling mixtures upon

flame, will apply to cooling perforated surfaces. Thus, the

flame of phosphuretted hydrogene at common temperatures,

will pass through a tissue sufficiently large not to be imme-

diately choaked up by the phosphoric acid formed, and the

phosphorus deposited.* A tissue of 100 apertures to the

square inch, made of wire of will at common tempera-

tures intercept the flame of a spirit lamp, but not that of

hydrogene
;
and when strongly heated, it will no longer

arrest the flame of the spirit lamp. A tissue which will not

interrupt the flame of hydrogene when red hot, will still in-

tercept that of olefiant gas, and a heated tissue which would

communicate explosion from a mixture of olefiant gas and

air, will stop an explosion from a mixture of fire-damp, or

oarburetted hydrogene.

The ratio of the combustibility of the different gaseous

matters are likewise to a certain extent as the masses of

heated matter required to inflame them.-f* Thus an iron

* If a tissue containing above 700 apertures to the square inch be held over the

flame of phosphorus or phosphuretted hydrogene, it does not transmit the flame till

it is sufficiently heated to enable the phosphorus to pass through it in vapour. Phos-

phuretted hydrogene is decomposed in flame, and acts exactly like phosphorus.

+ It appeared to me in these experiments, that the worst conducting and best

radiating substances required to be heated higher for equal masses to produce the same

effect upon the gases ; thus, red hot charcoal had evidently less power of inflamma-

tion than red hot iron.
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wire of^ of an inch heated cherry red, will not inflame ole-

fiant gas, but it will inflame hydrogene gas ; and a wire of

J, heated to the same degree, will inflame olefiant gas ; but

a wire of must be heated to whiteness to inflame hydro-

gene, though at a low red heat it will inflame bi-phosphuretted

gas
;
but wire of heated even to whiteness will not inflame

mixtures of fire-damp.

These circumstances will explain, why a mesh of wire so

much finer is required to prevent the explosion from hydrogene

and oxygene from passing, and why so coarse a texture and

wire is sufficient to prevent the explosion of the fire-damp,

fortunately the least combustible of the known inflammable

gases.

The general doctrine of the operation of wire-gauze caiv

not be better elucidated than in its effects upon the flame of

sulphur. When wire-gauze of 600 or 700 apertures to the

square inch is held over the flame, fumes of condensed sul-

phur immediately come through it, and the flame is inter-

cepted; the fumes continue for some instants, but as the heat

increases they diminish, and at the moment they disappear,

which is long before the gauze becomes red hot, the flame

passes ; the temperature at which sulphur burns being that

at which it is gaseous.

Another very simple illustration of the truth of this view is

offered in the effect of the cooling agency of metallic surfaces

upon very small flames. Let the smallest possible flame be

made by a single thread of cotton immersed in oil, and burn-

ing immediately upon the surface of the oil : it will be found

to be about~ of an inch in diameter. Let a fine iron wire

of be made into a circle of of an inch in diameter and
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brought over the flame. Though at such a distance, it will

instantly extinguish the flame, if it be cold: but if it be held

above the flame, so as to be slightly heated, the flame may be

passed through it without being extinguished. That the effect

depends entirely upon the power of the metal to abstract the

heat of flame, is shown by bringing a glass capillary ring of

the same diameter and size over the flame; this being a much

worse conductor of heat, will not extinguish it even when cold.

If its size however be made greater, and its circumference

smaller, it will act like the metallic wire, and require to be

heated to prevent it from extinguishing the flame.*

Suppose a flame divided by the wire-gauze into smaller

flames, each flame must be extinguished in passing its aper-

ture till that aperture has attained a temperature sufficient to

produce the permanent combustion of the explosive mixture.

A flame of sulphur may be made much smaller than that

of hydrogene, that of hydrogene smaller than that of a wick

fed with oil, and that of a wick fed with oil smaller than that

of carburetted hydrogene; and a ring of cool wire which

instantly extinguishes the flame of carburetted hydrogene,

only slightly diminishes the size of a flame of sulphur of the

same dimensions.

Where rapid currents of explosive mixtures are made to

act upon wire-gauze, it is of course much more rapidly

heated
;
and therefore the same mesh which arrests the flames

* Let a small globe of metal of^ °f an inch in diameter made by fusing the end

of a wire be brought near a flame of^ in diameter, it will extinguish it when cold at

the distance of its own diameter; let it be heated, and the distance will diminish et

which it produces the extinction ; and at a white heat it does not extinguish it by

actual contact, though at a dull red heat it immediately produces the effect.
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of explosive mixtures at rest, will suffer them to pass when
in rapid motion; but by increasing the cooling surface by

diminishing the size, or increasing the depth of the aperture,

ajl flames, however rapid their motion, may be arrested.

Precisely the same law applies to explosions acting in close

vessels : very minute apertures when they are only few in

number will permit explosions to pass, which are arrested by

much larger apertures when they fill a whole surface, A
small aperture was drilled at the bottom of a wire-gauze

lamp in the cylindrical ring which confines the wire-gauze

;

this, though less than —§• of an inch in diameter, passed the

flame and fired the external atmosphere, in consequence of

the whole force of the explosion of the thin stratum of the

mixture included within the cylinder driving the flame

through the aperture; though, had the whole ring been

composed of such apertures separated by wires, it would

have been perfectly safe.

Nothing can demonstrate more decidedly than these simple

facts and observations, that the interruption of flame by solid

tissues permeable to light and air, depends upon no recondite

or mysterious cause, but to their cooling powers, simply con-

sidered as such.

When a light included in a cage of wire-gauze is intro-

duced into an explosive atmosphere of fire-damp at rest, the

maximum of heat is soon obtained, the radiating power of

the wire, and the cooling effect of the atmosphere, more effi-

cient from the mixture of inflammable air, prevents it from

ever arriving at a temperature equal to that of dull redness.

In rapid currents of explosive mixtures of fire-damp, which

heat common gauze to a higher temperature, twilled gauze.
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in which the radiating surface is considerably greater, and

the circulation of air iess, preserves an equal temperature.

Indeed the heat communicated to the wire by combustion of

the fire-damp in wire-gauze lamps, is completely in the

power of the manufacturer, for by diminishing the apertures

and increasing the mass of metal, or the radiating surface, it

may be diminished to any extent.

I have lately had lamps made of thick twilled gauze of

wires of sixteen to the warp, and thirty to the weft, which

being rivetted to the screw, cannot be displaced ; from its

flexibility it cannot be broken, and from its strength cannot

be crushed, except by a very strong blow.

Even in the common lamps the flexibility of the material

has been found of great importance, and I could quote one

instance of a dreadful accident having been prevented, which

must have happened had any other material than wire-gauze

been employed in the construction of the lamp : and how

little difficulty has occurred in the practical application of the

invention, is shown by the circumstance, that it has been now

for ten months in the hands of hundreds of common miners

in the most dangerous mines in Britain, during which time

not a single accident has occurred where it has been em-

ployed, whilst in other mines, much less dangerous, where

it has not yet been adopted, some lives have been lost, and

many persons burned.*

* Plates of different forms of this lamp are annexed, (PI. V.) They are applicable to

all purposes in which explosions or inflammations are to be guarded against, whether

from fire damp, or carburetted hydrogene, coal gas, vapours of spirits, or of ether.

And by the introduction of glass cylinders within the wire-gauze cylinder above the

flame, the wick may be made very large, and it burns on the principle of the Liverpool

lamp.

MDCCCXVII. L
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The facts stated in Section II. explain why so much more

heat is obtained from fuel when it is burnt quickly
;
and they

show that in all cases the temperature of the acting bodies

should be kept as high as possible, not only because the gene-

ral increment of heat is greater, but likewise, because those

combinations are prevented which at lower temperatures take

place without any considerable production of heat : thus, in

the Argand lamp, the Liverpool lamp, and in the best fire-

places, the increase of effect does not depend merely upon the

rapid current of air, but likewise upon the heat preserved by

the arrangements of the materials of the chimney, and com-

municated to the matters entering into inflammation.

These facts likewise explain the methods by which tem-

perature may be increased, and the limit to certain methods.

Currents of flame, as it was stated in the last section, can

never raise the heat of bodies exposed to them, higher

than a certain degree, their own temperature
;
but by com-

pression, there can be no doubt, the heat of flames from

pure supporters and combustible matter may be greatly in-

creased, probably in the ratio of their compression. In the

blow-pipe of oxygene and hydrogene, the maximum of tem-

perature is close to the aperture from which the gases are

disengaged, i. e. where their density is greatest. Probably

a degree of temperature far beyond any that has been yet

attained may be produced by throwing the flame from com-

pressed oxygene and hydrogene into the voltaic arc, and thus

combining the two most powerful agents for increasing tem-

perature.

The circumstances mentioned in this Paper, combined with

those noticed in the Paper on flame printed in Mr. Brande’s
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Journal of Science and the Arts, explain the nature of the

light of flames and their form. When in flames pure gaseous

matter is burnt, the light is extremely feeble : the density of

a common flame is proportional to the quantity of solid char-

coal first deposited and afterwards burnt. The form of the

flame is conical, because the greatest heat is in the centre of

the explosive mixture. In looking steadfastly at flame, the

part where the combustible matter is volatilized is seen, and

it appears dark, contrasted with the part in which it begins to

burn, that is where it is so mixed with air as to become

explosive. The heat diminishes towards the top of the flame,

because in this part the quantity of oxygene is least. When
the wick increases to a considerable size from collecting

charcoal, it cools the flame by radiation, and prevents a

proper quantity of air from mixing with its central part ; in

consequence, the charcoal thrown off from the top of the

flame is only red hot, and the greater part of it escapes un-

consumed.

The intensity of the light of flames in the atmosphere is

increased by condensation, and diminished by rarefaction,

apparently in a higher ratio than their heat, more particles

capable of emitting light exist in the denser atmospheres,

and yet most of these particles in becoming capable of emit-

ting light, absorb heat
; which could not be the case in the

condensation of a pure supporting medium.

The facts stated in Section I. show that the luminous

appearances of shooting stars and meteors cannot be owing

to any inflammation of elastic fluids, but must depend upon

the ignition of solid bodies. Dr. Halley calculated the height

of a meteor at ninety miles, and the great American meteor

L 2
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which threw down showers of stones, was estimated at seven-

teen miles high. The velocity of motion of these bodies must

in all cases be immensely great, and the heat produced by the

compression of the most rarefied air from the velocity of motion

must be probably sufficient to ignite the mass
;
and all the

phenomena may be explained, iffalling stars be supposed to

be small solid bodies moving round the earth in very eccentric

orbits, which become ignited only when they pass with im-

mense velocity through the upper regions of the atmosphere,

and if the meteoric bodies which throw down stones with

explosions be supposed to be similar bodies which contain

either combustible or elastic matter.

Cobkam-hall
, Kent,

January 8,1817.
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VIII. Some new experiments and observations on the combustion

ofgaseous mixtures, with an account of a method ofpreserving

a continued light in mixtures of inflammable gases and air

withoutflame. By Sir Humphry Davy, F. R. S. LL. D. V.

P. R. I.

Read January 23, 1817.

I n a Paper read before the Royal Society at their last two

meetings, I have described the phenomena of the slow com-

bustion of hydrogene and olefiant gas without flame. In the

same paper I have shown, that the temperature of flame is

infinitely higher than that necessary for the ignition of solid

bodies. It appeared to me, therefore, probable, that in cer-

tain combinations of gaseous bodies, for instance, those above

referred to, when the increase of temperature was not suffi-

cient to render the gaseous matters themselves luminous

;

yet still it might be adequate to ignite solid matters exposed

to them. I had devised several experiments on this subject.

I had intended to expose fine wires to oxygene and olefiant

gas, and to oxygene and hydrogene during their slow combi-

nation under different circumstances, when I was accidentally

led to the knowledge of thefact, and, at the same time, to

the discovery of a neW and curious series of phenomena.

I was making experiments on the increase of the limits of

the combustibility of gaseous mixtures of coal gas and air by

increase of temperature. For this purpose, I introduced a

small wire-gauze safe-lamp with some fine wire of platinum
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fixed above the flame, into a combustible mixture containing

the maximum of coal gas, and when the inflammation had

taken place in the wire-gauze cylinder, I threw in more coal

gas, expecting that the heat acquired by the mixed gas in

passing through the wire-gauze would prevent the excess

from extinguishing the flame. The flame continued for two

or three seconds after the coal gas was introduced; and when

it was extinguished, that part of the wire of platinum which

had been hottest remained ignited, and continued so for many
minutes, and when it was removed into a dark room, it was

evident that there was no flame in the cylinder.

It was immediately obvious that this was the result which

I had hoped to attain by other methods, and that the oxygene

and coal gas in contact with the hot wire combined without

flame, and yet produced heat enough to preserve the wire

ignited, and to keep up their own combustion. I proved the

truth of this conclusion by making a similar mixture, heating

a fine wire of platinum and introducing it into the mixture.

It immediately became ignited nearly to whiteness, as if it

had been itself in actual combustion, and continued glowing

for a long while, and when it was extinguished, the inflam-

mability of the mixture was found entirely destroyed.

A temperature much below ignition only was necessary for

producing this curious phenomenon, and the wire was repeat-

edly taking out and cooled in the atmosphere till it ceased to

be visibly red; and yet when admitted again, it instantly

became red hot.

The same phenomena were produced with mixtures of ole-

fiant gas and air. Carbonic oxide, prussic gas and hydro-

gene, and in the last case with a rapid production of water

;
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and the degree of heat I found could be regulated by the

thickness of the. wire. The wire, when of the same thickness,

became more ignited in hydrogene than in mixtures of

olefiant gas, and more in mixtures of olefiant gas than in those

of gaseous ,oxide of carbon.

When the wire was very fine, about the of an inch in

diameter, its heat increased in very combustible mixtures, so

as to explode them. The same wire in less combustible mix-

tures only continued bright red, or dull red, according to the

nature of the mixture.

In mixtures not explosive by flame within certain limits,

these curious phenomena took place whether the air or the

inflammable gas was in excess.

The same circumstance occurred with certain inflammable

vapours. I have tried those of ether, alcohol, oil of turpentine

and naphtha. There cannot be a better mode of illustrating

the fact, than by an experiment on the vapour of ether or of

alcohol, which any person may make in a minute. Let a

drop of ether be thrown into a cold glass, or a. drop of alcohol

into a warm one. Let a few coils of wire of platinum of the

~ or fo of an inch be heated at a hot poker or a candle, and

let it be brought into the glass
; it will in some part of the

glass become glowing, almost white hot, and will continue

so as long as a sufficient quantity of vapour and of air remain

in the glass.

When the experiment on the slow combustion of ether is

made in the dark, a- pale phosphorescent light is' perceived

above the wire, which of course is most distinct when the wire

ceases to be ignited. This appearance is connected with the

formation of a peculiar acrid volatile substance possessed of

acid properties.
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The chemical changes in general produced by slow com-

bustion appear worthy of investigation. A wire of platinum

introduced under the usual circumstances into a mixture of

prussic gas, ( cyanogen )
and oxygene in excess became ignited

to whiteness, and the yellow vapours of nitrous acid were

observed in the mixture. And in a mixture of olefiant gas

non-explosive from the excess of inflammable gas, much

carbonic oxide was formed.

I have tried to produce these phenomena with various

metals; but I have succeded only with platinum and palla-

dium; with copper, silver, iron, gold, and zinc, the effect is

not produced. Platinum and palladium have low conducting

powers, and small capacities for heat compared with other

metals, and these seem to be the principal causes of their pro-

ducing, continuing; and rendering sensible these slow com-

bustions.

I have tried some earthy substances which are bad con-

ductors of heat
;
but their capacities and power of radiating

heat appear to interfere. A thin film of carbonaceous matter

entirely destroys the igniting power of platinum, and a slight

coating of sulphuret deprives palladium of this property,

which must principally depend upon their increasing the

power of the metals to radiate heat.

Thin laminag of the metals, if their form admits of a free

circulation of air, answer as" well as fine wires ; and a large

surface of platinum may be made red hot in the vapour of

ether, or in a combustible mixture of coal gas and air.

I need not dwell upon the connection of these facts res-

pecting slow combustion, with the other facts I have described

in the history of flame. Many theoretical views will arise

from this connection, and hints for new researches, which I
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hope to be able to pursue in another communication. I shall

now conclude by a practical application. By hanging some

coils of fine wire of platinum, or a fine sheet of platinum

nr palladium above the wick of his lamp, in the wire-gauze

cylinder, the coal miner, there is every reason to believe, will

be supplied with light in mixtures of fire-damp no longer

explosive ;
and should his flame be extinguished by the quan-

tity of fire-damp, the glow of the metal will continue to guide

him, and by placing the lamp in different parts of the gal-

lery, the relative brightness of the wire will show the state

of the atmosphere in these parts. Nor can there be any

danger with respect to respiration whenever the wire con-

tinues ignited, for even this phenomenon ceases when the

foul air forms about ^ of the volume of the atmosphere.

I introduced into a wire-gauze safe-lamp a small cage

made of fine wire of platinum of the of an inch in thick-

ness, and fixed it by means of a thick wire of platinum about

two inches above the wick which was lighted. I placed the

whole apparatus in a large receiver, in which, by means of

a gas holder, the air could be contaminated to any extent

with coal gas. As soon as there was a slight admixture

of coal gas, the platinum became ignited ; the ignition con-

tinued to increase till the flame of the wick was extin-

guished, and till the whole cylinder became filled with flame;

it then diminished. When the quantity of coal gas was

increased so as to extinguish the flame; at the moment of

the extinction the cage of platinum became white hot, and

presented a most brilliant light. By increasing the quan-

tity of the coal gas still farther, the ignition of the platinum

became less vivid. When its light was barely sensible,

MDCCCXVII. M
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small quantities of air were admitted, its heat speedily in-

creased; and by regulating the admission of coal gas and

air it again became white hot, and soon after lighted the flame

in the cylinder, which as usual, by the addition of more at-

mospherical air, re-kindled the flame of the wick.

This experiment has been very often repeated, and always

with the same results. When the wire for the support of

the cage, whether of platinum, silver, or copper, was very

thick, it retained sufficient heat to enable the fine platinum

wire to re-kindle in a proper mixture a half a minute after

its light had been entirely destroyed by an atmosphere of

pure coal gas ; and by increasing its thickness the period

might be made still longer.

The phenomenon of the ignition of the platinum takes

place feebly in a mixture consisting of two of air and one of

coal gas, and brilliantly in a mixture consisting of three of

air and one of coal gas : the greater the quantity of heat pro-

duced the greater may be the quantity of the coal gas, so that

a large tissue of wire will burn in a more inflammable mix-

ture than single filaments, and a wire made white hot will

burn in a more inflammable mixture than one made red hot*

If a mixture of three parts of air and one of fire damp be intro-

duced into a bottle, and inflamed at its point of contact with

the atmosphere, it will not explode, but will burn like a pure

inflammable substance. If a fine wire of platinum coiled at

its end be slowly passed through the flame, it will continue

ignited in the body of the mixture, and the same gaseous

matter will be found to be inflammable and to support com-

bustion.

There is every reason to hope that the same phenomena
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will occur with the cage of platinum in the fire-damp, as those

which have been described in its operation on mixtures of

coal gas. In trying experiments in fire-damp, the greatest

care must be taken that no filament or wire of platinum pro-

trudes on the exterior of the lamp, for this would fire ex-

ternally an explosive mixture. However small the mass

of platinum which kindles an explosive mixture in the safe-

lamp, the result is the same as when large masses are

used ; the force of the explosion is directed to, and the flame

arrested by, the whole of the perforated tissue.

When a large cage of wire of platinum is introduced into

a very small safe-lamp, even explosive mixtures of fire-damp

are burnt without flame ; and by placing any cage of platinum

in the bottom of the lamp round the wick, the wire is prevented

from being smoked. I have sent lamps furnished with this

apparatus to be tried in the coal mines of Newcastle and

Whitehaven : and I anxiously wait for the accounts of their

effects in atmospheres in which no other permanent light

can be produced by combustion.

Lo?idon, Jan

.

22, 1817.

Explanation of Plate V. representing different forms of the

Miners’ Safe-lamp ,
with the apparatus for giving light in

explosive mixtures.

a. Represents the single cylinder of wire-gauze ; the fold-

ings cc. a. ot. must be very well doubled and fastened by wire.

If the cylinder be of twilled wire-gauze, the wire should be

at least of the thickness of— of an inch, and of iron or

copper, and 30 in the warp and 16 or 18 in the weft.

M 2
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If of plain wire-gauze, the wire should not be less than

of an inch in thickness, and from 28 to 30 both warp and

woof.

b. represents the second top which fits upon a.

c. represents a cylinder of brass, in which the wire-gauze

is fastened by a screw to prevent it from being separated

from the lamp by any blow. c. is fitted into a female

screw, which receives the male screw
/
3 , of the lamp f.

f. is the lamp furnished with its safe trimmer and safe feeder

for oil.

A. is the wire-gauze lamp put together with its strong

wire supports, which may be three or four receiving the

handle.

J. is a small cage made of wire of platinum, of or of

an inch in thickness, fastened to a wire for raising it above

the wick, for giving light in inflammable media, containing

too little air to be explosive.

h. is a similar cage for placing in the bottom of the lamp,

to prevent it from being smoked by the wick.

C. is a lamp of which the cylinder is copper of ~ of an

inch in thickness, perforated with longitudinal apertures of

not more than the of an inch in length, and the ~ in

breadth. In proportion as the copper is thicker, the apertures

may be increased in size. This form of a lamp may be proper

W’here such an instrument is only to be occasionally used,

but for the general purposes of the collier, wire-gauze, from

its flexibility, and the ease with which new cylinders are

introduced, is much superior,*

* In the first lamps which I made on this plan, more than twelve months ago, the:

apertures were circular ; but in this case their diameters were required to be verv

small, as the circular aperture is the most favourable to the transmission of flame.
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D. is a lamp fitted with a tin-plate mirror of half the

circumference of the cylinder, and reaching as high as the

single top, which may be used in strong currents of fire-

damp to prevent the heat from rising too high.

All these forms of the wire-gauze lamp are equally safe.

In the twilled-gauze lamp less fire-damp is burnt, and the

radiating and cooling surface is greater, and it is therefore

fitted for very explosive mixtures, or for explosive currents.

The wire-gauze lamp with a double cylinder, or with a

reflector, answers the same purpose.

The general principle is, that the cylinder should in no

case be suffered to be heated above dull redness ; and this is

always effected by increasing the cooling surfaces, or by

diminishing the circulation of the air.

I cannot conclude this notice respecting the safe-lamp,

without stating, that in the practical application of my views

I have received the most enlightened and liberal assistance

from the Rev. John Hodgson and Mr. Buddle, who have

been the first persons to put my principles to the test of

actual experiment in the mines, and to confide their safety to.

those new resources of chemistry.
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IX. la structure des vaisseaux Anglais , consideree dans ses

derniers perfectionnements. Par Charles Dupin, Correspon-

dant de I’Institut de France , Communicated by the Right

Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B. P. R. S.

Read December 19, 1816.

Attire dans la Grande Bretagne par le d4sir de rendre

plus complet et moins imparfait mon ouvrage intitule

Tableau de 1’Architecture Navale aux 18 et 19 Siecles, j’ai trouve

dans beaucoup d’officiers militaires et civils de la marine, et

dans les membres de la Soci^t6 Royale qui me les ont fait

connaitre, cette obligeance eclair^e, et, si je puis parler ainsi,

cette hospitality littyraire, qui n’appartient qu’aux coeurs bien

nys et aux esprits supyrieurs. Je dysire que cet ecrit, par le-

quel je voulais me rendre, aupres de mes compatriotes, l’apo-

logiste de travaux honorables pour TAngleterre, soitjuge par

les savans et les artistes de cette contrye comme un gage

anticipy de ma reconnaissance.

Un gyometre dont les decouvertes, les vues, et les conseils

ont fait faire les plus grands pas aux sciences physiques et

mathymatiques, M. de Laplace, ayant fixy son attention sur

les perfectionnements que les Anglais ont introduit dans la

structure de leurs vaisseaux, a senti que ces perfectionne-

ments pouvaient avoir des consyquences importantes pour les

progres de Tar et conduire a de nouvelles vues thyoriques,

qui devinssent la source de changements plus grands encore.
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II a bien voulu m’inviter a faire un examen raisonn£ des inno-

vations accueillies par un gouvernement Stranger, qui, g£nd-

ralement, voit si bien sur ses vrais intdrets. Tel est Fobjet

du travail dont nous rapporterons ici les seuls r^sultats qui

puissent dtre d’un int£rdt g£n£ral pour les marines de diffe-

rents peuples.

M. Fingdnieur Seppings a fait adopter un moyen de

donner a la charpente des vaisseaux une force nouvelle, tant

pour resister a la flexion que pour resister a la rupture. II

ne s'agit point ici d’une vague speculation appuy^e par des

raisons plus ou moins sp^cieuses ; l’exp£rience a prononce de

la maniere la plus positive. Les vaisseaux le Tremendous
,
le

Ramillies, et je crois YAlbion, ayant eu besoin d’un grand ra-

doub necessite par leur vetuste et par leur continuel service,

ont ete re pares conform^ment aux nouveaux principes, et

remis en mer ; ils ont acquis plus de rigidite, plus de solidite

qu’ils n’en avaient etant neufs.

Le succes de cette premiere tentative a porte les Lords

de l’Amiraute d’Angleterre a donner des ordres pour que l’on

construisit a neuf plusieurs vaisseaux d’apres le rndme mode

de structure, et ces nouveaux essais n’ont pas ete moins

heureux que les premiers.

Je crois devoir rapporter ici une note que j’ai decouverte

dans les recherches que j’ai faites a Paris pour mon Tableau

de FArchitecture Navale. Cette note porte en marge ces mots

:

Paris, le 5 Decembre 1811. Renvoye par ordre de l’Empe-

reur au Ministre de la Marine.

“ Lond. £9 Nov. 1811. M. Seppings, ingenieur construc-

“ teur du chantier de Chatham, a decouvert un nouveau mode
“ de construction pour les vaisseaux de guerre, qui promet
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“ plusieurs avantages importants. Son plan a ete sounds

“ mercredi dernier, a l'Amiraute, a l’examen d'un comite
“ particular compose des hommes les plus distingu^s par

“ leurs connaissances theoriques ou pratiques dans Tart de la

<e construction, et parmi lesquels se trouvaient Sir J. Banks,
“ le Dr. Wollaston, le Dr. Young, M. Rennie, ing&iieur,

“ le General Bentham, M. Smirke, architecte, le Capitaine

“ Huddart, &c. qui ont en general approuve les principes

“ du nouveau mode et ont, nous n’en doutons pas, indique

“ a l’auteur les ameliorations qu'ont pu leur suggdrer leurs
<£

connaissances et leur experience scientifique. Par ce nou-

veau mode de construction on se procure une economie

“ tres considerable' de bois de chene (de 100 it 190 gros

“ arbres pour la construction d’un vaisseau de 74), et l’on ob-

“ tient plus de force et plus de duree dans leur construction.

“ L’essai en a ete fait sur le Tremendous et a parfaitement

“ repondu a Pattente de Pinventeur. Non-seulement ce

“ vaisseau s’est montre le meilleur voilier de tous ceux qui

“ composaient notre escadre du nord ; mais il a eprouve plu-

“ sieurs coups de vent tres violents, sans en soufFrir au-

“ cunement. Pendant toute la saison ce vaisseau a ete par-

“ faitement sain et n’a ete sujet ni aux crevasses ni aux
“ avaries d’aucun genre.

“ Nous considerons le plan de M. Seppings comme etant

“ de la plus haute importance pour la marine, et nous ne

“ doutons pas qu’il ne soit suivi d'autres ameliorations dans

“ notre architecture navale.”

Les innovations dont Pavantage est ainsi reconnu se trouvent

exposees par leur auteur meme dans un Memoire insere

dans les Transactions Philosophiques de la Societe Royale de
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Londres, 1814; et dans un Rapport a l’Amirauty d’Angle-

terre, par le Dr. Young, Tun des Secretaires de cette Soci6t6.

Dans ce Rapport, public a la suite du M^moire, le Dr. Young

approfondit plusieurs points importants de la th^orie qui doit

servir de base au syst£me de M. Seppings.

Sans 4gard pour les prejug^s nationaux, je m’efforcerai de

rendre une entiere justice a toutes les innovations, a toutes les

reproductions qui me paraitront avantageuses. J’honorerai

les services rendus a l’art chez un peuple etranger, comme

s’ils eussent 6te rendus pour mon pays et par un de mes con-

citoyens. Mais, fidele a cette impartiality, je revendiquerai

pour les puissances maritimes autres que FAngleterre, le

droit qu'elles peuvent avoir a la priority d’invention et de pra-

tique dans plusieurs idyes primordiales renouveliyes par

M. Seppings.

Les anciens constructeurs fran5ais avaient si bien reconnu

la vyrity du principe reproduit ici par M. Seppings, qufils

l’avaient mis en usage, pryrisyment pour parvenir au meme
resultat de fortifier les navires et de les empecher de

s’arquer. Au lieu de diriger les bordages interieurs ou vaigres,

parallelement aux bordages extyrieurs, ils avaient soin, dans

toute la partie de la cale qui va depuis le faux pont jusqu’aux

serres d’empature, de diriger obliquement leurs vaigres sui-

vant les diagonales des parallylogrammes formys par les

membres et les bordages ; ensuite les porques couvraient les

vaigres obliques, et des pieces transversales allaient d'une

porque a. l’autre suivant la direction de la seconde diagonale

de ces memes parallylogrammes.

Ce systeme, maintenu par un fort chevillage, offrait cer-

tainement une tres grande rigidity. Mais il avait 1’inconvy-

MDCCCXVII. N
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nient d’etre plus dispendieux que le syst^me ordinaire ; les tra-

verses obliques situ^es entre les porques diminuaient la capa-

city de la cale, dyja fort encombrye par les porques : on croyait

aussi, mais a tort, que la force longitudinale du navire ytait

diminuye par I’obliquity des vaigres : telles sont probable-

ment les raisons qui ont fait renoncer les Francois a leur

ancien systeme.

J’ai eu entre mes mains la projection verticale de Fintyrieur

d’une cale, ou l’on voit reprysentys les dytails de construction

que nous venons d’indiquer : le dessin original a plus d'un

sibcle d'antiquity
;
j'en dois la connaissance et la communi-

cation a M. Rolland, Inspecteur adjoint du Gynie maritime.

On a proposy, vers le milieu du si£cle passy, de croiser le

vaigrage ordinaire de nos vaisseaux par des porques obliques

en fer : c'est ce qu’on peut voir dans ^Architecture Navale de

Duhamel.

A l’ypoque ou I’Acadymie des Sciences de Paris cherchait

a diriger les efforts des savans et des artistes vers le perfection-

nement de la marine, elle proposa trois fois pour sujet de ses

prix, Fexamen des oscillations de roulis et de tangage, et la

recherche des moyens de rendre la charpente des vaisseaux

plus propre a supporter les efforts rysultant de ces mouve-

ments.

Chauchot, ingynieur de la marine frangaise, remporta le

prix de 1755: et, dans un mymoire trop peu connu, renou-

vella 1’idye de substituer des porques obliques aux porques

ordinaires.

Groignard, ingdnieur plus celebre, qui put encore concourir

avec honneur pour le prix de 1759, sans Tobtenir, puisqu'il

fut remporte par le grand Euler, Groignard proposa, pour
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la proue seulement, un systeme de bordage, de membrure, et

de vaigrage qui presente des paralieiogrammes fortifies par

des diagonales. Cette idee d’ailleurs ne resta point en pure

speculation, puisqu’en 1772, Clairon Des Lauriers, autre in-

g£nieur franqais tres estime, la mit en pratique dans la con-

struction de la fregate VOiseau.

Bouguer, dans son traite du Navire, et, plus tard, Chapman,

ingenieur Suedois, dans son Architectura navalis mercatoria, ont

base sur le principe reproduit par M. Seppings les moyens qu’ils

proposent pour donner aux vaisseaux plus de rigidite. Les

ponts d’un navire, vu leur peu de courbure longitudinale,

peuvent etre regardes comme paralleles a la piece interieure

placee au-dessus de la quille (la carlingue) ; les etan^ons

verticaux qui supportent les ponts a Faplomb de la carlingue

forment done avec elle et la ligne du milieu des ponts, des

quadrilateres presque paralieiogrammiques.

Pour empecher ces paralieiogrammes de se deformer, et par-

consequent pour empecher le vaisseau de s*arquer, Bouguer

a place, suivant la direction de la diagonale qui tend a s’alon-

ger, des barres de fer fortement unies, par leurs extremes, a

la carlingue et au premier pont. Ces barres ressemblent aux

tirants des edifices ordinaires.

Chapman, au contraire, a place suivant la direction des

secondes diagonales (qui tendent a se raccourcir), des pieces

de bois bien contenues sur la carlingue et sous le premier pont:

ces pieces de bois, qui resistent en s’opposant a toute com-

pression, font office d’arc-boutants

.

II faut conclure des developpements historiques dans les-

quels nous venons d'entrer, que le principe employe par

M. Seppings n'est nouveau ni dans la pratique, ni dans la

N 2
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th^orie. Mais nous n 5en devons pas moins beaucoup de re-

connaissance a l’homme ing6nieux qui r£g£n4rant d’an-

ciennes id£es, les a ddgag^es de leurs inconv6nients les plus

graves, se les est appropri^es par des modifications essen-

tielles, et, ce qui certes n’^tait pas moins difficile, est parvenu

a triompher de tous les obstacles qui pouvaient entrdver, em-

pecher meme, la mise en pratique de ses utiles conceptions :

essayons de les faire connaitre.

On peut reduire a quatre points principaux les innovations

de M. Seppings. i°. Remplissage de toutes les mailles au-des-

sous du faux pont. 2°. Suppression du vaigrage. 3
0 Remplace-

ment des porques directes par des porques obliques et croi-

s6es. 4,

0
Liaison des ponts avec le bord par des poteaux

montants, une ceinture, et des courbes en fer ; obliquit6s oppo-

sees du bordage des ponts et des lattes qui les supportent

entre les baux.

Nous allons examiner s4par6ment chacun des trois pre-

miers articles, qui sont tout-a-fait independants du quatrieme.

Ce dernier 4tant beaucoup moins important que les autres

nous en supprimerons Texamen.

I. Du remplissage des mailles

.

Remplir la membrure entre les mailles pour fortifier la

charpente des navires, n’est point une id6e nouvelle. Groi-

gnard Ta propose dans son memoire, et cet habile ing^nieur

a tres bien fait sentir les avantages de ces moyens employes

pour le petit fond de la carbne : on peut meme dire que

M. Seppings n’a fait que reproduire dans son memoire les

motifs d6velopp6s par Groignard a ce sujet.

Settlement Groignard se borne a remplir les mailles dans la
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partie la plus basse de la carene ; M. Seppings 6tend ce rem-

plissage jusqu’a la hauteur du faux pont, et j'avoue que je

voudrais P^tendre jusqu’au plat-bord, afin de rendre la

muraille des vaisseaux moins facile a traverser par les boulets

:

en cela je remplirais le voeu des marins les plus habiles.

M. Seppings garnit chaque maille avec des languettes de

bois frapp£es, les lines en dedans, les autres en dehors de la

membrure. Groignard ne voulait qu’une seule piece de

remplissage ayant sur le tour Pepaisseur de la membrure,

constamment introduite du dehors en dedans, un peu taill^e

en coin et frapp^e avec force pour la faire arriver a sa place.

Par ce moyen il donnait a la surface inf6rieure de la car&ne

une tendance a se courber en sens contraire de l’arc que le

vaisseau tend a prendre lorsqiPil est a la mer.

Quelle que soit la dessication des bois employes pour la

membrure et le remplissage des mailles, si l’on ne se hate d’ap-

pliquer les bordages, il est a craindre que les bois ne se des-

s^chent d’avantage par leur contact avec Pair. Si done le rem-

plissage n’avait juste que la dimension de la maille, au moin-

dre retrait caus4 par la dessication, il y aurait vide entre les

membres et le remplissage. On aurait ainsi perdu le prin-

cipal avantage qu’on s’^tait propose d’atteindre. Au contraire,

si les bois sont fortement comprim^s, ils pourront tendre a se

resserrer sur eux-memes, sans cesser de se toucher, et de

former une masse continue par tout egalement r^sistante.

Si nous voulons nous former une idee juste des avantages

du remplissage pour conserver aux vaisseaux leur forme lon-

gitudinale primitive, observons que quand le vaisseau s’arque

dans le sens de sa longueur, la partie inferieure de sa carene

se raccourcit. Il y a done un grand avantage a ne laisser
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aucun vide entre les membres dans cette partie. Alors, en

effet, ce raccourcissement, au lieu de s’op£rer par le r6tr£cis-

sement des rnailles inoccupees, s'op^re par la compression

de pieces de bois contigues, ce qui presente une resistance

beaucoup plus grande a vaincre.

En outre, le boisage du petit fond resistant par sa masse,

son chevillage n’est plus fatigue par la production d’un

grand arc ; la membrure et les bordages ne sont plus d6chires

par les clous, les chevilles, et les gournables qui les unissent.

Si Ton remplissait les rnailles au-dessus de la flottaison, ce

nouveau remplissage s’opposerait au contre-arc avec la m£me
efficacit£ que le remplissage des rnailles inf4rieures s'oppose a

Parc. Mais par ce moyen on chargerait trop les hauts du

vaisseau. II faudrait peut-£tre se borner a remplir les

rnailles, selon notre usage, par le travers des diverses pre-

ceintes.

Pour concevoir Futility des forces qui s'opposent au con-

tre-arc; il faut se figurer que dans une mer fortement

houleuse, oti le vaisseau se pr^sente debout a la lame,

lorsque cette lame soul^ve la proue, elle tend a produire en

cette partie, elle y produit effectivement, un contre-arc ; ce

contre-arc s'avance avec la lame et ne disparait que quand elle

a cess£ de soulever la pouppe. Ainsi le vaisseau lui meme a

des ondulations analogues celle de la mer ; mais seulement

incomparablement moins grandes.

II est Evident que dans un £chouage, une membrure pleine

se rompra beaucoup moins facilement qu’une membrure a

rnailles vides.

M. Seppings ayant 1 ’attention de calfater les coutures entre

les rnailles et leur remplissage, c’est une seconde barriere
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qu’il oppose aux filtrations de l’eau. Parcons^quent, lors

meme qu'un des bordages de la car£ne viendrait a larguer,

non-seulement Feau ne pourrait plus entrer avec cette effray-

ante abondance que permet la largeur des mailles actuelles

;

Feau trouverait autant de difficulty a passer dans les mailles

qu’elle en trouve maintenant a pen£trer entre les bordages.

Concluons done que par le moyen employe par M. Seppings,

les pompes ordinaires du vaisseau suffiront pour 6puiser les

eaux dans beaucoup de cas ou le batiment serait perdu sans

ressource, si la voie d’eau tombait par le travers de quelque

maille vide.

Observons encore que le bordage exffirieur, portant par-

tout sur du plein bois, est mieux assure, plus fort, son cal-

fatage a plus de tenue; parce que F^toupe, avec quelque

vigueur qu’on l’enfonce, trouve partout une resistance qui

Fempeche de s'4chapper par l'interieur de la couture. Cet

avantage est d’autant plus grand que, par le dessechement

des bordages ou par le jeu du batiment, les coutures sont de-

venues plus larges.

Mais pourquoi M. Seppings arrete-t-il son remplissage a

la hauteur du faux pont ? e'est, a coup sur, dans la crainte de

charger son vaisseau par des poids surabondants, et de dimi-

nuer ainsi la stabilite. Cependant ces legers incom £nients

sont-ils balances par les graves dangers qu’on eviterait en

poussant le remplissage jusqu'a la hauteur du premier pont?

La ligne du faux pont etant presque d’un mktre au-dessous

de la flottaison, toutes les voies que Feau pourra s’ouvrir

entre les bordages, dans cette hauteur, trouveront des mailles

qui leur offriront une entr6e immediate.

C’est surtout pendant la duree d'un combat que les voies
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d’eau dont nous parlous, peuvent etre dangereuses : arretons

nous sur cet objet important.

II est Evident qu'un bordage dont tous les points sont sou-

tenus par une membrure r^sistera plus a un choc donn6, qu’un

bordage soutenu par des membres isol6s, et surtout si la

direction du choc passe par quelque maille.

II est Evident, par exemple, qu’un boulet ayant encore

assez de force pour percer un bordage vis a. vis une maille,

pourrait n’en avoir pas assez, si le bordage etoit soutenu

derribre le point choque. A plus forte raison, si le boulet, apres

voir traverse le bordage, trouve un remplissage massif deux

fois a deux fois et demi plus epais que ce bordage.

Consid^rons un vaisseau qui combat sous le vent et qui

donne fortement a la bande ; toute la ligne de son faux pont

du c6t6 de l’ennemi se trouve 6merg6e, les boulets qui

frappent depuis cette ligne jusqu'a la premiere batterie, trou-

vant peu de resistance par la viduite des mailles, cribleront a

jour cette partie. Lorsqu’ensuite le vaisseau sera force de virer

de bord, ces ouvertures s’enfonpant tout-a-coup dans 1’eau,

le navire coulera bas, sans qu’il soit possible de le sauver.

Ce danger n’est point imaginaire, puisque malgr4 notre

vaigrage entre le faux pont et le premier pont, on a vu fr^-

quemment des vaisseaux couler ainsi, en virant de bord

apres avoir £t£ maltrait^s lorsqu’ils combattaient sous le vent.

Done ilfaul continuer le remplissage des maillesjusqu’au premier

pont.

Alors les voies d’eau formees par les boulets £tant des

trous cylindriques perc^s partout en plein bois, ils se refer-

meront plus facilement par la reaction d’un plus grand

nombre de fibres ligneuses comprim^es dans un espace donne ;
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et si, par cette reaction, ces trous sont bouches dans une seule

partie de leur longueur, le passage de Feau devient intercept^.

Nous examinerons avec detail l’influence du remplissage

des mailles et de toutes les autres innovations, sur la stability

du navire et ses autres qualit£s. Maintenant il nous suffit de

dire que m^me en continuant ce remplissage jusqu’au pre-

mier pont, son centre de gravity se trouve de beaucoup au-

dessous du centre de gravity du vaisseau. C’est un poids

additionel avantageusement place, qui permet d’augmente la

stabilite qu’ont maintenant les vaisseaux, quoiqu’en diminuant

la quantite de lest dont ils ont besoin.

Dans la structure actuelle de nos batiments, nous rem-

plissons a tres peu pres la membrure dans les parties ex-

tremes de la pouppe et de la proue. Par-cons4quent nous

n'ajouterons rien aux parties qu’il importe d’all^ger, et par

le nouveau remplissage, nous augmenterons la force de la

charpente dans ses parties les plus faibles ; c’est le principe

de toute bonne architecture.

Consid^rons maintenant les mailles sous le point de vue de

la dur6e du navire et de sa salubritd.

Les mailles ouvertes, disent leur partisans, permettent a

Fair de la cale de les suivre comme des canaux, et par la de

se renouveller. Ce mouvement de Fair et son contact avec

les bordages, les membres, et les vaigres empeche leur

echauffement et leur donne une plus grande durde.

On r£pond a ces objections : lorsqu’un navire a servi

quelque temps, les mailles s’obstruent, Fair n’y circule plus

librement; celui qui s’en £mane £tant impregne des miasmes

fournis par les immondices accumul^s dans ces mailles, cet

air fetide ne peut qu’alterer la santd de F^quipage.

MDCCCXVII. O
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S’il est vrai que la cause la plus puissante du dep4rissement

des bois est leur contact alternatif avec Fair et Feau, les

mailles nYtant que rarement exemptes d’infiltrations plus ou

moins abondantes, cette alternative ne doit-elle pas tendre a la

destruction des bois, au moins autant que leur simple contact ?

M. Seppings cherche a prouver que des bois en contact se

conservent aussi bien que des bois isoles ; cela peut £tre

quand ils sont bien dessdches et parfaitement sains
; mais il

faut avouer que des qu’une des pieces de bois en contact con-

sent un germe de decomposition, elle se communique ra-

pidement a Fautre piece.

II faudrait pour dviter cet inconvenient, laisser la membrure

du vaisseau monte£ en bois tors, secher pendant un temps

suffisant
;

preparer d'avance les garnitures des mailles en

leur laissant un excddent d'epaisseur suffisant pour fournir au

retrait du dess£chement : ne placer ces garnitures qifau

moment de border le vaisseau ; les sdcher d’abord dans une

£tuve ayant a-peu-pres 50 a 60 degr6s de chaleur
; les plon-

ger tout chauds dans le goudron, et les laisser tres lentement

refroidir.

Je suis persuade qu’avec ces precautions, quffi serait facile

de rendre peu dispendieuses, et qu'il ne faudrait d’ailleurs

employer que pour garnir les mailles deux metres au-dessus

et deux metres au-dessous du faux pont, on previendrait les

dangers de la fermentation des bois produite par Feffet du

contact immediat des pieces.

Avant de terminer cette premiere discussion, je crois de-

voir citer un fait interessant, consign^ par le Dr. Young dans

son Rapport, p. 335. Transact. Philosophiques de 1814.

“ II ne semble pas qu’il y ait le plus l^ger fondement a.
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“ craindre que le remplissage rende la membrure des vais-

“ seaux plus facile a d^perir. Au contraire, Ies membres
“ du Sandwich ont 4t6 trouv£s parfaitement sains dans la

“ moitie inferieure de leur longueur, en contact avec les coins

“ qui ont 4t6 chassis entr’eux, et compl&ement gates dans

“ la moiti6 superieure qui avait 6t6 expos^e, selon la m^thode

“ ordinaire, a Taction de Tair humide emprisonn6, et de Team
“ Ce r^sultat est parfaitement d'accord avec le petit nombre
“ de faits qui ont et£ certifies, relativement aux causes g£n<£-

“ rales du d£p6rissement des bois.”

II. Suppression du vaigrage.

En supprimant tout-a-fait les vaigres au-dessous du faux

pont, M. Seppings met a d£couvert la face des membres qui

se trouvait en contact avec elles. Cela permet d'ailleurs de

s’assurer a tout instant s’ils ne sont ni mal li6s, ni brisks, ni

d6t£riores, &c.

Les travaux de radoub deviennent en meme temps beau-

coup plus faciles, lorsqu'il faut toucher a la membrure. II

suffit d’enlever la garniture des mailles dans la partie qiTon

veut Sparer, ce qui est bien plutot execute que de devaigrer

dans une grande 6tendue.

La superficie des membres mise a d^couvert par la sup-

pression des vaigres est egale a la superficie enlev^e au con-

tact de Tair par le remplissage entre les mailles. Les incon-

v6nients qui pourraient r^sulter du contact des bois 6tant en

raison des surfaces en contact, ces inconv£nients ne sont done

pas augmentes quant a la membrure.

Mais des qu’on desarrime le vaisseau, Tair peut imm^diate-

ment frapper Tinterieur des couples, ce qui vaut infiniment

O 2
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mieux que de circuler avec lenteur par des mailles qui sont

rarement desobstru£es.

Observons d'ailleurs que les clefs frapp^es dans les mailles

au raz des vaigres d’empature, empechent tout courant d’air

de s’6tablir entre les membres du petit fond
;

et n^anmoins on

convient que c’est dans cette partie que la membrure se con-

serve le mieux.

Le poids du vaigrage £tant considerable, sa suppression a

sur le deplacement et la stability des effets irnportants que

nous developperons, et qui tous tendent a donner au vaisseau

des qualites nouvelles.

La suppression du vaigrage permet de trouver immediate-

ment le lieu d’une voie d’eau, dont Fexistence est manifestee

par Faccroissement subit dans les eaux de la cale. Actuelle-

ment, au contraire, il faut d’abord deviner dans quelle maille

est la voie; puis dans quel point de la maille : enfin, il reste

la difficulte assez grande de boucher une voie qu’on ne peut

atteindre imm^diatement.

En prolongeant le remplissage des mailles jusqu’a la hau-

teur du premier pont, ainsi que nous le proposons, le vaigrage

entre ce pont et le faux pont n’aura plus cet inconvenient, et

nous avouons qu’il nous parait n^cessaire de conserver cette

partie du vaigrage.

Mais aulieu de lui donner, comme le fait M. Seppings, une

direction longitudinale, je lui donnerais une direction parallele

a celle des porques obliques prolong£es jusques au premier

pont. Je ferais descendre ces vaigres obliques a deux

metres sous la flottaison, et pour un vaisseau de 74 je leur

donnerais seulement 11 centimetres d’6paisseur, ainsi qu’a la

partie correspondante des porques obliques.
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Ensuite, pour renforcer ce systeme, je consicMrerais les

paralieiogrammes que forment ces vaigres entre deux porques

obliques imm^diatement cons4cutives, et je poserais suivant la

direction de la petite diagonale de ces paralieiogrammes, une

bande de fer ayant un decimetre de largeur sur deux centi-

metres d’epaisseur. Enfin, cette bande fortement unie a ses

extr^mites aux porques contre lesquelles elle aboutit, serait

fix4e par un clou sur cbaque vaigre et une cheville a £crou,

vers son milieu.

Sur ce vaigrage j’appliquerais la ceinture du premier

pont et celle du faux pont, que j'entaillerais de deux centi-

metres dans ce vaigrage. Chaque vaigre oblique, dans une

etendue de trois metres seulement, serait done engag^e inva-

riablement a chaque bout par ces ceintures, et a son milieu

par une traverse en fer. Aucun boulet ne pourrait arracher

ces vaigres, et la resistance qu’elles presenteraient serait in-

comparablement plus grande que celle des vaigres actuelles,

qui ne r^sistent au boulet que par 1’adherence de leur clouage.

En effet, un boulet ayant assez de force pour vaincre cette

adherence, s'il n’en a pas assez pour percer la vaigre qu'il

frappe, la detache et Tenleve en edats. C'est ce qui nous

explique ce fait d’experience, que les boulets qui font le plus de

mal a bord sont ceux qui viennent avec une vitesse suffisante

pour traverser le bordage exterieur et la membrure, et s’amor-

tir contre les vaigres.

II est evident que des vaigres presque droites et longues

seulement de trois a quatre metres sont des bois de troisieme

et quatrieme espece, beaucoup moins chers, et beaucoup plus

faciles a trouver que les vaigres principales que nous appellons
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vaigres de diminution. Ce surcroit de expense occasionne par

40 ou 50 bandes de fer serait bien plus que compens6 par cette

£conomie.

III. Remplacement des porques ordinaires par des porques obliques

.

Le remplacement des porques ordinaires par des porques

obliques compliant le nouveau systeme de la charpente de la

carene, nous allons maintenant nous Clever a des considera-

tions plus g6n4rales, et comparer les avantages et les incon-

v^nients de ce systeme, envisage dans les rapports de ses di-

verses parties.

Afin de mettre de Tordre dans ces recherches nous trai-

tons s£par£ment les questions suivantes, qui semblent ren-

fermer toutes les raisons essentielles pour ou contre les

perfectionnements dont nous proposons Tadoption.

i°. D’apres le nouveau systeme, le poids du navire est-il

diminu4 ?

2
0

. La construction du navire est-elle moins dispendieuse ?

3
0

. Les capacity de la cale sont-elles augment^es, et quel

usage peut-on faire de cet accroissement d’espace ?

4
0

. La stability du navire peut-elle etre rendue plus grande

qu’elle n’est actuellement ?

5
0

. Les forces latentes du vaisseau sont-elles augment4es?

6°. La dur£e du vaisseau se trouve-t-elle pareillement aug-

mentee ?

La solution des quatre premieres questions ne dependant

que de calculs simples et faciles, bas6s sur les donn^es de la

Marine pour laquelle on opere, nous supprimons ici ces de-

tails, parce que nous sommes forces d’abreger cet ecrit pour
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le r^duire a l'^tendue d’un m^moire ordinaire. Nous nous

contentons de dire que les r^sultats de ces calculs sont tous en

faveur du systeme de M. Seppings.

Maintenant nous allons presenter la discussion th£orique

des deux derniers articles.

CINQUIEME QUESTION DU § III.

Par le nouveau systeme, les forces latentes du vaisseau sont-elles

augmentees?

J’appelle forces latentes d’un vaisseau, les resistances qu'il

oppose a tout changement d’etat, et qui ne manifestent leur

existence que par le fait meme de ces changements.

Ainsi Tinertie est une des forces latentes du vaisseau.

La rigidite, cette resistance que le vaisseau oppose a toute

flexion, est encore une des forces latentes, ou plutot le r6sul-

tat d’une espece particuliere de forces latentes.

La durabilite est Texpression du resultat de ces forces, en

fonction du temps.

Pour bien connaitre la nature et Taction des forces latentes

d'un vaisseau quelconque, il faut le supposer soumis aux

forces exterieures qui peuvent agir sur lui, et voir comment,

par la repartition des pressions et des tensions interieures,

ces nouvelles forces se mettent en equilibre avec les forces

latentes.

La premiere des forces exterieures est Tattraction que le

globe exerce sur le vaisseau : cette attraction etant directe-

ment proportionelle a la masse de chaque partie, elle entrai-

nerait le tout, sans mettre en action d'autre force latente

que Tinertie, si le vaisseau n'etait retenu par aucun obstacle.
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Mais lorsqu'un navire est a flot sur une mer tranquille et

qu’il n’est pas sollicite par d’autre force exterieure que sa

pesanteur, il se met bientot en equilibre, et les repulsions du

fluide dirigees de bas en haut detruisent les pressions de la

pesanteur exercees de haut en bas.

Si chaque element du vaisseau reposait immediatement sur

la mer, il en deplacerait une partie dont le poids serait egal

a son poids propre, et cet element du vaisseau n’aurait a

supporter que la pression infiniment petite que le fluide

exercerait sur lui.

Mais comme il n’y a qu’une partie de la surface exte-

rieure du vaisseau qui soit en contact avec le fluide, il faut

que cette partie
,

supporte de la part du fluide, une pression

susceptible de contre-balancer le poids de la masse toute

entiere.

Done premierement la surface exterieure du vaisseau sup-

porte des pressions verticales equivalentes a son propre

poids.

Cette surface supporte en chaque point des pressions diri-

gees perpendiculairement, et proportionnelles a Tetendue

des elements de cette surface. Il faut done regarder la

carene d’un vaisseau comme une voute dont tous les elements

sont pousses normalement suivant des forces d’autant plus

grandes que Telement est plus grand, et plus eloigne de la

base de sa voute, laquelle base est ici le plan de flottaison.

Actuellement le probleme general qui doit nous occuper

est celui-ci.

Ouel effet les forces opposees de la pesanteur du vaisseau,

et des pressions du fluide produisent-elles en se mettant en

equilibre avec les forces latentes du vaisseau?
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Considerons d’abord la pesanteur et les pressions verticales

seulement. Si Ton pouvait diviser le navire en primes

verticaux infiniment petits, ayant chacun pour poids celui

de la colonne d'eau qu’ils deplacent, chacun de ces prismes

serait par lui-mdme en equilibre, il ne tendrait done ni a

s’ecarter ni a s’approcher des autres prismes ; les forces

latentes qui s’opposenta ces mouvements ne seraient done pas

mises en jeu. II n’y aurait dans chaque prisme en parti-

cular que la pression verticale des elements superieurs sur

les inferieurs.

II n’en est pas ainsi dans nos vaisseaux; ni lorsqu’ils

n'ont encore aucun chargement, ni lorsqu'ils sont armes.

Pour decouvrir suivant quelles lois varient les differences de

pesanteur et de deplacement des elements du vaisseau, con-

siderons-le d'abord dans le sens longitudinal, et ensuite dans

le sens transversal.

Pour cela divisons le vaisseau par tranches verticales d’une

epaisseur constante infiniment petite, les plans coupants etant

tous perpendiculaires au plan vertical longitudinal, si nous

partons de la pouppe pour avancer graduellement vers la

proue, nous verrons que les premieres tranches comprenant

le tableau d’arriere, la voute, une partie des bouteilles, &c.

(parties qui sont toutes hors de i’eau), ces tranches ne sont

soumises a aucune repulsion de la part du fluide.

Ensuite, cette repulsion commence; elle est d’abord infi-

niment plus petite que le poids de la tranche dont le deplace-

ment produit cette repulsion ; bientot la repulsion de 1’eau

croissant par degres rapides approche de plus en plus d’egaler

le poids de la tranche qui lui correspond.

La repulsion de l'eau croissant toujours, devient egale

MDCCCXVII. P
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au poids d'une certaine tranche plac£e entre la pouppe et le

milieu du vaisseau, au-dela de ce terme le poids de Feau

deplacee Femporte sur le poids de la tranche. Si l’on part de

Fextremite la plus avancee de la proue pour retrograder

vers la pouppe, on trouvera de meme que le poids des

tranches est d'abord inliniment plus grand que le poids de

Feau ddplacee, que ces deux poids different ensuite de moins

en moins
;

qu’ils deviennent egaux pour une certaine tranche

plac^e entre la proue et le milieu du vaisseau, et qu’en s’ap-

prochant encore plus du milieu, la repulsion de Feau de-

plac^e Femporte sur le poids des tranches.

Cette in6galit6 de poids et de repulsion met en jeu les

forces latentes du navire et produit des efFets dont Fexamen

est de la plus haute importance.

Puisque chaque tranche est sollicit4e par deux forces

directement opposes ; il y a d’abord tendance a la contrac-

tion dans cette tranche, et les forces qui s’opposent a cette

contraction se mettent en equilibre avec cet effort. Nous

reviendrons sur cette action qui s’exerce transversaleinent.

La resultante des deux forces opposes est egale a leur

difference, et se trouve dirig6e dans le sens de la plus consi-

derable.

Si nous voulons connaitre Feffet de ces resultantes, il faut

partir de la pouppe, par exemple, et prendre la somme de

leurs moments par rapport a Fune des sections transversales.

Cette somme sera la meme que celle obtenue en considerant

toutes les tranches qui sont en avant de cette section. Puisque

ces deux sommes representent deux actions opposees qui se

font equilibre.

Que le vaisseau soit lege, ou qu’il ait son chargement
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complet, toutes les sommes des moments obtenus ainsi, pre-

sented des actions totales exercdes de haut en bas, c’est-a-dire

que dans tous les points de la longueur du navire, il est sol-

licite a se courber en tournant vers le bas la concavite de

cette courbure. Ainsi Fare des vaisseaux regne dans toute

leur longueur.

Le vaisseau n’etant pas un corps parfaitement rigide, cha-

cun de ces moments aura son effet, et la courbure que nous

venons de definir s’etendra de la pouppe a la proue.

Mais ces moments n’ayant pas line valeur constante,

on doit se demander par rapport a quels plans il faut les

prendre pour qu’ils soient un maximum ou un minimum ;

car il est evident que pour proportionner les forces latentes

aux forces deformatrices, il faudra multiplier les moyens

de solidite dans les premieres tranches beaucoup plus que

dans les secondes.

Soit x

*

la distance de chaque partie du vaisseau au plan ver-

* Pour faciliter la complete intelligence de ce Memoire aux personnes qui ne seraient

pas familieres avec les theories analytiques, nous allons proceder a la meme recherche

par la seule geometrie. (PI. VI. fig. 3.) Soit Dk une axe horizontal mene dans le vais-

seau, depuis la pouppe jusqu’a la proue. Supposons la courbe Dbaon telle que

les verticales B b, Aa .... a partir de Dk comprennent des espaces Aa bB qui repre-

sented le poids des tranches verticales du vaisseau. Supposons de meme que Aa, £B,

prolongements de A a
?
B b, se terminent a la courbe E€a.av telle que l’aire Aa, SB re-

presente constamment le poids de l’eau deplacee par la tranche dont le poids propre

est represente par Aa bB. Enfin soit oOia la droite qui represente le plan vertical

par rapport auquel il faut que les moments soient un maximum ou un minimum

:

estimons ces moments.

G, r etant les centres de gravite des aires DOo, EO«, le moment des poids du

vaisseau (a gauche de oOu) sera . . . Surf. DOo x GG'; et le moment de l’eau de-

placee (a gauche de Oa) sera . . . Surf. EOw x rr* : expressions ou GG', rr' re-

presented les distances de oOa aux centres G et r.

Le moment de la force qui tend a rompre le vaisseau dans le plan oQu, a gauche

de oOw par consequent aussi a droites, est done

P 2
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tical quelconque pris pour plan des moments. Soit dx Fepais-

seur constante des tranches infiniment minces et paralleles a

ce plan, soit <p(.r) dx le poids de ces tranches et dx

le poids de Feau qu'elles deplacent ; le moment total de ces

deux forces sera

X .<p (x) .dx— X^ (x) .dx.

et par consequent l’integrale totale de ces moments sera

j'
{
x

.

<p (x) . dx—x (x) .dx
|

D’apres les principes du calcul infinitesimal, pour que

cette grandeur soit un maximum ou un minimum, il faut

qu’en faisant varier infiniment peu Forigine des x, la somme

des moments ne change pas pour cela, en negligeant seule-

ment les infiniment petits cFun ordre superieur a la quantite

dont on fait avancer ou reculer Forigine des x.

Soit lx cette derniere quantite, c’est-a-dire, la variation que

toutes les ordonnees horizontales eprouvent a la fois, nous

aurons immediatement

Sf [x . q> (x) . dx— x . ^ (
x) . dx

J
=s o

Surf. DOo x GG 1—Surf, EO-^rr*.

Pour que cette valeur soit un maximum ou un minimum, il faut qu’en prenant les

moments par rapport au plan «N», parallele a oOoj, et infiniment pres de lui la diffe-

rence soit nulle. Or cette difference est evidemment

ON (surf. DOo— surf. EOw) + \ ON (surf. O on N — surf. Ouv N).

les surfaces OonN, OwvN etant infiniment petites ainsi que ON, les deux derniers

termes de cette valeur disparaissent devant les deux premiers. On a done enfin pour

condition du maximum ou du minimum des moments

ON (surf. DOo — surf. EOw) — o, ou surf. DOo zz surf. Eon.

ce qui veut dire que le poids de la partie du vaisseau a gauche de oOu doit etre egal

au poids de l’eau deplacee par cette partie.

Dans le cas oh ON (surf. DOo— surf. EOw) est positif, ce qui est celui de nos

vaisseaux de guerre, il est evident que le poids de la tranche du vaisseau oONv etant

plus grand ou plus petit que le poids de l’eau deplacee par cette tranche, le moment

pris par rapport a oOa est un minimum ou un maximum
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Dans cette expression, chacune des anciennes tranches ne

changeant pas de poids, <p (x) et 4/ (x) restent constantes,

ainsi que Tepaisseur dx de ces tranches. Seulement en recu-

lant de lx le plan par rapport auquel se prennent les moments,

on ajoute la tranche dont cp (lx) represente le poids et 4> (lx)

le deplacement.

On a done enfin

o = lf{<p (x) — 4/ (x)} x dx—J{ ^[(p (lx) — x|/ (dx
)

]

-f- ^ (.r) — 4/ (xj
|
dx . lx.

Mais si Ton observe que <p (x) et ^ (•£) deviennent nuls

lors qifon fait x= o, puisque ces expressions correspondent

au poids et au deplacement d’une tranche nulle, on verra

que (p (lx) — ^ (lx) est un infiniment petit par rapport a

<p(x) —tp(x).

Le produit ~ (lx) — ^ )]
• ^x doit done etre neg-

lige, lorsqu’on s’arr^te aux infiniment petits de l’ordre le

moins inferieur. Done enfin nous avons pour condition

du maximum ou du minimum des moments qui tendent a

produire Tare.

o—j
j

(x) — ip (x)~^dx . lx,

ou

o= lx
J~j

<p ( a; )
—- 4/ (a?

) |
. dx\

f<P (x) dx est le poids total des tranches^que nous considerons

/4/(x) . barest le poids du deplacement total des memes tranches.

Done enfin cette equation de condition nous apprend que la

somme des moments qui tendent a produire l’arc, est un maxi-

mum ou un minimum, lorsque le poids de la partie du navire en

avant ou en arriere du plan origine des moments est egale au

poids de l’eau deplacee par cette partie du navire.
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Maintenant rien n'est plus facile que de distinguer les maxima

des minima ; suivant en effet que le terme neglige sera de m£me
signe ou de signe different que le moment total

•ty
(x)^ x . dx, la somme des moments par rapport au plan

determine sera un minimum ou un maximum.

Mais cp (<5ir) . Sx est le poids de la tranche ayant Sx pour

epaisseur, et de meme ^ (J'jr) $x est le poids de Feau deplacee

par cette tranche, laquantite \ [<p (^r)— ^ dx sera

done positive ou negative, suivant que le poids de la tranche

infiniment mince a partir du plan origine des moments, sera

plus grand ou plus petit que le poids de Feau deplacee par

cette tranche : de la nous concluons les theoremes suivants.

I. Lorsqu’un plan vertical coupe un navire en deux parties

telles que le poids de chacune egale le poids de Feau qu’elle

deplace ; le moment de ces parties par rapport a ce plan, pour

produire ou flexion ou rupture est un maximum ou un minimum.

II. II est un maximum lorsque la tranche infiniment mince

contigue au plan des moments, a son moment propre dirige

en sens contraire du moment total.

III. II est un minimum lorsque cette tranche a son moment

propre agissant dans le meme sens que le moment total.

Ces resultats, remarquables pour leur generalite et leur

simplicite, peuvent s’appliquer immediatement au vaisseau

divise par tranches paralleles au maitre couple, lorsqu’on

connait le poids et le deplacement de ces tranches. Nous

allons en donner un exemple en choisissant le vaisseau

Anglais de 74 pour lequel le Dr. Young presente les donnees

suivantes.
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Equilibre sur la mer, d’nn 74 Anglais ayant 176 p. de long sur

47,5 p. de large.

Longueur prise a par

tir de l’arriere de la

flottaison.

Poids des tranches

qui correspondent

a ces longueurs.

Deplacement de

ces tranches.

Difference des poids

aux deplacements.

49 + 699 — 627 + 72
20 + 297 — 405 — 108

5° + 1216 — 1098 + 118

20 + 290 — 409 — 119

37 + 498 — 461 + 37

176 + 3000 — 3000 = 000

Pour repartir uniformement les differences positives et nega-

tives entre le poids de ces tranches et leur deplacemerrt, le Dr.

Young fait diverses hypotheses que nous allons rendre sensi-

blesparle moyen d’une figure geometrique. (PL VI. fig. 4.)

Supposons que la droite AO ait d’etendue, les 176 pieds de

longueur du vaisseau, mesures a la flottaison
;
que de plus

on ait.

AC=49—
C E=20 AE =t 69 Surf. ABC =+ j?\Ab-\AC =
EG= 50 AG = 519 Surf. CDE =—108 Ad— AC +iCE =
GH= 6,6 AH =125,6 Surf. EFG = + 118 A/= AE + | EG=
HK-13,4 AK = 139 Surf. HIK =-1x9 Ar= AH+|HK=
KM= i7,5 AM = 156,5 Surf. IKM =—155 As= AK-t|KM=
MO= i9,5 AO = 176 Surf.MNO= + 192 An— AM+|MO=

s-49 = *6,3

49 +10 = 59
69 +25 - 94
125,6+ 8,9=134,5
139 + 5.8=144,8
156,5 + 13 =169,5

Par ces hypotheses et ces calculs, ainsi qu’il est facile de le

voir, les triangles ABC, CDE, EFG, H1K, IKM, MNO, re-

presented les differences positives et negatives, du poids des

tranches au poids de Peau deplacee; et les distances A6, Ad,Af,

Ar, As, An, sont les distances respectives de Porigine des

ordonnees horizontalesauxcentres de gravite de ces triangles.*

* II est evident que ces centres de gravite sont determines dans l’hypothese qua

ABC, HIK et KIM, MON sont rectangles ; tandis que CDE, EFG sont isoceles.
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Cette construction donne immediatement pour condition

d’equilibre entre les pressions et les repulsions,

o = 72
T
x i6 ,

?
s — 108

T
x59pi + n8T

x 94
PI— H9T

x 134
?
>5

— i55
T
x 144*

P
>
8 + i9aT x * 69

P
>5-

Par ce moyen les aires des triangles, divises en tranches

verticales de telle epaisseur qu’on voudra, representeront la

continuite des differences entre le poids des tranches et le

poids de l’eau deplacee par elles.

Observons neanmoins que le triangle EFG, dont la base est

de 50 pieds, ne doit pas etre isocele comme le suppose le

Dr. Young. Le sommet de ce triangle etant le point ou

le poids l’emporte le plus sur le deplacement, ce point cor-

respond evidemment a la position du grand mat qui se trouve

dans cette tranche, et fait peser sur un seul point son gr£-

ments, ses mats superieurs, les vergues et les voiles qui en

dependent. Or, le milieu O du navire est a = 8Sp* du

point A : done AO — AE= 88— 69 = 11; mais le grand

mat est en arriere du milieu et par consequent plus voisin de

A que 0>. Le sommet du triangle CDE se trouve done trop

en avant d’au moins 13 pieds Anglais.

Observons encore que pour rendre nulle la valeur des

moments qu'il a calcules, le Dr, Young est oblige de trans-

former la difference + g7 ton, du poids de la proue a son

deplacement, en— 155 -j- 192 = 37, hypothese qui demontre

l’inexactitude des donnees qui ont ete fournies a ce savant.

Ouoiqifil en soit de ces donnees, servons nous des hypo-

theses du Dr. Young, pour montrer avec quelle facilite

peuvent s’appliquer les theoremes que nous avons fait con-

naitre.
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Reprenons les differences ABC = 72, CDE = — 108

;

EFG= 118 ; HIK= — 119, IKM— — 155, MNO=iS2.

Pour trouver les plans par rapport auxquels les moments

des forces exprimees par ces valeurs sont en somme un

maximum ou un minimum, il faut dans la fig. citee mener

des perpendiculaires a AO, telles qu’elles interceptent, a droite

par exemple, des aires positives et des aires negatives egales.

Et d’abord puisque CDE=— 108 et ABC= 72, je puis mener

dans CDE la droite Pp, telle que CDP/>= — 72. J’aurai done

immediatement EP'p = 36, et par suite, DJE =— : PpE —

36 :: dV-— (10)' : E/=2.^2 E/>= 6. 10^=8,15.

Done Ap— AE — 8,15™ 63—8,13 == 60,85.

Maintenant prenons les moments de ABC et de CDPp=
CDE — EPp, par rapport a Pp nous aurons ....

pb—Ap—Ab=6o ,85—16, 3=44,55 x 72
t= + 3207,60

pd—dE—pE—10 — 8,15= 1,85... x— 108 = —199.80

|/>E=2,72 x— 36 = — 97-8o

Remltat = 3207,60— 297,60
On voit qu'ici le moment definitif est 3207,60—297,77=29 to

quantite positive, et qui tend a faire tomber Pextremite de la

pouppe.

Si nous observons que les tranches infiniment voisines de

P^ pesent moins que leur deplacement, nous verrons que le

moment produit par ces tranches tend au contraire a relever

la pouppe. Ce moment agissant en sens contraire du pre-

cedent, il faut d’abord en conclure que le moment positif

2910 est un maximum.

Si maintenant nous passons aux tranches comprises depuis

MDCCCXVIII. Q
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E jusqu’en G; puisque l’exces du poids de ces tranches sur

leur deplacement egale -f”ii8
T > 10S—>72 ;

II faut en conclure que je puis couper le triangle EFG par

une perpendiculaire Qq telle que EQq = 108— 72 = 36.

En observant que EFf= \ EFG =59, nous aurons imm6-

diatement cette proportion, EF/== 59 : EQq~^6::Efq= (25)*

:E d’otiE?=6

7|=i9,s; et A<jr= 88,5 .

Prenons la somme des moments par rapport a Qq ,
elle sera,

qb —Aq —A^=88,5— i6f=72i x+ 72=4-5196
dq = Aq —A<fc=88,5—59 =29,5 x— 108= —3186

fEf?=7 = 6,5-..x+ 36=+ 234

76x72
T+^x—io8T+|E^x36T=.... =+543°—

3

l86

quantite dont la difference est positive et £gale a 2244.

Mais ici le poids des tranches infiniment voisines de Qq
l’emportant sur leur deplacement tend a courber le navire

dans le raeme sens que ce moment : done les moments qui

agissent pour arquer longitudinalement le navire en Qq, a

88p‘,5 de Earriere, sont un minimum .

Passons ensuite aux tranches comprises depuis H jusqu'en

M. Le deplacement de ces tranches Eemportant sur le

poids, d’une quantite egale a — 1 19 -f- 155> quantite plus

grande que 72 — 108 + 118 ; il faut en conclure qu’on

peut couper le triangle HIM, par une perpendiculaire a la

base telle que ABC -h EFG— GDE — HRr= 0, ce qui donne9

72 — 108 118 = HRr= 82.

Nous aurons dans cette proportion,

HIK=i 19 : HRr=82 : : HKW134*: Hr= I3,4*x 0,689

d’ou Hr = 12,37.

Done Ar= AH 4- Hr= 125,6 -f 12,37= 137,97.
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Prenons maintenant la somme des moments par rapport

a Rr, elle sera

rb =rA—A6=I37,97— 16,3=121,67 x + 7*— 8760,24

rd —rh—Ad=i 37,97—59 = 78,97 ... x—108= —8528,76

rf —rk— Af— 137,97—94 = 43>97 X + u8= 9188,46

frrH= = 4,12 x— 82= — 337,84

En sommes positives et negatives — 13948,70— 8866,60

Cequi donne en resultat definitif 5.082,10.

Ici, comme pour le plan mene par la verticale Pp, les

tranches infiniment voisines du plan par rapport auquel se

prennent les moments ayant un poids inferieur a la repulsion

de l'eau qu'elles deplacent, le moment de ces tranches agit en

sens contraire du moment total, ainsi la somme -f* 5.082,10

est un maximum de moments. II est evident qu’aux extre-

mites A et 0 la somme des moments etant nulle est un

minimum. Voila done enfin quelle est la serie des valeurs

minima et maxima des moments qui tendent a faire arquer le

vaisseau que nous examinons.

j

a zero en A
j

a 60,85 — a 88,53rrAq a 1 37,97=Ar a I76=Ao
I Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum

II II II II II

0CT\O 2.244 5.082,10 0

Le Dr. Young a calcule les moments de 22 pieds en 22

pieds, depuis l’arriere jusqu’a Pavant, et il a trouve la serie

suivante.

a zero a 22 pi a 44 pi 1 a 66 pi \ a 88 pi 1 a 110 pi I a 132 pi 1 a 154 pi

|| II II II II II
1

0 605,000 i.993 ,oo°j2 . 8
1
5,ooo|2.244,00012.665,000)4.6 10,000] 1. 875,00c

Si nous comparons nos resultats avec ceux-ci nous voyons

d'abord que a 88 pieds, la somme des moments indiques par le

Dr. Young est plus forte que celle qui nous donne, a 88^,53,

le minimum des moments
; ce qui doit etre en effet.

La valeur que nous avons trouvee pour les deux maximums

Q*
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est pareillement plus considerable que les valeurs qui les

avoisinent.

Le Dr. Young en calculant la valeur d’un seul maximum,

(du dernier) trouve qu’il a lieu par rapport au plan qui se

trouve a I4>i pi de Farriere de la flottaison: cette valeur est

plus forte que la notre, difference qui ne peut provenir que

d’une erreur de calcul.

Effectivement si nous determinons la somme des moments

a 141^ § de Farriere de la flottaison nous trouvons pour re-

sultat 4920,3 tandis que le Dr. Young trouve 5261 tonneaux

qui agissent a la distance d’un pied.

Pour nous conformer aux hypotheses de ce savant, nous

avons admis qu’aux deux extr^mites de la flottaison les

moments fussent nuls pour faire arquer le vaisseau, cela

serait vrai si les oeuvres mortes du vaisseau n’avaient pas

un elancement a la proue et une quete a lYtambot. Ces par-

ties tendent a s’abaisser par leur poids et parconsequent

Fare des vaisseaux n'est pas nul aux deux extremites de leur

flottaison ; il est settlement beaucoup moindre que dans les

parties intermediaires.

J'aurais cherche a faire l’application de cette th4orie au

vaisseau de 74 fran^ais, si les resultats offerts par M. Mis-

siessy dans son Arrimage, eussent ete de nature a etre

soumis au calcul. Ce General presente pour resultats defi-

nitifs du balancement des poids.

Arriere. Avant.

Exces du poids sur

le deplacement
Exces du deplace'

ment sur le poids

¥ 3* 2e
|

i* ie
3
e ¥

6ot.io28

31.1036

|... 39 r
- I 43 I

7T.239 ! . . .

26t,4oi

39T.1849 60 384

57.1188

Or, il resulterait de ce tableau que la charge serait de i84T,48lb.
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plus forte que le deplacement d'une part et plus faible de

ig8T.i5o8 de Pautre, choses impossibles a concilier.

A moins de supposer que les calculs de M. Missiessy dif-

ferent extremement de notre arrimage actuel, ce qui n’est pas,

on doit voir que le point oh. les moments qui tendent a pro-

duire Tare exercent leur maximum d’action, est dans la 3®me

tranche, avant, fort pr£s de la seconde tranche.

Si Ton reflechit que e’est vers ce point que commence le

gaillard d’avant, et que finissent les passavants, on verra que

ce doit dtre dans cette partie que la coque du navire presente

la moindre resistance a Pare, et par consequent le courbe

d’avantage : e’est done ce point qu’il faut fortifier par tous

les moyens de Part, soit en augmentant 3a solidite de la

coque, soit en y accumulant ime plus grande quantite de poids.

Nous arrivons done a ce resultat bien remarquable, et qui

semble paradoxal, e’est que pour uniformiser Parc et le ren-

dre moins grand, il est avantageux de ramener dans la

position intermediaire entre le maitre couple et Petrave, non-

seulement les poids qui sont le plus vers Pavant, mais une

partie de ceux qui sont voisins du maitre couple.

Examinons maintenant PefFet general des mouvements qui

sollicitent les deux extremites du navire a s’abaisser, Cette

deformation ne peut s’operer que par le raccourcissement de

la quille et des parties inferieures du vaisseau, et par Palonge-

ment des parties superieures.

Dans chaque tranche verticale la somme des resistances pro-

duites par cet alongement et ce raccourcissement aura pour

expression mathematique les moments que nous avons evalues

par rapport a cette tranche. II y faudra joindre encore une
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autre action que Fon neglige ordinairement corame trop pen

energique, c'est la pression horizontale et longitudinale de

l'eau. Cette pression tendant a raccourcir la quille et les par-

ties inferieures du vaisseau, tend a rendre Fare plus considera-

ble : c'est ce qu'a parfaitement fait voir le Dr. Young. Puisque

les parties longitudinales du vaisseau s'alongent d'autant

plus par Fare qu'elles sont plus elevees, et se raccourcissent

d'autant plus qu'elles sont plus basses, il faut en conclure

qu'a une certaine hauteur elles ne se raccourcissent ni ne

s'alongent.

II faudrait des calculs immenses et des experiences nom-

breuses pour determiner theoriquement la position de ce point

de chaque tranche verticale oil les parties longitudinales

restent d'une longueur constante, rnalgre Fare que prend le

vaisseau. Mais, sans entreprendre ce travail, il est facile

d’avoir des limites suffisair.ment approchees de la verite.

Il me semble que le plan de flottaison est a-peu-pres celui

qui contient les parties invariables dans leur longueur, rnalgre

Feffet de Fare. Si d'une part, en effet, nous supposons que

la carene entiere est refoulee, tandis que l’oeuvre morte est

tiree pour s'etendre, ces forces se balanceront sensiblement.

Si les materiaux dont est compose le navire etaient par-

faitement combines et de plus avaient une elasticite parfaite,

ils exerceraient une reaction egale a Faction; ils repren-

draient leurs dimensions naturelles aussitot que la cause per-

turbatrice aurait suspendu son action.

Mais ces materiaux n'etant qu'imparfaitement elastiques, le

vaisseau ne reprend qu'imparfaitement sa forme primitive

:

il faut done considerer le vaisseau lui-meme comme un corps
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dont l'elasticite est imparfaite sans doute
;
mais encore tres

reelle et tres efficace.

L'exp6rience est ici d’accord avec la theorie, elle fait voir

qu’en changeant la distribution des poids qui chargent le

navire
;
qu’en ajoutant d’autres poids ou qu’en supprimant

quelques 11ns des premiers, les variations qui resultent de ces

derangements dans la valeur des moments qui font arquer le

vaisseau, se manifestent par des variations tres sensibles sur

cet arc.

J’ai releve l’arc d’un vaisseau lorsqu’il etait encore demate;

ensuite lorsqu’on eut place son grand mat, enfin apres

qu’on eut place son mat de mizaine, puis son beaupre, et son

mat d’artimon. Le poids du grand mat diminua la fleche de

cet arc, mais les autres mats, places vers la pouppe et la

proue, augmenterent ensuite cette meme fleche. Or ici 1 ’effet

des derniers mats est du a la flexibilite longitudinale du

vaisseau, tandis que l’effet produit par le grand mat est du a

la reaction de Telasticite.

J’ai fait des observations d’un genre analogue sur le vais-

seau a trois ponts, 1’Austerlitz, au moment de son entree dans

le bassin de Toulon. Un batiment de ce rang tirant trop

d’eau vers son arriere pour entrer naturellement dans le

bassin, on souleve la pouppe, en plapant sous elle un ponton

qu’on fait emerger a cette partie. Cette action equivaut a

supprimer une partie du poids de la pouppe
; et parconse-

quent a diminuer les moments qui tendent a produire l’arc :

aussi cet arc diminue-t-il d’une maniere considerable pendant

cette operation.

On a cru pendant long-temps que 1 ’arc tres fort que prennent
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les vaisseaux a Finstant de leur lancement provenait des

efforts violents qu’ils avaient a supporter au moment de leur

mise a Feau en descendant sur une cale rapide. Cela est

vrai lorsque cett-e cale ne se prolonge pas assez avant dans

la mer, pour que le navire se mette de lui-m£me a Hot avant

de la quitter; mais dans tout autre cas la grandeur de Fare

n’est due qu’a Fextreme difference qui se trouve entre la

distribution des poids et des deplacements.

En effet, dans Farmement des vaisseaux, les tranches dans

iesquelles on conpoit leur longueur divisee, augmentent toutes

de poids en meme temps, mais plus vers le milieu que vers les

extremites. A mesure que ce chargement avance, le deplace-

ment des tranches extremes croit d’une quantite qui se rap'

proche de Faccroissement eprouve par le deplacement des

tranches du milieu. Les differences des poids au deplacement

diminuent done de plus en plus vers les extremites; les

moments diminuent pareillement.

II faut done poser en principe que dans le systeme actuel

d'armement de nos vaisseaux, leur arc est un maximum lors-

qu’ils sont leges, et un minimum lorsqu’ils sont completement

armes.

C’est pour diminuer la valeur maximum qu’on a soin de

lester le milieu du navire avant de le mettre a la mer, et

tant que le vaisseau reste lege.

Les perfectionnements apportes depuis quelques annees

dans Farrimage des vaisseaux, ont surtout eu pour but de

diminuer la valeur minimum de Fare, celle qui a lieu lors-

que le batiment est arme et pret a faire voile.

Des qu'un navire a complette son armement, sa charge
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diminue graduellement par des consommations journalises,

les moments qui tendent a reproduire Fare varient tous les

jours, et cet arc doit varier aussi.

Un des perfectionnements de Farrimage, est d’avoir place

vers les extr£mites, la majeure partie des objets consom-

mables et dont le poids ne peut etre rem place pendant le cours

de la navigation. Par ce moyen les moments diminuent

an lieu d’augmenter lorsque le vaisseau s'allegit.

Ainsi, dans le systeme de notre arrimage actuel, les forces

qui tendent a produire Fare sont a leur maximum au moment

oil le chargement est complet, en considerant ces moments

comparativement avec ceux qui ont lieu pendant les consom-

mations journalieres des munitions.

Ici se pr6sente une question importante et dont on lFa pas

encore tent6 de faire un examen approfondi. Quel estFeffet

general de Fare des vaisseaux sur leurs qualites a la mer ?

L/arc est-il avantageux ou nuisible ? doit-on chercher a le

diminuer, ou a Faugmenter, ou a le laisser tel qu’il r£sultera

de la nature des materiaux employes et de la perfection ou de

l’imperfection de la structure et de la construction ? Essayons

de repandre quelque jour sur ces questions qui nous semblent

du plus haut interet pour le perfectionnement de Farchitecture

navale.

Ainsi que nous Favons vu precedemment, lorsque le navire

est en repos sa partie inferieure n’en eprouve pas moins un

raccourcissement, et sa partie superienre un alongement dont

Feffet est, i c d'alonger ou de raccourcir les fibres du bois,

2° de detruire les assemblages de la charpente, 3
0 de plier ou

briser les clous ou les chevilles qui unissent les pieces en

contact.

MDCCCXVII. R
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A mesure que les moments des forces deformatrices aug-

mented, ces effets augmented pareillement : mais ils ne

diminuent pas dans le meme rapport lorsque ces moments

diminuent
;

parce que les deformations dont nous venons

d’indiquer Inexistence sont produits sur des corps imparfaite-

ment elastiques.

Ainsi lorsque Fare diminue, les clous et les chevilies se

redressed, mais trop peu; les assemblages disjoints ne se

rejoignent qu’en partie : enfin les fibres alongees ne se retirent

pas assez, et les fibres foulees ne reviennent pas a leur lon-

gueur primitive.

II n'y a done plus connexion intime entre les elements de

Fedifice, et ce defaut de connexion produit des effets d’une

energie extraordinaire sur la charpente des vaisseaux.

La non- connexion de ces elements permet a chaeun d’eux de

prendre un mouvement libre plus ou moins considerable par

rapport a ceux auxquels il etait dans Forigine invariablement

uni. L'ensemble de ces petits mouvements est ce qu’on

appelle le jeu de la charpente.

Lorsqu’un edifice a du jeu dans ses diverses parties et qu’il

est sollicite par des forces deformatrices quelconques, ces forces

ont pour premier effet de deplacer les elements de Fedifice

suivant les directions qu'ils peuvent prendre en vertu de leur

jeu: ces elements n’opposent a ce premier deplacement que

leur force d'inertie ; et la quantite des forces vives dont le

systeme est anime n
5

est en rien diminuee.

Mais chaque element, en eprouvant de la sorte un deplace-

ment libre, acquiert une certaine vitesse au moment oil il

eprouve la resistance des autres parties du systeme ; il y pro-

duit un choc.
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Ainsi ce n’est plus par ime simple pression que les elements

•de l’edifice agissent les uns sur les autres pour s’alonger ou

se raccourcir mutuellement
;

et comme le choc augmente pro-

digieusement 1’energie de la Force perturbatrice, on voit que,

toutes choses egales d’ailleurs, et les forces deformatrices

restant les memes, le jeu des pieces doit sans cesse augmenter

pour produire des effets de plus en plus dangereux.

Ce choc est donne par une vitesse pour ainsi dire insensible

lorsqu'il resulte de variations lentes exercees dans le enlarge-

ment du vaisseau ; mais il est rapide et violent dans les per-

turbations produites par les forces de la nature.

II ne faut pas appliquer a la structure d’un vaisseau les

idees qu’on pourrait se former sur la structure d'un edifice

etabli sur un sol immuable, et sans qu’aucune force defor-

matrice vienne ajouter son action a celle de la pesanteur des

elements de cet edifice. II faut considerer le vaisseau lorsqu’il

flotte sur une mer plus ou moins agitee, lorsqu’il est battu

par des vents plus ou moins forts, plus ou moins con-

stants, plus ou moins brusques.

Alors on verra que les moments qui tendent a produire

l’arc du vaisseau varieront, pour ainsi dire, a chaque instant,

qu’ils deviendront meme vers la pouppe et vers la proue

alternativement positifs et negatifs. II faut done regarder

un vaisseau battu par la mer et les vents, comme une espece

de reptile qui nage a la superficie d’une mer ondulee, qui se

courbe et se recourbe a chaque instant dans le plan vertical

de sa route, et s’avance en formant de la sorte une ligne

sinueuse.

Lors ineme qu’on regarderait 1’elasticite des bois comme
une force que le temps ne peut point alterer, ce qui n’est pas, il

R 2
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est facile de voir qu’en divisant la duree des vaisseaux en

intervalles egaux, le jeu de leur charpente, et parconsequent

l’arc qui en r^sulte, doit croitre suivant une raarche acceler£e.

Ainsi, toutes choses egales d’ailleurs, Parc des vaisseaux aug-

mente plus a leur seconde campagne qu’a leur premiere

;

a leur troisibme qu’a leur seconde, et ainsi de suite ; c’est aussi

ce que confirme Pexperience. Une premiere campagne n’aug-

mentera pas Parc d’un bon vaisseau de plus de 3 ou 4 centi-

metres
;

il s’accroitra de 10 ou de 15 a la quatrieme ou cin-

quieme, et souvent cette seule augmentation du jeu de la

charpente d’un vaisseau, necessitera d’en faire un grand

radoub.

D’apres ces details on doit voir que la duree des vaisseaux,

toutes choses egales d’ailleurs, est directement proportion-

nelle a leur inflexibilite virtuelle ou primitive. Or cette in-

flexibilite est en raison inverse de la flbche de Parc longitu-

dinal. La duree des vaisseaux consideree sous ce point de

vue est, comme on voit, en raison inverse de Parc qu’ils pren-

nent au moment de leur mise a Peau ; leur construction etant

totalement finie, ou du moins egalement avancee.

Aussi les ingenieurs regardent-ils comme un indice de la

faiblesse de leurs constructions, la grandeur de Parc au mo-

ment de sa mise a Peau
;
j’en ai vu plusieurs cacher ce veri-

table arc et le faire croire beaucoup plus petit qu’il n’etait

reellement. Mais un semblable charlatanisme est indigne

d’un corps aussi eclaire que celur du g£nie maritime
;

et des

erreurs de fait, ainsi presentees d’une maniere positive, pour-

raient etre les germes de consequences pareillement erronnees

et tout-a-fait contraires aux progres de 1’architecture navale.

Tout en convenant que la flexibilite virtuelle des vaisseaux
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est contraire a leur duree, beaucoup de niarins ont pense

qu’elle leur procuroit des qualites nautiques et specialement une

plus grande velocite. C’est dans cette persuasion qu’on a vu des

batiments chasses par un ennemi superieur employer tous les

moyens possibles pour delier leur navire afin de lui procurer

une marche plus avantageuse. Mais comrae ils employaient

ce moyen, en meme temps qu’ils jettaient a la mer tous les

poids les plus eleves dont ils pouvaient se debarasser, et

qu’ainsi la stabilite se trouvait augmentee plutot que dimi-

nuee, malgre Temergement
;

ils pouvaient, dans un gros

temps, eonserver la meme voilure et mdme l’augmenter pour

forcer de voiles. C'est par la reunion de toutes ces causes que

le vaisseau pouvait acquerir des qualites nouvelles et prendre

une plus grande vitesse sans qu’on fut en droit de conclure

que cet accroissement de velocite fut du a la deliaison du vais-

seau.

D’autres faits cependant semblent venir a l’appui de cette

conclusion. On a vu des vaisseaux dont la marche etait trbs

mediocre dans leurs premieres campagnes, en acquerir une

superieure lorsqu'ils devenaient considerablement arquees.

Observons relativement a ces faits, qu'a chaque nouvelle

campagne un nouveau capitaine faisant un arrimage plus ou

moins different, et cherchant a varier la difference des tirants

d’eau, ces causes diverses ont pu dormer a d’anciens vaisseaux

des qualites inesperdes.

Je dirai de plus que si l’on cite quelques batiments dont la

marche est devenue moins desavantageuse a mesure qu’ils ont

vieilli, le plus grand nombre des navires perd au contraire,

avec le temps, une partie sensible de sa velocite.

II me semble possible d'expliquer ces contradictions, au lieu
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d'en nier la reality, comme a fait Bouguer clans sen traite

du Navire.

Les anciens vaisseaux sur lesquels on a observe cette

augmentation insensible de velocite, ayant leurs plans congus

d'apres les principes alors adoptes, avaient une proue beau-

coup trop fine ; cette proue devait done s’enfoncer beaucoup

plus dans la lame et demerger d’avantage aussitot que cette

lame etait passee ; ainsi les tangages etaient plus etendus a

chaque reebute de la proue ; son grand enfoncement dans le

fluide lui faisait eprouver une plus grande retardation dans

sa vitesse, et le vaisseau ne pouvait pas avoir une marche

excellente.

Mais par BefFet de Bare le deplacement diminue vers le

maitre couple tandis qu’il augmente vers les extremes. La

proue, d’abord trop exigue, augmentait done peu a peu ses

capacites ; les defauts du batiment, qui tenaient a cette exi-

guite devaient progressivement diininuer et la velocite s’ac-

croitre.

Au contraire, lorsque la proue a ddja tout le volume qui

convient a la navigation la plus avantageuse, l'effet de Bare

etant d’augmenter encore ce volume, le rend trop considera-

ble, et la marche doit diminuer.

De la r£sulte done cette consequence singuliere et remar-

quable. C’est que Varc ne peut etrefavorable qu’a de mauvais

vaisseaux et qu'il est contraire aux bons bailments. Aussi

maintenant que l’architecture navale a fait des progres sen

-

sibles on ne peut plus citer de ces batiments dont la marche

devient superieure avec le temps.

.11 faut bien se garder de croire que Baugmentation du

volume des extre mites de la carene par BefFet de Bare soit
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une quantite toujours peu considerable. Pour un arc d'un

demi-metre, par exemple, (et Ton a vu des vaisseaux naviguer

avec un arc plus considerable encore) le volume de la proue

augmente de plus de 100 tonnaux; il en est de merae du

volume de la pouppe et le volume de la carene vers le maitre

coup le diminue d’autant. On voit qu’une pareille augmen-

tation equivaut a un renflement considerable de ces extrd-

mites.

Si Ton reflechit encore que les tranches qui s’elevent par

Peffet de Pare, sont celles du milieu, s’elevent beaucoup moins

que ne s’abaissent les extremites qui sont le plus chargees sur

les hauts, a cause de la tonture generate des ponts, on verra

que 1 'efFet de Parc est d’accroitre la stabilite : ctetait done

encore un grand avantage pour les anciens b&timents, qui

generalement avaient trop peu de stabilite.

Ces batiments ayant alors une excessive tonture pouvaient

en perdre beaucoup par Peffet de Parc avant que leurbatterie

fut noyee vers Pavant ou vers Parriere. II y avait done un

grand avantage a ce que Parc diminuat cette tonture, et fit

emerger la batterie vers le maitre couple ou sa hauteur au-

dessus de la fiottaison etait trop peu considerable.

Si maintenant nous considerons le vaisseau par rapport a ses

lignes d'eau, nous verrons que ces lignes assez peu changees

par Parc vers la fiottaison, le seront beaucoup plus vers les

parties inferieures de la carene. A tel point que si Parc etait

plus grand que le ~ de la difference de tirant d’eau, ce qui

iPest pas rare, la ligne d'eau tangente au-dessus de la quille

aurait la forme d’un oo alonge
;

elle serait plus large a

Pavant et a Parriere qu'au milieu, ce qui certes ne peut £tre

favorable a la marche du batiment.
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Plus les lignes d'eau sont parfaites, plus cette marche sera

troublee par cette deformation, plus par consequent 1’arc aura

des effets pernicieux. C’est la consequence a laquelle nous

etions deja parvenus par des considerations tirees des effets du

tangage.

Apres avoir determine l’influence directe de Parc sur la

marche progressive des vaisseaux il faut considerer son influ-

ence sur leur marche laterale ou leur derive.

Si nous c-oncevons le vaisseau coupe par tranches paralleles au

maitre couple, les tranches du centre etant emergees par Peffet

v de Peau, leur resistance a la derive diminue. Au contraire les

tranches de la pouppe et de la proue s’immergeant, leur resist-

ance a la derive est augmentee. Ainsi la resistance a la ddrive,

au lieu d’etre augmentee le plus possible vers le centre, est au

contraire accumulee vers les extremites par Peffet de Parc.

Done Parc des vaisseaux a pour effet immediat de rendre

leurs evolutions plus difficiles et plus lentes.

Sans doute Par© augmentant le tirant d’eau de Pavant et de

Parriere aux depens du tirant d’eau du milieu, la partie du

gouvernail plongee dans le fluide augmente en surface et

peut en partie balancer cet effet ; mais il en resulte que pour

effectuer la meme evolution, il faut faire d’autant plus de

force a la roue du gouvernail que Parc devient plus conside-

rable : ainsi le gouvernail et les timoniers seront d’autant plus

fatigues que le vaisseau sera plus arque.

Il faut observer ensuite que la partie emergee par Peffet de

Parc aupres du maitre couple etant sensiblement verticale et

parallble a la quille avait la plus grande efficacite possible

pour resister a la derive. Au lieu que les parties immergees

vers la pouppe et vers la proue, formant un angle de plus en
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plus aigu avec la direction laterale s’opposent beaucoup moins

a la derive.

Concluons done qu’un second effet de Fare est de diminuer

la resistance totale a la derive.

Si nous resumons les r4sultats auxquels nous venons de

parvenir nous verrons que,

i
c

. Tous les vaisseaux ont de Fare.

s°. Get arc est a son maximum dans le vaisseau lege, com-

parativement au vaisseau completement arm4 .

3
0

. Get arc du vaisseau completement arm4 est a son maxi-

mum par rapport a Fare qui resulte des consommations jour-

nalises.

4
0

. La forme de Fare varie ainsi que son amplitude suivant

la distribution des poids qui composent Farmement.

5°. Le point de la plus grande courbure, ou le sommet de

Fare, correspond entre les deux gaillards par le travers des

passe-avants, beaucoup plus pres de la prone qu’on ne le sup-

pose ordinairement.

6°. La dur£e des vaisseaux, toutes choses egales d'ailleurs,

est en raison inverse de leur arc primitif.

7
0

. L’arc augmente beaucoup les capacity de la carene vers

la pouppe et la proue aux depens des capacity du milieu.

8°. L’arc auroit un peu la stabilite.

9
0

. L’arc ne peut etre favorable qu’a de mauvais vaisseaux.

io°. Dans les autres navires il diminue la marche directe,

1 1°. Dans tous il diminue la resistance laterale qui s’op-

pose a la derive.

12
0

. Dans tous il augmente la difficult^ d’evoluer, s.urtout

avec les voiles.

13°. L’arc augmentant les capacitds de la pouppe et de la

mdcccxvii. S
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prone, aux d^pens des capacit4s du milieu, diminue Penergie

des forces qui tendent a augmenter de plus en plus cet arc.

Mais la diminution d’&asticite dont cet arc est le signe visible,

fait que le navire n’en est pas plus, pour cela, susceptible de

r^sister a des efforts moins energiques, et c’est ce que d£-

montre Texpdrience, puisque raccroissement de Tare, dans

une suite de temps dgaux et dans les memes circonstances,

cet accroissement, dis-je, precede par degres de plus en plus

grands, jusqu'a un certain terme ob Ton ne pourrait plus se

servir du vaisseau tant il serait casse.

D’apres les principes que nous venons cTetablir, il est Evi-

dent que les vaisseaux modernes ne peuvent que perdre de

leurs qualites en s'arquant, et que tout moyen qui pourra

tendre a diminuer cet arc sera pour ces vaisseaux un veri-

table perfectionnement, ou si Ton veut, un preservatif de dege-

neration. Voyons done si le systeme de Mr. Seppings est

plus propre que le systeme actuel a preserver les vaisseaux

de s'arquer trop considerablement.

Des le commencement de ce Memoire nous avons rapporte

Pexpdrience fondamentale sur laquelle cet ingenieur a base

tout son systeme. J’avoue que cette experience n'est pas pre-

sentee d'une maniere assez concluante
;
parce que Mr. Sep-

pings, au lieu de considerer un charpente massive et continue

comme celle des vaisseaux, compare les forces de deux

assemblages a claires voies,Tun forme par des pieces paralleles

qui forment des parallelogrammes, l’autre par des pieces ob-

liques qui forment une suite de triangles.

Pour obtenir de Pexperience une conviction pleine et

entiere, il faudrait faire Pepreuve suivante, aussi simple que

peu dispendieuse.
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On ferait, sur une echelle de 10 ou 9 pour cent, deux

murailles droites ayant un echantillon proportionnel a celui

des vaisseaux. Si Ton adoptait Fechelle de dix pour cent,

en donnant seulement quatre metres de long et un metre de

haut a cette muraille, qu’on percerait vers le haut de deux

rang^es de sabords
; on ferait Tune suivant le systeme de

membrure, de vaigrage, et de bordage ordinaires ; Fautre

serait faite suivant le systeme de Mr. Seppings avec des por-

ques obliques au-dessous des batteries et des traverses ob-

liques entre les sabords.

Pour mesurer ensuite avec une grande exactitude Fare pris

par ces deux murailles tenues verticalement et chargees du

meme poids, on fixerait aux quatre angles de la muraille

des prolonges de trois metres seulement, ce qui donnerait

une longueur totale de dix metres et produirait des fleches

beaucoup plus grandes que si Fon n'eut pas alonge les deux

murailles.

Dans le m^moire approuv4 par l'lnstitut, ou j'ai presente

mes experiences sur la flexibility des bois,* j'ai demontre que

les systemes de charpente composes de pieces d’un 4chantillon

proportionnel, et charges de poids proportionnels a leur pro-

pre poids, prenaient des arcs dont le rayon de courbure etait

constamment le meme

;

parconsequent en chargeant nos deux

murailles 10 fois plus que la reaction de Fean ne tend a

courber le vaisseau, proportionnellement le rayon de cour-

bure de Fare sera rendu 10 fois moins considerable
;
mais en

doublant la longueur proportionnelle de la muraille, Fare

est rendu huit fois plus courbe, et en accumulant la force au

milieu Fare est accru dans un rapport approchant de deux

* Voyez Journal de PEcole Polytechnique.

S 2
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a trois. Done les courbures qu’on observera sur les murailles

modeles seront aux courbures modeles comme — -8x.
3

: 1 ou
2

comme 120:1.

On sait que les fleches des arcs tres peu courb£s sont

entre eux comme les quarts des cordes de ces arcs ; done la

corde de Fare du modele etant le dixieme de la corde du

vaisseau meme, les fleches des arcs pris par les modeles seront

pour une meme courbure cent fois plus petites que celle du

vaisseau, mais le modele 6prouve une courbure 120 fois plus

considerable que le vaisseau ; done les fleches des modeles

seront les
l~ de celles des vaisseaux que ces modeles repr£-

senteront.

Pour faire cette experience d’une maniere plus concluante,

il vaudrait mieux, selon moi, donner aux murailles modeles

une longueur simplement dgale au dixieme de la longueur du

vaisseau, et charger successivement cette muraille de poids,

1, 2, 3... 10 fois plus forts que la puissance qui tend a produire

Fare.

Alors la fleche de Fare de chaque muraille modele serait

0,01 0,02, 0,03.... 0,1 de Fare du vaisseau multiplie par
J-.

On aurait par ce moyen des fleches assez grandes pour

6tre mesurees et comparees avec une grande precision.

Si nous cherchons a produire ici des flexions jusqu’a 15 fois

aussi grandes que celles du vaisseau, e’est que plus les flexions

sont grandes, plus il est facile de d£couvrir les anomalies

qu'elles pr£sentent dans leur accroissement progressif.

Au reste la pratique des arts nous presente un assez grand

nombre d’experiences irrecusables pour iFavoir pas besoin de

recourir a de nouveaux essais avant de se former une opinion
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sur les resultats de celles dont nous donnons Lid6e. Les

portes d’^cluse, par exemple, sont formees dans un systeme

parfaitement comparable a celui renouvell4 par M. Seppings;

des madriers jointifs forment un premier plan; un encadre-

ment a pieces paralleles repr^sente la membrure, et les tra-

verses diagonales entre ces pieces paralleles reprdsentent les

traverses et les porques obliques.

Si les ingenieurs des ponts et chauss4es trouvaient quelque

imperfection, quelque defaut de solidity dans ce systeme, ils

ne manqueraient pas de lui substituer un systeme analogue a

celui de notre membrure bordee et vaigree
; mais c’est au con-

traire, parce qu'ils connaissent Finferiorit6 de ce dernier sys -

teme qu’ils se gardent bien de l’adopter linea.

II est essentiel d'observer que les porques, obliques et leurs

traverses ne permettent pas plus au vaisseau de s’alonger

que de se raccourcir
:
puisque des pieces transversales sont

dirig^es suivant les deux diagonales des parall^logrammes

dont la cale a sa surface tapissee.

Remarquons que le vaigrage supprim^ ne servait, pour

ainsi dire, en rien pour empecher Tare du vaisseau, parce que

la force de redressement tend elle-meme a produire cet arc.

Le vaigrage du petit fond ne s’oppose done qu'au raccourcis-

sement de la quille, et le remplissage des mailles, ainsi que

nous le dirons dans un moment, produit bien plus 6nergique-

ment cet effet.

Je ne parle pas des porques ordinaires, parce qu’6tant per-

pendiculaires a la direction de l'arc, elles ne servent en rien

contre cet arc.

Les vaigres depuis le faux pont jusqu’au premier pont,

telles que les conserve M. Seppings, etant vers la partie du
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vaisseau qui ne s’alonge ni ne se raccourcit, n’ont, pour ainsi

dire, qu’une influence minimum contre la production de Tare.

Mais en les dirigeant obliqueinent, comme je le propose, le

vaisseau ne pourra pas subir de flexion sans que loutes ces

vaigres ne soient refoulees dans le sens de leurs fibres, ce

qui les rendra capables d’une resistance incomparablement

plus grande.

Enfin, le remplissage des mailles du petit fond s'opposera

bien plus efficacement a ce raccourcissement progressif de la

quille, que les vaigres de cette partie. Puisque la maniere

dont ce remplissage est chass£ de dehors en dedans des

mailles lui donne une force latente qui tend a. faire alonger

la quille et redresser le vaisseau.

Si Ton a soin de border aussitot apres avoir ainsi chasse ce

remplissage, Pair ext^rieur ne le dess^chant pas, il ne se r6tr6-

cira pas et ne donnera pas a la charpente un jeu pernicieux.

II y a plus, lorsque le vaisseau sera mis a la mer, les eaux

r6pandues dans Pinterieur de la cale, celles qui par Peffet de

la capillarity traverseront le bordage et par suite la membrure,

gonfleront cette membrure, et ses pieces £tant contigues elles

tendront a occuper plus d’espace et a detruire les forces de

compression qui pourraient arquer le vaisseau.

Nous pourrons done conclure qu'en adoptant le systeme de

M. Seppings, avec la modification que je propose au vaigrage

entre le premier pont et le faux pont,

i°. L’arc primitif du vaisseau sera moindre.

2®. L’accroissement progressif de cet arc sera moindre

aussi.

3°. Le jeu qui doit s’etablir entre les diverses parties de la

charpente sera pareillement beaucoup moins considerable.
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Ainsi le nouveau systdme r^unit a un tr6s haut d6grd la

solidite et la duric.

Si Ton refldchit maintenant que par les moyens dont nous

avons d4montr6 la possibility, mathematiquement, en traitant

de la stabilite, le lest se trouve rapproch^ du centre, ainsi

qu’une partie des munitions : on verra que non seulement les

vaisseaux acquibrent plus de force pour resister a Tare, mais

encore que la cause efficiente de cet arc devient moins consi-

derable.

Les vaigres par leur direction longitudinale et leur grande

longueur ofFrent au premier coup d’oeil une id£e de solidite

plus grande que celles de pieces embassies les unes dans les

autres et laissant de grands triangles vides entre elles. Mais

on sent bientdt le dyfaut d’une telle objection, lorsqu'on re-

fldchit que les vaigres de la cale, au lieu de rdsister contre

des tensions n'ont a s’opposer en general qu'a des contrac-

tions ; ce qui rend Teffet de leur longueur a peu pres mil.
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X. On a new Fulminating Platinum. By Edmund Davy, Esq.

Professor of Chemistry , and Secretary to the Cork Institution.

Communicated by Sir H. Davy, LL. D. F. R . S. V. P. R. I.

Read February lg, 1817.

I. Introduction.

The metals, as is well known, closely resemble each other

in their physical and chemical characters. A chain of ana-

logies connects them together into one class, and serves to

distinguish them from all other bodies with which we are

acquainted. Hence, the observation of a new property, or

the discovery of a new relation in any one of the metals, is

a sufficient ground for extending similar enquiries to all the

others. And though the same methods may not furnish

equally successful results in the case of different metals, yet

by varying the processes, some new truths are usually brought

to light.

The analogies that exist between the different metals, are

in some cases nearer, and in others more remote ; but in

all instances they are sufficiently numerous and striking to

serve the ends of classification, and facilitate the progress of

scientific discovery. Gold, silver, and platinum, were for-

merly distinguished by the epithet noble or perfect metals;

this distinction, though it no longer exists, was founded on a

similarity in their physical properties. Gold and silver

furnish with the volatile alkali, well known fulminating
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compounds. Gold and platinum appear to be more closely

related to each other than they are to silver, or to any of the

other metals ; though separated by a number of marked dis-

tinctions, they yet possess in common, many points of resem-

blance. They are both soluble in the same menstrua, and

can only with difficulty be made to unite with oxygene, chlo-

rine or sulphur ; and their oxides form peculiar triple com-

pounds with acid and alkaline or earthy substances. From

these analogies, and especially the last, it might be pre-

sumed that platinum, like gold, by particular treatment, was

capable of furnishing a fulminating compound. Since plati-

num has been known to chemists, different attempts have

been made to produce such a compound, but without effect.

On the discovery of fulminating mercury by Mr. Howard,

he endeavoured to communicate fulminating properties to

compounds of platinum, by means of alcohol, but his trials

were unsuccessful. I have to a certain extent succeeded in

this way, and my attempts have led to the observation of

some new facts. I have also obtained a new compound of

platinum, analogous in its properties and composition to annum

fulminans, and which, in consequence, I shall venture to

designate by the term fulminating platinum. I have, indeed,

already noticed a peculiar compound of platinum under this

name,* but the term should be restricted to the new com-

pound, on account of its superior fulminating properties.

This fulminating platinum serves to extend the existing ana-

logies between the noble metals, and fills up a vacant space

in their chemical history. In the present communication, I

shall endeavour to describe this substance ; but before I enter

* Philosophical Magazine, Vcl. 40.

TMDCCCXVII.
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on the detail of its physical and chemical properties, it may
be proper to notice the methods by which it may be pro-

cured.

II. Modes of obtaining Fulminating Platinum .

In the year 1812, whilst I was engaged in experiments on

some compounds of platinum, I obtained an ammonia sul-

phate of this metal, by treating sulphate of platinum with

pure ammonia. On boiling a little of the ammonia sulphate

with pure potash, it became of a darker colour. I supposed

it might have been converted into an oxide, but I did not

examine it. On recently renewing this enquiry, I was led

to the discovery of fulminating platinum.

The platinum I employed, in preparing the fulminating

compound, it may be proper to remark, was in the form of

thin sheets, but previous to its being used it was dissolved in

nitro-muriatic acid, then precipitated by muriate of ammonia,

and again reduced to the metallic state.

The platinum so prepared was dissolved in nitro-muriatic

acid, the solution evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass

dissolved in water. A current of sulphuretted hydrogene

gas was then passed through the aqueous solution, till the

supernatant fluid remained colourless. The hydro-sulphuret

of platinum, after being well washed and partially dried, was

converted into sulphate by the agency of nitrous acid. The
fulminating platinum was prepared, by treating the aqueous

solution of sulphate of platinum with a slight excess of pure

ammonia; the precipitate thus obtained was placed on a

filter, and partially dried, so as to be easily separated from

the paper. It was then put into a Florence flask, with a strong

solution of pure potash, and the fluid boiled nearly to dry-
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ness. A quantity of water was then added, the whole thrown

on a filter, and the solid matter, after being well washed*

and dried for several days at the temperature of about 212°

Fahrenheit, exhibited properties, which will presently be de-

scribed.

In preparing fulminating platinum, it may be here re-

marked, other alkaline substances as soda, common kali, &c.

may be substituted for pure potash. And farther, it may be

added, nearly similar results are obtained, whether the am-

monia sulphate of platinum be put into the fixed alkali in fine

powder, or in a moist or wet state ; whether the fixed alkali

be immediately added, after the precipitation from the sul-

phate of platinum by ammonia, or the precipitate be first

separated and partially dried, previous to such treatment.

In making fulminating platinum, (as is the case with aurum

fulminans,) circumstances may be varied to a considerable

extent, without materially impairing its properties.

III. Properties of Fulminating Platinum.

Fulminating platinum, when prepared in the manner I have

described, appears in the form of a loosely coherent brown

powder. I have obtained it of different shades of colour,

from a light brown to a dark chocolate, and even almost

black. These varieties of colour seem to be connected with

the agencies of the fixed alkalies, and the peculiar circum-

stances which accompany its formation. The fulminating

powder seems to be of a lighter or darker colour, as the

* The washings contain a little fulminating platinum in solution, for when neu-

tralized by nitrous or oxalic acid, a precipitate is obtained, which when washed and

dried, exhibits fulminating properties.

Ts
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quantity of fixed alkali employed is smaller or greater, and

the process of boiling continued for a shorter or longer time.

If, after the addition of the fixed alkali the fluid be boiled

down to dryness, the fulminating powder will be of a dark

colour, and if the heat be still continued, it will be partially

decomposed, and this effect will be accompanied with slight

explosions. The differences of colour observed in the fulmi-

nating powder are not perhaps connected with any difference

in its constitution ; at least this variety of circumstance does

not appear to deteriorate its fulminating properties in any

sensible degree, except in cases where the process has been

carried too far in the use of the fixed alkali, aided by long

continued heat.

When the fulminating powder in small quantity is placed

on bibulous or filtering paper, and gradually heated over a

clear fire, or an Argand lamp, it explodes with a loud report,

the paper is lacerated, and its parts violently rent asunder.

A bit of the powder no bigger than the head of a pin, or

about ~ of a grain, produces a sharp crack, and makes a

hole in the paper.

One grain of the powder was placed on a slip of thin sheet

copper, and exploded by the heat of a taper : it produced a

report louder than the discharge of a pistol, and the copper

was deeply indented, as if it had received the impression of a

large punch.

A - of a grain of the powder was exploded on a slip of

tinned iron: the lustre of its surface was tarnished, and it had

the appearance of an alloy of platinum and tin. The same

quantity of the powder was placed between two slips of

Altering paper and exploded; both slips were perforated and
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lacerated, but the greatest effect was produced on the lowest

slip. The results were analogous when the powder was

placed between two slips of thin sheet copper, or platinum,

and exploded.

In one experiment, 1 \ grain of the powder (containing par-

ticles of paper from the filter,) was put between two flat

slips of sheet copper, they were bound together by strong

copper wire, and to render them more secure, the ends of

the upper slip were made to lap closely over those of the

under slip. They were then put on the ring of a brass stand,

on the floor, and a lighted taper was placed so as to com-

municate in a gradual manner a sufficient degree of heat to

explode the powder. In about four minutes this effect took

place. The report was very loud ; the slips were thrown on

a high table at a distance of several feet; the wire still held

them loosely together, but both were considerably depressed,

and especially the lower slip, which in two places, to the

extent of half an inch, had its parts folded, the one over the

other. These experiments, though on a very limited scale,

are sufficient to prove that the powder is capable of exerting

a very considerable power, when fired by heat. Its explo-

sive force appears to be exerted in all directions, but princi-

pally downwards. By thoroughly drying the powder, and

gradually raising it to the temperature at which it explodes,

its fulminating property is very much increased. Before it

explodes, its colour varies, and from being brown, it becomes

almost black. At the instant of the explosion a flash of light

is perceived, and the powder is totally dispersed. In all these

circumstances, there is a very near coincidence between ful-

minating platinum and fulminating gold, and I shall again
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have occasion to notice other points of resemblance in their

properties.

The temperature at which fulminating platinum explodes,

appears to be about 400° Fahrenheit. When it was placed

on a surface of mercury heated to 420°, it instantly exploded.

When the thermometer stood at 41 o°, a short interval elapsed

before this effect took place. In two instances I succeeded

in exploding it at 400°. From some comparative trials, I

found fulminating gold exploded in similar circumstances,

but I could not succeed with it at a temperature below 406°.

I am inclined to think, both fulminating powders, if dried at

the same temperature, will be found to explode nearly at the

same degree of heat. Under certain circumstances, both of

the fulminating compounds appear to lose their explosive

property, and to be quietly decomposed. This was observed,

in some instances, when they were placed on mercury at a

temperature varying from 300° to 380°, and a very short

interval suffered to elapse before the heat was raised. It

was not possible, then, to explode them at any temperature.

In other cases, however, in which there was a similarity of

circumstances, both powders exploded. These results, though

apparently capricious, or even opposite, may perhaps admit

of some explanation. The mercury on which the experi-

ments were tried was impure, and exhibited by heat a tar-

nished surface, from partial oxidation. Hence, in the fore-

going experiments, the fulminating powders exploded in

some cases, as when placed on an oxidated surface, because

the heat did not call into play any other affinities than those

existing between the elements of the compounds. But the

powder did not explode in other instances ; as when in contact
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with a surface of mercury, the affinity of this metal inter-

fered, and it slowly formed amalgams with the metallic part

of the powders. This view of the facts seems to derive

additional evidence from the circumstance, that in cases

when no explosions occurred, the powders remained sta-

tionary, and gradually acquired a whitish colour from amal-

gamation.

I tried to explode the powder by friction, and did not at

first succeed, but on well drying it, and warming the vessels

in which the experiment was to be made, I was able to

explode it, both in a Wedgwood and steel mortar. The effect

was feeble, and consisted merely of a few slight cracks. Ful-

minating gold is much more readily exploded in this way.

I was unsuccessful in my attempts to explode fulminating

platinum by percussion.* The powder did not appear to

conduct electricity, when tried with a power of forty plates

of four inches square, charged so as to burn thin iron wire

;

but when the spark was taken from two metallic surfaces in

the vicinity of the powder, a few particles of it exploded and

produced a red light. I afterwards well dried some fulmi-

nating platinum and gold, and when a battery of two hun-

dred plates of four inches square was in good action, so as

readily to burn the different metals, I could not succeed in

exploding either of the powders. Fulminating mercury was

instantly fired under the same circumstances. When the

charge of a Leyden battery of fifteen large jars was passed

through a quarter of a grain of fulminating platinum, most

* I was unable also to explode fulminating gold by percussion. I made the

attempt with both powders, in a steel mortar warmed before the fire. The steel

pestle was also warm, and the powders previously well dried.
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of it was dispersed, but there was a slight effect with the

appearance of red light.

Fulminating platinum is tasteless, and insoluble in water.

It is not affected by this fluid at any temperature. When
exposed to air in a dry state it acquires a little moisture, but

this effect is very limited. Twenty-two grains when well

dried at a temperature of about 21 2°, and made to expose

a large surface to the atmosphere for two days, gained half a

grain, but there was no farther increase on exposing the

powder for two days longer, and when gradually heated to

the temperature at which it had been dried, it weighed

twenty-two -grains, as at first.

I have not ascertained the specific gravity of the powder,

but from the greater apparent bulk of an equal weight of it,

as compared with that of fulminating gold, I conceive its

specific gravity is less than this last substance.

Fulminating platinum is soluble in cold sulphuric acid, but

much more readily so by the assistance of heat. The solu-

tion is of a dark red brown colour. It is less soluble in mu-

riatic and nitrous than in sulphuric acid. There seemed to

be a slight spontaneous action, and a disengagement of gas,

when each of the above acids was brought in contact with

the fulminating powder. At first, I thought carbonic acid

might exist in the powder, and the manner in which it was

prepared, did not necessarily preclude the presence of that

substance. To ascertain if this were the case, or whether

any gas were disengaged by the agency of an acid, I put

two grains of the powder in a cubic inch, filled it with mer-

cury, and inverted it over a mercurial trough ;
half a cubic
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inch of sulphuric acid diluted with -j— its volume of water was

let up into the tube, but there was no disengagement of gas,,

the acid slowly dissolved the powder, and the solution was

of a very dark colour.

Chlorine has no spontaneous action on the fulminating

powder, but on the application of heat it is decomposed, white

fumes are disengaged, a whitish brown sublimate of muriate

of ammonia and a dark coloured muriate of platinum are pro-

duced. The powder is not affected by pure liquid ammonia.

This alkali may be boiled off' from it without impairing its

fulminating properties.

The powder was not apparently affected when suffered to

remain for twelve hours in a retort filled with ammoniacal

gas, nor did any change take place by the application of a

gentle heat ; but when the temperature was increased, there

was a succession of slight explosions, the powder was de-

composed, and the metal reduced.

When the powder was put into a retort filled with muriatic

acid gas, there was a slight spontaneous action ; -on the appli-

cation of heat, there was a feeble crack, the powder was de-

composed, white vapours of muriate of ammonia were disen-

gaged, and muriate of platinum was formed, which deliquesced

by exposure to the air. The effects were similar when ful-

minating gold was treated in the same way.

Alcohol has no action on the powder. When mixed with

flowers of sulphur and heated in a small retort, the powder

is quietly decomposed, and sulphuret of platinum is obtained.

When the powder is brought in contact with phosphorane,

a hissing noise is produced, the powder appears to be par-

JVIDCCCXVIL U
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tially decomposed, and muriatic and phosphoric acids are

probably formed. Fulminating gold is affected in a similar

way by phosphorane.

IV. Composition of Fulminating Platinum.

From the manner in which fulminating platinum was ob»

tained, it was not difficult to form conjectures concerning its

constitution. As it was furnished by the agency of potash or

soda on the ammonia sulphate of platinum, it was easy to

conceive it might be composed of oxide of platinum and am-

monia. The composition of aurum fulminans, and the ana-

logies existing between this substance and fulminating plati-

num, were favourable to this idea
;
but the experiments I made

afforded me more direct and satisfactory evidences on the

subject, and confirmed the opinion I had previously formed

of its nature. Thus, when the powder (previously well

dried,) was put into small green glass tubes filled with dry

mercury and exploded by heat, a quantity of gas was ob-

tained, which had the properties of nitrogene ; moisture lined

the sides of the tubes, and the mercury formed an amalgam

with the platinum.

When the powder was mixed with quicklime, and the

mixture heated in a small retort, it was decomposed with a

few slight cracks ; a little fluid condensed in the neck of the

retort ; it had the smell of ammonia, and instantly rendered

turmeric paper brown ; a little gas also came over, having the

properties of nitrogene. The presence of moisture appeared

to be necessary in the foregoing experiment to develope the

ammonia
; for when the powder was mixed with quicklime,

previously heated to redness, the slight explosions arising
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from its decomposition were more numerous, and the odour

of ammonia could not be perceived. When, however, a few

drops of water were added to the mixture of dried quicklime

and fulminating powder, ammonia was produced by the appli-

cation of heat. When the powder was put into a small retort

with pure muriatic acid, the fluid boiled to dryness, and the

dry mass heated to redness, the platinum remained in the

metallic state, and a whitish sublimate was deposited in the

neck of the retort, which, when collected and mixed with

quicklime, spontaneously evolved ammonia.

When nitrous acid was boiled to dryness on the powder,

and the heat continued, a quantity of gas was obtained, which

appeared to be nitrous oxide, as it enlarged the flame of a

taper and was absorbed by water, and oxide of platinum alone

remained in the retort.

The foregoing results appear to furnish satisfactory evi-

dences as to the nature of fulminating platinum, that it is a

compound of oxide of platinum and ammonia. From the

following experiments, I shall venture to deduce the propor-

tions of its constituent parts. In the analysis, I employed

muriatic- acid and sulphur to ascertain the quantity of plati-

num, and nitrous acid to determine the proportion of oxide in

the fulminating compound; and the coincidence, between

results obtained by such different methods, affords strong

presumptions as to the accuracy of the experiments.

Exp. 1. Ten grains of the fulminating powder were put into

a small retort with pure muriatic acid, the retort was heated

over water so as to boil the fluid to dryness and decompose

the dry mass; no permanently elastic fluid came over, except

the common air in the retort ; a grey substance sublimed,

U2
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that had the taste of sal ammoniac, and readily afforded

ammonia when mixed with quicklime. The presence of am-

monia was not only indicated by the odour, but by the instant

production of white fumes when muriatic acid was brought

near the mixture; and turmeric paper was immediately

changed to brown by the ammonia disengaged. The bulb of

the retort contained the platinum ; it was of a white colour,

and appeared to be quite reduced. But to secure this effect,

the bulb containing the platinum was put into a small Hessian

crucible, and exposed to a dull red heat. The metal was then

carefully separated from the bulb, and exposed to a full red

heat in a platinum crucible, when it weighed 7f grains =
7-375 grains.

Exp. 2. Ten grains of the powder treated precisely as in

the preceding experiment afforded 7.3 grains of platinum.

Exp. 3. Five grains of the powder were well mixed with

rather more than an equal bulk of flowers of sulphur. The

mixture was exposed to a dull red heat in a small retort, and

furnished a black sulphuret of platinum, which when decom-

posed at a red heat in contact with the atmosphere afforded

3. grains =3 .6875 grains of platinum.

Now, according to these experiments, the first and third of

which exactly agree, 100 grains of the fulminating powder

contain 73.75 grains of platinum; for 10:7.375: : 100:73.75.

Exp. 4. Ten grains of the powder were put into a small

retort with pure nitrous acid. The acid was boiled to dry-

ness, nitrate of ammonia was formed and yielded nitrous

oxide gas by its decomposition. The retort after being ex-

posed to a dull red heat contained 8.25 grains of a shining

dark grey substance, which I have found is a pure oxide of
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platinum. It is decomposed at a full red heat, and yields only

oxygene and platinum. I presume this compound has not

yet been described ;
an account of it I hope to have the honour

of shortly laying before the Society.

Exp. 5. Ten grains of the powder, after being decomposed

by the agency of nitrous acid, as in the preceding experiment,

afforded 8.5 grains of dark grey oxide of platinum. But a

little of it appeared to be damp ; it was put into a small dry

retort and exposed to a dull red heat ; nitrous acid vapour

appeared in the neck of the retort, but no gas was expelled.

Whilst the retort was yet warm the bulb was taken off, and

the oxide when carefully collected weighed 8.25 grains,

p'rom the two last experiments it appears that 100 grains of

the fulminating powder contain 82.5 grains of oxide of pla-

tinum, for 10 : 8.25 : : loo : 82.5.

In one experiment in which I decomposed the dark grey

oxide of platinum at a full red heat, 10 grains afforded me

8.82 grains of platinum. In another instance, 7 grains of the

oxide yielded 6.187 gra ins of platinum. If the mean of these

experiments be taken, 100 grains of the oxide will contain

88.3 platinum

11.7 oxygene

100.0

If the results obtained in the five preceding experiments

be compared with the subsequent ones on the composition of

the grey oxide of platinum, they lead to the conclusion, that

the platinum in the fulminating powder is in the same state

of oxidation as the oxide directly procured from the powder

by the agency of the nitrous acid. There is indeed a slight
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difference in the composition of the oxide, as deduced from

the experiments with the nitrous and muriatic acids, compared

with those on the immediate decomposition of the oxide by

heat. But as this difference is only about 1 per cent, of oxy-

gene greater by the latter than the former methods, there

can be no ground to suppose the state of oxidation different

in either case.

The quantity of platinum and of oxygene, or of oxide of

platinum, in the fulminating compound, having been deter-

mined, it remained to ascertain the proportion of ammonia in

the powder. With this object in view, I made a number of

experiments on the decomposition of the powder by the

agency of heat in close vessels. I first used small green

glass retorts containing the powder and filled with recently

boiled mercury ; but I found in two trials the retorts would

not stand the shock from a single grain, but snapped off at

the neck at the instant of the explosion, owing perhaps to the

principal explosive force being directed downwards. I then

had recourse to straight tubes, varying in length from nine to

eighteen inches, and in diameter of bore from one-third to

half an inch. The quantity of the powder I used in these tubes

was from half a grain to two grains. The experiments were

made in this way : the powder being placed in the tube, it

was held in an oblique direction, and filled with dry mercury,

so that when inverted in a vessel of mercury, all the powder

remained nearly at the top of the tube. The tube was then

fastened to a brass stand, in an inclined position, and heat

sufficient to explode the powder was communicated by means

of red hot balls, or by a spirit lamp. In a number of trials

made in this way there was no instance ip which the whole
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of the powder exploded at once;' it went off at intervals, as

its particles reached the proper temperature, without pro-

ducing much noise, though the gas generated was driven

down the tubes with sufficient violence to force, in most

cases, some of the powder out of the tubes. This mode of

operating seemed to promise more accurate results than any

other that occurred to me. The products, in cases when the

tubes did not break, were the same, viz. a quantity of gas,

aqueous moisture, and platinum in alloy with mercury. But

the quantity of gas varied in most instances, owing to the

difficulty of exploding the whole of the powder. In two

cases, however, I obtained corresponding results. In one of

these experiments a grain of the powder, after being dried at

about 2120
,
and decomposed in contact with dry mercury

afforded 0.18 of a cubic inch of gas ; in the other, half a

grain of the powder furnished, under similar circumstances,

0.09 of a cubic inch of gas. But in both of these experi-

ments, it is proper to rehnark, a minute portion of the powder

had been thrown out of the tubes by the explosions. This

was evident on inspecting the surface of the mercury, and

from the slight explosions which took place when a heated

iron was brought near.

Though the preceding experiments could furnish no data

for determining , the exact proportion, they might at least

afford approximations to the true quantity of ammonia in the

fulminating powder ; and this consideration induced me to

examine the gas I procured with some attention. I shall

briefly state the particulars of one examination of this kind,

the barometer being at 30°, and the thermometer at 6o°. The

permanent gas obtained from one grain of the fulminating
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powder, when standing over mercury, occupied o.tB of a

cubic inch. When it was transferred to pure water and agi-

tated, it diminished to 0.15 of a cubic inch. An equal volume

of pure nitrous gas being added to the 0.15, there was no

sensible diminution. After the nitrous gas had been absorbed

by a fresh solution of green sulphate of iron, the residual gas

immediately extinguished a lighted taper. These experi-

ments corresponded with others I had previously made, and

they all seemed to prove that the gas produced during the

decomposition of the fulminating powder is for the most part

nitrogene. The appearance of gas absorbable by water, was

at first rather unexpected. I supposed this gas might be

ammonia, and this opinion acquired additional probability

from calculations derived from the results of my experiments

;

but I soon convinced myself from actual trials, that ammo-

niacal gas is disengaged during the decomposition of fulmi-

nating platinum by heat.

I attempted to explode five grains of the powder in a strong

green glass tube, two feet in length, and two-thirds of an

inch in diameter of bore. I succeeded in exploding a suffi-

cient quantity of the powder to furnish a half cubic inch of

gas ; but in cooling, the tube cracked and the mercury fell.

I immediately examined the tube. The space occupied by

the gas was lined with a thin coat of moisture. The odour

of ammonia was very perceptible in the tube, and turmeric

paper was changed to brown by the moisture in it.

The fact of the disengagement of ammoniacal gas on

exploding the powder, seems also to be proved by a very

simple experiment I made. I put a little of the powder in the

centre of a tube about eighteen inches in length. I opened
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a bottle of strong muriatic acid, and placed it at the open end

of the tube. I then exploded the powder by the heat of the

spirit lamp ;
at the instant of the explosion, a quantity of dense

white vapour, like muriate of ammonia, made its appearance.

The effects are similar, when aurum fulminans is treated

in the same way. I have mentioned the appearance of mois-

ture in cases when fulminating platinum was exploded in

close vessels, after being well dried ; and it is proper to state,

that the uniform exhibition of water in such circumstances,

in much greater quantity than could be formed in the expe-

riments, leads to the conclusion that this fluid is one of its

constituent parts.

From the statements that have been made, it appears that

fulminating platinum is a triple compound, consisting of oxide

of platinum, ammonia, and water. The experiments already

detailed seem to prove that 100 grains of the powder contain.

r platinum 73-75

1
oxygene 8-75

’•ammonia and water > 7 -5°

100,00

f
oxide of platinum 82.5

[ ammonia and water 17-5

100.0

Approximations to the respective quantities of ammonia
and water, in ico grains of fulminating platinum, may be

gained from calculations made on the results furnished in one

of the previous experiments given in detail. In the expert-

mdcccxvil X
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ment to which I allude, one grain of the powder afforded

0.18 of a cubic inch of gas, 0.15 of which had the properties

of nitrogene, and 0.03 appeared to be ammonia. This, how-

ever, is not to be considered as the true quantity that a grain

would yield, for reasons already stated ; but even on this

calculation, 100 grains of the powder would furnish 15 cubic

inches of nitrogene, and 3 of ammonia.

15 cubic inches of nitrogene weigh about 4.42 grs. and require

45 cub. in. ofhydrogene (to form ammonia) 1.01

3 cubic inches of ammoniacal gas 0.54

5.97 of ammonia in

100 grains of the powder, calculating only from the quantity

of gas actually obtained, without taking into account the

quantity of ammoniacal gas absorbed by the water present,

which must have been saturated with this gas. The water

arose from two sources it formed a constituent part of the

powder, and it was generated from its elements during the

explosion. The quantity of water formed would be 8.66

grains. The 1.01 grain of hydrogene would require for this

purpose 7.65 grains of oxygene.* I found that 8J grains of

water absorbed about one grain of ammoniacal gas, the

thermometer being at 6o°, and barometer at 30°; consequently,

the 8.66 grains of water generated from 100 grains of the

powder, would take up rather more than a grain of ammonia.

And if we suppose the water contained in the powder to

amount to about 8|- per cent., (and it can scarcely be more,)

* In estimating the weights of the respective gases, and the proportions in which

they combine, I have adopted the statements of Sir Humphry Davy in his “ Ele-

ments of Chemical Philosophy.”
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this quantity would also absorb something more than a grain

of the alkali.

Hence, to the quantity of ammonia already obtained from

calculations derived from an actual experiment, viz. 5.97

grains per cent., which in round numbers may be called 6

grains per cent., we must add 2 grains per cent, for the alkali

absorbed by the water present ; and making a slight allow-

ance for deficiencies arising from the minute portion of the

powder that escaped decomposition in the experiment on

which these calculations are founded, I do not think the

ammonia in the powder can be estimated at less than 9 grains,

and the water at 8£ grains per cent.

On these estimates, 100 grains of fulminating platinum

will consist of oxide of platinum 82.5

Ammonia - 9.0

Water - - 8.5

100.0

V. Theory of the formation and decomposition of Fulminating

Platinum.

From the statements made in the preceding pages, fulmi-

nating platinum appears to be composed of oxide of platinum,

ammonia, and water. It is formed, as has already been stated,

in cases when the ammonia-sulphate of platinum is boiled in

a solution of fixed alkali. The theory of its formation is

apparently simple, and is founded on the superior affinity of

the fixed alkalies, over ammonia and oxide of platinum, for

sulphuric acid. An examination of the circumstances con-

Xs
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nected with the formation and decomposition of the fulmi-

nating powder will, I presume, prove the correctness* of this

opinion.

When the triple compound of oxide of platinum, sulphuric

acid and ammonia, is boiled in a solution of potash or soda,

some ammonia is expelled, fulminating platinum is formed,

and the residual fluid affords a copious white precipitate

with the soluble salts of barytes and lead ;
and if it is evapo-

rated nearly to dryness, crystals of sulphate of potash or

soda are obtained. These results appear to be connected

with the following changes. The triple compound is decom-

posed, its sulphuric acid unites with the fixed alkali, the

ammonia it contains being in greater quantity than can com-

bine with the oxide of platinum, is in part expelled ; the

remainder enters into a more intimate union with the oxide,

and thus fulminating platinum is formed.

In the decomposition of fulminating platinum by heat in

close vessels, nitrogene and ammoniacal gases, platinum and

water appear to be the only products ; and these results cor-

respond with those derived from the agencies of muriatic

and nitrous acids on the powder.

From the close analogy that exists between fulminating

platinum and fulminating gold in their properties and consti-

tution, they must be regarded as belonging to the same class

of bodies, and the theory which explains in a satisfactory

manner the decomposition and fulmination of the latter, will

likewise serve to account for similar changes in the former.

Whilst the composition of fulminating gold was unknown,,

various explanations as to- the cause of its explosive properties
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were given by the early chemists ; but they were in general,

as might have been expected, so vague, and so obscurely de-

veloped, as to be at best but unintelligible enigmas. The

researches of Bergman fully exposed and refuted all pre-

vious opinions on the subject, and led to just views concerning

the nature of aurum fulminans^ He stated it to be composed

of calx of gold and volatile alkali, and he referred its fulmi-

nation to the decomposition of the alkali, and the great report

and violent explosion to a copious and instantaneous eruption

of elastic fluid violently striking the air * The theory of its

decomposition was explained by M. Berthollet in a still

more satisfactory manner, when the composition of ammonia

was discovered. On this theory, when the fulminating gold

is exploded, ammonia is decomposed, its hydrogene unites to

the oxygene of the oxide to form water, the gold is reduced,

and nitrogene gas disengaged. The sudden expansion of the

air and vapour generated in the process, are circumstances

connected with the detonation. The decomposition of ful-

minating platinum admits of a similar explanation ; but with

the changes already enumerated, we must connect the disen-

gagement of ammoniacal gas, and the instantaneous conver-

sion of the water of composition in the fulminating powder

into steam, and these effects are probably intimately connected

with the exhibition of its fulminating properties,

* Physical and Chemical Essays, Vol. II.

Cork, December 20, 1816.
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XI. On the parallax of the fixed stars. By John Pond, Esq .

Astronomer Royal, F. R. S.

Read February 20, 1817.

It is now very generally known to astronomers, that, for

several years past, Dr. Brinkley, with the eight feet circle

of the Observatory at Dublin, has constantly observed a perio-

dical deviation of several fixed stars from their mean places

;

which strongly indicates the existence of an annual parallax

in those stars. The magnitude and perfection of the instru-

ment, the regular continuation of the same result without

exception, during a period of several years, and above all, the

judicious reflections of Dr. Brinkley, and his unprejudiced

statement of every objection that might be supposed to occur,

seem to leave but little doubt upon the subject. Thus much

at least is certain, that the observed discordance arises from

some very permanent cause, and is totally distinct from what

has usually been termed error of observation.

The deviation from the mean place resulting from the

supposed parallax being a very small quantity (never ex-

ceeding a single second), Dr. Brinkley was naturally

desirous that the result of his observations should be con-

firmed by other astronomers. Few, however, are fortunate

enough to possess instruments sufficiently accurate either to

confirm or confute the hypothesis above stated.

The mural circle at the Royal Observatory, erected in the
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year 1812, was supposed to be well adapted to this species of

investigation, and, I confess, I expected to find the effects of

parallax in Dr. Brinkley's stars, and perhaps in some

others, almost as decidedly as the effects of aberration and

nutation. I soon however found ( what indeed if I had suf-

ficiently reflected on the subject, I ought to have foreseen )»

that this instrument (at least in the manner in which I em-

ploy it) is not so exactly adapted to the purpose as might at

first be supposed. My principal object was to obtain the

mean places of a certain number of stars, with the greatest

precision that the nature of the instrument admitted. I there-

fore availed myself of the principles of its construction, to

give every possible variety to my observations, by bringing

a new system of divisions to bear upon those stars. The

effect of parallax was necessarily involved in these changes

;

and, though I certainly did expect that under all these disad-

vantages a parallax so considerable as that assumed by Dr.

Brinkley, would have become very apparent, yet, upon not

finding it, I did not think it by any means fair to infer its

non-existence, more particularly as the discordances I really

did meet with, were very universally in favour of parallax.

Finding, therefore, that I could not elucidate this question

in a perfectly satisfactory manner without dedicating the cir-

cle entirely to this investigation, I rather directed my atten-

tion to contrive some other instruments which might be

employed exclusively to this object.

At the last visitation, I proposed that two or more tele-

scopes should be fixed to stone piers, and directed to the par-

ticular stars whose parallax was suspected ; that each telescope

should be furnished with a micrometer, by which the star
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could be compared with others passing through the same

field. This suggestion was approved of by the visitors, and,

till a proper building can be contrived and erected, I have

fixed two ten feet telescopes, one on the circle pier directed

to a Aquilae, and one on the quadrant pier directed to « Cygni,

and with these temporary instruments I am about to com-

mence a series of observations.

The advantages I presume those instruments to possess

are, length of radius; great steadiness, and simplicity of con-

struction ; and being used only for a fewT select observations,

these few are more likely to be made with extreme care.

Although, for the reasons above stated, I was unable to

devote the mural circle entirely to the investigation of

parallax, yet during the summer of 1813, and the following

winter, I was induced to continue the telescope in the same

position, with the view of examining any changes that might

occur indicative of parallax, or any other irregularity. During

this period, the three principal stars observed by Dr. Brink-

ley (a Lyras, a. Aquilze, a. Cygni) arrive at their maximum and

minimum of parallax ; as far, therefore, as the observations

of one single year can be supposed to have any weight, these

seem, I think, to be as good as ever may reasonably be

expected to be made with the same instrument.

The object of the present communication is to submit the

result of these observations to the Society
; and whatever

remarks I may be induced to make on the discordances be-

tween Dr. Brinkley’s observations and my own, I hope,

will be considered rather in the light of suggestions, aris-

ing from circumstances obviously presenting themselves to

our notice, than as arguments to decide a question, which
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I anxiously wish to keep open for future experiment and

investigation.

The question of parallax in a theoretical point of view, is

scarcely of any importance, it is in fact one of mere curiosity.

The motion of the earth has long since ceased to be a sub-

ject of controversy, and could a difference of opinion still be

supposed to exist, the advocates for the Copernican system

would derive but slender support from the discussion of such

small variations, as form the subject of this Paper. But with

reference to the state of practical astronomy the case is very

different
;
in the future history of this branch of the science,

that period of time will always acquire a certain degree of

celebrity, in which astronomical instruments shall have been

brought to such a degree of perfection, as to exhibit distinctly

the effects of parallax in the fixed stars, and to distinguish

these from the variety of complicated oscillations to which,

from other causes, they are perpetually subject : and, as far

as relates to the natural history of the sidereal system (if I

may so express myself), it is surely a subject of rational

curiosity to ascertain whether the distance of the nearest

fixed star can be numerically expressed from satisfactory

data, or if it be really so immeasureably great, as to exceed

all human powers either to conceive or determine.

As I have already observed, the object of this communica-

tion is not to decide this question, but to state the result of

the Greenwich observations.

The first star I shall consider, is « Lyras
;

this star having

been diligently observed from the first erecting of the instru-

ment with a view to this particular investigation.

In the annexed Tables will be seen the observations selected

YMDCCCXVII.
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at those times when the parallax is at a maximum. To the

observations themselves is subjoined the process of compu-

ting the correction to be applied for deducing the true polar

distance. This correction, which is of the nature of an Index

error, is usually found by comparing the observed places of

all the stars, during the same period, with their computed

places deduced from a standard catalogue derived from the

instrument itself.

If all the stars were used indiscriminately for this purpose,

the method would be liable to an objection stated by Dr.

Brinkley, for if of the stars from which this correction is

deduced, several were themselves subject to considerable

parallax, the effect of this parallax would be involved in the

correction, and, if they were selected near to the star whose

parallax was sought, the effect of this would be to conceal

the parallax, by showing only the difference of parallax in-

stead of the whole. To obviate entirely this objection, I

reject those stars supposed by Dr. Brinkley to have parallax,

and likewise y Draconis, whose parallax arrives at its maxi-

mum nearly at the same period with that of a. Lyrae, a. Aquilae*

and a Cygni. I employ chiefly those stars whose parallax

must be neutral, and those opposite in right ascension, which

method has rather a tendency to exaggerate the effect of

parallax by exhibiting to a certain degree the sum of the

parallaxes of different stars. The difference of these two

methods, however, as may be seen in the annexed Tables,

does not amount to one tenth part of a second. The above-

mentioned objection, therefore, though theoretically just,

cannot be made to explain the discordance which exists

between Dr. Brinkley’s observations and mine.
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The mean of 40 observations of a. Lyras from

June 22, to August 21, gives for the north
o / /I

polar distance of that star - 51 23 0,278

The mean of 20 taken nearer to the period of

opposition will be 51 23 0,461

The mean of 30 winter observations is 51 23 0,867

The discordance between the winter and summer observa-

tions, therefore, does not exceed of" equal to one third of

the discordance found by Dr. Bkinkley, and with the refrac-

tion employed by him, it would be about one quarter of a

second less.

u Cygni.

Thirty observations of this star in summer,
O / //

about the period of opposition, give - 45 22 56,933

The mean of 30 in winter - - 45 22 57,448

But as 10 of these observations were made

too far distant from the time of conjunction,

it will be better to take the mean of 20,

which is - - - 45 22 57,489

The difference 0,556'' is the total discordance in favour of

parallax. This quantity is likewise nearly equal to one^

third of the discordance found by Dr. Brinkley.

a Aquilae.

Thirty observations of this star in the summer *

of 1813, are as follows : - 10=81 36 58,555
10=81 36 58,536
10=81 36 58,300

Mean of 30 summer - - 81 36 58,464
Mean of 20 winter - - 81 36 59,300

Difference 0,836
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With Dr. Brinkley's refractions, this difference would be

reduced to less than half a second, a quantity equal to one

quarter of the discordance found by Dr. Brinkley.

On the Observations of the year 1812.

The observations of the year 1812, are liable to all the

objections which I have already stated, yet so very small is

the effect of change in the position of the telescope, that I

should be inclined myself to prefer a mean taken from the

two years observations, than to that deduced from the obser-

vations of 1813 above. The early observations in the sum-

mer of 1812, are probably not very good, the instrument

being then in a very unfinished state, « Lyras was diligently

observed during the whole of the summer ; there are but few

observations of « Aquilae, and none of a Cygni ; but the

winter observations of these stars are very good. The mean

result of two years observations will stand as follows :

a Lyras. .

Summer Winter
No. of No. of

Observations. u Observations. K

l8l2 24 0,165 l8l2 20 0,711

1813 4° 0,278 1813 30 0,873

64 0,236 50 0,808

Difference 0.572" with Bradley's refractions.

The French refractions would reduce this difference to

about 0,3" or 0,4''.

a. Aquilae.

Summer Winter
No. of No. of

Observations. „ Observations. „

l8l2 IO 58,052 l8l2 20 59fio6

1815 30 58,464 1813 20 59>3°°

4° 5$ 361
'

40 59,453
//

I.092
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This quantity by the French refraction employed by Dr.

Brinkley, would be reduced to about 0.5".

Winter
et Cygni.

Summer
Observations. u

Observations.

9 l8l2 57,120 n

20 1813 57>489 1813 30 5^,933

29 57S66
Difference °>433

From the above observations then, it appears that in the

three stars supposed by Dr. Brinkley to have the greatest

parallax, viz. ct Lyras, a Cygni, and a Aquilas, we find dis-

cordances between the summer and winter observations of

nearly half a second ; now, though these quantities are so

much smaller than those found by Dr. Brinkley, they appear

to me to be equally independent of any accidental error of

observation, and it is not improbable but they may originate

from some similar cause. But, I confess, I doubt much if this

cause be parallax, and for the following reasons.

I do not find these discordances sensibly increased by direct

comparison with an opposite star as Capella ; now the maxi-

mum of parallax is nearly as great in Capella, as in «. Aquil^,

at least in the proportion of 4 to 5 ;
it is very unlikely then,

the parallax of the one star should be above 5", and the other

an insensible quantity. It may be remarked, that both Dr.

Brinkley and myself, find nearly the same discordance in all

these stars, though the deduced parallax necessarily comes

out very different. This is very unlikely to happen from

parallax. Moreover, these stars all pass the meridian about

the time of the winter solstice at their maximum of parallax,
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and, in proportion as stars do not possess this property, both

Dr. Brinkley and myself find either a much smaller discor-

dance, or none at all.

It is rather, therefore, to this peculiar circumstance that

we should look for some explanation of the difficulties.

In addition to this I should add, that I find y Draconis

involved in this discordance, « Lyras and y Draconis have

been observed together for five successive years. Above

three hundred observations of each star have been made in

opposition, and as many in conjunction, and I find the diffe-

rence of parallax from the mean of all these observations

to be about 0,25", which quantity by the French refraction

would be reduced one-half, or to an insensible quantity.

Now it is quite improbable, that two stars of such different

brightness should have so exactly the same parallax.

These arguments, however, though they seem to me to

arise naturally from the data before us, are nevertheless by

no means absolutely conclusive, and 1 am well aware, how
much easier it is to suggest doubts, than to propose satisfac-

tory explanations. I shall, therefore, conclude this Paper,

by expressing my hopes that, before a very long period shall

elapse, the instruments lately erected may afford something

more satisfactory and decisive.
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Method of computing the Equation or Index Error to he applied to

the observed North Polar distances.

1813. July and August. Position o°.

No.

of

!

Observations.

North Polar

distances by
circle.

North Polar

distances by
Catalogue.

Deduced In-

dex Error.

Index Error

multipled-j-

No. of Ob
servations.

Polaris, SP 9 358 18 38,98 38.35 + 0.63
n ,

+ 5.67
(5 Urs. Min. - 27 *5 4 49 , 3 1 48.93 0.38 13.26

(3 Cephei - 14 20 !5 3 L5° 3 0>54 0.96 13-44
X Urs. Maj. - 12 27 *4 31.83 31 -5° 0-33 3-96
X Cephei - 13 28 12 12,86 12.55 0.31 3-93
7 Urs. Maj. - 8 35 J 5 55.69 55-25 0.44 3 - 5 2

7 Draconis -
39 38 29 3.96 3-55 0.41 15.99

>7 Urs. Maj. - *9 39 44 58>3 1 57.81 0.50 9.50
X Persei 6 40 49 5 3 » 1

0

52.37 0-73 4-38
Capella - 27 44 12 20,64 20.46 0.18 4.86

a Cygni - 23 45 22 57.30 56.98 0 32 7-36
a Lyras -

39 5 1 23 0,70 0.48 0.22 8.58
Castor - 6 57 42 47.12 46.74 038 2.28
Pollux - 1

1

61 3 i 56,63 56.42 0.21 2.21

0 Tauri 17 61 33 44,46 43 -6; 0.79 ! 3-43
Cor. Bor. - 25 62 38 56,04 55-45 0.59 14-75

a Arietis, -
5 67 25 36,64 36.51 0.13 0.65

Arcturus - 22 69 5° 19,23 19.00 0.23 5.06
Aldebaran - 12 73 52 35 ,6 i 35.26 o*35 4.20

a, Herculis - 20 75 23 * 4,45 13.92 o-53 10.60
Reguius -

3 77 7 22,65 22.62 0.03 0.09
a Ophiuchi - 33 77 17 39>°7 38.88 0.19 6.27
x Aquilae - 29 81 36 58,79 58.79 0.00 0.00
a Orionis ?4 82 38 15,64 15.65 0.00 0.00
a Serpentis - 26 82 58 39,81 39- 2 3 0.58 15.08

No. of Observations

Rejecting 7 Draconis "t

a Lyra i

a, Aquilse 1

* Cygni J

459

329

0,36

0.41

166.07

134-14

.
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Method of computing the Equation or Index Error to be applied

to the observed North Polar distances.

1813. November.

O / 0 9 /; A

Polaris 13 I 4 i 2 3-38 21.65 + i -73 + 22.49
SP. 12 358 18 40.90 38-35 2-55 30.60

/3 Urs. Min. 10 IS 4 S 1 -0^ 48-93 2.1

1

21.10

|S Cephei 10 20 15 32.09 3°-54 i -55 I 5 - 5°

« Cephei 10 28 12 14.16 12.55 1.91 19.10

as Cassiop. 10 34 29 24.30 22.68 1.62 16.20

y Urs. Maj. 4 35 15 56.81 55-25 1.56 6.24

7 Draconis 7 38 29 6.21 3-55 2.66 18.62

« Urs. Maj. - 10 39 45 0.00 57.81 2.19 21.90

a. Cygni 8 45 22 59.31 56.98 2-33 18.64

a Lyrae 10 5 ‘ 23 2.52 0.48 2.04 20.40

a Andromed. H 61 56 32.02 30.16 1.86 26.04

a. Arietis 11 67 25 38.89 36 - 5 1 2.38 26.18

Arcturus 11 69 50 21.01 19.00 2.01 22.11

a. Ophiuchi 3 77 17 40.74 38.88 1.86 5.58,

as Aquilae 10 81 37 I * 3° 58.80 2.50 25.00

153 2.06 3i5-7o

Rejecting y Draconis h

as Lyrae 1

as Aquilae
j

1 18 1.97 233-o4

a. Cygni J

1813. December.

O t , 0

Polaris •7
,

I 4 i 24.40 21.65 + 2.75 19.25

(3 Urs. Min. 3 15 4 52-41 48-93 3-48 10.44

j
3 Cephei 2 20 15 31.88 30.54 i -34 2.68

as Cephei 3 28 12 15.88 12.15 3-73 1 1. 19
a Cassiop. 8 34 29 25-56 22.68 2.88 23.04

7 Draconis 5 38 29 7.16 3-55 3.61 18.05

os Persei 5 40 48 54-85 52-37 2.48 12.40

Capella 2 44 12 23.17 20.46 2.71 5.42
as Cygni 4 45 23 0.42 56.98 3-44 13.76
a. Lyra: 6 5 i 23 4.21 0.48 3-73 22.38
as Andromed. 2 61 56 31.90 30 - j 6 1.74 3-48
as Arietis 7 67 25 39 63 36-5! 3 - 1

1

21.77
Arcturus 2 69 5 ° 22.10 19.00 3.10 6.20

Aldebaran 6 73 52 37 -9 2 35.26 2.66 15.96
a. Aquilae 4 81 37 2.09 58.80 3-29 13- 16

66 3.02 199.18
Rejecting 7 Draconis 'j

a. Lyrae 1

a. Aquilae
|

as Cygni J

47 2.81 131-83
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Method of computing the Equation or Index Error to he applied

to the observed North Polar distances.

1814. January.

Polaris 5 1 4 * 5 - 3° 2.00 + 3 -3° 16.50

« Cassiop. 5 34 29 6.70 2.85 3-85 19.25

a Persei 6 40 48 42.02 38.87 3- 1 5 18.90

Capella 6 44 12 19.40 15.S9 3 -5 » 21.06

j
3 Tauri 4 61 33 43.10 39-84 3.26 13.04

a. Andromeda 4 61 56 14.99 10 17 4.82 19.28

a, Arietis 5 67 25 22 34 19 11 3-23 16.15

Aldebaran 4 73 52 30.83 27.31 3-52 14.08

59 3>55 138.26

1814. February.

Polaris 11 1 41 5.40 2.CO + 3 - 4° 37 -4°
a. Cassiop. 9 34 29 6.52 2.85 367 33-03
a Persei 12 40 48 42.30 38.87 3-43 41.16

Capella 20 44 12 I 9 - 5° 15.89 3 - 6 * 72.20
Castor H 57 42 57.80 53.80 4.00 56.00
Pollux 1 2 61 32 8.50 4.42 4.08 48.96

@ Tauri 16 61 33 43.86 39 84 4.02 64.32
a, Arietis 8 67 25 22.80 19.1

1

3 69 29.52
Aldebaran 10 73 52 3**3 27.31 3.82 38.20

a. Orionis i6 82 38 18.18 14.28 3 - 9° 62 40

130 3-97 492.95

MDCCCXVIII. 2
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a Lyrae.

1813. A B C D 1813. A B C D

O < a

Junez2 51 22.59.64— 0.40 59.24 Nov. 4 51 23. 2.00— 2.00 0.00 1
z 3 23. 1.49 1.09 „6 I.3I 59-31

24 0.87 0.47 8 2.O9 0.09

25 0.78 0.38 1

1

2.50 0.50
26 I - I 3 o-73

0-549
18 3 - 8S 1.85

1

>• 0.688
27 i-34 0.94 20 2-33 0-33

1

28 0.54 0.14 27 z,9° 0.90

July 5 0.73 o-33 30 3-49 1.49
1

| 1

6 1.67 1.27 Dec. 15 4.65 •—2.80 1.85
1 1

9 I * 3° 0.90 21 3-36 0.56 J 1

10 1.16 0.76 23 3-24 0.44 !

x 1 0.26 59.86 26 4-57 i-77

12 1. 1

1

0.71 30 4-3i 1.51

>3 0.17 59-77 3i 5.12 2.32
1-6 0-93 0.53 ! 1814.

17 1.86 1.44 > o-374
Jan. 1

1

4.10— 3-55 0.55 y 1 .hi
18 1.80 x.40 12 5-03 1.48

19 1.25 0.85 29 4.90 *•35

23 22.59.28 58.88 3° 4-58 1.03

24 59-94 59-54
,

31 3.87 0.32

25 59.67 59.27
'

Feb. 2 4.14 -=3.80 *•34 1

J

27 23. 0.72 0.32 3 3.81 0.01

28 0.07 59.67 6 3-93 0.13

29 22.59.80 59.40 H 3-73 59-93
30 59.40 59.00

>59.877
17 5.27 1.47

Aug. 1 59-53 59-!3 19 5-70 1.90
y 0.801

3 23. 0.18 59-78 20 5.11 1. 31

5 5.24 0.84 22 4.38 0.58

7 1.50 1. 10 24 4-58 0.78

9 0.66 0.26 25 4.90 1. 10
I

10 0-75 o-35
=

1
26 4.60 0.80 J

1

1

0.62 0.22

12 o-33 59-93

*3 0.84 0.44

IS 0.69 0.29
.

o-3*3
16 0.51 O.II r

I

1 7 0.72 0.32

19 i -43 1.03 !

20 1.04 0.64
J

21 0.20 59.80 1

A. Observations given by the instrument corrected for precession. Abb. Nut. and Re-

fraction.

B. Index Error.

C. Observations corrected.

D. Means of each series of xo observations.
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* Cygni.

1813. A B C D 1813. A B c D

July 27
O /

4q 22.q6.68— 0.40 56.28 Oct 22 45 22.57.33 — 0.88 56.45
28 57.84 57-44 25 58.01 57-13
29 57-75 57-35 29 58.17 57.29

3C 57-93 57-53 • 3 i 57.88 57 -oo
Aug. 3

4

57-56

57.70

57.16

57 - 3°
>56.791

Nov. 6

9

58.46

59.11

— 2.00 56.46
57.11

>57.095

5 56.68 56.28 1

1

58.88 56.88

7 57-71 57-31 *3 59-39 57-39

9 56.09 55.69 H 59-36 57-36
10 55-97 55-57 i 15 59.89 57.89
IX 57-43 57-°3 18 59-52 57t5z

'

12 57-72 57-32 29 59-91 57 9 i

13 58.28 57.88 Dec. 15 60.32 — 2.80 57-52
15 57 - 7°

55.98
57 - 3 ° 26 60.46 57.66

17 55-58
>56.987

30 59.66 56.86

19 56.84 56.44 3 i 61.26 58.46 >57.650
20 57-53 57-13 1814.
21 56.82 56.42 Jan. 7 60.85 — 3-55 57 - 3°
22 57-5 4 57-H 12 60.93 57-38
23 58.03 57- 6 3 .13 61.18 57-63
25 57-34 56.94 17 61.81 58.26
26 57-77 57-37 30 60.10 56*55

=

3 1 57-58 57.18 31 60. lO 56.55
Sep. 2 57.61 57.61 Feb. 2 61.43 57-63

3 58.29 58.29
>57-025

3 61.09 — 3;8o 57.29
4 56.64 56.64 14 61.33 57-53

1

> 57-599
5 56.87 56.87 15 62.19 58-39
6 56.12 56.12 17 60.90 57 - 1 °

7 56.69 56.69 *9 61.76 57.96

9 56.54 56.54 20 62 40 58.60
21 62.19 58 .39 |_1
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a Aquilas.

1813, A B C D 1813. A B C D

O / //

81 36.57.91
0 1 «

July 1

1

— 0.40 57 - 5 1 Oct. 13 81 36.58.68— 0.88 5
7". 80

1

2

59-57 59- 1 7 H 60.10 59 22
16 58.90 58.50 16 58.45 57-57
17 58.83 58.43 18 60.51 59 6 3
19
21

58.18

58.96
57-78
58.56

>- 58,555
l 9
21

59 94
60.00

59.06

59.12
>58,843

22 59.01 58.61 25 58.67 57-79
25 59.88 59.48 31 60.79 5991
26 58.48 58.08 Nov. 1 60.84— 2.00 58.84

27 59 83 59-43 4 61.49 59-49
29 58.22 57.82 6 61.06 59.06

30 59.58 59.18 1

1

60.82 58.82
Aug. 2 59.98 59.58 13 61.06 59.06

3 59.20 58.80 14 61.50 59.50

7
JO

59.27

57.88

58.87

57.48 f
58>536

18

22
6

1

.93

61.17
59-93
59-17

> 59.224

1

1

59-54 59.14 27 61.49 59-49
12 58.54 58.14 3 ° 61 61 59.61

*3 58.51 58.11 Dec. 15 61.24— 2.80 58.44
J 5 58.64 58,24 J

20 61.96 59.16

116 57.68, 57.28 26 62.71 5 9 -9 >
1

»7 59 - 3° 58.90 3 i 63.46 60.66

19 58.51 58.11 1814.

21 57-67 57.27 Jan. 30 62.82 — 3-55 59.27
22 58.52 58.12

> 58,300
3 i 62.32 5877

24 59.29 58.89 Feb. 3 62.12 — 3.80 58.32 ^ 59-375
25 58.62 58.22 *5 63-34 59-54
26 59.01 58.61 *7 63.96 60.16

31 59.19 58.79 1 9 62.98 59.18
Sep. 2 58.81 — 0.00 58.81 20 62.86 59.06

24 62.68 58.88
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Appendix to Mr. Pond's Paper on Parallax .

Read March 13, 1817.

From the month of April 1814, to the present time, the

observations have been made with two microscopes only,

and not having this subject in view, they generally are not

calculated to throw much additional light on this question

»

But last autumn, being induced to suspect, that the discord-

ance I had met with in favour of parallax, might arise from

the difference of temperature in summer and winter being in

an opposite state relatively to the interior and exterior ther-

mometer, I endeavoured this winter to keep the interior tem-

perature of the observatory the same as that without, which

the extreme mildness of the season rendered very easy to

accomplish. It likewise so happens that from the 1st of

July last to the present time, the index error of the instru-

ment has suffered no variation. It may, perhaps, have oscil-

lated a small fraction of a second on each side the mean, but

not more ; so that during this interval, the circle may be

considered as having been a fixed instrument, and therefore

not liable to any of the objections above stated by Dr.

Brinkley. Under these circumstances, the observations,

though not made with six microscopes, are very worthy of

attention. Those of # Lyrce, 7 Draconis, « Cygni, and a

Aquilas, are very numerous, and there does not appear the

least indication of any periodical variation whatever; the
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extremely small discordance, which is no doubt accidental,

happens, in some of the cases, to be in a direction contrary to

parallax.

It now only remains to determine, whether the fixed in-

struments, lately erected for this particular investigation,

will confirm the above result.
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Months.

Number

of

[Observations

Results

in

Seconds.

July 18, 48 .54
'

Aug. 12; 49 - 7°

Sept. 12, 49 98
Oct. 8, 48.76.

Nov. 12, 49.66-

Dec. lO; 48.77
Jan. 9 ’ 48.92
Feb. 3 > 49 -69 .

July 16,

n

3-54
Aug. 7 : 4-75
Sept. 8, 3 -4°
Oct. 7 >

3.16
Nov. 9 , 4-37
Dec. 8, 3- 25
Jan. 9 > 3 95

Sept. 14, 17.67
Oct. 12, 17.01

Nov. ii, 17.38
Dec. 9 16.73
Jan. 8, 17.11

Feb. ii, 17-94
Mar. 9

Aug. 12. 29.65
Sep. 14 3°-74
Oct. 7 > 3°-3 i

Nov. 16, 3o-55
Dec. 12, 3°-25
Jan. 4 > 3,

0-74
Feb. 5 > 30.61

Mar.

cc Lyras.

correct mean of 50 observations 49". 198.

correct mean of 34 observations 49^.205.

«y Draconis.

correct mean of 31 observations 3".776.

correct mean of 33 observations 3^.827.

* Cygni.

correct mean of 37 observations 1 7^.36.

correct mean of 37 observations 17".28.

x Aquilce.

correct mean of 33 observations go 1
'.

2

9.

correct mean of 45 observations s°"4>5^

Summer.

Winter.

Summer.

Winter.

Autumn.

Winter.

Summer.

Winter.

With the French refractions, there would appear an extremely small

discordance of 0,1" in a contrary direction to the effect of parallax.
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XII. An Account of some fossil remains of the Rhinoceros, disco-

vered by Mr. Whitby, in a cavern inclosed in the lime-stone

rock,from which he is forming the Breakwater at Plymouth.

By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read February 27, 1817.

When Mr. Whitby engaged to superintend this most

arduous undertaking, Sir Joseph Banks requested him to

examine narrowly any caverns he might meet with in the

rock, and have the bones, or any other fossil remains that

were met with, carefully preserved.

Mr. Whitby in compliance with this request, in November

1816, sent up to Sir Joseph Banks a box of fossil bones,

which are the subject of the present Paper.

Mr. Whitby states the bones to have been found in a

cavern, in the solid lime-stone rock, 25 feet wide, 45 feet

long, taking the direction into the cliff, and 12 feet deep.

This cavern was filled with solid clay, in which the bones

were imbedded, and lay about 3 feet above the bottom of the

cavern. The lime-stone quarries of Oreston, in which this

cavern was met with, are situated on the south side of Cat-

water, and about one mile from Plymouth.

When Mr. Whitby began to work this quarry, the rock

was 74 feet perpendicular above high water; the bones were

found 70 feet below the surface of the rock, and about

4 feet above high water mark. He quarried 60 feet hori-

zontally into the cliff, before he came to the cavern. Before
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Mr. Whitby began to quarry here, 100 feet had been quar-

ried into the cliff, so that i6>o feet was the distance between

the cavern and the original edge of the cliff
;

in all other

directions the quarries consist of compact lime-stone to a

great extent. The workmen came to this cavern by blasting

through the solid rock, and at the depth in the rock at which

it was met with, the surrounding lime-stone being every

where equally strong, and requiring the same labour to

quarry it; Mr. Whitby saw no possibility of the cavern hav-

ing had any external communication, through the rock in

which it was enclosed.

The cavern was quarried within about a foot of its bottom,

the lower clay was not all cleared out, but the bottom was

sounded by an iron crow, and rock was every where met

with.

Many such caverns, Mr. Whitby says, have been met

with in these quarries, and, in some instances, the rock on

the inside was crusted with stalactite ; but nothing of that

kind was met with in the cavern in which the bones were

found
;
so that there is no proof that any opening in the

rock from above had been closed by infiltration.

The quarry in which this cavern was met with, is directly

opposite the place where Mr. Whitby lands, every time he

visits the quarries, and therefore his attention was more natu-

rally drawn to it than to any of the others ; and as, in the

contract of quarrying, there are two prices, one for rock,

another for clay-earth and rubbish, and two officers attend,

one, for the crown, and the other on the part of the con-

tractors, who measure the contents of all caverns that contain

clay, or other soft materials, it is only necessary to mention

mdcccxvii. A a
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that these officers state, that the rock surrounding the cavern,

was equally hard with the other parts, requiring the same

force to blast it, and that the quarrying was paid for accord-

ingly.

The following is a list of the bones sent up by Mr. Whitby

to "Sir Joseph Banks
; they all belonged to the Rhinoceros

;

but it will appear in the enumeration that they were parts of

the skeletons of three different animals.

The third grinding tooth from behind, on the right side of

the upper jaw.

The third grinder from the left side of the same jaw.

The second grinder from behind, on the right side of the

lower jaw.

The second grinder from before, on the left side of the

upper jaw.

The third or middle grinder on the left side of the lower

jaw.

One of the smallest of the anterior grinders.

The upper portion of the radius of the right fore leg.

A portion of the fifth dorsa 1 vertebra.

A portion of the cotyloid cavity of the scapula of the left

shoulder.

The upper part of the atlas, with a portion of the articu-

lating surface.

The olecranon of the right fore leg.

The first phalanx of one of the toes of the fore foot.

The lower extremity of the left os humeri.

Upper part of the right os humeri.

The head of the left os femoris.

The lower extremity of ditto.
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One of the bones of the carpus of the left foot.

The lower extremity of the right ulna.

The lower extremity of the inside toe of the right foot.

The head of the os humeri.

The upper part of the right femor with the epiphysis sepa-

rated.

The metacarpal bone of the middle toe ofthe right fore foot.

All these bones are in the most perfect state of preserva-

tion ; almost every part of the surface entire, to a degree that

I have never seen in specimens of fossil bones. The metacarpal

bone is complete except a small injury on one side of it, which

it received probably at the time it was dug out of the clay.

The teeth of the Rhinoceros differing in their form as

well as structure, from those of every known animal, it

was readily ascertained that these fossil teeth belonged to

that animal ; and it is a circumstance extremely satisfactory,

that every one of the portions of bones dug up, possessed

some distinguishing character, so as not only to enable me to

ascertain the particular bone to which each broken portion

belonged, but that character was also sufficiently well

marked, to make it clear that the bones belonged to the

Rhinoceros.

It was very much in our favour, that the elephant is the

only animal whose equality of size could lead us into any

mistake on this subject.

The metatarsal bone, the only one which was sent up en-

tire, was immediately recognized to belong to the Rhinoceros,

since these bones in that animal are nearly double the length

of the same bones in the elephant.

A a 2
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Mr. Brooks, Surgeon, and Teacher of Anatomy in Blen-

heim Street, has in his collection the skeleton of a Rhinoceros,

which is considered to have been the largest ever seen in

this country.

I took advantage of Mr. Brooks's kindness, not only to

compare all the fragments of these bones, with the entire

ones in the skeleton, but also to measure with some accuracy

the length and breadth of the metacarpal bone in the fossil

state and that in the skeleton, so that we might form some

comparative idea of the size of the two animals, to which

they belonged.

The skeleton stands 5 feet 8 inches high, the metacarpal

bone is
7-f-

inches long, inches broad. The metacarpal

bone, in a fossil state, is inches long, and 2^ inches broad.

All the bones appear to have belonged to Rhinoceroses of

nearly the same size, except the cotyloid cavity of the left

scapula, which evidently was part of the skeleton of a smaller

animal, and the olecranon of the right fore leg of one still

smaller.

It is deserving of remark, that all the bones found in this

cavern belonged to the same species of animal. Great pains

were taken to ascertain whether there were any other bones

than those sent up to London, but no others were discovered.

Professor Brande, Secretary to the Society, analysed a

portion of one of the bones and a portion of one of the teeth.

He remarked, that he had never met with fossil bones so

purely earthy, and free of extraneous matters.

When the bone was heated, it exhaled scarcely any smell

of animal matter, nor had it lost any of its natural whiteness.
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It consisted of

6o Phosphate of lime.

28 Carbonate of lime.

2 Animal matter.

10 Water.

The tooth consisted of

78 Phosphate of lime.

8 Carbonate of lime.

8 Extraneous earthy matter.

6 Animal matter, water and loss.

At my request he made at the same time an analysis of a

Rhinoceros’s tooth found at Brentford, and of the tibia of an

Hippopotamus found at the same place, as well as of the rib

of the fossil remains of an animal of the fish tribe found at

Lyme ; an account of the Brentford bones, as well as of the

bones at Lyme, has a place in the Philosophical Transactions.

The Rhinoceros’s tooth from Brentford contained

70 Phosphate of lime.

6 Carbonate of lime.

20 Extraneous earthy matter.

4 Animal matter and water.

The tibia of the Hippopotamus contained

50 Phosphate of lime.

5 Carbonate of lime.

24 Siliceous earth.

10 Aluminous earth.

4 Oxide of iron.

2 Water.

5 Animal matter.



iBa Sir Everard Home’s account
,
&c,

The fish’s rib contained

50 Phosphate of lime.

19 Carbonate of lime.

15 Aluminous earth.

5 Siliceous earth.

8 Water.

3 Animal matter.

From the Press of

W. BULMER & Co.

Cleveland-row, St. James's,
London.
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METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for January, 1816.

5816
1

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Jan. : 8 O 37 45 3<M 5 s 1 Hazy.

3 O 40 49 30,41 s 1 Fine.

2 8 O 3 2 46 30,26 0 Thick and foggy.

3 O 35 49 3°» I4 w 1 Fine.

3 8 O 34 45 30,02 NW 1 Cloudy.

3 O 4° 48 30,10 N 1 Fine.

4 8 O 3° 44 3°>37 W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 38 47 30,36 W 1 Cloudy.

5 8 O 35 45 30,18 -5 W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 40 5° 30,17 W 1 Cloudy.

1
6 8 O 45 47 29,87 w 1 Cloudy.

3 O 48 5
2 29,79 d w 1 Cloudy.

1 8 O 37 46 29 82 NW 1 |Fine.

3 O 40 46 29,90 0 NbyW 1 Cloudy.

8 8 O 4° 45 29,7-5 § SW 1 Rain.

j 3 O 48 49 29,54 W 1 Rain.

9 8 O 43 48 29,44 +- SW i Fine.

! 3 O 47 5 i 2 9>55 .s W 1 Cloudy.

;

10 8 © 43 5 ° 29>39 NW 1 Fine.

3 O 46 54 29,49 W 1 Cloudy.

i

11 8 O 48 5 1 28,92 W 1 Rain.

3 O 48 53 29,01 W 1 Cloudy.

12 8 O 39 5 1 29,49 W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 42 53 29,42 SW 1 Cloudy.

>3 8 O 38 50 29,00 W 1 Cloudy.

| 3 O 40 5 2 28,93 W 1 Cloudy.

14 8 O 38 48 29> 1 7 SE 1 Cloudy.

3 O 42 48 29,28 SE 1 Rain.

J 5 8 O 38 47 29>34 S 1 Fair.

3 O 38 49 29,18 S 1 Rain.

16 8 O 38 48 29,59 w 1 Fine.

S

3 O 38 50 29>73 w i Cloudy.



METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for January, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. [Str -

1

Jan 17 8 O 38 48 29,48 W I Cloudy.

3 O 38 5 1 29,52 w I Fine.

18 8 O 46 47 29,70 w I Fine.

3 O 45 5° 29,68 w I Fine.

19 8 O 35 47 29,68 SE I Fine.

3 O 4 i 50 29,68 S 1 Cloudy.
20 8 O 36 47 29,50 W I Cloudy.

3 O 47 5 ° 29>47 x: SW I Fair.

21 8 O 3 6 46 29,23 a E I Rain.

3 O 42 47 29,22 SSE I Cloudy.
22 8 O 39 47 29,38 t^~ SE I Rain.

3 O 43 48 29’43 6 ESE I Fair.

2 3 8 O 39 47 2 9»45
xt E I Cloudy and thick.

3 O 4 i 5 2 29,40 6 E I Cloudy.

24 8 O 37 48 29,21 § E I Cloudy.

3 O 38 49 29,55 E I Cloudy.
25

8 O 37 47 29,02 5 E I Cloudy.

3 O 38 5 1 29,05 .5 N I Cloudy.
26 8 O 36 48 29,22 as N I Cloudy.

3 O 38 5 1 2 9’33 N I Cloudy.

27 8 O 38 48 29,55 N I Cloudy.

3 O 40 5 1 29,74 NE I Cloudy.
28 8 O 33 46 30,06 NE I Cloudy and hazy.

3 O 36 46 3°> ,4 N I Cloudy.

29 8 O 3 i 44 3°>33 N by E I Cloudy.

3 O 3 2 48 3°>35 E I Cloudy.

3° 8 O 28 43 30,41 SE I Fair.

3 O 3 2 48 3o,42 SE I Fine.

31 8 O 2 5 4 i 3°»33 S by E I Fair.

3 O 34 46 30,21 S I Cloudy.



METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL

for February, 1816.

Time. Therm. Therm

.

Barom. Winds.
without. within.

1816 — Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Feb. 1 8 0 27 42 2 9 ,Q 5
SSE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 36 47 29,89 S 1 Fine.

2 8 0 32 44 29,68 SSE 1 Thick and foggy.

3 O 36 47 2 9»59 E 1 Cloudy.

3 8 0 42 45 29,47 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0
1 45 50 29,50 S 1 Rain.

4 8 0 40 47 29,48 S 1 Rain.

3 0 45 47 29’43 J: w 1 Rain.

5 8 0 35 45 29’43 c w 1 Foggy.

3 0 38 49 29,44 ur> w 1 Cloudy.

6 8 0 38 47 29,13 vO E 1 Rain.

3 0 39 48 29,02 Eby N 1 Rain. [night.

7 8 0 33 45 28,88 -C N 1 Snow, a fall of snow in the

3 0 3 i 47 29,02 c
0 NE' 1 Fine.

8 8 0 22 42 29,3

1

2 N 1 Fine.

3 0 28 48 29,48 N 1 Fine.

9 8 0 22 4 i 29,64 E 1 Foggy.

3 0 27 47 29,65 .2 E 1 Fine.

10 8 0 19 39 29,69 as S 1 Foggy.

3 0 3 i 43 29,70 S 1 Cloudy.

11 8 0 30 40 29,81 w 1 Sleet.

3 0 35 40 29,87 w 1 Fair.

12 8 0 26 37 30,27 N 1 Fine.

3 0 35 45 3°,34 N 1 Fine.

*3 8 0 2 7 39 30.35 NW 1 Fine

3 0 38 47 30,32 W 1 Fine.

14 8 0 32 42 30,34 w 1 Fine.

3 0 4 « 49 30.38 w 1 Fine.
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for February, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Feb. 15 8 O 37 42 3°,37 NW 1 Foggy.
3 O 42 4 8 30,29 W 1 Fine.

16 8 O 40 46 30,01 NW 1 Cloudy.

3 O 46 5 1 29,88 W 1 Cloudy.
17 8 O 37 47 29,88 NW 1 Fine.

3 O 40 5 i 29,91 N 1 Fine.
18 8 O 3° 44 30,09 s N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 32 44 29,92 rC
U W 1 Cloudy.

19 8 O 40 44 29,92 *5 NW 1 Foggy.

3 O 44 5° 29,98 cr, W 1 Cloudy.
20 8 O 42 47 30,03 NO w 1 Fine.

3 O 45 5° 29,88 w 2 Cloudy.
21 8 O 4 * 49 30,08 £ w 1 Cloudy.

3 O 47 55 30,1

1

0 w 1 Fine.
22 8 O 44 5° 30,1 2 § s 1 Cloudy.

3 O 47 54 30.15 'j=
w 1 Cloudy.

2 3 8 O 42 52 30,26 sw 1 Cloudy
3 O 5° 57 30,27 '1 s 1 Fine.

24 8 O 40 5 1 30,19 0; s 1 Fine.

3 O 55 59 30,15 s 1,2 Fair.

25 8 0 47 53 30,03 w 1 Cloudy.
3 O 5° 54 2 9’95 w 1 Rain.

26 8 O 39 5 1 30,1

1

NW 1 Fine.

3 O 5° 56 3°, 1 5 NW 1 Fine.

27 8 0 36 5 ° 29,84. W 1 Rain.

3 0 48 55 2y ,Q2 w 1 Cloudy.
28 8 0 37 5 1 29,77 N 1 Fair.

3 0 45 5 6 29,87 N 1 Fair.

29 8 0 3° 49 29,94 N 1 Hazy.

1

1

3 0 32 50 29,91 N Fine..
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for March, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Mar. 1 8 O 32 49 29,90 W I Cloudy.

3 0 44 5 6 29,91 sw I Fine.

2 8 0 37 48 29,59 s 1.2 Cloudy.

3 0 40 53 2 9>38 SSE I Rain.

3 8 0 38 49 29,25 W I Cloudy.

3 0 40 49 29,24 SSE I Cloudy.

4 8 0 36 47 29,24 W I Fine.

3 0 39 5° 29,19 *5 w ! 2 Rain.

5 8 0 34 47 29,20 j= w I Fine.

3 0 45 53 29,23 w I Cloudy.
6 8 0 40 49 29,02 W I Cloudy.

3 0 43 57 28.99 d SW I Rain.

7 8 0 4 l 49 29,13 x: w I Cloudy.

3 0 46 55 29,20 c
0 w 1 Cloudy.

8 8 0 39 5 ° 29,12 s s I Rain.

3 0 40 53 29,02 s I Rain.

9 8 0 36 5° 29>34 s I Cloudy.

3 0 39 52 29,5° c E I Cloudy.
10 8 0 35 48 29,71 NNW I Fair.

3 0 44 5 1 29,83 N I Fine.

1

1

8 0 41 47 2 9-93 SW I Cloudy.

3 0 46 52 29,82 w I Rain.
12 8 0 47 5 1 29,70 sw 1 Rain.

3 0 48 55 29,66 w I Cloudy.
*3 8 0 45 5° 29,72 w I Fine.

3 0 53 59 29,84 w I Fair.

14 8 0 43 53 29,91 E I Rain.

3 0 5 2 58 29,70 s 1.2 Cloudy.
i 5 8 0 46 54 29,38 sw 2 Cloudy.

3 0 43 56 29,49 w 1.2 Rain.
16 8 0 36 52 29,84 S by E I Fine.

3 0 45 55 29,7s E 1 Cloudy,
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for March, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Mar. 17 8 O 37 51 29,80 W Cloudy.

3 0 43 52 29,73 w 1,2 Cloudy.

18 8 0 40 5 ° 29>5 7 w 1 Rain.

3 0 49 55 29,56 N 1 Cloudy.

J9 8 0 4 1 5° 29,61 W 1
Cloudy.

3 0 47 55 29,65 NW 1 Cloudy.
20 8 0 40 5° 29.95 s NE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 47 55 29,98 '-c N 1 Fine.

21 8 0 37 48 30.05 1 c E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 52 57 3°,05
1

W 1 Cloudy.
22 8 0 40 58 30,09

j

'h SSE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 52 52 30,10
1

O s 1 Cloudy.

23 8 0 4j 57 30,24
j

s E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 47 5 i 30,29 0 E 1 Cloudy.

24 8 0 39 49 30,34 s E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 39 52 30,30
1
r~ E 1 Cloudy.

25 8 0 39 49 30,1+
1

E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 4 i 52 30,09
|

c E 1 Cloudy.
26 8 0 40 49 30,15

:
cS E X Cloudy.

3 0 42 52 30,15 E 1 Cloudy.

27 8 0 39 49 30,19 E I Cloudy.

3 0 40 52 30,19 E 1 Cloudy.
28 8 0 36 47 30,14 E I Fine.

3 0 48 5.7 30,14 SSE I Fine.

29 8 0 37 49 30,16 SE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 42 53 30,16 E Cloudy.

3 ° 8 0 38 49 30,23 E I Cloudy.
3 0 40 •5.2 30,23 SE I Fine.

3 i 8 0, 41 . 48 30,23 SE I Fine.

3 0 43 53 30,21 SE I Fine.
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for April, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
Arithout.

Therm.
within.

3arom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. S>tr.

Apr. 1 8 O 38 47 30, 1

1

SE 1 Fine.

3 O 45 54 30,00 SE Fine.

2 8 O 3 « 48 29,86 SE 1 Fine.

3 O 45 56 29,83 SE 1 Fine.

3 8 O 38 48 29,82 E 1 Fine.

3 O 45 54 29,88 SE 1 Fine.

4 8 O 4 « 48 29,98
QJ

SE 1 Fine.

3 0 46 57 29,99 SE 1 Fine.

5 8 O 35 49 30,00 c NE i Cloudy.

3 O 48 57 29,88 0 SSE 1 Fine.

6 8 O 42 5 i 29,66 q N 1 Thick and cloudy.

3 O 57 58 29,55 NW 2 Cloudy.

7 8 O 42 5 1 29,21 W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 44 53 29,10 0 NW 1 Cloudy.
8 8 c 39 5° 29,07 s NW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 45 5 2 29,12 .2 N NW 1 Cloudy.

9 8 0 39 5° 29,20 N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 43 53 29,19 c NE 1 Rain.

10 8 0 43 5° 29,16 S i Cloudy.

3 0 5° 55 29,29 E 1 Cloudy.

1

1

8 0 43 5
2 29>53 N 1 Rain.

3 0 47 56 29,51 SE 1 Rain.

i 12 8 0 4 ' 5 2 29,69 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 46 53 29,69 W 1 Cloudy.

>3 8 0 38 5 ° 29,76 NE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 4 1 53 29,77 NE 1 Cloudy.

M. 8 0 34 48 29,55 N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 39 47 2 9’55 N 1 Cloudy.

15;
8 0 36 45 29,64 NW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 46 5 > 29,66 W 1 Cloudy.

it> 8 0 38 47 29,62 SW 1 Fine.

3 0 47 53 1 29>52 sw 1 Cloudy.
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for April, 1816.

x 8 1

6

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches, Points. Str.

Apr. 17 8 O 43 49 29/44 SW 1 Rain.

3 0 53 54 29,48 N 1 Cloudy.

18 8 O 43 50 29,58 SW 1 Fine.

3 0 52 5 6 29,58 SW 1 Fine.

J 9 8 0 43 52 29,66 NW 1 Fine.

3 0 54 58 29,88 WNW 1 Cloudy.

20 8 0 44 52 30,11 S3 s 1 Fine.

3 0 52 59 30,09 0 E 1 Fine.

21 8 0 43 46 29,78 A E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 48 54 29,72 0 E 1 Cloudy.
22 8 0 48 52 29,70 0 NE 1 Rain.

3 - 0 54 56 29,71 E 1 Rain.

23 8 0 53 55 29,71 c E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 61 62 29,7 3
0 E 1 Fine.

24 8 0 52 55 29,81 § N 1 Fine.

3 0 59 65 29,83 1c E 1 Fine.

25 8 0 55 58 29,94
-M E 1 Fair.

3 0 62 66 29,98 E 1 Fine.

26 8 0
5° 60 30,09 C* N i Fine.

3 0 60 66 30,09 E 1 Fine.

2 7 8 0 5° 60 30,04 N 1 Fine.

3 0 60 67 29,98 E 1 Fine.

28 8 0 54 59 29,92 E 1 Fine.

3 0 64 62 29,82 E 1 Fine.

29 8 0 55 60 29,61 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 59 61 29,58 S 1 Cloudy.

3° 8 0 52 58 29>53 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 58 6q 29-53 SW 1 Cloudy.

mdcccxvii. b
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for May, 1816.

181 6

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

May 1 8 O 5° 5 » 29,65 W I Fine.

3 O 54 56 29,66 sw I Cloudy.

2 8 O 53 57 29>73 w 1 Cloudy.

3 O 56 60 2Q,8l w I Fine.

3
8 O 48 57 29,99 w I Cloudy.

3 O 53 60 29,99 w I Rain.

4 8 O 49 57 30,06
jg

w I Cloudy and hazy.

3 O 5° 59 30,10 w I Rain.

5
8 O 48 5 6 29 ,9° £ s 1.2 Rain.

3 O 55 57 29,75 N w I Cloudy.

6 8 O 5° 55 29,85
O
? NW I Cloudy.

3 O 55 58 29,96 d N I Cloudy.

7
8 O 49 56 29,96 -c w I Fair.

3 O 5 1 60 29,85 0 sw I Cloudy.

8 8 0 5° 56 29,64 2 1 w I Cloudy.

3 O 5° 59 .

29 j47 s I Rain.

9 8 O 47 55 29,48 'S w I Rain.

3 O 53 60 29,58 .£ N 1.2 Rain.

10 8 O 46 56 29’55 s I Cloudy.

3 O 51 6

1

29,21 NW 1.2 Rain.

1

1

8 O 42 54 29,18 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 49 57 29>37 N 1,2 Cloudy.

12 8 O 4 1 54 2 9-’33 N I Cloudy.

3 O 46 57 29,40 NW 1 Cloudy.

13 8 O 4 1 51 29,54 WNW I Cloudy.

3 O 5° 57 29,60 NNE I Cloudy.

M 8 O 45 53 29,83 W I Cloudy.

3 O 46 56 Z9>84 SW 1 Cloudy.
x 5

8 O 48 54 29,86 E I Rain.

3 O 54 58 29,86 SW I Cloudy.

161 8 O 5 1 56 29,88 E I Fair.

3 O 6 3 61 29,81 SE I Fine.
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for May, 1816.

1 8 1

6

Time. Therm.
without.

fTherm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

May 17 8 O 57
,

59 29,75 E 1 Fine.

3 0 63 64 29,74 E 1 Fine.

18 8 O 48 58 29,78 Var. 1 Fine.

3 0 53 58 29,80 E 1 Cloudy.

19 8 0 52 5 6 29,84 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 5 + 57 29,84 N 1 Cloudy.

20 8 0 48 55 29,90 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 64 64 29,91
(S

E 1 Fine.

21 8 0 52 58 29,95 -C
0

’ E 1 Fine.

3 0 65 65 29,91 E 1 Fine.

22 8 0 53 58 29,86 NE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 64 64 29,85 ON N 1 Fine.

2 3 8 0 53 57 29,90 d N i Cloudy.

3 0 63 64 29,91
_c NE 1 Fine.

24 8 0 52 60 29,87
c N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 57 63 29,84 s N 1 Cloudy.

25 8 0 53 60 29,82 ..25 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 60 62 29,84 £ SW 1 Cloudy.
26 8 0 53 5 s 30,H c WNW 1 Cloudy.

3 0 60 62 30,14 5 SW 1 Fine.

27 8 0 48 57 29,97 E 1 Rain.

3 0 55 59 30,08 E 1 Cloudy.
28 8 0 53 58 30,14 S 1 Cloudy.

3
0 61 61 30,15 E 1 Fine.

29 8 0 55 59 30,10 S 1 Cloudy.

3 0 62 63 30,01 W 1 Cloudy.

3° 8 0 56 60 29,89 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 66 64 29,88 w i Fine.

3i 8 0 56 60 29,85 N 1 Cloudy.

3 0 62 64 29,86 NN W 1 Cloudy.

_
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for June, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

[une i 8 O 55 6l 30,01 NNW 1 Fine.

3 O 66 69 3°’°3 W 1 Fine.

2 8 O 61 64 30,01 w 1 Fine.

3 O 70 68 29,96 E 1 Fine.

3 8 O 55 63 30,01 W 1 Cloudy and hazy.

3 O 63 68 30,02 NW 1 Fine.

4 8 O 55 62 30,07 <3
W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 6S 65 29,95 .g N 1 Cloudy.

5 8 O 56 61 29 92 c N 1 Cloudy.

3 . O 60 61 29,76 « N 1 Cloudy.

6 8 O 49 53 29,79 ON N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 5 1 57 29,86 d W , 1 Cloudy.

7 8 O 48 56 29,83 5 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 59 58 29,66 § N i Cloudy.

8 8 O 53 57 29,48 § NE 1 Rain.

3 O 53 56 29’34 W 1 Rain.

9 8 O 5° 56 29,24 w i Rain.

3 O 54 57 29»35
c

'cd
N 1 Cloudy.

10 8 © 49 54 29,57 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 53 58 29,72 N 1 Cloudy.

1

1

8 O 52 56 29,95 N 1 Fine.

3 O 59 60 29,98 N 1 Fine.

12 8 O 54 57 3°, 10 S 1 Fine.

3 O 62 63 3°, 10 S 1 Fine.

13 8 O 57 58 30,08 s 1 Fine.

3 O 61 6 3 30,02 w 1 Cloudy.

H 8 O 59 60 30,01 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 57 61 30,01 NNW 1 Rain.

>5 8 O 5 2 59 29.95 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 61 60 29.94 NE 1 Cloudy.
16 8 O 53 58 30,00 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 59 58 ' 30,01 N 1 Cloudy.
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for June, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm
without

Therm
within.

Barom.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches Point*.
I Str,

junei? 8 O 52 57 3C,OI SW I Cloudy.

3 0 62 59 29,98 N I Cloudy.
18 8 0 53 57 29>93 W I Cloudy.

3 0 64 62 29,91 W I Cloudy.

*9 8 0 55 59 29,95 W I Cloudy.

3 0 65 64 29,99 w 1 Cloudy.
20 8 0 57 59 30,06 W I Cloudy.

3 0 65 62 30,06 <L> N I Cloudy.
21 8 0 59 61 30,07

“5 SE I Cloudy.

3 0 67 6z 30,06 E I Cloudy.
22 8 0 55 61 30,01 ro E I Cloudy.

3 0 64 63 30,03 On E I Fine.

23 8 0 53 62 29,89
O SW I Cloudy.

3 0 60 62 z9>77 W I Rain.

24 8 0 55 60 29,79 5 W l Cloudy.

3 0 65 62 29,83 2 W I Cloudy.

25 8 0 56 60 29,94 IS N I Cloudy.

3 0 67 66 29,92 NE I Cloudy.
26 8 0 60 62 29,82 E I Cloudy.

3 0 59 62 29,71 ESE I Rain.

27 8 0 56 61 2 9>53 N I Rain.

3 0 61 63 2 9 > 7 I E 1 Cloudy.
28 8 0 55 61 z9>97 N I Cloudy.

3 0 62 64 30.03 NE I Cloudy.
29 8 0 57 62 30,05 N I

1Cloudy.

3 0 67 67 30,02 S 1 1Cloudy.

3° 8 0 57 61 29,87 WSW I (Cloudy.

3 0 66 65 29,80 s 1,2 JFine.
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for July, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. !3tr.

July 1 8 O 56 62 29,67 WNW I Rain.

3 O 61 6 3 29,67 N I Cloudy.

2 8 O 56 6

1

29,75 sw I Fine.

3 O 64 66 29,76 sw I Fine.

3 8 O 57 61 29,77 w I Cloudy.

3 O 64 63 29,78 NW I Cloudy.

4 8 O 56 61 29,81 2 w I Cloudy.

3 O 57 62 29>73 0 s I Cloudy.

5 8 O 55 60 29,65 c N I Cloudy. 2 P. M.
3 O 61 64 29’73 N NW I Cloudy. Thunder storm at

1

^ 8 O 56 60 29,82 r^- S I Cloudy.

3 O 53 59 29,76 .N N I Fine.

7 8 O 60 60 29,65 E I Cloudy.

3 O 59 61 29,61 0 N I Fine.

8 8 c 58 56 29,61 S E I Cloudy.

3 0 63 62 29,62 E I Fine.

9 8 0 57 60 29,60 SEbyS I Fine.

3 0 63 62 29,62 .s SE 2 Rain.

10 8 0 56 60 2 9>55 {5 S I Cloudy.

3 0 63 64 2 9’53 S 2 Fine.

11 8 0 56 60 29,55 W I Fine.

3 0 63 63 29,57 w I Rain.

12 8 0 5 6 61 29,67 w I Cloudy.

3 0 61 62 29,75 N I Cloudy.

13 8 0 56 60 29,88 NW I Cloudy.

3 0 64 64 29,88 NW I Fine.

M 8 0 58 61 29,88 S I Cloudy.

3 0 59 61 29,74 s I Rain.

IS 8 0 58 61 29,61 w I Rain.

3 0 65 64 29,60 WNW I Cloudy.
16 8 0 56 61 29,61 E I Rain.

1 3 0 58 62 29,61 SW I Rain.
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for July, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without

Therm.
within.

j

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

July 17 8 O 57 6l 29,56 NNW I Cloudy.

3 O 59 6l 29,49 S I Cloudy.

18 8 O 56 59 29’33 sw 2 Fine.

3 O 62 62 29»37 sw 1,2 Fair.

l 9 8 O 53 59 29,44 s 1,2 Rain.

3 O 59 61 29,57 NW 2 Rain.

j

20 8 O 63 61 29,68 s I Fine.

3 O 69 70 29,66 .a E I Fine.

21 8 O 65 65 29,46 J SSE I Cloudy.

3 O 58 64 29>53 o\ S 2 >3 Cloudy.

22 8 O 58 62 29,71
00

j W 2 Cloudy.

3 O 64 6 S 29,74 N wsw I Fine.

2 3 8 O 57 62 29,58 £ s I Cloudy.

3 O 64 66 29,54
c
0 s I Cloudy.

24 8 O 57 61 29,55 2 V/ I Cloudy.

3 O 62 64 29,56 .2 sw I Cloudy.
25

8 O 57 61 29,55 s w I Cloudy.

3 O 60 62 29,60 s w I Cloudy.
26 8 O 57 61 29,81 ,42 SE I Cloudy.

3 O 60 61 29,87 w I Cloudy.

27 8 O 58 61 29,92 w I Cloudy.

3 O 62 63 29,88 w I Cloudy.
28 8 O 55 61 29,77 NW I Cloudy.

3 O 62 64 29,72 N I Fine.

29 8 O 53 60 29,67 s I Cloudy dull weather.

3 O 58 62 29,58 w I Cloudy.

3 ° 8 O 54 58 29,61 N I Cloudy.

3 O 56 60 29’45 SW I Fair.

3
1 8 O 5 2 56 29,43 w I Fair.

3 O S 3 58 29>35 N Fine.
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for August, 1816.

1816

.

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

"Weather,

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Aug. 1 7 O 56 60 29’53 NW 1 Fine.

3 O 59 62 29,66 N I Cloudy.

2 7 O 5 « 59 29,77 E 1 Fine.

3 O 60 62 29,77 W I Cloudy.

3 7 O 58 60 29,78 NW I Fair.

3 O 61 57 29,85 W I Fine.

4 7 O 59 60 29,82 NE I Fine.

3 O 60 58 29,76 is NEbE I Cloudy.

5 7 O 55 58 29,77 G NE I Hazy.

3 O 61 60 29>77 SO NW 1 Cloudy.

6 7 O 53 58 29,88 i - E I Fine.

3 O 60 6 3 29,84 M NE 1 Rain.

7 7 O 59 60 1 29,86 -G E I Cloudy.

3 O 61 *5 29,88 G
'

O N 1 Cloudy,

8 7 O 60 62 29,73 s W I Fair, some rain in the night.

3 O 59 65 29,72 W 1 Fine.

9 7 O 61 67 29,73
-C E I Fair.

3 O 60 63 29,75 G N 1 Cloudy.

10 7 O 63 69 29,76 5 E I Cloudy.

3 O 58 61 29,77 N I Cloudy.

1

1

7 O 64 67 30,02 N I Rain.

3 O 66 64 3Q,oi N I Fine.

12 7 O 62 6 3 30,01 N I Rain.

3 O 59 62 30,10 E I Fair.

»3 7 0 65 68 30,1

1

W I Fine.

3 O 62 69 30,03 W I Fine.

*4 7 0 67 67 30,02 E 1,2 Fine.

3 0 64 65 30,11 N 1 Fair.

15 7 0 69 69 30,01 E I Fine.

3 0 58 63 29,43 N I Fair.

16 7 0 64 66 29 > 5 J N 1 Fine.

: 3 0 62 64 29,52 N I Fine.
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for August, 1816 .

Time. Therm. Therm. Winds.

without. within.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Aug. 1

7

7 O 67 64 29,61 E I Fair.

3 O 62 63 29,62 s 1 Rain,

18 7 O S8 60 29,94 SE 1 Cloudy and hazy.

3 O 60 65 29,92 NNE I Cloudy.

>9 7 d 6l 60 29,94 ENE I Fair.

3 0 62 63 29,83 E 1 Fine.

20 7 0 62 6x 29,77 S3
N I Fine.

3 0 59 64 29,79 ja W I Cloudy.

21 7 0 63 60 29,76 c ssw 1 Hazy.

3 0 63 64 30,02 E I Fine.

22 7 0 59 61 29,96 N 1 Fine.

3 0 61 65 29,99
" N 1 Fine.

23 7 0 62 65 29>97 E 1 Fair.

3 0 6 3 62 30,09 0 E X Fair.

24 7 0 59 57 3°jI 3 s N l Cloudy.

3 0 69 6j 30,21 .2 E I Fine.

25 7 0
I
6 50 3°> i 9

"5 N I Fair.

j 3 0 61 5 Z 30,22 •S W I Showers,

j

26 7 0 61 5 * 30.24 a{ NE X Fair.

3 0 64 55 30,21 N 1,2 Rain.

27 7 0 60 57 29.99 S 1 Rain.

3 0 68 59 29,87 SE 1 Fine.

28 7 0 60 60 29,99 NW X Cloudy.

3 0 62 52 29,99 E X Cloudy.

29 7 0 67 58 30,11 SE I Cloudy.

3 0 58 5® 3°,0! SSW I Fair.

30 7 0 59 56 30,09 w 1 Fine.

3 0 59 54. 30,08 E X Fine.

31 7 0 58 59 30,09 N X Cloudy.

i

j

I

3 0 57 61 30,22 E l Cloudy,

MDCCCXVII. C
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for September, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str.

Sep. 1 7 O 54 59 29,87 E 1 Fair.

3 O 5« 61 29,89 N 1 Cloudy.

2 7 O 54 56 29>97 S 1 Cloudy.

3 O 5 « 60 30,00 E 1,2 Rain.

3 .7 O 56 61 30, 1

1

N 1 Fair.

3 O 59 63 30,12 NE 1 Cloudy.

4 7 O 60 62 30,11 W 1 Fair.

3 O 62 65 30,16
CD

rC S 1 Rain.

5 7 O 64 67 30,07 e sw 1 Rain.

3 O 69 67 30,04 tJ- N 1 Fair.

6 7 O 64 60 30,08 00 NE 1 Fine.

3 O 67 64 30,09 d NW 1 Rain.

7 7 O 67 61 30,21 -C W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 62 59 30,11 c
c E 1 Cloudy.

8 7 O 69 64 30,19 s N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 67 60 29,97 NW 1 Cloudy.

9 7 O 58 62 29,82 N 1 Cloudy, rain in the night.

3 O 59 68 29,91 c S 1 Fair.

10 7 O 6i 59 29,85
'cl SE 1 Rain.

3 O 62 67 29,89 S 1 Rain.

1

1

7 O 64 58 29,99 N 1 Rain.

3 O 66 62 30,01 E 1 Cloudy.
12 7 O 66 61 30,1

1

N 1 Rain.

3 O 63 64 30,1

1

S 1 Cloudy.

13 7 O 64 59 29,87 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 62 58 29,89 E 1 Cloudy.

14 7 O 66 57 29,91 E 1 Cloudy.

3 O 64 60 29,97 SW 1 Fair.

7 0 67 62 29,88 SSE 1 Cloudy.

3 0 65 63 29,89 N 1 Cloudy.
16 7 0 62 64 29,92 NE 1 Rain.

3 0 67 67 1 29,99 NNE
I

1 Rain.
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for September, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds,
j

Weather.

H. M. 0 0 Inches, Points. Str.

Sep. 17 7 0 65 67 29,85 N I Fair.

3 0 69 62 29,75 NW I Fine.

18 7 0 67 64 29*73 SW I Cloudy,

3 0 62 63 z9>77 ssw I Cloudy.

*9 7 0 69 61 29,83 E I Cloudy,

3 0 58 69 z9>97 W I Fair.

20 7 0 63 59 29,99 WbyN I Cloudy.

3 0 56 61 3 0,0

1

<5
r; NE I Fair.

21 7 0
I
9 58 29,99 0

C N l Fair.

3 0 60 63 29,88 N l Fine.

22 7 0 60 62 29,81 E l Fine.

3 0 S 8 60 39,74
00 W l Fine,

23 1 0 62 59 29,83 E I Fine.

3 0 57 58 29*85 N l Cloudy,

24 7 0 58 61 z9’99
5 NW I Cloudy.

3 0 60 62 29-94 W 1 Cloudy.

25 7 0 59 60 30*07 •£ E I
' Fair,

3 0 62 6s 30,08 N I ; Cloudy,
g6 7 0 56 61 29-99 *5 E l Cloudy,

3 0 58 63 30, 1

1

NE I Cloudy,

27 7 0 57 59 30* *8 N l Fair.

3 0 5 6 65 30,11 E J Cloudy.
28 7 0 55 62 39*97 N S Cloudy,

3 0 54 63 39,98 W l Rain.

39 7 0 53 58 29,81 N J Rain,

3 0 §2 61 29,76 E I Fair.

3° 7 0 17 60 29*77 E I Cloudy,

3 0 60 37 29,81 NW I Cloudy.
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for October, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Oct. 1 7 O 57 6l 29,75 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 59 60 29,61 E 1 Cloudy.

2 7 O 55 57 29,58 W 1 Rain.

3 O 59 60 29,59 NW 1 Rain.

3 7 O 57 56 29,78 N 1 Fair.

3 O 54 5 8 29>93 s 1 Cloudy.

4 7 O 55 56 29,88 g N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 59 5
8 29,86 SW 1 Cloudy.

5 7 O 5 6 5 8 29,9 1 j= SE 1 Cloudy.

3 O 61 61 29,86 00 SE 1 Cloudy.

6 7 O 59 59 29,84. 00 W 1 Fine.

3 O 61 61 29,86
0" SE 1 Rain.

-
7 O 5

8 60 29,79
_e E 1 Rain.

3 O 5 8
61 29,83

c
c E 1 Rain.

8 7 O 57 60 29 93 s WNW 1 Cloudy.

3 . O 59 63 29,99 •= E 1 Fine.

9 7 O 56 61 30,04
"2 E 1 Cloudy.

3 O 5
8 61 30,04 •H E 1 Cloudy.

10 7 O 5 6
60 30,06 E 1 Cloudy.

3 O 59 64 30,08 E 1 Cloudy.

11 7 O 55
'

60 30,00 NW 1 Cloudy.

3 O 60 62 30,00 N 1 Rain.

12 7 0 5 1
I
9 3°> I4 E 1 Cloudy.

3 O 55 60 3°» I 4 W 1 Cloudy.

13 7 O 5 2 59 3<M 3 SW 1 Cloudy.

3 O 54 58 30,08 W 1 Cloudy.

14 7 O 48 57 30,11 W 1 Cloudy.

3 O 5 8
61 30,11 W 1 Fine.

15 7 O 46 57 30,20 W 1 Cloudy and hazy.

3 O 59 60 3°>»5 SW 1 Cloudy.

16 7 O 48 57 30,08 E 1 Foggy.

I 3 O 55 1 62 29 96 W 1 Fine.
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for October, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Wind S.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points. Str.

Oct. 17 7 0 49 57 29,79 E I Rain.

3 0 53 57 29,79 N I Rain.

18 7 0 47 55 29,76 NW 1 Cloudy.

3 P 52 5 « 29,83 NW I Fine.

l 9 7 0 42 52 29,95 W I Cloudy.

3 0 54 55 29,83 W 1,2 Cloudy.
20 7 0 46 54 29,62 <U w 1 Fine.

3 0 52 55 29,60 O NW I Cloudy.
21 7 0 42 5 1 29,63 N I Fine.

3 0 5° 53 29,70 NW I Cloudy.
22 7 0 45 52 29,68

00 W I Rain.

3 0 53 53 29,7 1

0 NW 1 Cloudy.

23 7 0 37 5 ° 29»94 £ W I Fine.

3 0 52 52 29,90 sw I Fine.

24 7 0 46 5 1 29 83
<>

s I Cloudy.

3 0 49 52 29,69 •J E I Cloudy.
25 7 0 47 5 i 29,48 E I Cloudy.

3 0 46 52 29>33 S 1,2 Rain.
26 7 0 42 5° 29,59 SE 1 Fine.

3 0 49 55 29,63 E I Fine.

27 7 0 5o 52 29,62 E I Fine.

3 0 52 54 29,63 E I Cloudy.
28 7 0 5 i 52 29,60 E I Cloudy.

3 0 55 54 29,60 E 1 Cloudy.

29 7 0 49 53 29,60 E I Cloudy.

3 0 57 55 29,54 E I Cloudy.
30 7 0 49 54 29,21 E 1 Rain.

3 0 54 56 29, ‘7 E I Cloudy.
31 7 0 45 54 29,19 SSW I Fine.

3 0 52 53 29,22 S I Cloudy,
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for November, 1816.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Winds.
.vithoijt. within.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. !5tr.

Nov. 1 8 O 45 54 29,49 W I Cloudy.

3 O 5 2 59 29,82 W I Fine.

2 8 O 42 54 29>39 E I Foggy.

3 O 48 57 29’ 3° SE I Rain.

3 8 O 44 54 29>34 S I Fine.

3 O Si 57 29 , 5 ! S I Fine.

4 8 O 45 53 29,66 N I Rain,

3 O 5i 58 29.67 U NE I Cloudy.

5 8 0 48 55 29.69 N I Rain.

1

3 O 49 57 29,65 0 E 1 Rain,

6 8 O 46 55 29,44 SE I Cloudy.

3 O 5° 58 29,40 W I Rain.

7 8 O 39 53 2 9’37
.n W 1 Fine.

3 0 4Z 57 29,36 5 w I Fine.

8 8 O 32 5i 29-5 1 §. E I Foggy,

3 0 40 55 29,54 sw 1 Fine, [the night.

9 8 0 43 5 2 28,94
,C w 5 Fine, violent storm of rain in

3 0 46 57 28,83 C? s I Cloudy,

IC1 8 0 37 5 2 29,3 2 c2 N I Snow.

3 0 4i 53 29,49 w I Fine.

! I 8 0 2 9 46 29,76 w I Fine.

I 3 0 39 52 29,70 w- I Cloudy.

12: 8 0 43 49 29,25 NW 2 Rain.

3 0 46 54 29,61 NW I Fine,

I;
i

8 0 5° 5 2 29,74 W 1 Cloudy,

3 0 S3 5 6 29>7 5 w I Cloudy,

14I
8 0 43 5i 29.71 w I Cloudy,

3 0 45 55 29,61 w I Fine.

I
j;

s 0 32 5° 29 ,

5

! w l Fine.

3 0 36 5S 29,57 w
1

1 Fine.

If) 8 0 33 49 29,79 N l Cloudy.

1 3 0 39 53 29^80 N
1

! Cloudy,
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1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within,

Barom. Winds.

Weather.
H. M. O O Inches, Points. 1st,

Nov. 1

7

8 0 33 48 30,07 N 1 Fine.

3 0 37 49 30,07 W 1 Fine.
18 8 0 43 47 29,76 sw 1 Rain.

3 0 46 S 2 29,66 w 1 Rain.
J 9 8 0 39 5° 29,74 s 1 Fair.

3 0 46 51 29,84 s 1 Cloudy.
20 8 0 47 5 ° 29,98 C/5 s 1 Fine.

3 0 49 54 30,01 ij
SE 1,2 Cloudy.

21 8 0 42 5 i 30,05 G E 1 Hazy.

3 0 43 54 29,97 O E 1,2 Cloudy.
22 8 0 37 54 29,84 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 42 52 29,80 N E 1 Cloudy.
2 3 8 0 33 47 29>77 J3 E 1 Cloudy.

3 0 4° 5° 29,9*
G
O E 1 Cloudy.

24 8 0 26 46 29,94 s W 1 Thick and cloudy.

3 0 33 45 29,94 W 1 Fine.

25 8 0 33 43 29,95
-C

s 1 Cloudy.

3 0 40 46 29,96 g ; s 1 Cloudy.
26 8 0 43 47 29,9 1 4? E 1 Thick and foggy.

3 0 43 5° 29,96 N i Cloudy.
27 8 0 34 45 29,25 W 1 Fine.

3 0 46 5 1 29,28 W 1 Cloudy.
28 8 0 43 49 29’33 w 1 Cloudy.

3 0 44 54 29,26 w 1 Cloudy,
29 8 0 36 47 29,46 w 1 Thick and foggy.

3 0 44 54 29,48 N 1 Fine.

30 8 0 34 47 29,49 N 1 Fine.

3 0 42 52 3°;&3 N 1

1

Cloudy.
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for December, 1816.

Time. Therm. Therm. Barom. Wind

1816

without. within.

Weather.

H. M. O O Inches. Points. Str f

Dec. 1 8 O 38 47 30,64 N 1 Cloudy.

3 O 38 48 3°,6i W 1 Cloudy.

2 8 O 34 45 3°,45 WNW 1 L loudy and hazy.

3 O 39 50 30.42 NW I Cloudy

3
8 O 36 47 30,38 W x Thick and cloudy.

3 O 40 52 30,40 s i Cloudy

4 8 O 39 47 30,38 E 1 Cloudy, and foggy.

3 O 40 52 30,36 -g F. 1 Cloudy.

5
8 O 40 48 30,10 SSE i Cloudy,

3 O 40 S 2 2 9,37 - S 1 Cloudy.

6 8 O 38 48 29,57 it W 1 Fine.

3 O 43 53 29,50 - W 1 Fine.

7
8 O 36 49 29,48 -C W 1 iFine.

3 O 44 53 29,56
c w I Fine.

8 8 O 35 49 29,56 § w 1 jFine.

3 O 40 49 29> ( ' 1 w 1 Fine,

9 8 O 38 46 29,71
XI

s 1 Fine.

3 O 44 5‘ 29,57
c s I iRain,

10 8 O 40 49 29,60 (5 w 1 |C3oudy,

3 O 42 53 29,58 s 1 ['Cloudy.

1

1

8 _o 40 5° 29,29 w 1 Cloudy,

3 O 40 5° 29,34 w 1 Fine.

1

2

8 O 36 48 29,44 sw i Cloudy.

3 O 4« 5i 29,07 SE X Rain.

*3 8 O 38 54 29,03 w 1 Cloudy,

3 O 4 s 53 29,22 w 1 Fine.

H 8 0 3 6 49 29,41 w 1 Fine,

3 0 5i 53 29,46 sw 1 Fine. [the night.

*5 8 0 4* 49 29,86 Var. 1,2 Cloudy, a violent gale of wind in

3 0 42 49 29,05 WNW j Fine.

16 8 0 34 46 29,41 W 1 Fine,

3 0 40 49 29,49 W X Fine.
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for December, 1816.

1816

Time. Therm.
without.

Therm.
within.

Barom. Winds.

Weather.

H. M. O 0 Inches. Points, Str.

Dec. 17 8 O 4 1 48 29,38 s 1 Rain.

3 0 48 53 29,30 w 1 Fair.

18 8 O 40 49 29,31 w j Cloudy.

3 0 43 52 29,47 N 1 Cloudy.

19 8 0 35 48 30,12 N 1 Fair.

3 0 37 52 30,12 E 1 Snow.
20 8 0 30 46 3°,49 N 1 Fair.

3 0 39 52 30,53
<L>

N 1 Fine.

21 8 0 30 45 30,40 X3 N 1 Foggy.

3 0 33 48 29,27 E 1 Fine.

22 8 0 25 42 30,09 1 Foggy.

3 ° 29 42 30,09 r^. S 1 Foggy.

23 8 0 32 40 30,04
,

W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 40 47 29,90 SZ W 1 Rain.

24 8 0 46 46 29,70
c W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 48 49 29,62 1 W 1 Cloudy.

25 8 0 38 48 29,78 W 1 Cloudy.

3 0 40 49 29,79 S 1 Fine.

26 8 0 48 48 29,43 .5 S 1 Rain.

3 0 44 53 29,35 c2 s 1 Rain.

27 8 0 40 47
1

29,49 s 1 Fine.

3 0 40 5 1 29,43 s 1 Fine.

28 8 0 36 47 29,83 w 1 Fine.

3 0 44 5° 29,69 s 1.2 Cloudy. [night.

29 8 0 42 4-8 29,49 sw 1.2 Fine, a violent gale in the

3 0 47 49 29,65 w 1 Fine.

3° 8 0 39 47 29,95 E 1 Rain.

3 0 38 49 29,84 E 1 Rain.

31 8 0 45 49 29,71 SW 1 Rain.

3 0 48 5 1 29,70 S 1 Cloudy.
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Thermometer
without.

Thermometer
within.

Baronieter.* Rain.f

j

1816.
Greatest

height.

|
Least

j
height. Mean

|
height.

Greatest

height.
Least

height
•Mean

height.

Greatest
height.

,

Least height

.

Mean height.

Deg. Deg. Deg. Deg, Deg. Deg. Inches. Inches-. Inches. Inches.

January 48 25 38,8 54 4 1 - 48, 2 3-o,45 28,92: 29-67; '0,733

February 55 J 9 39-° 59 30 49-4 30,38 28,88- 30,92 1,625

March 53 3 2 41,8 59 47 Si,8 30,34 29,02 29,78 0 -425
:

April 64 35 47,3 67 45 54’

3

30,1

1

2.9,07 29,69 1,020

May 67 4 i 53-3 65 5 1 57-9 30,15 29 - 1 8 29,81 0,902

June 70 48 58,2 69 53 60,7 JO O 29,24 29,89 0-93 1

July 69 5 2 58,8. 70 56 61,6 29,92 29,33 29,65 2,7,89
,

August 69 53 61,0 69 5.0 61,1 30,24 29,43 29,90 1-176

September 69 53 61,3 69 56 61,6 30,21 z9-73 29,96 0,824

October 69 37 52,6 64 50 5 6,6 30,20 2 9’ 1 7 29-79 0,888

November 53 26 41,6 59 43 51,8 30,63 29,83 29,65 2,1.20

December
5 1 2 5 39-5 54 40 48,9 30,64 29,03 29,74 : 1,741

Whole year 49>4 55-3 29,87 15,174

* The quicksilver in the. bason of the barometer, is 8x feet above the level

of low water spring tides at Somer
(
set-house.

f The Society’s Rain Gage is 1.14 feet above the same level, and 75 feet

6 inches above the surrounding ground.

Mean variation of the magnetic needle, June 1816, 240 17' 54" West.
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PHILOSOPHICAL

TRANSACTIONS.

XIII. Description of a thermometrical barometer for measuring

altitudes. By the Rev. Francis John Hyde Wollaston, B. D,

F. R. S.

Read March 6
, 1817.

Having had my attention drawn, some years ago, when

engaged in experimental Lectures at Cambridge, to the vari-

ations in the heat of boiling water as corresponding with the

changes in atmospherical pressure and the height of the

barometer, I constructed several very sensible thermometers,

for the purpose of ascertaining these variations with minute-

ness, and have been led on by my observations into making

an instrument, which I believe may be useful in measuring

heights with greater accuracy and convenience than the com-

mon barometer. This is not proposed as a new idea, for I

find that Fahrenheit has suggested it- in his “ Barometri

novi description Phil. Trans. Vol. 33, p. 179, and also Mr.

Cavallo, Phil. Trans. Vol. 71, p. 524. But the instrument is

carried farther than had been done by them.

At first my thermometers were made with different scales

MDCCCXVII. B b



184 Mr. Wollaston's description of the

from the uncertainty how far sensibility might be carried in

them. In one instance my thread was so fine, and I had

made so large a bulb, that every degree on Fahrenheit’s

scale was equal to 10 inches, and by connecting different

threads to different bulbs, I have had them of all varieties

from that length to half an inch.

The instrument, with which I have made the greatest num-

ber of observations, has a scale of 3,98 inches to every de-

gree ; the thread, which is 22 inches long, was proved before

its attachment to the bulb, and being found not cylindrical*

the proper allowance has been every where made for the

variations in the different parts of it. The degree was ascer-

tained by comparison with a good thermometer at low tem-

perature before closing the tube. The degrees I divided into

100 parts on the scale, and by a Vernier into 1000. This has

been compared with a common barometer, the height being

always corrected for temperature according to General Roy’s

Table in Phil. Trans. Vol. 67, p. 687. With this its agreement

has been very close, after I had detected by means of it and

had corrected two inaccuracies in my barometer, which would

otherwise have escaped me. One was in the total length

from the basin to the scale, and was ascertained by a com-

parison made by means of a thermometer between my own

barometer and two excellent mountain barometers, by

Troughton and Cary. The other appeared by a want of

agreement at low barometrical heights, when they agreed

well above. For this I was at a loss to account, till I conjec-

tured that it might arise from the greater quantity of mer-

cury then expelled from the tube of the barometer and rising

into the upper part of the basin, where the wooden box from
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being thicker would occasion a greater variation. By altering

the quantity of mercury in the basin I removed this cause of

inaccuracy, and the instruments have agreed equally well in

all parts between 30,68 on barometer and 28,23. The result

of the comparison is, that a difference of i° Fahrenheit is occa-

sioned by 0,589 on the barometer corrected. 30,603 corrected

barometer = 213,367 thermometer, and 28,191 barometer

= 209,263 thermometer. There will be variations from this

general result when the difference below the mean heights is

considerable ; but I did not attempt the observation of them,

as my barometer is not provided with an adjustment of the

mercury in the basin, and this thermometer is, I think, of

too long a scale.

By these trials being satisfied of the capability of the instru-

ment, I have endeavoured to render it as portable as possible,

for the farther purpose of measuring difference of altitudes,

of which I found it very sensible ; and will describe what I

may call, following Fahrenheit and Cavallo, a thermome-

trical barometer, and may venture to recommend for use.

PI. VII. Fig. 1. represents the thermometer. The bulb A,

one inch diameter, is blown thick and strong on a tube of thick

glass, the bore of which is not material, say inch. It is

better to make the bulb on a separate thick tube, and to join

the fine thread afterwards, than to attempt to blow it suffi-

ciently large and strong through the fine thread itself. The

thickness and strength of the bulb in every part is essential

to its not yielding. Close above the bulb a swell B is made

to contain, as near as may be
, whatever mercury expands out of

the bulb between the common temperature and that of boil-

ing water. If this be too small, the mercury contracts into

Bb2
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the bulb, and may change its place by a shake ; if too large s .

a part of the mercury remaining in B may be detached by a

shake, and occasion great inconvenience. To prevent that

possible detachment, the long shape given in the figure is

preferable to a spherical swell. A workman accustomed to

blowing thermometers, though he will at first make it too

large, will soon hit the size. When the metal is hot in this

part, a slight pressure of the tube endwise will occasion a

little thickening of the glass externally about the part C,

which is of use for fixing the thermometer in its mounting.

For the fine thread, the tube I> is chosen by comparison

with other thermometers, such that if a bulb were blown on

it of 0,4 inch in diameter, its scale would be about four

inches between freezing and blood heat; that is, i6° to an

inch ;
when this tube is fitted to a bulb of an inch diameter,,

its degrees will therefore be about an inch each. The tube

is five inches long. Before the joining is made at E, the bulb

is filled : and the upper end of D being broken off abruptly

is joined by its edges to a small piece of tube F of the same

external diameter, but of an open bore, so as to make a sort

of bulb at the top by the cap F ; a blown bulb will not answer

the purpose for which it is designed, of detaching a globule

of mercury from the thread, and retaining it apart for future

use. The joining at E must be neatly made without any

crevices in which either mercury or air may lodge, and with

as little swell in the thread as possible ; for if there be any

thing that can be called bulb in that part which is protected

by the mounting from the action of the heat, the thermo-

meter will be long in feeling its whole expansion.

Before F is sealed, the bulb and swell and F together con-
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taming an excess of mercury, boil the thermometer in water,

and if the instrument be wanted for the measurement of a

height of 5000 feet, let the whole cool down to 300 ; if for

10,000 feet let it cool to 190, drawing the mercury into the

thread: and at that point hastily tilt offthe mercury remain-

ing in F, which may then be sealed while the whole is kept

hot. On boiling it up again, the excess of mercury which rises

into F will be detached from the thread by a gentle tap or

two on the side with the nail, and will remain in the cap F for

use when required.

For mounting the thermometer, GH, Fig, 2. is a circular plate,

one inch in diameter, with a hollow half cylinder K rivetted

firmly through it, of sufficient size to admit the lower tube of

the thermometer to be bound firmly to it, so that there be no

shake, and no reliance for steadiness on the more tender part

of the tube above. The hole L fits the tube pretty closely.

Fig. 3. is a second circular plate 1,5 in diameter with two

screw collars 1,15 diameter of the same external thread, and

a hole M in its centre for the tube of the thermometer to pass

through it. The holes L and M being opened conically in

opposite directions, allow a little fine tow to be wound round

the tube, and when the two plates are fixed together by

screws passing through them, they close the tow round the

tube, both to steady it and to prevent the escape of steam.

Fig. 4, is the scale, 5 inches long, 0,9 broad ; between the

two standardsN O a length of 4,15 inches is divided into 100

parts, and by the Vernier into 1000, giving 241 parts to the

inch
;

this was accidental, being occasioned originally by the

thread of my adjusting screw, which assisted me in making

the divisions. The scale is fixed down to the upper plate,
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Fig. 3, within the collar, by screws passing through the flanch

P, at the back of the scale. It would be well, that a piece

of thick leather, or soft wood, should be screwed between

these two, if it can be done with sufficient firmness, for the

purpose of preventing the scale getting inconveniently hot.

The adjusting screw, which carries the Vernier, is raised

by the standards above the scale, and is placed opposite the

centres of the plates in fig. s and 3, by which means the

milled head Q goes better into the case hereafter described.

The tube of the thermometer, when passed through the cen-

tral holes in the two plates, turns by its bend to the left hand,

and up the side of the scale, being slightly fastened to it

at the top only, with a small piece of cork under it, to keep

it clear from the scale. The Vernier has fixed to it, by means

of a screw head, two pieces of thick paper laid upon each

other, the one black and the other white, half of the outer

paper being cut away straight, makes a line between the

black and white, better than any that can be drawn for ad-

justment to the top of the mercurial thread.

Were I wanting another of these instruments, and employ-

ing a workman to construct it for me, I would have the whole

length of the adjusting rod square, with a small piece sliding

by hand on it for the larger alterations, and carrying a short

screw for the finer movements, or the whole scale and move-

ments might, I think, conveniently be made with tubes in the

manner of the mountain barometers, and the thermometer

would not in that case require the bend, but would run up

the centre.

To the Vernier Mr. Cary has attached for me, with a joint,

a small lens of one inch focus, which assists in observing the
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height of the mercurial thread, and by having no lateral

motion, confines the view to the same direction and prevents

parallax.

In boiling, the bulb should be exposed to steam only, as

being steadier in its heat than the water. My boiler is a tin

cylinder 5,5 deep, 1,2 diameter, with an external cylinder

1,4 diameter for preventing the transmission of heat, the

bottom only is single. The interior cylinder has a brass

collar soldered into it, having an internal screw which fits to

either of the external screws on the plate Fig. 3. ; so that

what is boiler when fixed below plate 3, becomes a case to

protect the scale, when screwed to the upper side of that

plate. The top of the external cylinder being closed into the

same brass collar, becomes slightly conical, and is soldered to

it. An opening of 0.2 diameter is made through both cylin-

ders, immediately under the collar, as a vent for the steam

from within, but is prevented from communicating with the

annular space between the vessels, lest inconvenience should

arise from water accidentally getting between them.

Another tin cylinder, 1,2 in diameter, and 2,1 deep, with a

similar screw collar at top, forms a case for protecting the

bulb when screwed to the under side of plate 3, and is also

a measure for the quantity of water put into the boiler, which

should not touch thj bulb; it is here 1,25 below it.

For the purpose of rendering every thing requisite for use

portable also with the thermometer, I made a stand for it,

which is convenient and will readily be described. Round

the outside of the boiler, and just below the conical closing of

it, is soldered a ring of brass wire ST. Fitting to the conical

top of the boiler is made another short cone of thick tin, which
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may be fastened down by screwing the thermometer into the

boiler
;
or, which is better, by a separate collar U for the pur-

pose, to screw into the boiler, having the same internal screw

above to receive the thermometer. This conical cap has a

wire soldered round it at VWX, and on this wire turn by eyes

at their ends seven wires, nine inches long and of sufficient

strength. They are placed at six equal distances round the

cap, two of them being placed close together. These wires by

bearing on the ring ST are spread outward, and being con-

nected by gores of thin linen, sewed between them from

top to bottom, are prevented from spreading beyond a cer-

tain point and form a very steady base for the support of the

whole instrument, and at the same time a bell tent to protect

the lamp and boiler from the wind. The two wire legs, which

are placed together, are not connected otherwise than by a

hook at bottom, and will allow the tent to be opened at that

part for examining and adjusting the lamp, while the instru-

ment stands firm on the remaining legs. The lamp (fig. 6.)

is a cylinder 1,8 in diameter, and 0,9 deep, having a tube in

the centre to carry a wick, and a cover with six holes round

it of OjS diameter each, and an opening in the middle 0,8

diameter; a copper pipe, 0,85 in diameter, and 1,1 long, turns

over the opening by means of a hinge, and forms a chimney

to prevent smoke, on the principle of Argand's lamp. I burn

oil with a quantity of tallow added, to make it congeal. The

lamp has a rod of strong wire fixed to its circumference

within, and sliding in a tube YZ on the outside of the boiler.

Fig. 7. represents the instrument on its stand for use.

To pack the instrument for carriage, the thermometer is

secured by being screwed into its upper and under caps, and
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is then enveloped with the bulb downward in the folds of the

tent inverted. The lamp is put first into the case, and the

other parts being thrust down afterwards, are kept very

steady by the linen of the tent. The whole goes into a tin

cylindrical box, two inches diameter and ten deep, and weighs

lib. 4jOz.

The scale of an inch to a degree is. chosen, because on try-

ing various threads, I have found that when extremely fine,

it is almost impossible to give such strength to the bulb as to

force the column of mercury accurately to the same height

on repetition of the boiling, by reason of the resistance

from friction in the tube. With an inch scale, the variations

of the barometrical thermometer will be to those of the com-

mon barometer as 5 to 3, and the sensibility in this instru-

ment is so fully sufficient, that the difference of temperature

arising from the height of a common table is immediately

perceptible. If more were wanted, either the thread must

be finer, which would endanger the precision
;
or the bulb

larger, the objections to which are obvious. Adhesion to the

glass and friction must always have some small effect : and

for the same reason that a common barometer is shaken on

observation, this instrument, when boiled, should be tapped

gently two or three times on the side, to free the mercury

;

when that is done, whether on the rising of the column to its

height, or the falling of it after a forced expansion, it will

with this sized thread come to the same place precisely.

Upon trying this thermometer when mounted, I found that

a variation of 0,589 barometer, which was before ascertained

= 1 Fahrenheit, would be equal to 233 parts on my scale

= 0,97 inch ; and an inch on barometer would produce a

mdcccxvii. C c
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variation of 395 parts, or 1,643 in°h on thermometrical baro-

meter. My whole scale of 1000 parts would therefore equal

2,52 of barometer, and comprehend all changes from 28,1 to

30.6, if wanted to compare its variations with those of a com-

mon barometer. Having observed also with a former ther-

mometer mounted on this scale, that i° Fahrenheit or 0,589

barometer, was equal to an elevation of about 530 feet, I

reckon that as on my thermometrical barometer 500 parts

from the top would correspond with 29,3 barometer, I have

at any height from 29,3 upwards, the other 500 parts or more

to be applied to the measurement of altitudes, which allow-

ing 233 parts to 530 feet, will comprehend every thing that

can be wanted in this part of the kingdom. This being

convenient for all my purposes, the thermometer was to be

set to this point. I therefore first drew all the mercury from

the cap F into the tube, and then expanding it carefully and

gradually out, shook off the globules at top, till it should

stand on boiling at such height according to the state of the

barometer at the time, that by computation the top and

bottom of the scale should correspond with 30,6 and 28,1

respectively. It is for the shaking off this globule that the

fine tube must be broken abruptly at top and end flat
; and

there is no fear of the globule being drawn down again into

the tube, unless the whole column is expanded to the top and

connected with the globule in F.

Yet this instrument, though adjusted now to my own par-

ticular use by the quantity of mercury in the thread, is capa-

ble of measuring any greater altitude, even Mt. Blanc or

Chimborazo, under any barometrical circumstances, and the

change for that purpose is much easier effected than would
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be imagined. At the lowest station (having previously drawn

into the tube the whole globule in F by expanding the mercury

and connecting the thread at top) boil the thermometer;

put a wooden peg into the steam vent, and by that forced

expansion shake off a few parts at the top of the scale, so

that the boiling point may be there accurately taken. Ascend

till on boiling again the point is near the bottom of the scale,

which will be with this particular instrument about 2200 feet.

After an observation at this second station, adapt the ther-

mometrical barometer to measuring in like manner another

ascent to a third station, by drawing the globule in again,

and expanding out the excess as before, so that the mercury

may stand again at the top of the scale, and its point may be

noted. Hence proceed to a fourth station, and so in like

manner to others, getting the difference between the several

stations, and consequently the aggregate height. The only

correction requisite is for the specific gravity of air at diffe-

rent temperatures given by General Roy, Phil. Trans. 67,

770, for this a small thermometer is wanted, and will find

room in the case among the folds of the linen tent.

The experiments, which I have been able to make on alti-

tudes, have been few, and they were made with a different

instrument, which was unluckily broken. It had more sen-

sibility than that which I have described, i° Fahrenheit being

equal 10552 parts on my scale, or 2,3 inches. By a few obser-

vations, such as the height of my house afforded, I reckoned

552 parts equal to 530 feet in altitude. With that instru-

ment, boiled on the counter of a bookseller's shop in Pater-

noster-row, which I estimated between four and five feet

Cc 2
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above the foot pavement on the north side of St. Paul's

church-yard, and boiled again in the Gilt Gallery, there was

a difference of 254 parts, barometer being 29,92, thermo-

meter 77. 552 parts: 530 feet :: 254 parts : 243,87 feet, to

which add the correction by Roy's table of the height

= 28.77, and the corrected height is 272.64. General Roy

makes the gallery above the north pavement to be 281 feet,

which allowing 4 or 5 feet for the difference of our lower

stations, would give 266 or 267 feet for my observed height,

differing only by about 4 feet. If I take my proportion from

Roy’s statement that i° Fahrenheit= 535 feet, the result will

be still nearer. 552 : 535 : : 254 : 246,1 ,
add correction

29, the corrected altitude will be 275,1 feet, differing less

than 2 feet.

One other observation I made with the same thermometer

on a height ascertained also by General Roy. My thermo-

meter boiled at the ferry-house, opposite Woolwich arsenal,

stood at 869, and in the Prospect-room at the Inn on Shooter's

hill, it showed 432, a difference of 437 parts, barometer 29,94,

thermometer 58.

552: 530: -.432: 419,6^
. . 67,5 0 V height corrected = 447,9.Add correction = 28,3V 5

IOOO J

By Roy, the height from the Gun wharf at Woolwich to the

upper story at Shooter's hill is 444 feet.

If this instrument should be thought deserving of being

brought into use for scientific purposes, the sensibility and

length of the thermometer would be selected by each person

according to the particular object in view. With a sensibi-

lity equal to that of a common barometer, i° of Fahrenheit
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being equal to 0,589 inch, whether a scale of the common

or thermometrical barometer, an equal precision may, I think,

be attained ; and with a power considerably increased, the

instrument will always be much more portable than a com-

mon barometer, although the scale should be extended for

taking the greatest known heights by a single pair of obser-

vations.

F. J. H. WOLLASTON.
Southweald, March i, 1817.

P. S. Since the above account was written, two heights

have been measured with the instrument there described,

which agree with the measurements made by General Roy.

March 21, 1817, the thermometrical barometer boiled in a

house on the edge of the wharf at Scotland-yard, and on a

level with the wharf, stood at 780, thermometer 41, barome-

ter 29,98. Boiled on the same morning in the Dining-room

at the Spaniard at Hampstead, it stood at 599—thermometer
37—on the road to Hampstead, thermometer 39—mean ther-

mometer 39. Difference of stations 181. 233:535:: 181
:
415.

Correction to be added ~~ of height=2 725 feet. Corrected

height= 422,25 feet. Made by General Roy 422 feet.

April 3, 18 17. The thermometrical barometer boiled in Mr.

Dolland’s back shop in St. Paul’s church-yard, 4 feet above

the north pavement, stood at 886, barometer 3041, thermo-

meter 57. Out-doors below, and on Stone Gallery, and on Gilt

Gallery of St. Paul’s, thermomer 60, therefore thermometer

taken at 60. In the Gilt Gallery, 2 feet above the floor, the
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thermometrical barometer stood at 773,5. Difference= 1 12,4.

233 : 535 :: 112,4 : 258. Correction = ZgL Gf height = 19,2

feet. Corrected height=258+ 1932 = 277,2 feet. General

Roy’s measurement, allowing for the difference of the sta-

tions, is 279 feet.
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XIV. Observations on the Analogy which subsists between the

Calculus of Functions and other branches of Analysis. By

Charles Babbage, Esq. M. A. F. R. S.

Read April 17, 1817.

It is my intention in the following Paper to offer to the

Royal Society some remarks on the utility of analogical rea-

soning in mathematical subjects, and to illustrate them by

some striking facts which have occurred to me, when com-

paring the calculus of functions with other modes of calcula-

tion with which mathematicians have been long acquainted.

The employment of such an instrument may, perhaps, create

surprise in those who have been accustomed to view this sci-

ence as one which is founded on the most perfect demonstra-

tion, and it may be imagined that the vagueness and errors

which analogy
,
when unskilfully employed, has sometimes

introduced into other sciences, would be transferred to this.

It is, however, only as a guide to point out the road to

discovery, that analogy should be used, and for this purpose

it is admirably adapted.

It is usually more difficult to discover than to demonstrate

any proposition ; for the latter process we may have rules,

but for the former we have none. The traces of those ideas

which, in the mind of the discoverer of any new truth, con-

nect the unknown with the known, are so faint, and his atten-

tion is so much more intensely directed to the object, than to
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the means by which he attains it, that it not unfrequently

happens, that while we admire the happiness of a discovery,

we are totally at a loss to conceive the steps by which its

author ascended to it.

From these considerations, I think it will appear, that any

successful attempt to embody into language those fleeting

laws by which the genius of the inventor is insensibly guided

in the exercise of the most splendid privilege of intellect,

would contribute more to the future progress of mathema-

tical science than any thing which has hitherto been accom-

plished. Amidst the total absence of all attempts of this

kind, the following illustrations of one of the most obvious

assistants of the inventive faculty, will not, I hope, be consi-

dered useless, even though it should have no other effect than

that of directing the attention of those who are engaged in

mathematical enquiries, to this most interesting and impor-

tant subject.

At our first entrance into algebra, one of the most

remarkable circumstances which presents itself is, that

some fractions which in certain cases apparently vanish,

have in fact a finite value. Such is the fraction
a
-^-~ which

when x— o becomes -1—^ = —
,
and yet its real value is well

known to be log. -j.

Here then by assigning a certain value to a variable quan-

tity which is capable of all degrees of magnitude
,
the expres-

sion apparently becomes illusory: let us now examine a

parallel case in the Calculus of Functions. Take the expres-

4'^— 4-r
sion—-gj— ,

and let us suppose *1/ to be an arbitrary charac-
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teristic capable of assuming all varieties ofform; then amongst

these varieties we may have ^x= o
,
and the expression

becomes .

0

In order to ascertain its real meaning, let us suppose

tyx = VQX + v*<px + &c.
s

which if we suppose v— o gives -tyx=o

then = v<p -j+ v*<p -j + &c.

and the expression becomes

1

1

( fhv— \ vi 1 [ fh *• --^1
1 7/2 1 for* 1 I \ 1

l
\

1 <?) r , f?'- I JL 1
*

1 rx—V— v —
f~j

v
vx

A'* VQX+V^X+ ScC. <px+v<px+8cc.

which becomes when v— o or -ipx— o

4,*—J,.! (px—<p~
X ___ X

ifx
' (px

where cpx is quite arbitrary.

If we suppose ypx to become a symmetrical function of x

and j,we have and our expression becomes ~ which

actually does vanish in all cases except at the same time

= 0.

fx—fx .fax

As a second example take the expression * ^
----- which

becomes — if the two following equations hold truefx fax— 1

andfx *~fx .fotx— o, a. being any given function, such that

ux szzx. In order to ascertain its real value in that case, let

us suppose

fx becomesfx -\-vq>x
1 x

and fx becomesfx + V(PX

D dMDCCCXVII.
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then fax will befax+ vepax

and fax will befax -j- vcpax

and these being substituted we have

(I

—

fx .
fax)

—

(fx . QaX+fax . <px)v—(px . (pax . V2

now in consequence of the two equations given above, the first

term in both numerator and denominator vanishes, and divid-

ing the remainder by v and then making v— o, we have for

the value of the expression when fx—fx .fa.x= o and also
b s

fx .fax—

1

fx—fx .fax <px—fx . faX—faX . <px
i 1 * * s

I—fx .fax ’ fx . (pax
-j-
fax . <px

where <p and q> are arbitrary.

If we take the expression

fx—fx .fax+fa .fax
.
fa1X

8 * X

1 +fa fax •/***

and iffx andfx are so assumed that the numerator and deno-

minator both vanish, by a similar mode of treatment to that

already pointed out, we shall find its real value to be

(px—fx . (pax—fax . <bX—fx .fax . <pax—fax .fax . <px—fc .fax . (poPx
i i i i i *

fax .fa
zx . Ipx + fx . fa

2X . pax -f-fx .fax .fa
2x

And similarly if we supposed both numerator and denomi-

nator of the fraction

fa—fa -fax + &c - ± fa • fax . .
. fa

n~~ z
x .fa

n 1
xIX X

i dzfa .fax . . .fa
n l

x

to vanish, it would yet retain a value contairiing arbitrary

functions.

It. will be needless to multiply examples, as the mode of
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treating them is sufficiently obvious from those already given.

It appears then, that as in common algebra an expression may

become illusory from the variable quantity assuming a parti-

cular value ; so in the doctrine of functions an expression

may become likewise illusory by the variablefunction assum-

ing a particularform

;

in the one case the real value may be

a constant quantity, in the other it may be an arbitraryfunc-

tion: nor ought this circumstance of the appearance of an

arbitrary function to surprise us, when we consider that (as

for instance in the second example) it is not one form only of

the functionfv which will satisfy the equation foe .fetoc— 1,

but any of the infinite variety of forms comprehended in the

expressionfoe = |% (a?, uoc)
Y~~

**
and similarly for the va-

lues offee. The circumstance of this species of vanishing

fractions having an arbitrary function contained in their true

value, is of considerable importance in the calculus of func-

tions, as I shall now shortly endeavour to prove.

The Royal Society did me the honour to insert, in the last

volume of their Transactions, a paper of mine, in which I gave

a new method of solving all functional equations of the first

order, and of a certain class by means of elimination, and I

there stated that all solutions so obtained were only par-

ticular cases of the general solutions, and that they did not

contain any arbitrary function.

Now it may be observed, that there are certain forms which

may be assigned to the coefficients which render those solu-

tions apparently infinite, yet that on farther consideration it

appears, that the solution is in fact a vanishing fraction ; in all

such cases the process I have just pointed out will give the

real solution which will contain an arbitrary function, so that

it is in fact a general solution. Thus in the equation -
\ foe.
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fo—fx

•tycix =fx whose solution is fa =
‘

....y~ ^
iffx .fax — 1 it

apparently becomes infinite, but by subtracting the equation

fx . ypocx -\~fx .
fax . tyocx ==fx .fax (which is deduced from

the former by putting ocx for x and multiplying byfx) we
have since cdx= x and also/x .fax= 1, o=fx—fx .fax, and

s i

the solution becomes a vanishing fraction whose value is

<pX—fx . tpaX—faX . <px

= ‘

/* . fa/far let ca=- X andfx=fx= t then the

general solution of the equation ^ + 'I' (
—x) =s 1

9(—

+

is +*=L?F3+?r •

In a similar manner the solutions of the equations

^

x

—
\}/ (—x) — x, and fa —fx . fax \{fx .focx^=. i when

ocx = x are
x<px—<px+ <p(

—x) <px -f-jx . (pxx

“
<px + <K—x)

and ^X —fx.<p*x+f*J7fx

Letfa+fax=fx ifuxzxzx this is only possiblewhenfx=f(x,ux)
* i a

then ?»*• -fix , «)

fa =—
f>X+ f)xX

Let fa— ^ocxx=fx and xx—x this is only possible whenfx=

{x-—ux) xf(x, ocx ), then

[x—ax) f(x, ax) . (px+tpx+Qux

fa= I - L-
<px+ tyax

The above are sufficient as examples, but the same reason-

ing has led me to the following curious proposition. When-

ever the method of elimination apparently fails, the real value of

the vanishing fraction will give the general solution of the equa-

tion. This principle puts us in possession of the general

solutions of several classes of equations, for besides the cases
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in which the solutions vanish from some particular values of

the coefficients, all equations which are homogeneous relative to

the differentforms of the unknown function are comprehended in

it, as are also all equations which are symmetrical relative to the

same quantities.

There exists another class of equations nearly allied to those

which are symmetrical relative to the different forms of the

unknown functions, whose solution I shall now point out,

chiefly with the view of giving another example of a method

of reasoning which may frequently be employed with advan-

tage in these inquiries, and also for the purpose of mention-

ing a remark respecting the elimination of variables in a cer-

tain class of algebraic equations which I do not recollect

to have seen noticed. The class of functional equations to

which I allude, are contained in the expression

F
|

-tyx, ypax, .

.

4>a
n~~ l

x, x, ax, .. a
n~ lx

j
= 0

which for the sake of convenience may be written thus,

F
|

-tyx, -fyux, . . tya
n~ 1

x,fx,fx,fx, Sec.
j
= 0

where anx=x and fx,fx,fx, &c. are any symmetrical func-
1 2-

tions of x, ax, . . a
n~ r

x.

In this equation none of the known functions fx,fx. Sec

.

are changed by the substitution of ax, u*x, . . . a
l~ lx for x ;

and since the form of the unknown function depends on that

of those which are known, it follows that the form of the

unknown function will not be changed by the substitution of

ax, a*x, . . an—'x for x, or in other words we may suppose

ipx= ipax= Sec. = ‘lian— lx, and consequently >}/# will be de-

termined by the equation

F tyx, . .

.

4>x,fx,fx,fx, Sec.
j
= 0
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or from F
|

if/a?, -tyx, .
.
^x, x, ax, ax , . . an— 1x

j
= o

If there should exist any doubt respecting the accuracy of

this reasoning, it may be confirmed by arriving at the same

conclusion in rather a different manner. If in the given

equation we substitute successively ax, ax, . . an~ lx for x,

we shall have the following equations.

F^-tyx, ipux, . . \pan— lX, x, ax, . . . an~ lx
j
—o

F{^ax, $a*X, ... -tyx, x,ax, . . an~'x^>=0
See. See.

F{ -<pan
— JX, $X, . . tya.

n—zX, x, aX, . . an— lxj^=0

To eliminate ^/ax
t -tyalx dec, from these n equations would

in most cases be excessively troublesome. It may however

be observed, that ->pax occurs in the second exactly in the

same manner that if/a? occurs in the first; also fyofx is con-

tained in the third in the same manner as ^a? is contained in

the first, and similarly with the rest. From this it follows,

that though no one of the equations is symmetrical relative

to -\x, -tyax .

.

. %\/an— 1x, yet when all the equations are consi-

dered together, they are symmetrical relative to if/a?, iftax,

•^an
— lx ;

from this it follows that whether we find by elimi-

nation if/a?, iftax, . . or ifia.
n—'x the result will be the same,

therefore ;J/a? == if/«a?= &c. — -tya
n— Jx} and we may determine

4/x from the equation

F
| -tyx, if/a?, . . . ifix, x, ax, . . . an— 1x

}
= o (<2)

It does not follow from hence, that this equation contains

all the values of if/a?: on the contrary, if the elimination be-

tween the n equations above written were actually performed,

it would be found that the equation
(
a )

would enter into the

final result as one of its factors.
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If we apply this reasoning to algebraic equations containing

several variables, as for instance to the two equations

F (a:, y, a, b) = o, F (y, x, a, b) = 0

we shall find that one set of the value of x is always con-

tained in the equation F (x, x, a ,
6) = 0.

As an example, let us take the two equations

y
2

-j- x — a and .z
2

-f-y— a

one set of the values of x are contained in the equation

x2
-j- x—a = 0

and this enters as a factor in the result of elimination, which

gives

a?
4— 2ax* -j- x ~\~a

2—a— x— a) (a?-—

x

—

a

—
> 1)= 0

Another curious analogy exists between the calculus of

functions and common algebra in the similarity of the rela-

tions of the roots of unity to the solutions of the functional

equation ^x— x.

In the equation rn= 1 it is known that if r be one of the
1

roots then any power of r will also be a root, and if n is a

prime number and r any root except unity, then r,r
2

,
r3

, . .,rw— 1

x x 1 a 1

will be all the different roots. Similarly in the functional

equation ^x= a? if ux be one form which satisfies it, umx will

also fulfill it, and if n is a prime number then ux, a?x, .

.

will all be different forms which satisfy the equation. This

may be readily shown as follows, if ux is a solution, then

au .. (
n) X z=unX=r-X

Suppose m = 2 then

u u .

.
(n) x = o?nx— un

(
unx )

= unx = x
consequently ux is also a solution of ty

nx = x
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again um am . .

.
[n )

oc = an x m= an an . .
.

(w) <3? =±=

— an an ... (
m—-1 )

<37= &C. = a.
n un X = an X = X

consequently whenever m is a whole number am x is a solu-

tion of
\J/

W
<2?= <37.

If we take the particular case of n = 3 we have %|/

3
<37 == <37

and ux— —— is one of its solutions, therefore other solutions

will be ax =—?—. olx= —

—

cc
1x— x.

These expressions when generalised by the introduction of

an arbitrary function, do not give solutions which are irre-

ducible to each other, nor do they even then in my opinion

contain all possible solutions ;
by introducing an arbitrary

function they become

the latter of which gives if we make <p<37=
If we consider the equation •i/

ix= x one of its values is

ax= this gives for the others.

All these forms will satisfy the equation ^*<37= x and they

may all be generalised by the introduction of an arbitrary

function similar to that employed for the equation ^37 =,3?,

but I do not suppose these solutions when thus generalised

would contain all possible ones.

Perhaps the following observations may throw some light

on the generality of the solutions of such equations as those

we are now considering.

In the first place, it is obvious that every solution of$
3x—x
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will also be a solution of tfx~x, such likewise will be all

the solutions of ^
a x= x. The complete solution of -ifx = x

should therefore contain all forms of x which satisfy the

equations li/
3x= x and ^*x— x. Again, if a function as ax

satisfies the equation ^x— >—x, it will also satisfy
-fy

6x—x, for

since a3x = — x by putting a?x for x it becomes a3 a3 x= —
a3x=— (— x)—x, so also any function which satisfies the

equation will fulfil the equation -ty*x=x which may

be proved in the same manner. I shall however take the

more general case, and show that if any function satisfies the

equation
ty

3x=(3x where /3 is any function satisfying the equa-

tion
\J/

2x=x

,

it will also satisfy the equation
•ty

6x=x, for since

a3x—/3x, putting a.
3x for x, we have a3 a3x~ax^= (3a

3x~f2!3x=

fi*x=x. In the same way it might be demonstrated, that the

complete solution of -^abc > (x)=x must contain all func-

tions which can satisfy any of the following conditions

yp
aX= UX Ip

a6x= ax
s

&c.

<-sf II II &c.

&c. See.

where a is any function satisfying the equation
-ty

bc ®c-(x)=x

(2 ditto ditto ^c-(a?)=a7

&c. See.

ex, ditto
B

ditto $cd &c-(x)=x

/3 ditto
B

ditto $ad ®c.(X)=X

&c. &c. Sec.

The comparison of the integral calculus with that of func-

tions will supply us with several very marked analogies,

some of which promise when farther pursued to be of essen-

mdcccxvh. E e
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tial service in the improvement of this latter branch of ana

lytical science. One of the first which presents itself is the

method of solving the differential equation

o —ydxn
-fi Adxn- ldy -f Bdxn— 2d2

y -j- &c. + Nd”y + Xdxn

compared with that of solving the functional equation

o~ -tyac A-tyoLX Itya'a? -j- &c. 4“ "Ntya”— lx -f- X
X X X

Euler and D’Alembert succeeded in integrating the dif-

ferential equation when all the coefficients except X are

constant quantities, and Lagrange, in the Memoirs of the

Academy of Berlin, 1772, explained. a method of treating the

same when they are variable ; both the processes alluded to

depend in the first instance on reducing the equation to the

solution of the same equation, wanting the last term
; and

this is effected by means of a particular integral of the given

equation.

The solution of the functional equation is precisely similar,

it is first reduced to the solution of

0 = + Aij/aa? -j- B-\10dx -{- &c. -j-

and this is effected by knowing a particular function which

satisfies the original equation : this process I have already

given in a former paper. The resemblance between the

solutions of the two equations continues also in this respect,

iffoe is a particular case of the given equation, and Ka?, Ka?, Ka?,
* %

&c. are particular cases of the same equation without its last

term, then

fyx=fx-f-Kx. x(x,ctx,. .tt.
n-'x)-\-Kx .x(jc,ax, . . o,n—'x)+ &c.

is a general solution of the equation.
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It may be observed that the functional equation under con-

sideration comprehends a large class of others which may

easily be reduced to it, such as

Fxpjr -f- A -j- B F\J/a
2x -f- &c. -f* N F\pan

— lx -j- X = 0

or more generally

F
(
X, yf/X ) 4* A F (oiX,ypaiX) -f- B F(ces

x, /a*x) =j~ &c.

-f- NF(«k”^, •^an -‘ Ix) -j- X=o

both of which may be reduced to the same equations wanting

the last term, these transformations apply with advantage to

a great variety of other equations : the solution of the latter

of these equations may be reduced to that of

4«P+ A-tyc&X -f- See. -j- lx = 0
* * » * *

and if we find ^x= Kx we shall have
1

$x= Fo-i(x , Kx)
for the solution of the given equation.

As an instance of the utility of the former equation we may

take
} + {'!' (-7

—
#) }
= 1

whose solution will be found by that method to be

tx=y/v+ (2^ — v)%(x’T—
the same equation or the more general one

{ |

n

-f [
$ux

}
1

where ux = x may be solved by another process which re-

quires the aid of vanishing fractions, and we shall have
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The analogy between the various orders of functions which

contain many variables, and that branch of the integral cal-

culus which relates to partial differentials

,

is too apparent to

require illustration. I shall therefore proceed to show that a

functional equation admits of three species of solutions, ist.

The complete solution
,
this contains as many arbitrary junctions as

the nature of the given equation will admit. 2d. The particular

case
,
this contains all solutions which are less general than the

complete solution
,
and which are only particular cases of it. If

they contain arbitrary functions, I have called them, for the

sake of convenience, general solutions. 3d. The particular solu-

tion, this is a solution which satisfies the equation, and may or may

not contain arbitraryfunctions ; its peculiarproperty is, that it is

foundfrom one part only of the equation and independent of the

rest; thus if we have the equation

—y} • F{x,y,4/(x,y), ^
2
,

\x,y) &c.|

= (0)} .
F {x,y,v}/(.z,y),&c.)}

—1

\|/(x, y )
= <p [<px — <py) is a particular solution, for it satisfies

the equation by making %
ty

2,t(x,y)—y—o and
-ty

2> 2(x,y)—
(p\o) = 0, and is totally independent of the rest of the equa-

tion contained in the given function F and F, provided only
1

that it does not make either of them infinite, whether it is

contained in the complete solution, I have not yet ascertained

;

but I am rather of opinion, that it will be found not to be in-

cluded in it. In both parts of my Essay towards the Calcu-

lus of Functions, I have used the expression, particular solu-

tion, instead of particular case, this arose from not having

taken a sufficiently extensive view of the calculus ; it would
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perhaps be desirable to confine the meaning of particular solu-

tion to the definition which has just been given. It is need-

less to add that the different species of solutions just enurne-

rated, bear a strong resemblance to those of differential

equations.

Amongst differential equations containing more than two

independent variables, a large proportion do not admit of any

integrals, these can only be integrated by assigning some

relation between the variables, an analogous case occurs with

respect to functional equations, a large number of those which

contain two or more variables admit of no solution, unless

we assign some relation between the variable quantities;

examples of such equations may be found in the second part

of the Essay towards the Calculus of Functions. And here

perhaps it may not be misplaced to state a difficulty of a

peculiar nature with respect to functional equations which are

impossible ; for the sake of perspicuity I shall consider a very

simple case

for x substitute ~ ^~==c^/ x

and by multiplication $x x ^7
— c

* ~ * 4^ or 1 = from

which it follows that c = + 1 or in other words that the

equation $>x— c-ty
— is contradictory unless c= +i. Now

the functional equation F
j
x, -tyx, iS/ax

j
= 0 has been re-

duced by Laplace by means of a very elegant artifice to

an equation of finite differences, nor am I aware that this

profound analyst has pointed out any restriction or any
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impossible case : if we treat the equation -tyx = c\pxn by his

method, we shall find for its solution

— log log a?

^x— c Ios M

and this solution satisfies the equation tyx= c-J
t
/xn indepen-

dently of any particular value of n, and if we suppose n=— i

— log4 X

we have -tyx = c loS”

for the solution of the equation %{/

x

= c\

\

-J- whatever may be

the value of c, and we have before shown that it cannot have a

solution unless c = + 1. The only explanation I am at pre-

sent able to offer concerning this contradiction, is one which

I hinted at on a former occasion, viz. that if we suppose to

represent any inverse operation which admits of several

values, then if throughout the whole equation we always

take the same root or the same individual value of it is im-

possible to satisfy the equation, but if we take one value of J/

in one part, and another of the values of
\J/

in other parts of

the equation, it is possible to fulfil it by such means. This

solution may perhaps appear unsatisfactory, it is however

only proposed as one which deserves examination, and I shall

be happy if its insufficiency shall induce any other person to

explain more clearly a very difficult subject.

One of the most extensive methods of integrating differen-

tial equations, consists in multiplying by such a factor as will

render the whole equation a complete differential, the deter-

mination of this factor is, however, generally a matter of at

least equal difficulty with that of solving the original equa-

tion : analogy would lead us to suspect that some similar

mode might be adopted for the solution of functional equa-
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tions, varying of course in a certain degree from the difference

of the objects to be obtained : the theory which lam now to

explain will show that this suspicion is not without founda-

tion, and will at the same time unfold one of the most beau-

tiful parallels between the integral and functional calculus

which I have yet observed. It has been already shown, that

when an equation is symmetrical relative to the different

forms of the unknown function, as

F
|
X, tyx, -tyoiOC, . .

. j
= 0

the method of solution by elimination apparently becomes

illusory, but that the general solution of the equation may be

deduced from the vanishing fraction to which this method

then leads. If therefore we can make any functional equa-

tion symmetrical, relative to the different forms of the

unknown functions, we can then obtain its general solu-

tion. Now this may be effected by multiplying the equation

by some factor, and determining this factor, so that the result

shall be symmetrical. The discovery of this factor (as in

the case of a differential equation) requires the solution of a

functional equation of several variables, but fortunately the

class of equations to which they belong are not of very great

difficulty.

To begin with a very simple case, let us consider the equa-

tion -tyx -\-fx . §ax —fx where ofx= x
z

multiplying by q>x we have

<px . ^<2? -f- (poe .fx . -fyxx= $x .fx
l

now the first side of this equation will be symmetrical rela-

tive to -tyx and \pax, if we make

q>x =fax . (potx
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this equation can only be possible when/r .fax = 1 or when

foe
—

and supposing foe .fax= 1, we have (pa? = consequently

the equation becomes

, / r ,
4-* 1 fax *

and since the left side of this equation is symmetrical, the

right side must also be so, consequently

I*

- =jf (a?, ux
) or the given equation is impossible, unless

VJX ft

fxz^Vjx .f(x, ax)
X ft

and the solution of the equation will be found by taking the

value of a vanishing fraction to be

v
'

fax .f(x, ax) . <px— <px + fx . (pax

: - !_
T

fx . <pax +fax . <px

This method is applicable to all equations of the first degree,

but I shall now point out a principle which extends to all

equations of the first order, and which may probably be

applied with some modification to those of higher orders.

Let us consider the equation

F jar, ax, px, pax
|
sap, where a*x— x

multiply this by <p ax, px, pax^ = o

it becomes

F
|
x, ax, \J/.r, paX J

x (p |
X,aX, px, \|tax

|
= o

in order that this equation may be symmetrical, we must have

F
|
X, aX, pax

|
X <p |

X, ax, pX, paX
j

= F
|
ax, X, pax, px

]
x <p |

aX, X, pax, px
j
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from which the form of <p must be determined, one value is

<p (
X, xX, tyx, i\>ax) = F| ax, X ,

ipoiX, tyx
j

hence the equation

F
j
X, OCX

,
^x, tyxx

|
x F

|
ax, x, \pctX, ypx

]
= 0

is symmetrical, and its general solution may therefore be

found. It must however be observed, that all the solutions of

this latter equation are not necessarily solutions of the former

one, and it may be a matter of some difficulty to ascertain

what solutions ought to be excluded. There is no part of

this process which limits it to the particular case we have

considered, and if the given equation were

F
j
x, •i/X, ipaX, . . *x

J
= 0

we might take the equation

<p
|
F | a:, fa, -\xx, . . \pf~

l

x
j , F j

xx, ipxx, . . ipx
j ,

.

.

• • • • • F
|
&

1

x, -tyf
1 1

x, . . . -tyx

n z
x

1 1
= 0

which is symmetrical relative to 4/x, $xx, &c. i&x
n~ l

x:

I shall not at present enter into any farther details respect-

ing this mode of solving functional equations, as it forms the

subject of some investigations on which I am now engaged,

and which are as yet incomplete.

In the preceding pages I have endeavoured to point out

some of the more prominent points in which the calculus of

functions resembles common algebra or the integral calculus:

it ought however to be observed, that several of the methods

which I have applied to the solution of functional equations,

directly resulted from pursuing this analogy : for when I had

ascertained the remarkable similitude which exists between

FfMDCCCXVII.
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the method of functions and the integral calculus, I referred

to a treatise on that subject with the express purpose of

endeavouring to transfer the methods and artifices employed

in the latter calculus, to the cultivation and improvement of

the former.

CHARLES BABBAGE.
March 5, 1817.
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XV. Of the construction of Logarithmic Tables. By Thomas

Knight, Esq. Communicated by Taylor Combe, Esq. Sec.

R. S.

Read February 27, 1817.

1. I have endeavoured, in this short Paper, to give a simple

and connected theory of the construction of logarithms, which

I think has not hitherto been done.

Prop. I.

To find the Logarithm of 1 x.*

It is not difficult to see that we may assume

L (1 -|- ce)
— 'Ax -j- "Ax* -f "'Ax3

-|- Ax * &c., whence

L (1 + f) = 'Ay + "Ay* + '"Ay3
-f ""Ay* -f &c., and

L{(i+i)(i +>) }
= L( x +x+y+xy ) ,

or putting 1 +x=v,

=L{i+C*+xry)}=='A(*+xO')+',A(®+*5’)‘+'''A(®+ !ry)'+&c.

If we substitute these three expansions in the equation

L(i +x) +L(i -fy)= L{(i +o?) (1 +y)}
which expresses the nature of logarithms, and compare the

coefficients of the first power of y, we find

'A = 'AtT + 2"A7tx -j- 3'"Anx* + Attx3
-j- &c.

or ''A = 'A-f 2"Ax -j- 3"'Ax* -j- 4""A.r3 + &c.

+ 'A| +2"A| + s"'A| .

whence, by comparing the coefficients of the powers of x,

'A—'A, 2"A+ /A=o, 3
"/A-fi2"A=o, ^'"A-^^A—o, &c.; or

'A='A, "A=—— , '''A=-——-, ">,A=- 3~=--, &c.
2 3 3 4 4 ’

* I find that the method of expansion made use of in this Proposition had been

previously employed by Mr. Spence.

Ff 2
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and L( 1 +#, ='A j
-A -- A- A- — +|

As for 'A it may be evidently taken at pleasure
; and innu-

merable systems of logarithms may be formed by assigning

different values to it, for

'A L(i -f- x) -j- 'AL( i -j-jy) — ?AL[ (i

which expresses that, if every logarithm in a system be mul-

tiplied by the same constant quantity, the products will still

form a system of logarithms to the same numbers.

Cor. By an easy transformation of L(i -f- x), we get for

Brigg's logarithms, M being the modulus.

ever the logarithm of a fraction is spoken of in the following

proposition, it is supposed to be found by this series.

2. How are we to begin, in forming a table of logarithms?

Delambre (Preface to Borda, p. 75) says, that we should

begin at 10,000 ; and the same writer (Memoires de l’Institut,

Tome cinq. p. 65), speaking of the great French Tables, says

that the logarithms of primes under 10,000 were calculated

directly by series, and those of numbers above 10,000 by

six orders of differences.

Now it is not easy to see, why any of the logarithms in the

lower half of the Table, except those of the numbers 2 and 3,

should be computed directl : A v they may be got, each

by a single subtraction, from those in the upper half. Sup-

pose, for instance, there had been found directly the loga-

rithms oi numbers from 100,000 to 200,000; those of numbers

down to 30,000 are found by merely subtracting the loga-

rithm of 2, successively, from those of all the even numbers
;
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beginning at the top ofthe Table, with L. 1999998, L. 199999b,

&c., and setting down the remainder for the logarithms of

the successive numbers below 100,000, viz. L. 99999,

L. 99998, &c.

When we have got down to 50,000, if we were to proceed

in the same way, we should have to operate on the logarithms

thus obtained, between 100,000 and 50,000 : If, therefore,

we fear any accumulation of errors, we may (because

3*49999 = 1 49997) subtract the logarithm of 3 from

L . 149997, and from the logarithm of every third number

going downward, and set the remainders down successively

for the logarithms of numbers below 50,000. And thus we
may proceed till we get somewhat below 34,000 ; then the

logarithm of 4 will carry us down to 25,000 ; and the loga-

rithm of 5 to 20,000, which completes the work, those below

20,000 having been already found.

In the great French Tables, however, it has been thought

proper to calculate the logarithms of numbers under 10,000

with more decimal places than the rest. These must neces-

sarily be found independently of the others-; as they form in

reality a separate Table.

In the next proposition, is contained a general method of

finding converging series for the calculation of logarithms.

The propositions which follow this are only corollaries from

it, and give forms for interpolation ; so that every thing relat-

ing to the construction of logarithms is effected by one sim-

ple and uniform process.
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Prop. II.

3. To express a number (x) by the product of a series of fractions

converging continually towards unity.

Let n, n't n”, &c. be numbers much less than x\ in the

equation x—x, change x, in the second member, into x-\- n,

and multiply by such a factor as will restore the equality

;

there arises x= (a? -j- n
) x If» in the second member

of this equation, we change x into x -f* n'
,
in the last factor

,
and multiply by such a fractional factor as shall again

restore the equality, we have

, . x x+ n' x(x+ n+n')
(*+ ») X X

If here, in like manner, we change x into x-\-n" in the last

factor, and restore the equality as before, by annexing a new

factor, then

x= (#-}-n)
x+ n' (,r+ ?g

1

') (x+ n + n
1

-f w")

* x+ n + n
X

(x+ n+n”) (x + n'+ n")
X

x (x+n+n')(x+ n+ n") (x+n1 +n'')

(x+ «) (j;+ «') (x+ n"){x+n+n'+ n")

and the same process may be repeated as long as we think it

necessary. Now it is plain that the last annexed factor, as

we continue these operations, must always approach nearer

to unity than that which was the last -before ; thus, n being

very small compared with x, —

•

does not much differ from

unity, and when x-\-n' is put for x in this fraction (n J being

also very 'small compared with x) its value will be nearly

the same as before : of course the annexed factor
(x+n) (x+n)

will differ very little from unity : and it will differ from it
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much less than the preceding factor for let ~j=i

—

— 1-— and p, and p/ being small fractions
; the new

factor (IS(I~+8')
=S= 1 —(^—1^') near]y : and consequently

differs less from unity than the factor which was last before.

4. These equations, being put into logarithms, give a series

of converging expressions for the logarithm of x. We have

successively,

1st. L . a? == L (x-\-n) -f L (^)
2d. L . oc = L(a? “f* ti} -j— L ( oc 11

)
— L ( oc «-!= n 11! ) -J-

T
{

xz+(n+n')x \
#

\xx -\-(n-\-ri)x+nn j
9

but before we put the third equation into logarithms, it will

be better to simplify it ; one of the most obvious ways of

doing which is to make n^n'=n,J
; then

3d. L.x=L(a:+«)4=L(a;+?i /

)-J-L(a:-f 2^
,/)— L(x-f-;^4-w

//

)

—L(jr+»/+wO

+ r /

-

i* + 3 n"x
z
-j-(nri + znf^x \

U’ 3+ 3»v+ {nil
1 + 2n"z)x ]

'

This may be still farther simplified by making n=n', con-

sequently n"=z2n, then

L . x — 2L
.
(x + n)—2L (a:

-f- 3n) -j- L (x -f* 4«)

, J
I X 3 -\-6nxz+ gnzx \

‘ \x 3 -\-bnx*--t-gn
zx +^n i

j

If now we change n into — i, and x into x-\-2, we shall fall

upon the elegant formula of Mr. Bqrda.*

* If any one shall attempt to calculate a Table of logarithms by means of diffe-

rences, each logarithm being got, not from the next, but from the next but one

below it, he will fall upon the series of Borda: for A 3
. L(x— 1) L . (;r+ 2)

—
3L0r+ 0+ 3L

.

x—L(x— 1); A 3
- L(x—2)—L(#+ 1)—3L.2+ ^L(x—1)—L(x—2),

by adding which, a 3
- L (x— 1)+ A 3

. LCr—2)—L f
(x—l\

)
which gives the

\(x—z){x+i)i
)

series we are speaking of. This remark will be exemplified in one of the following

Propositions.
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In like manner we might investigate approximations of the

fourth and following orders : but this kind of research has

very little use, and the Proposition was inserted for a different

purpose.

Prop. III.

5- Supposing that
,
in the last Proposition

,
n=rir=n"= &c.=— 1 .

It is required tofind the law of the converging expressions for
L . x.

In this case the four first transformations give

*=(*—:Oxjrr

*=(*_!) X--'x£=gv ' x—z
X— I (x— l) (x— 3) x(x—z)sx=(x—i) X

x=z(x— l) x

X—2 (x—2)1 X
(

X

l)3(x— 3)

X 1 _ (X 1 (x— 3)
^
(x—

Q

(x— 3)?
^

x(x—z }
6 (x—4).

X 2
x (x-Z

y '

X (X—2)
X

(^_l )4

which, put into logarithms, give

L.x^L^-U+Lf^)
L . x=aL(x—1)—L(x—2)+L(ifc^)

L . x=3L(x-i)-3L(x- 2 )+L(x-3)-fL(
(

-^-gl
3) )

L . x=4L(x-i)-6L(x-2)+4L(x^3)_L(x-4)+l(|^1^
where a coincidence may be observed between the coefficients

and those in the binomial theorem ; and it is easily shown

that the same coincidence will have place, how far soever

we continue the method ; or that, in general, the converging

expression will be

L . x=4L(X—

0

—^L(x-2

)

+^ -
-»- 2)

L( x—3)— ...

n[n— 1 jt[n—i)(n—2 )(n—3)

*x(a—?)
1,2

X(z—4 )

1>2 3 4
-f &c.

n n(n— i)(n—2)

(af—i)
1

X{x—3)
1,2,3 X&c.
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For, if it be denied, let this represent a single result, to

pass on to the next, we change x into x— 1, in the logarithm

of the fraction, and add a new logarithm (L) to restore the

equality : the equation will thus become

n[n— 1) ")

J

w(h— 1) (n—2) ~j

>L(x— 1 ) h(x— 2) >L(x—3)— ....+(L)

4-1 I —- -1

L . x=’^x-i)-^^L(x-2)+ (iUH.,'- ,)
'

and, by transposition, we find

C (« + »)»

x=T
|

1.2.3
L(x—3)— ....-{-( L),

(L)=L< l>;( -r_21 ' 2 x(i-4)

{« + i)»(w 1) («

—

2 )

1-2-3 4 x &c.

«+i (« + !)«(«— 1)
|

t (*— 1)
1 X(x—3)

1,2-3
x&c. ^

so that the whole expression is of the same form as before,

which is therefore proved to be general.

6. Cor. 1. If in the values of x. in the last article, we put

for x, in the second jc—j— 1 ,
in the third x-\-q, in the fourth

and so on ; and moreover represent the last fractions

arising after such substitution by «, al
, u"

,
a!"

,

&c., we get

the following set of equations

X = (X— l) x a

X -j- 1 = X x a Hoc

0)

* + 3= 0+®)*
&c

which
,
from the manner of theirformation, are subject to this law,

that the mth fraction (provided it is not the last) in the value

of x-\-n, is equal to x-\-n— 1 divided by the product of the

first m— 1 fractions in the expression of x-\-n— 1.

Gg

X+l / //

X X « X «

*’+ 2 *(x+ z)

JT+I X (*+>)*

MDCCCXVIIT.
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If, for brevity, we put L, L°, L', L", &c. for L(.r— 1), L.x,

L(x+l, L( jc-J-2 ) , &c. the last equations give

L° =L -f-L . *

U S=L° -j-L . es-J-Lo/ (c
)

L" =L' +(L'—L°)+L.«'4L. a
"

L'" =L/' + (
L"—L')+ (L"—*1/ 4 L° )+L . *"+L

.

L""=L^L'"—L")+ (L'"-2L"4 L') -{-(!/"—3L"+3U—

L

c

)

+L .
*'/,4"L . a""

L" t*+ ,)=L""»+ (L“-*— 2L"-("-° +
L'...(«-«))+ + (L" '-“-mL'- <’!- ,)+
— (”-3)+ )+L .

«"- "+L .

«"•••<*+>

These equations are subject to a law arising from that which

we noticed in (6), viz. that the mth term (provided it is not the

last) in the value of L"—« is equal to L"-(«— ,
)

}
minus the sum

of the first m— 1 terms in the expression L ••(«— By term

I here mean the whole expression included between two

brackets.

If we form generally from the last term of equa-

tion
(
a) we have

f
(« + >)« (n+i)n(n—\)(n— 2 )

T // „ T )
(x+n)x(*+n— 2)

12
x(j:+»—4>

1>2 3 4 X &c. I

«+7 (» + >(«-) f
L (x+n— 1 )

1

X(*+«—3>
I,2 ‘ 3 X &c. J

If any one should not be satisfied that the form given to

L"••(»+*) is general, he has only to form L'' (« + 2)from it, and

he will find the same form in that case. Now L" -(» + 2) is

formed from L" (»+0 by changing x into -r-J-i (or L"- r

into L"-(r+ I ) in all the terms but the last L . a"—C»+ I
), and
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this we may remember had x first changed into .r-— 1, and

afterwards into .r-J-i ,
so that it receives no alteration. Finally

there is to be added L .«"•••(« + 2).

7. Cor. 2. Change x into x— 1 in equations (b), and let

the new values of ct , x" ,
&c. be jG, jG', jG", &c., and there

arises the following series of equations,

i=z(x—2 ) x a

x =(.r— 1) x 0 x/3'

.r+i=.rx— x/3' x /3"

X+2=(X+1 ) X X fcL^±l> x /3"xr
&c. &c.

which being multiplied by equations (6), the first by the

first, the second by the second, and so on, factor by factor,

and putting a x /3 == a'x jG a"xjG"=s", and so on, give

x=(x—q) x s

X-\-l—{X— l ) X 5 X s'

I
Jf+ I I IfX+2—X X— XS Xi"

£+2 (jr+2) (x— 1 ) w p//

(•*+>)•*

&C.

-£-f-3=(-r+ 1
) X~ X

v

;_T rrr
'

x 5'x tr

&c.

which, being put into logarithms, give

L° —L -fL .s

U =L+L.s+L.s' (d)

L" =L°+(L/-L)+L . /-fL.s"
I

L'"=L' + (
L"—L°)+ (

L"—L'-U+L)+L.s"+L

.

L" («+0=L" («-0+ (L"-«—
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(»-3))+ +( L"-»—(W 1 )LM*-0+
3 ? z) — K(”- 1

1

)

^
,,~5)

L''- («-3) L .
/•••«

-f

-j- L.y'--(« + I ) ; any immediate term, as them-}- i
fi

, will be

of the form L (m—

l

)L"--(”—0 -|- " •
X[™~~3)

L'
,

'(w-- :2
> ___

OT (m— i) x(m—5) , *
• 2 -3

We easily see that

r (« + i)x(n—2)

L.5 * :L-<
(x+ n)x(x+n—z) X(x+n—4)

(n + 1 )«(«— 1 ) x (n—6)

1. 2.3.4
1

X &c. J

(w+l)«X(«—4)

1- (x-fn— i)
M
x(tf-l-w—3)

1,2,3
X &c. J

It is scarcely necessary to say that L .
«"•••*, L . s" « are to

be expanded by the common series for L . viz.

* These forms are analogous to an expression in the method of differences, which,

though not noticed by Stirling and other writers on interpolation, may be useful

on many occasions, as the coefficients are small and few in number. Borda’s ex-

pression for logarithms is a particular case of it.

.3) n(n—i)x(n—s\
-«„_2 + — *

njn—i) (k—

2

)xp?—7) ,

1.2.3.4

+ * + A”m + A”«—1 . If we make u
n
=L . x, we have, by taking n (in the co-

efficients) successively 1, 2, 3,4, &c.

L • xxxL (x— 2)+ series,

L . x~L (x— i)+ L(x— 2)—L(x— 3)4- series,

L . x—z
|
L(x— 1)—L(x—3) |

-f L(x—4) + series, (Borda’s if we change x into x+ 2).

L .*=
3 |

L(x— i)+ L(x—
4) |

—2
|
L(x— 2)+ L(x—

3) j
—L(x—5)+ series,

L
•

|
L(x— 1)—L(x—

5) |
—

5 |
L(x—2)—L(x—4) j

+L(x—6)+ series,

L . xz=5
|
L(r— i) + L(x—3>+L(x—4) +L(j— 6) L(x— 2)+L(x— 5 L(x—7(+ series,

L . xzz6
|
L(x—i)—L(x—7)

j-i 4
[
L(x—2—L(r— 3) +L(x—5)—L(x—6) j

4-L(x—8) 4- series,

&c. &c .

which may be useful, when taken without the series, as formulas of verification.
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l -T
=2M{Si + f (sTi)'+f(frl)’+

&c
-
} though, for the

purpose of the two following propositions, they will be better

when expanded into series of monomials; see Prop. VI.

Prop. IV.

8. To construct a Table of Logarithms by means of interpolation

from the converging expressions L . «, L . a!, L . a!
1

, &c.

When treating of the equations marked (c), we noticed a

law to which the terms are subject ; this law affords an easy

method of eliminating the second, third, &c. terms, and, by

this means, we find, successively,

L . x =L(jr— i )-f-L . «

L(jt-{- i
) =L . x —|~L • a—j— L . cJ (f )

L(x-{-2) =L(x-{-l )-[-L . a-f-aL . a!f- L . a!'

L(.r~l_3) :::=L( --}"2
)
-j-L . iz-f-gL ~{-3L •

/

-f-L •
01,11

L(x+b)=L(x+m— 1 )+L . *+;iL . «'+ ”-^L . *"+

If any one doubts whether this form is general, for every

value-of n, let it be only a single value; and supposing «, a',

a", &c. to become «, ct\ a", &c., by the substitution of x-f-iill
for x, we have

L(x+«+i)=L(x+«)+L. x+nL. a'+’fe^L- «"+
a 1

1,2 1

Now, if we consider the manner in which the last fractional

factors, in the values of x, at the beginning of the last pro-

position, were formed from one another; and the change

which they afterwards underwent in forming equations (6),

we shall easily perceive that
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— 1)

1)-p
whence L . a

l}=L . « a
>-0

by means of which equation, L(jt-|-w+ i) becomes

L(x+ K+ 1 ) =L(x + «) H-L.» + -2-L.«'+"-^L. £e"+

1-2.3 *

+L.«'+^La"+^L.,,"+
or L(x + n -f- i

)
= L(# -f «) + L . a-f-

?

-^p-L . . «'+

(” + 1
'

"(”“i) L . 4- the same form as before, which is there-

fore general.

9. By means of equations (r) the logarithm of a number

is found from the logarithm of that which precedes it, and

the process will consist of a number of additions, equal to the

number of the values of a. we make use of.

Thus, if L . u,u be so small, as not to affect the last figure,

to which we intend to carry the logarithms, it may be neg-

lected and we must make

L . *+ L. x‘ =r
L.*+2L.*'+ L cc"=r +L .«'+ L.«" =r'

L . x-\~sL . *'+sL • «"=r' +L*' +2L . a" =r"
L . *-HL . «'+6L . «"=r"+L . «'+3L .

*" =r'"

Here the quantities r', r", r‘"
,
See. are formed by two addi-

tions each, one more gives the logarithms; for, by substituting

in (<?),

L . x =L(.r—i)-j-L.a

L(x-}- 1) =L . x —f- La -
j- —L . jr-J-r
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L( x-\~ 2 )
—L( .t’4~

1

) -\~r -J-L . a!-|-L . a!' =L( x -\-
1 )-|-r'

L(o:-|-3
)
=L(jc+2) -\-r' +L . ol-\-2L . a." =L( j:+2)-f r"

L(x+4) =L(x+3) 4- 1
" +L . a-\-fL . a" =L(^4"3)+^,/,

&c. &c. &c.

If, in the value of L,a"—« (Art. 6), we put successively o, 1,

2

for n , we have

f—

]

|. T r'
T /(*— 1

)
(J?+l)]

1 T /y" T 1

I (X+2)X3

|U

—

i /

1

, . ex. lq
x2 j

1 , . ce. —iql(*—0 {x+l)*/
L . %=.

or

L.« =
-J +y(sb) +1

L ' a/=~2M{
Î +7(^br) +7(^=7) 4-}

l-"= ^j^^_ i
+|(^:3t^-)

3

4-}

These are the most converging values, I shall show pre-

sently how to expand them into series of monomials.

10. If the intended number of decimal places should re-

quire L . a!" also to be retained, make, first

L . «4- L . <x! —r

L.«4-2L.ct,

4- L.al* =r 4-L./4" L .a!' —
y

f

L .

a

4”3L • a/4"3L • «'+ L. a//,=r /

4-L. a
/
4-2L. a

/'4- L
L . . oc -\-6L» a.

/
4”4^-J • ^"—r"+L . a!4“3^ • a”4“3L • a

7”—
r

,rt

l . «+«l . »+7=^ l . *"+ l . a'"=r“....(»-
2) +

L/+(«_1 )L

L

.

Next make

L . a.'4~ L a” = r

(*)

L . a
/

4~2L . a
11
4~ L . a!" = r 4-L . a”4"L . ol'" =: r

;

L . a'+3L . «"+3L . = V' +L «"+sL.'" = V "

!) Cl
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L . «'+(«— i)L . *"+ ^“~ a)
L .

«"'= r 3 ) + L. iZ"+
()

(w— 2)L.«"' = r 2)

O
If L . a."" had been used, we must have made L.«"+L.«"'

= r
,
and have proceeded as before.

(
4
)

The substitutions above being made equations
(
e

)
become

L . .r=L(.r— i)-|-L . «

( Lr—J-
1 )=L . tT -}-La-|-La —L . jr-{-r=L . x r

L( .r-f-a) —L ( a:-f- 1 ) +r 4"L • a/+L . =L( 1 )
-}-

r
,=L(j:+i)+r+ r

{')

L(

)

==L( -T-j-a

)

-J"^ -|-r L

.

(

l
)

r
,;=L(a:+2 r

'

(')

L(x-f*4 )
==L(a:-{-’3 ) +^

/#
-j- ?

/
"t*L

.

a/'-l-aL .

«

//,=L(^ -j-3 ) ~h
I

1
)

r /"=L(.z+ 3 )4_r”+ r"

C)

L( a: 5 )
=L( a:-j-4 )

.

a!'-\-£L . a,,,==L 4)-}-
(*)

r
,,/'=L(jr+4)+r /,,

-f-r'
//

(*)

&c. &c.

Where it is plain that each logarithm is found by four addi-

tions r', r", r &c. being got by two each.

0 0 (

l
>

Prop. V.

11. To construct a Table ofLogarithms by means of interpolation

from the converging expressions L . s, L . s', L . s", &c.

If we consider the formation of equations
(
d ), we easily

perceive that the terms of L(<r-f-n) observe the same law.
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with respect to those of L(x-f-n— 1), which we observed in

equations (c) ; we have therefore by a similar elimination,

L . x =L(x—2 ) -fL . s

L(x+i)=L(.r—i)-j-L. 5+ L . s
1

L(x+2)=L.x +L.5+2L./+ L . s"

L( jc-j-3 )=L( )-f-L . 5-^-3^ • 5
,-j~3L • . s'

1'

L(x+ n

)

= L(x+rc— 2)+L .s+nL. s'+“-^=^L

.

j"+

which in order that the logarithms may be got from one ano-

ther by addition, must be transformed as in the last propo-

sition by the assumption of p, p, ", &c.
; p, p', p", &c.

;

P>P) p)

p, p/ p," &c. : thus if the case only requires us to use L.s, L .s’,

p)p) P)

and L . s", make

L . 5-}- L . s’= p

L . s-j— 2L . L . s" — p -fL • .P-f- L . s
tr

p

L . 5-^-3^ • P-j-3^-* • ~~ P "f*L • 5
#
-|-2L . s" “

p
,r

&c. &c. &c.

by substituting which our equations become

L.x =L(a?—2)

L(a?+i)= L(j:— 1) -f-L . s+ L . s'
—L(x-i)-|-p

)=L . x ~j“ p -fL . P-j— L . s" L . x "f"p
,

h(^,+3 )“L(a:-|-i )-J- p'+L . s'-J-2L . s

"

~L( )~hp
//

&c. &c. &c.

If now we put successively o, 1, 2 for 7z in the value of

L . s" ”, given in Art. 7, we find

L.<=L(£ih L. S"=L(g^);°r
L.s=

mdcccxvii. H h
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L s"—

(Borda's Series.)

Prop. VI.

12. To expand L .
«"•••*» and L .

$"••••* into series of monomials of

A
the form —

.

J xr

L(.+„)=L.,+M{i-^+i_
m+I T z' I \ K+It . x r f M+I M 1 ,

M+I—
,
L(x+W— 1 )

=—f-L.x+M{—i-. —+•+-

(« + »)«!

±f”L(^+«_ 3)=^L.x+M {l^i.2=

M+I M—
I ,

M+I (M— l)
a

2X1

_ »+. («-o;+ l‘ 1 rx*
- —

)

(m + i)m m—2 (m+i)m (n
— 2)

3

. _j_
(m + i)m (h— 2)

•
* ° * — 1.2

&c. &c.

These added together will give L . a"-M
. It is easy to see

that L . a: will disappear, because its coefficient =(1— 1 )

n+1
;

we have then, putting % to represent the sum of the terms

formed by the different values of r,

{

r
n + 1.

„

—

-}
where for r we are to take every whole number from one

upwards
;
thus

L .«= M{~+ -1 4.-L4. + r-F+}

L.*'=—M{^+ + 7^ + &c
- }

&c. &c.

Hence L . a! equals double the sum of the second, fourth, &c.
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terms of L . «, with the sign changed. L .
$"••*» is expanded,

by means of the logarithmic series, in a similar manner.

Prop. VIL

13. To calculate a Table ofLogarithmic shies, or cosines.

It is quite evident, that, if, in the fractional products, in

Propositions II, and III, instead of a?, -l, x—-s, &c. we had

used successively cos. x, cos.
(
x—w), cos. (a?—

2

u), &c. or

sin. x, sin. {x—

u

sin. (x— qu), See., the reasonings made use

of would have been equally applicable; and that the whole

methods given in Proposition III, IV, V, including the gene-

ral expressions for L .
«"•••«, L$"••••*, (but not the expansions

of the said expressions) will hold good here, after we have

made the above mentioned substitutions. Thus if it is L. cos.

x which we are calculating, we shall have

T /
cos. X \ . T , T I cos. (x—u) cos. + t /»^H cos. (*-*

-

)
]

; L • « =L
. co;,a

- —
-J

; L.*" =
y

/ COS, (x+ zu) COS.3 X \

(cos. (x—u.) cos. 3 (.r+ «)j

These are the logarithms of numbers converging conti-

nually towards unity, and must be found by the form for
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XVI. Two general propositions in the method of differences. By
Thomas Knight, Esq. Communicated by Taylor Combe,

Esq. Sec. R. S.

Read February 27, 1817,

i- Though so many ingenious writers have demonstrated,

and, in various respects, extended the celebrated formulas

of La Grange, for An
<p (.r), %n

<p {sc) no one appears to have

entertained the idea, that these, and the more general cases,

in which the quantities under the functional sign have their

differences variable, might be included in one simple form.

Mr. Prony* is, I believe, the only mathematician who has

given a form of any regularity to A” (p{x), when the diffe-

rence of x is variable ; but he does not seem to have been

aware of the capability of the method he was employing

;

and instead of embracing, as he might have done, all cases

in one simple expression, he has proposed a formula which

has neither any particular elegance in itself, nor any appa-

rent relation to that which, in the simpler case, had been

given by La Grange.

I suppose the truth of the differential equations

A>=<s--® +^=^
4,

— (”—z>
$ +>^ 1 T 1.2 —2 1.2.3 K— 3

1 ’ V )

«(«+!)
<P

.2.3 «—

3

. n(n+i) (»+ 2 )

^
i ^ + j)

T~ lt2 r
(«+ 2) 1.2.3

where <p is any variable function whatever.

* Lacroix “ Calc, des Diff.” p. 25.

~(«+ 3 )
+v .(2
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Prop. I.

2. Tofind the ?2
th

difference of a function of any number of vari-

able quantities, An
cp fx, y, z, &c.), when the differences of

x, y, z, &c. awy how variable.

We will begin with a function of two variables ;

Let oc —x^=u , x —x=u ,
x —x=u ,

x —x—u th
,

ese

e 1 z 23 3 n n j
values

y-y=w
i

,y-y=w
z
,y —y=w .y-y=wy, ftX

3 •>

J neous*

T
Y

, (
d
H
<p{x, y)\ / .

.
(

d

U
<pU, y)\

be represented by 2 (f^n—mfm)
;

s'gn ^ expressing here

the sum of all the different values that will arise to the func-

tion within the brackets, by giving successively to m the

values o, 1, 2, 3, n

Lastly, let the symbol H3 represent what may be called

elective multiplication
;
thus 2 (^~~~) ESI {u -f w) n will

denote that each value of (~'n—mfm) *
s to multiplied by

the corresponding term of the expanded binomial (ii-\-iv)n
;

viz. by «, by nu- l

w, (IlS-A) by
\ dx

1 J \ dx
1 1dyJ

J
\dxn

-2
dy

2) ^

n(n— 1 ) n—z . ,-
2

u w\ and so on Then

d^\.y+w
i
)==l>Q»,y)+ («+^)+T ’

_£$(*, y) +w (Ab(*±yL)mu )3 .

\dx
2-m

dy
m ) 1 1 * 2 -3 \dx3-tnd m) J +
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*(*+“,• y+u>}=<p{x, y )

+

13 (
a
I
+”,,)+-r •

2 f_A(*> y) 4-w V+— . 2 f^WlzL^) lafa + w v .

,
^+Wj=<^ 121

(
u
%
+wJ+T •

3 3 \ dx dy J 3 3

_
d <p(*>y)

dx
Z~m

dy
m E3(^+w^)2+-L . 2 (

d3 V {X ’ y) ^
)
IS (;

•3 \dxl-mdy
m
)

K

&c.

;«,+ w
3
)
3+
&c.

These values substituted in the equation An
q>=<p —

+^-0 ive
J-z k—

2

I,z *3 «—

3

. \ ^ « n
i
«(«-—0 ”(»—0(«— 2) i 7A <p(^^)=<pC®» y ) 1

1—T"i

—

ti
——

r

2 ,3 +

1

+

«4— 2 / ) IS j (« + w ) 7(« + w )“
l tfo

1 ~m
dy
m

I
*- V n
~

n ^ n~ l ^ «—

+^(« +w )J .2 ' w 2 * «—2
'

M;

*&=»/.. •-
) + }

W—

3

M— l' J1.2.3

d
Z
<p(z,y

!23 1 (
u + w y-~-(u + w y

+ n
32=±(u +w >(»-2 >

(m +w y+ l
* 1.2 v n— 2 * n—

z

1.2.3 V M-3 m—3'
~

J

+ • rr 2 ( {(» + a> )
3— f (tf +a< )

3

1 2-3 \d^-mdym / - " n n—1 n—

i

+W
)
3-” (”- )("-g

?(« + H> V>+1~
?.2 V

n—2 H~ 2
J r.2. 3

v «— 3
1 «- 3

' r J

&c. &c.

3. Now, by the general formula for the nth difference of a

variable quantity, (1),

An
{pc + y)

m —(oc -\-y -f- u^~\- wjm
7(#+y+«M l

m\‘w
n X

+
” (
”~

-

I
--
)

- (cr-j-jy -j- u
z

J7 w
n X ~~ w^ence

»
ma^ing <r andy

vanish.
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A*(o+or=(«„+n'
ii
r— *y—’

the successive values of 0 being u ,u ,u
,

.u123 n

those of o' being w ,w ,w , w0
1 2 3 n

, . , _ i , n
,

n(n— i) n(n—i)(n—2) .

observing therefore that l — + —— +

=A»(o+o')% and putting 2 (———) for <p [x,y) our equa-

tion takes this form

a^,>)=s(^^)sa”(o+0’+s(^(^)eia*(»+oT+

J_ s (jtv&2L)MA*(o+</)!+ TJ

.

S (JWiL'Wa«(o+o')3+ .

2 \j,z
-m

dy
mS '

,

What has been done with respect to a function of two vari-

ables, the analyst will immediately see how to extend to a

function containing any number ;
we may therefore without

entering into any farther particulars, give the following

General Rule.

Let the successive values

of 0 be u
,
u

, u , u123 n

of o' be w ,w ,
zv w123 n

of 0" be v
, v ,

v v *123 n

... Sic ,then zvill

An
<p(x,y, z, See.) = A” e

o+o'+o"+&c.

provided that, after the expansion, we multiply every where a term

of theform A x«Vr x w n_ r x v
c

n_r x &c. by

* Supposing z
n
—%~v

n, &c. &c.
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,
d
a + b+ c+ &cc.^ g> &c )

v. dx
a

. dy
b

. dz . &c.
)-

4. The expression of La Grange is a particular case of eq.

(3), to perceive which we must observe that

n
g
x + y + Z + &C.__ x + 3- + * + &c - + u

n + w
n + v

n + &c -

__n_ *+3'+ *+&c.+ «
ff_ 1

+w
;f-|

+ww—,+ &c.+

^(w- 1 ) ^4^+g+ &c’+%_2
+w

w_2+^_2+ &c.
, &c . whence

1.2
1

4,/+»'+<'+
to_. t

“,+*«+'.+fc_l {'»-i
+Vi+Vi + Sc.

nfa—i) »„_2
+»

II_ 1+»»_1
+S*._

&c
* 1.2

which, if .r,y, z, &c. have constant differences, or if un ,
un
~ l

,

&c. w
n , wn __ v wn_z ,

&c. 27
b ,

wb-i &c.,&c.are»w,

(» — 1) (» — s)w, &c., nw, (w — i)w, (w —a)w, See., nv,

(n— i)v,
(
n—z)v, &c. &c. becomes

i
g 1

J
‘

The equation (3) may be presented under another form;

for if we compare the values of

Ane and Ane we see that

0+0'+o"+&c._ An
e
*+y+*+&c.

Ane

Andp(x,y,z,SLC.y

,x+y+z+&c

An
e
x+y+z+Scc.

,
consequently

e
x+y+«+Scc.

where we must observe, with respect to the differential co-

efficients, the same rule as was given with eq. (3).
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Prop. II.

5. To find %n
<p(x, y, z, &c.) supposing that the differences of

x, y, z, &c. are any how variable.

We shall here make use of the same notation as we did

in Prop. I, only let the preceding values

of x be x —u_i, x—-u_ z ,
x—w_

3 ,
&c.

ofy bey

—

w„i,y—w_2 ,y-— m__ 3 ,
&c.

of % be z—v—u z—v_ z ,
z—v^

3 , &c.

&c. &c.

It will be sufficient also to consider the case of two variable

quantities, as was done in Prop. L

First, we have, in general,

Ip(x—U_r, y—W_r)=(f> (x, y)—t( ~~~
]
gl(«-r+W-r)+

\dx dy J

+ 4 . is lu_r + »_ry - 4 .

2 W-” iy
m)

K T 1 z ' 3 W-V/
ESI (w.„ r+w—/-)

3+ which expression being combined with (2),

putting for the sake of symmetry a? (.r, y) = 2 (

- ^ Y
\dx° m

dy
m
J

gives

£” f(x, y) = £
(fflfp) El {

(«-»+«'-»)”+ T •(«-(»+.)

*4 (» + 2)+a’— (•+«))”+ ^C
- }

'dx dy /

+»_<„+, ))
,+:

rr(«-(. +I)+w-(l+:))
, + }

I iMDCCCXVII.
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+— . z(
d (p(x'

- y— ")^3 f (z/_„+w_wy+T 1 (^—(« + 1)+WH«+
2

\dx
2~~m

dy
m S L

+~7~( m— (h+ 2)
-\~w— (n + 2))

2+ &c
-

|

+ &c -

But by equat. (2) ln(x y)
m= (x-fy — — .

(.r+y-~u— (»

+

1 )
—w— («

+

1 )

)

m
'

(
x '+y ~ u—(«+ 2)— (« + 2)

)”'

+

whence

SK(o-f o')
w=±{(«—«+W—«)"+ (» + 0 + W~(" + 0)*+

(

j.t
^

’ (M“-(« + 2)4*W— (« + 2))
W
-j- }

The upper or lower sign having place accordingly as m is

even or odd. So that our equation may be expressed thus.

<p(*>y)
ISi2 n(o+o,

)

,+y) — *(-£=.

4 • <^^)*^(<>+«T+z;.s(^r>'2-(<.+0*+
and the analyst will, without any trouble, see the truth of

the following rule for a function of any number of variables.

Let the preceding values

of 0 be—w_j, —U—2 ,
—«_3, —w_H ,

&c.

of o' 6<?—w„,, —w__2 , —w_
3 , . .... —w_M , &c.

of 0" be— —p_2 , —z>_
3

, — &c.

&c. &c.

then will

%*f(ix,y, z, &c.)= Sn ^ +0
'

+0"+&c
' (5)

provided that
,
d/iter expansion

,
we multiply a term of the form

A x «‘L(« +r)x^ („ +r)
x t>L(M+r) x &c. 6y

f
da+b+c+Scc

'<P(x> y> z > &c.> \

\ dx
a
xdy

b
xdzC x&c. /
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.

We have by form (2),

^
n
^
x +y + +&c. +.?.+*+ &c

—

u &c.

i
.

/+3’+*+^.-«_
(„ + 0

-r._(n+l)-»_(„ +l)
-&c.+

^±0 _

/+J'+*+*c.-»_
(„ +2)

-»_
(

,1+2)
-v_

(B + 2)
-&c.

+

+
&c. so that

f.. e
-’«_(K+ x)-w- (

«+ i)~"-(B+1 )‘-&c-+ (6)

.

~«-
(«+ 2)“w-(«+ 2rw-(«+ 2)-&c-+&c.

By comparing these expressions, it appears that

+:?+*+ &c -

5* g°+°
/+o//+&c.= JC+3>+{84

'

&cy and consequently, that

£n e
x+y+z+8cc.

%n<p{x, y, z, &c.
)
= -

-^+y+^4 &c . ,
provided, &c.

It is scarcely necessary for me to observe, that the second mem-

ber of the equation marked (6) becomes ^
e
u+w+v+&:c

'
\~n

in the case of constant differences of a?, y, z, &c. ; for u—n ,

u—(n +i)> &c. become in this case, nu, («+ 1) n, See., and the

w, s and v, s undergo a similar change.

The results of the preceding propositions may be brought

into a very small compass, viz.

A—n representing %n, the nth
difference or the nth integral of a

function of any number of variable quantities, and varying in any

possible manner, will be expressed by the equation An(p[x, y, z, &c.)

_an
e
x+y+z+ 8cc -

x+y+K+kcT '

»
provided that after expansion

,
we multiply

&c. &c, &c.
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6 . Scholium.

We may find, in many cases, very elegant and regular

expressions for An <p(x), by supposing <p(x-\-u
)
to be expanded

differently from the form given by Taylor’s theorem: as,

for instance,

ijff(x+ u)= 4,( x)+X.a:(u)+X'x'(u)+XV(#)+.(7)
where X, X', X", &c. represent any functions whatever of x, and

<p, X’ X
1 &c. any functions of the quantities they stand before

,

then Ax, or u, being constant,

A«?>(a:)=X. A». % (o)4-X
/
.Aw.%

,

(0 )-FX/
'-Aw-%

,,

(°H-&c - : far

?>(# + nu)=y

\

(a?) + X .% (nu) -f X'. %\nu) -f

—^-.(p(x-\-n -— 1 ,u)—-~ ~ .
— -~X.x(n~i . u)— ~ .X'.

x\n — 1 . u )

—

+’^•+5=5 • X
.

&=i

.

,)+

^.X'. X'(—2).«)+
&C. &C.

and because A”. <p=*p — *
<P
w__2
—

, this being

added give

A”. $(x)=X . A”. %0)+X'. A*. %'(o)+X". A”. z"(o)+ (8

)

If form (7) soon terminates, the expressions for the diffe-

rences are very simple, as in

Esc. 1. Sin. (a? -{- u
)
— sin. a? cos. w + cos. a?, sin. z/, which

being compared with (7) gives X == sin. a?, X/ =: cos. a?, X",

&c.=o
; x(o) — cos. 0, %' (0) = sin. 0, %" (o), &c.= 0; whence

Aw
. sin. a?= sin. a?. A”, cos. 0 + cos. a?. Aw

. sin. 0.

I£r. 2. Tang, (a? tang, a?+ sec.*a?J tang. M-j-tang. x.
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tang.
2
u -f tang. 2

a;. tang.3 w -j- }, see Delambre, Preface to

Borda, p. 48, whence, by our expression,

Aw
. tang. a7=sec.*a:| A”(ang. o-j-tang. a? . Aw

.
tang. 2

o-|- tang.’#.

A”. tang.
3
0 -j-

1

Ex. 3. L. sin. (a? + u
)
— L. sin. a? -f- L. cos. u -f-

M
[
Cot. x. tang, u — ^-'cot.*#. tang. 2

u-\~ — cot. 3
a? tang. 3

«-f-
j

Delambre, Preface to Borda, p. 45; comparing with (7)
and (8 )

we find Aw
. L . sin . a?= A" . L . cos . 0 -f-

M
|
Cot.xAw.tang.o—^-cot

2
.a:Aw.tang.

2
o-}--jCot.3a7. A^.tang. 3

*?.

j
In like manner, because

L . cos . (#+«) = L . cos. .r-j-L . cos. u—M jtang. x. tang, u-{-

~ tang .
2
x. tang.

2
« -}- y tang .

3 x. tang.3
z/ -f-

j

An
. L . cos. x = A”. L . cos. 0 — M

j
tang, x An

. tang. 0 -j-

~ tang.* x An
. tang.

9
o + ~ tang.

3# An tang.3 o
-f-*

}

Then, because L . tang. == L . sin. — L . cos., A". L . tang.=
A”. L . sin. — A” . L . cos., therefore

A*. L . tang, x= M
{

( Cot. a? -f* tang, x) A”, tang. 0 —
— (cot.® x — tang. 2

a:) A”. tang.2
o -f-

(cot,3 x -J- tang.
3 x)An

. tang. 3 0—
j

If these forms were to be used for interpolation, we should

have to calculate, before the commencement of a Table,

A L . cos. 0, A2
. L . cos. 0, See.

;

A . tang. 0, A2
. tang. 0, &c.

;

A . tang.
2
o, A2

, tang.' 0, &c., &c. These latter quantities are

to be multiplied by M, and will then serve for calculating the

whole Table.

If three differences are sufficient, we have, making u=i l *

* It is the decimal division of the circle which is supposed here.
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A . L . cos. o = —
, o®53579, A

2
. L . cos. o = —

,
o’loyi^

A3
. L . cos. o= , o’

3
;

A . tang. o=, o3i57o796339, A3
. tang. o=

,
o"j8

, A3
, tang.

o=, o"78 ;

A . tang. 3 o=, 0*246740, A3
, tang.

2 o=, 0^93480, A3
, tang.

2

0= 0, o
,3

,
r

A . tang.3 0 =, o"39, A.
3
tang.3 0 =, o,0

232, A3
, tang.3 0 =,

O
io
232.

Suppose, for a particular example, we want the first three

differences of L. sin. 50°, we have

A L . sin. 50°=—, o
#535794-M{,o3157o796339—,o712337o

+» o"i3 }

as L. sin. 50°=— ,

o

7io7i58-j-M{,o/,
78— ,o

724674o-{-,o"77
j

A3
. L . sin. 50°= M

| , o
//78+,o,/

77 j
or

A L . sin. 50° —
, 0000682081030, A* . L . sin .

30° = —
-,

0000000214249,

A3
. L . sin. 50°=, 0000000000068.
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XVII. JVote respecting the demonstration of the binomial theorem

inserted in the last volume of the Philosophical Transactions.

By Thomas Knight, Esq. Communicated by Taylor Combe,

Esq. Sec. R. S.

Read April 17, 1817.

I n looking into Mr. Spence's ingenious “ Essay on Loga-

rithmic Transcendents/’ a work published in 1809, but which

I have been so unfortunate as never to have seen till within

the last fortnight, I was not a little surprised to find that a

demonstration of the binomial theorem, similar to the one I

had the honour to present to the Royal Society, had been

already given by that writer. The same may be said of the

first proposition of the preceding Paper on the construction of

Logarithms.

Having made this acknowledgment, I shall perhaps be

pardoned for observing, that Mr. Spence is not particularly

happy in the manner of developing the kind of functions he

treats of in his preface. I shall endeavour to give the solu-

tion of a class of equations of which he (Pref. p. vii.) has

considered a particular case : with this we will begin.

It is proposed to develope the function which has this pro-

perty, viz.

<K* +-r)-HU +#-i +y)+?>(i +*-i +*)+
<Ki+jM+s)—?(i+JM+>i+*).

Assume <p( t-fx )=A-j-A'.r4-A".z* A" nxn-\-

,

and after making the requisite substitutions in the given
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equation, we see immediately that A=0, and that A' and A f/

are arbitrary. Then, to find the law of the coefficients, in

this and other similar cases, where there are any number of

independent quantities, oc, x'
,
x" x"-n

,
transpose all the

equation to one side, and find the coefficient of the first power

of x"-n
,
then the coefficient of the first power of x” "n— 1 in

the former coefficient, then again, in this last, the coefficient

of the first power of x"'n~z
: and having arrived in this

manner at the coefficient of x’
, it will have the form a-\-bx-\-

cx1 + ...... rxn -
f-, and the equation r= o will give the law

sought for.

In the present case, putting p
— x+ (1 ^x)z, <r= 1 -\~x-\-

(i-{-x)z, we find, by equalling to 0 the coefficient of the first

power of y,

A/4-2A/,

'| +SA//,
’S

(x+x) (x’+Z*)

+ A' J +2A" J

— AV

—

- 2 A"trp — 3An,
<rp

a — — (« -J- 1 (
A"--(n+ l

) crp
n—

If in this we equal to 0 the coefficient of the first power of %,

there arises 0 = 2A"— A'x— 2A" (1 + 3^ + 2x9
)

— 3A'" (2^4-5X2 + 3o:
3

)

— 4A,//,

(3^
2+ 7x3 + 4a:

4

)

nA"—n
(n-~ 1 . xn~~z

-f — 1 . xn~ l

-f- nx
n
)

— &c

whence we find for the general law of the coefficients («>2),

n(n— i)A'
,n + 2n— %.n— j . A

,/'*'^” 1)+
(
n— 2)

2A"••(«—2
)

= ° •(*)

From which let us suppose that we have calculated a few of

the coefficients, and arrived at the result of Mr. Spence, viz.
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? (i+.t)=A'(x-^+ —)+A"L* (1+-c ) (2)

nothing can be easier than to find the value of the remaining

series ;
for it is quite obvious, from the equation expressing

the property of the function, that L( is a particular value

of <p( !-}-*£)• The same also appears from equation (1 ), in

which, ifwe putA^-C”— :

z

)= —1—
,
A" = —-, A' —n— T,

the left hand member vanishes.

Make then, in equation (2), A'=i, Af/= ~
,
and it becomes

L(iW=^~+rf4-te-p’(«+i), whence

x—^ &c - = L(i+^) + -~L*(i + x), and finally

$(i+tf) = A'{L(i +x)+ j-L-(i + .r)} +A"L'(i +.r)

Let us now endeavour to develope the function next in order

of the same class, viz. <p ( 1 -J-jt), having the following pro-

perty,

<p(i+w}+<p(i+a?) +<p( i+y>+^(i+«)=='<p(i+x. 1 +y)
i+z)-f

<p(l +y • 1 + *) + <P(i +w. 1 + x) + <p(l + w . 1 +y) +
<p('r-fw.l+2r)— ......(3)

. i+y . 1+%) —»
<p(1 + w . 1 +y . t+%) <p(i+w

.

1
-J

-<37 . 1 +%)—
0(14-w . i-fia? . i+y).+ <p( 1 “i“w • 1 +‘*7 • i+jy • 1 +^)-

Assume <p(i+.r)=A-j- A^-J-A'V-J- +A #»+
and make the requisite substitutions

;
we shall find A=0, A\

A" and A"' arbitrary. Then to have the law of the coeffi-

cients, find, according to the rule, the coefficient of x in the

coefficient of % in the coefficient of y, and, comparing in this

the coefficients, of the powers of w, we find

K kMDCCCXVII.
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n(n— i)(n—2 )
A" -{-3(71— i)(n— a)

2
. A"-!«— *)-j-(g

2

2.«—

g

-J-w— s)A
//-(«—2

)+ (?z— 2 . n—3 . ?z—4+w—3)A//-(«—3 )= o

If we take successively 4, 5, 6, &c. for we find

<p(i+x)=A' {x-fjx‘+;f-xs-}

+ A" {x*-f2 x*+ -jf
xs-}

H-A'"^—-fx*+-f xs-}
The series at bottom is L3

(i-f a?) ; the series next above it is

L9

(
i-|-a?) + L3

(
To find the upper series we have

the same means as in the last Problem, L( i-{-a?) being a par-

ticular value of <p(i-f-a?) ; make then A'=i, A"=—

A

,,#=--;

our equation becomes L(i-j-a?)=.r— ~~ xs—

— f {L* ( i+x) + L3

(
l+x)

}

+ f-L‘(i+x)

whence a?— ~ x'— See. = L(i+ .T) + ~Ls
(i-f-a?)

+ T L3 (i+a:),and

<K i+^)=A' |L( i-j-x)-f yL2
(i-|-i’)-}-

-

6r L
3

(
1 -\-x

) j

+A" |L8(i+^) -r L
3

(
1+-T)

}

-{-A'" L3(i+.r)

which is the complete solution of the proposed equation.

As, however, this result has been obtained by the inspec-

tion of only a few terms of two series, a doubt may be

entertained with respect to its truth : make therefore w=x=
y—z, in equation (3), it will become 4<p( i-|-.r)=6<p( 1+a:)

2

— 4<p( 1-f-a;)
3
-{- ^1+j:)

4
, which by the substitution of the
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value found above for <p(i+.r) is found to be identical, and

the truth of the solution is proved.

We may now attempt the solution of the general problem,

viz. Let x, x', x"
,
x'", .... x"-^ be independent quantities ; it

is required to find <p( i-f-a:) from the following equation,

:$.<?>( i+.r"
- ”'K

)=2=^ . <p( \~\’X;
l'"m

. i+x"” ,n
)

—

t . <p(i i-f x"“'n

l-f x""‘
r
. l~\-x""'

s
.l-\-x‘'-

t

) 4. &c*

Assume as usual <p (1+^) — A -j- A'#4 A!'x
1
-{-A."'x3 -\- ; but

instead of attempting to find the law of the coefficients, we

may easily convince ourselves that will have the fol-

lowing form, viz.

<p(i +u:)=A /

|
L (1 x) + a" L2

(1 4- x) 4. a.'" L3
(1 4- .r) 4-

oc"" L4

( 1 4—x^j -f— 4”a (1 4”’^)
|

+A" { L*(i+x) +/3'"L'(i +*)+ ,3""L*(i+x) + + (4)

/3'-?L>( i+*)}

+ A"'{ L3
(i +x)+y"'L'(i+x)+ +*)

}

+A'"*L*(i4-;r)

This form evidently includes, as particular solutions,

L(i4-^)i L
2

(i4~^) 5 L3 (i 4-^), L*(i4-#) :

and, by means of these particular solutions, we are enabled

to find the coefficients a!', cx!"
, a!"', &c. |G

,y
, fi"", &c., f", &c.

&c, For let

L ( 1
+x)=x+b'^+b"'x?-{-b""x*-\-

L2

( 1 4-#)=

L3(i4^)= x?+d""oc*+

&c. &c.

K k 2
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By changing A', A", A'", &c. into the coefficients of each

of these expressions, successively, we have p particular values

of equation (4); viz.

L( 1 -fcT)=L( 1-H0+«"L2
(i -j-a?)+«'"L3

(
1 +^)-J-«""L

4
(i +£-)+

-j- a ‘P L/( 1

+b" |L’(i+*) + 0"'L3(i+®)+ j3""L‘(t +.x)+ +

+V" {L3
(iH-*) + /"'L‘(i+0+ + 0~fL^i+O}

+6""|l*(i+*)+ +r-f L^(i+*)j

+r-'*L'(i+i)
from which we derive the equations b"-\-a'=o, 6

"'
4- 6''/3"'+

cc'"=o, &""+6"V""+6"|G""+«""=o, &c.; next we have

L‘( 1+*)=La
(
1+* )4 i

3"'L3
(i4*)+/3""L‘( 1+*) 4.

4/3""'>, L;(i40
=<"' {L3

(i4® 4 ?""L*(i40+ 40-^(14-^)}
4c""{l4 (i40 4 +r~fv[i+x)}

+ X L* (l+a?)

whence we get the equations c'" -f- /3
/7/= oy. c"'

f
-|- c'" -j-

/3""= 0, &c.

The next particular solution is

LI

(i-^'<r)=L3
(i +<*’)+y,/,L4

( -f L* (l-j-a?)

-J-

1

L4

(
1 . -\~y-r L^(i-fa?)|

K"'NL^(i^)
whence d"" 4- <y""=o, &c. and by proceeding in the same way
we have as many equations as the coefficients which are to be
determined.
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So much for the expansion of these functions.

What Mr. Spence means by the note in page ix. of his

Preface, where he speaks of the integral <p (.r) an

equation which is evidently impossible, I am unable to form

the smallest conjecture.

Papcastle, March 3 , 1817 .
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XVIII. On the passage of the ovum from the ovarium to the

uterus in women. By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read May 1, 1817.

No subject connected with physiology has more employed

the attention of the anatomist and philosopher than the first

formation of the embryo in the class mammalia, and yet even

at this day, when the same subject has been completely inves-

tigated in oviparous animals, and it is known that an ovum is

formed in the ovarium of the quadruped, the circumstances

respecting its impregnation have not been ascertained.

The great Harvey, although supplied by the munificence

of his king with deer in all the different stages after being fit

for the male, was unsuccessful. John Hunter, who prose-

cuted the same enquiry in the ewe, also failed. His brother.

Dr. William Hunter, in his splendid work on the Gravid

Uterus, has given the most correct representations of the

human embryo from the end of the third week till the time

of birth, but has not said any thing upon the subject of im-

pregnation.

Haighton a'nd Cruikshank, by experiments on rabbits,,

confirmed the opinion of De Graaf,* that an ovum is carried

from the ovarium into the uterus, but by mistaking the corpus

* De Graaf’s observations are mentioned in the 7th Volume of the Phil. Trans,

p. 4052. In the same volume, p. 4018, Dr. Kerkringius’s observations concern-

ing eggs to be found in all sorts of females are noticed.
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luteum for the effect of impregnation, instead of the sub-

stance in which the ovum is formed, which at that time was

the generally received opinion, got entangled in theoretical

opinions, which misled them in their farther enquiries.

In this state of our knowledge upon this most interesting

subject, accident has done what no predetermined experiments

had accomplished, it has enabled me to detect the ovum in

the human uterus. It is so small, that had not the uterus

been previously hardened in spirit as well as the ovum itself,

it probably would have escaped observation, and, after it was

found, it could not have been identified to be the ovum from

which a child was to be produced, had it not been brought

under the eye of Mr. Bauer, the only person, I may say, in

this or any other country, who could so correctly apply to it

the powers of the microscope, as to determine its form ; could

so separate its parts on the field of the microscope, as to dis-

play its organization ; and so delineate what he saw, as to

convey distinct notions that it was the first rudiments of a

child.

I shall first give the history of the woman's case from the

time of her impregnation, and then detail the appearances

that were met with in the uterus and ovaria, after death.

A servant maid, 21 years of age, had been missing from

her master’s house, on the 7th of January 1817, for several

hours in the forenoon
; she came home in high spirits, said

she had bought a pair of corsets and some other parts of

dress.

In the evening, she got her fellow servant to assist her’ in

putting on the corsets, but on lacing them she complained of

being sick, and all over unwell ; on taking some brandy she
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recovered a little, and went to bed. Next day, she was much

the same
;
the period of menstruation had arrived, but it did

not come on, and from this time there was a wildness in her

manner, and she appeared distressed in her mind. On the

13th she had an epileptic fit attended with delirium, and on

the 15th, about ten o’clock in the forenoon, died.

After death, the uterus showed signs of pregnancy, and

from the statement that has been given, she appears to have

been impregnated on the 7th of January, eight days before

her death ; for, although she was known to have a lover,

there are circumstances to prove, that she could not have

seen him after that time, nor for many days before.

The uterus having been hardened in spirit, with the

assistance of Mr. Clift, I examined the parts. The right

ovarium had a small torn orifice upon the most prominent

part of its external surface, we slit it open in a longitudinal

direction, in a line close to the edge of this orifice; the

orifice was found to lead to a cavity filled up with coagulated

blood, and surrounded by a yellowish organized structure.

Upon opening into the cavity of the uterus, its inner surface

was covered with an exudation of coagulable lymph, beau-

tifully represented in the drawing; (PI. VIII.), the ovum
lay concealed among the long fibres of coagulable lymph

near the cervix, and was brought to view by separating them

with the point of a needle which I employed in making the

search. As soon as it was disentangled, it rose up, moving

along with the loose ends of the fibres into the spirit, by

which the parts were covered. It had an oval appearance,

one portion of it was quite white, the other semi-transpa-

rent
;
but soon after, being exposed to the spirit, the whole
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became opaque. The os tineas was entirely shut up with a

strong solid jelly, the two orifices at the angles of the uterus,

by which it communicates with the Fallopian tubes, were both

pervious.

As the ovum was so extremely small as to admit of dis-

pute, whether it was one or not, I carried it immediately to

Kew to Mr. Bauer, who, after examining it, said that it looked

like the egg of an insect. His drawings of the ovum and

uterus, show to what an excellence microscopical observations

can be carried, since in so small a particle of animal matter,

he has pointed out the effects of impregnation even before

any part of the vascular system had been formed, -and where

only the two projecting points within the ovum had been

marked out as the future situations of the heart and brain.

These two points are still to be distinguished in the ovum in

a dried state, and that towards the broadest end is the largest.

Small as this ovum is, it bears a very fair proportion to

that represented by Dr. Hunter at the end of three weeks
;

and, had this woman lived twenty-four hours longer, the

ovum would probably have in that time been united to the

fibrous structure surrounding it, and appeared secluded from

the cavity of the uterus in the same degree as Dr. Hunter's

is represented to be.

The corpus luteum has always been considered as the

effect of impregnation, and a certain mark of conception hav-

ing taking place, as I have already observed
; but in this case

there was not only the corpus luteum belonging to the pre-

sent conception, but one still more distinct in the middle of

the ovarium. This unexpected appearance of two corpora

lutea, made me enquire farther into the subject, and led me
to discover that the corpus luteum

,
in its origin, is a solid

MDCccxvir. L 1
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compact glandular substance in which the ovum is formed,

and, after the ovum is expelled, the blood which fills up the

cavity is gradually absorbed, leaving a small cavity, which

marks the place where the ovum had been.

Upon examining the ovaria of several women who had

died virgins, and in whom the hymen was too perfect to

admit of the possibility of impregnation, there were not only

distinct corpora lutea, but also, as will be found in the pre-

sent case, small cavities round the edge of the ovarium, evi-

dently left by ova that had passed out at some former period,

so that this happens during the state of virginity ; and, as in

Mr. Cruikshank’s experiments, the fimbriag of the Fallopian

tube of the rabbit in heat, were found embracing the ovarium,

although she had not received the male, we cannot doubt,

that every time a female quadruped is in heat, one or more

ova pass from the ovarium to the uterus, whether she receives

the male or not.

These facts explain the error which physiologists have

gone into, of mistaking the corpus luteum, in which another

ovum is forming, for that which belonged to the ovum of the

present conception, and which at the time of delivery has

disappeared.

Mr. Bauer's drawings not only show the changes which

take place in the ovarium, for the purpose of forming the

ova, but also the internal surface of the Fallopian tube at the

time the ovum passes along it in its course to the uterus,

which I believe has never before been represented.

The appearances are so clearly shown in the drawings, that

it is not necessary to describe them : I shall therefore confine

myself to an explanation of their probable uses.

The dilatation of this tube, at a small distance from the
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fimbriae, appears to be fitted for the reception of the ovum as

well as of the semen, and the ovum is probably retained in

this situation for several days, to prolong the opportunity of

its being impregnated.

It has been disputed, whether the semen ever comes in

contact with the ovum, or even arrives at the uterus ; but as

Mr. Hunter has proved by experiment that it reaches the

uterus,* and as there is no impediment to its passage from

that organ to the ovarium, it must be admitted that the semen

reaches the ovum before impregnation can take place.

The formation of ova in the ovaria, and their appearing in

that organ in succession, joined to the circumstance of ani-

mals during the warm season being ready to receive the

male once a month, leads to an opinion very contrary to that

which is commonly received respecting menstruation. This

discharge has been supposed a previous step, preparing the

uterus for uterogestation
;
and if a woman has not been im-

pregnated soon after menstruation, it is presumed that she

may be more fortunate after her next period.

It is clear from the case which has been stated, that such

periods are totally unconnected with the formation of the

ovum, the process of its leaving the ovarium, or its impreg-

nation ;
but, if impregnation does not take place, such a dis-

charge may be necessary for the relief of parts to which

there had been so great a derivation of blood, as the only

means of restoring them to their natural state. The uterus

in women and in the monkey has a more compact form than

in other animals, which may explain the circumstance of

menstruation being confined to them.

* J. Hunterus canis foeminse inter coeundum occisae, uterum aperuit
;
quo facto

maris semen in ipsum uterum, per saltus intromissum, clare vidit.

L 1 2
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In proof of menstruation not being necessary for impreg-

nation, I shall mention the following case. A young woman
was married before she was seventeen, and, although she

had never menstruated, became pregnant ; four months after

her delivery she became pregnant a second time, and four

months after the second delivery she was a third time preg-

nant, but miscarried ; after this she menstruated for the first

time, and continued to do so for several periods, and again

became pregnant.

I have given Mr. Bauer’s account of the ovum, and the

drawings he has made of it, in his own words, than which

none can be more clear or satisfactory.

“ On closely examining the subject under the microscope, I

found it consisted of membrane, which, considering the ex-

treme minuteness of the subject, is of considerable thickness

and consistence, very little transparent, quite smooth, and

milk white, forming a kind of bag or pouch of an irregular

oval shape, not quite parts of an inch in length, and in its

middle about parts of an inch broad
; on one side it has an

elevated ridge or large fold along the whole length, and on

the opposite side it is open nearly the whole length, but has

no appearance of being torn, the edges of the membrane

being smoothly rolled inwards, which gives it much the

shape of a little shell of the genus Voluta.

44 When laid on glass, the membrane admitted easily to be

laid open on both sides, with the point of a fine camel hair

pencil. When thus opened, I found it contained another

smaller bag somewhat less than parts of an inch long,

and not quite parts of an inch broad, ending at the upper

extremity nearly in a point, but the under extremity was

very obtuse or truncate, and in the middle it was slightly
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contracted, which gave it the appearance of a young seed

capsule of some plants that contain only two seed kernels.

“ This inner bag consisted of a seemingly very thin, per-

fectly smooth, and glossy membrane, which seemed to have

considerable strength, as it bore to be rubbed pretty strongly,

not only with the camel hair pencil, but also with the point of

the quill
;

it seemed to be filled with some thick slimy sub-

stance, as an impression made on it with the point of the

quill remained for a considerable time visible : it contained

two round corpuscules, apparently more opaque, and of a

yellowish tint
;
they were not only visible through the trans-

parent membrane, but they swelled the membrane over them,

so that the light and shade made them to be distinctly seen

;

and by slightly pressing the bag with the quill between the

two corpuscules, they could be separated to a greater distance

from each other, but on putting more moisture upon the sub-

ject, they returned quickly to their former position. This little

bag was along its whole length, with its back part strongly

fixed to the outer membrane, at least I could not remove it

with the camel hair pencil, and more force I was afraid to

employ.

“ I attempted to open the little bag, if possible, to extract

the corpuscules, but on piercing, with the point of a very

small needle, the upper extremity, a thick slimy matter,

like honey, came out, and with the membrane adhered to

the needle, so that I could no farther proceed ; and fearful of

spoiling the whole, I gave up the attempt, and left the subject

on the glass to dry
; but I observed, as the spirit and moisture

gradually evaporated, so the little bag flattened, and, as if

melting, shrunk into the outer membrane, and almost disap-
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peared, but in a strong light was still visible in the micro-

scope.

“ When quite dry, its colour changed to a light yellowish

brown, and it lay quite loose on the glass, except at the upper

extremity, where I attempted to open it
;

it was strongly

glued to the glass, and it required several times to be mois-

tened at that part with water, to remove it from the glass.

“ I have now placed it between two pieces of talc in an ivory

slider; and in a strong light the two corpuscules may still

be seen through a common magnifying glass.”

The drawing of the uterus (PI. VIII.) is of the natural size :

the parts are so distinct that no letters of reference appear to

be necessary to point them out. The ovum is shown exactly

in the spot in which it was discovered, with the appearance

which it at that time put on.

The drawings of the ovaria and Fallopian tubes are magni-

fied four times, to give a more exact notion, than could be

otherwise done, of the canal through which the ovum passes,

before it arrives at the cavity of the uterus. The appearance

the corpora lutea put on, is the most exact representation

from nature. In the right ovarium, cells remain where former

ova had been formed, and one corpus luteum, which is cut

through the middle, has made considerable advance in its for-

mation, another appears to be in a much earlier stage, all the

different orifices are the transverse and oblique sections of

blood vessels.

In the left ovarium, the opening through which the ovum,

the subject of the present Paper, passed out, is distinctly seen,

and the cavity in which it was contained, is filled with coa-

gulated blood in a laminated form ; behind this, the glandular
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structure of the corpus luteum is readily distinguished, of the

form of an irregular oval. Towards the other end of this

ovarium is the transverse section of a corpus luteum, not far

enough advanced in its growth to have a cavity in which the

future ovum is to be generated, the whole having one uniform

glandular structure, the general form, like that of the other,

being irregularly oval. The orange colour, peculiar to the

glandular structure of the corpora lutea, which is very bright,

and forms their distinguishing character, is not given, as the

drawing is intended to be engraved.

Explanation of Plates VIII, IX, X, XI.

Plate VIII.

The uterus laid open from behind, showing the ovum in the

situation in which it was discovered. The other parts require

no description.

Plate IX.

The right ovarium laid open, showing the orifice at which

the ovum escaped. The Fallopian tube laid open through its

whole length. All these parts are minutely described in the

Paper.

Plate X.
The left ovarium and Fallopian tube laid open.

Plate XL
Different views of the ovum.
Fig. 1. The ovum represented of its natural size.

Fig. 2. The ovum magnified, exposing that side which is

covered by one uniform membrane.
Fig. 3. The opposite side exposed, to show that the external

membrane is disunited through its whole length, and unat-

tached to the one under it.

Fig. 4. The two disunited edges of the outer membrane
turned aside, exposing the inner membrane, through which
are seen two very slight protuberances, the probable seat of

the future heart and brain.
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XIX. Somefarther observations on the use of the ColchicumAutum-

nale in Gout. By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read May 8, 1817.

I laid before the Society, some experiments and observa-

tions in favour of this medicine acting upon the gout through

the medium of the circulation, and not by its effects directly

upon the stomach and intestinal canal.

The object of the present Paper is to show that the infu-

sion throws down a deposit, the separation of which does not

appear to diminish the specific effects upon the gout, and

renders those upon the stomach and intestines milder than

when the deposit is taken along with the infusion.

The bulb of the Colchicum Autumnale contains a certain

quantity of extractive matter, and a large portion of mucilage,

both of which are taken up by the wine, in the first instance;

when the strained liquor is allowed to stand, a considerable

deposit almost immediately takes place.

In the first trials that were made with this medicine in St.

George's Hospital, it was natural to enquire whether this

deposit contained any medical virtues, and upon trials fre-

quently repeated, it was found to have none.

This led to the opinion that the extractive matter sus-

pended in the wine, was alone the active part of the medicine,

and not only the first deposit was inert, but also that which

from time to t me was afterwards found to take place.
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Of this opinion I was led to entertain considerable doubts,

in consequence of having found upon one occasion, in which

I took half a bottle of the Eau Medicinale which had been

poured off without shaking the bottle, that the sensible effects

were very mild ; those produced by the other half, in which

the deposit was mixed, were unusually severe, the nausea be-

ing greater, and a greater number of stools being produced.

These doubts were much strengthened,when I found that the

effects of the Eau Medicinale are more violent upon many sto-

machs than those of the vinous infusion of the Colchicum, which

probably arises from the Eau Medicinale being kept in small

bottles, in consequence of which all the deposit that takes place

is given along with the infusion, while the vinous infusion of

Colchicum being kept in large bottles, the deposit falls to the

bottom. If such deposit increased the powers of the medicine

in counteracting the symptoms of gout, it would be unne-

cessary to prosecute this investigation farther, since it would

be absurd to diminish the violence of a medicine, if, by so

doing, its efficacy is to be diminished in an equal degree.

To ascertain this point, I gave 60 drops of the vinous infu-

sion of Colchicum, in which there was no deposit whatever,

to a man labouring under a severe paroxysm of gout, to which

he was a great martyr, and whose paroxysms were usually

of several weeks continuance ; he was 60 years of age.

The medicine was exhibited on the 17th of January 1817,

his pulse being 115. In half an hour, he had slight nausea,

which soon went off. In 5 hours, a profuse perspiration came

on, and the pain of the gout entirely subsided, leaving a

soreness in the parts that had been affected. In 12 hours,

the bowels were gently moved, his pulse 105 and irregular;

mdcccxvii. M m
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in 34 hours, his bowels were acted on a second time; in

39 hours, his pulse was 92, and natural
; in 48 hours, he was

quite well, and has continued so, a period of more than three

months.

The result of this case satisfied me, that the infusion con-

tained the specific remedy for the gout, and that the deposit

is not necessary for its removal.

This rendered it probable that, where the deposit is taken

along with the infusion, its solid form prevents it from being

carried into the circulation of the blood, and it remains in the

stomach, producing more or less mischief in that viscus,

without being any way concerned in driving away the disease

for which the medicine was exhibited
;

in this respect resem-

bling many of the salts of mercury, which irritate the bowels,

without relieving the symptoms of the venereal disease.

I explained these opinions to Mr. Gatcombe, who gives

me his assistance in my professional pursuits, and requested

him to investigate this subject.

To do this more completely, he began by repeating the

three experiments detailed in my former Paper, substituting

the Eau Medicinale for the vinous infusion of Colchicum, so

as to determine with more precision, whether they are or are

not the same medicine.

Exp. 1. Thirty drops of the Eau Medicinale with the de-

posit, were injected into the jugular vein of a dog: the effects

were the same, as in my experiment with the same quantity

of the vinous infusion of Colchicum, only the animal was

2 hours longer in recovering from them, and was purged for

9 hours afterwards.

Exp . 2. Sixty drops of the Eau Medicinale, were given by
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the mouth to the same dog: the effect was less, than in my
experiment with the vinous infusion of Colchicum exhibited

in the same quantity : this arose from a yery copious evacua-

tion of urine having been produced.

Exp. 3. One hundred and sixty drops of the Eau Medi-

cinale, injected into the jugular vein of a dog, produced rather

more violent effects, than in my experiment with the same

quantity of vinous infusion of Colchicum ; the animal died in

6 hours, and after death the appearances of inflammation in

the bowels, were more violent, approaching to mortification.

Mr. Gatcombe having found so exact a similarity in the

effects of the two medicines, in these trials, I requested him

to make the following comparative experiment on the effects

produced upon the stomach and bowels by the Eau Medici-

nale, in which there is a deposit, and the vinous infusion of

Colchicum, in which there is none.

Exp. 4. One hundred and sixty drops of the Eau Medici-

nale, taken by the mouth, produced the same effects, and left

the same appearances after death, as when that quantity was

injected into the vein, only the animal lived 9 instead of

6 hours.

One hundred and sixty drops of the vinous infusion of

Colchicum, were given to a puppy of the same litter; they

produced vomiting, purging, and a great flow of urine ; but

the animal very soon recovered.

Two hundred drops of the same infusion, after an interval

of several days, were given to the same dog, and the effects

were the same
; the dog had become much improved in his

looks and condition.

Three hundred drops, after an interval of several days,

were given to the same dog: effects, corresponding with
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those of 160 drops of the Eau Medicinale, were produced.

The dog died in 9 hours, and the appearances of inflamma-

tion after death were of the same kind, but not nearly so

extensive.

From these experiments the Eau Medicinale with the

deposit, produces double the irritation on the coats of the

stomach and intestines, that is brought on by the vinous

infusion of Colchicum : this probably arises from the local

inflammation brought on by the deposit, upon the internal

membrane of these viscera.

To determine as nearly as possible the effects of the depo-

sit, when applied in a solid form, to the coats of the stomach

and intestines, the following experiment was made.

Exp. 5. Six grains of the deposit of the vinous infusion of

Colchicum, were given to a dog in bread and milk; in 3
hours it produced vomiting and purging, which lasted 24

hours ;
during the latter part of that time, there was blood in

the stools, as well as in what was brought up from the

stomach.

I wished to repeat this experiment with the deposit from

the Eau Medicinale, but found in bottles that had been kept

7 years, the wine had become vapid, and, in this decomposed

state, the acrid part of the deposit had been taken up again ;

so that in 12 bottles, containing different quantities, only 5

grains could be procured, which was quite inert.

Being at a loss to know whether the extractive matter

deposited from the infusion, is in reality more acrid to the

stomach than that suspended in it, or the circumstance of its

being applied in a solid form renders it so, I requested

Professor Brande to acquaint me, if it could be the effect of

any chemical decomposition having taken place.
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He favoured me with the following explanation, which is

highly satisfactory. “ There are certain vegetable bodies

which, when infused in water, or diluted spirit, furnish a solu-

tion which lets fall a sediment, in which their activity, as

purgative medicines, chiefly resides ; this is remarkably the

case with the wild cucumber or elaterium. The sediment is

a very drastic- purge ; the part that remains dissolved is

comparatively mild in its operation upon the bowels.” This

explanation of Professor Brande applies to the Golchicum,

and we are now enabled to separate the purgative qualities of

the vinous infusion of Colchicum and Eau Medicinale, from

those which prove a specific for the gout, in the simplest pos-

sible manner, by keeping them in large bottles, instead of

small ones, and not going too near the bottom.

It also explains what is asserted by Prosper Alpinus,*

that the Egyptian women eat the fresh bulbs, that they may

grow fat; an effect which was found to take place in the dog,

while the dose was confined within such limits as not to act

too violently upon the bowels.

The bulbs of the Egyptian Colchicum, when long kept,

weigh one dram each
; on being steeped in water they double

their weight
; so that the quantity of extractive matter con-

tained in two or three recent bulbs, while combined with the

mucilaginous matter, of which the bulbs are principally com-

posed, is not likely to be sufficient to do more, than act as a

brisk purgative, the occasional use of which tends to make-

people grow fat.

Since this Paper was read, the patient who is mentioned

as having had the gout in January, has had another attack:

* Hist. Nat. Egypt, pars. i. lib. 3. cap. 14.
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it came on the 10th of July, and was removed in the same

manner as the former, by the same dose of the medicine.

The President of the Society also, convinced by the evidence

contained in this and the former Paper, that the Vinum Col-

chici, in which there is no deposit, must be a less hurtful

medicine than the Eau Medicinale, thought it a duty to him-

self and the public to make trial of it, and on the 20th of July,

when the gout in his left hand and the whole of the joints of

that side of the body was very severe, allowed me to give

him 90 drops of the Vinum Colchici, and found that the

symptoms of gout were sooner and more completely removed

than they ever had been by the Eau Medicinale, of which he

has an experience of seven years, having taken it regularly

ever since the 17th of February, 1810, and during that time

kept a regular account of the doses, their effects, and the

intervals between them.
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XX. Upon the extent of the expansion and contraction of timber

in different directions relative to the position of the medulla of

the tree. By Thomas Andrew Knight, Esq. F. R. S. In a

Letter addressed to the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.

G.C. B. P.R. S.

Read May 8, 1817.

My Dear Sir,

Many attempts have been made by writers on vegetable

physiology, to account for the force with which the sap of

trees has been proved by Hale to ascend during the spring,

without any hypothesis having been offered, which has been

thought satisfactory : and almost all, which have been offered,

have been justly rejected as wholly inadequate. I have sug-

gested in the Philosophical Transactions of 1801, sd Part,

page 533, the expansion and contraction of those cellular

processes, which proceed from the bark to the medulla,

which I have there called the true, or silver grain of the

wood; and which have, generally, though most improperly,

been called medullary processes. I have there shown, that

this substance expands and contracts very considerably under

changes of temperatyre and moisture ; and I have stated that

a board of oak, which has been formed by cutting across the

supposed medullary processes, can scarcely be made, by any

means, to retain the same form and position when subjected

to various degrees of heat and moisture. I had not at that

time ascertained, with accuracy, the comparative expansion
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and contraction of timber, when divided in different directions

relative to the medulla of the tree, and I was not in posses-

sion of any fact which enabled me to prove the existence of

any such power, in a state of action, in the living tree. But

experiments, which I have made at different subsequent

periods, have afforded very satisfactory evidence of the pre-

sence of this power in a state of action in living trees, and

have also enabled me to ascertain some facts, which appear

interesting, and likely to prove useful in directing the proper

mode of application of wood for various purposes, in which

it is important that it should permanently retain its primary

extent and form. These experiments were made upon tim-

ber of many different kinds ; but as the results were all very

nearly the same, I shall confine myself to those made upon

the oak, the ash, the beech, and poplar.

Some thin boards of the wood of two of the above men-

tioned species of trees, the ash and the beech, were cut in oppo-

site directions relative to their medulla, so that the convergent

cellular processes crossed the centre of the surfaces of some of

them at right angles, and lay parallel with the surfaces of

others ; by which means I became enabled to mark the compa-

rative extent of their expansion and contraction when they

were subjected to various degrees of heat and moisture. Both

were placed under perfectly similar circumstances in a warm
room, where those, which had been formed by cutting across

the convergent cellular processes, soon changed their form

very considerably, the one side becoming hollow, and the other

raised ; and in drying these contracted nearly fourteen per cent,

relative to their breadth. The others retained, with very little

variation, their primary form, and did not contract more than
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three and a half per cent, in drying. Both were, subsequently,

several times subjected to various degrees of temperature and

moisture, and each expanded nearly in the same degree that

it had contracted, the form of the one remaining ver)^ nearly

permanent, and that of the other constantly changing.

A beech and an ash tree, each somewhat exceeding twenty

inches in diameter, were felled in the end of January (at

which time the buds of both had become sensibly enlarged

)

and a transverse section of about an inch in thickness, and

necessarily of a circular form, was immediately cut off from

the trunk of each, near its base. An incision was then at-

tempted to be made with a saw from the bark to the medulla,

directly in the line of the convergent cellular processes, with

the expectation that these, on each side, would expand, and

impede the action of the saw. The result was just what I

had anticipated, and longbefore the saw approached near the

medulla, it became so strongly compressed that my assistant

could scarcely move it. A much thinner saw, which I had

in readiness, was then employed
;
and the incision, which was

kept open by a wedge, was extended to the medulla. The

wedge w^as then withdrawal, and the opposite sides of the

division instantly came in contact with great force. A second

incision, similar to the preceding, was then made to com-

mence at the bark, about an inch distant from the preceding,

and to terminate, like that, at the medulla ; by which means,

a wedge of wood, an inch square at the bark, and ending in

an edge at the medulla, and ten inches in length, was wholly

detached. This, nevertheless, did not quit its position, being

retained in it by the expansion of the wood from which it had

been separated.

N nMDCCCXVII.
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The opposite sides of the same transverse sections of wood

were divided by the saw in a direction diametrically opposite

to that above mentioned ; under which circumstances, the

expansion of the convergent cellular processes could not, as in

the preceding cases, occasion any pressure upon the sides of

the saw, which consequently continued to move with perfect

freedom.

These circumstances led me to infer, that the medullary

canal must be subject to considerable variations of diameter,

with the increase or diminution of the quantity of moisture in

the wood ; and I conceived, that I should easily be able to

ascertain the truth or falsehood of this conjecture by the fol-

lowing means. I selected, in winter, some parts of the stems

of young trees as soon as they were felled, which I retained

in such a situation as might occasion them to lose a consider-

able part of the water they contained, though not to such an

extent as to destroy, or endanger, life. The medulla of these

was then removed ; and the space it had occupied was filled

with cylindrical pieces of metal, which were so large that

they could not be introduced without considerable force. The
pieces of wood were then deposited in a damp soil, from

which they absorbed much moisture ; and at the distance of

ten days, I found the medullary canal so much enlarged, that

the pieces of metal dropped through without any pressure

being applied.

I am prepared to prove, in a future communication, that

the quantity of moisture in the alburnum is subject to great

variations in the living tree, and therefore I conclude, that -

the medullary canal frequently changes the extent of its

diameter.
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It appears probable that, by means of this kind of expan-

sion, the internal parts of timber trees so frequently become

rifted or cleft. Winds have been assumed by some, and

frost by others, as the cause of these injuries. But winds

cannot possibly be the cause, as pollared oak trees, upon

which these can exert but very little power, are almost al-

ways rifted ; and the frost of this climate is rarely, or never,

sufficiently intense to congeal the winter sap of trees. This

agent must also, I conceive, act suddenly, if it act at all, and

the trunks of large oaks can not suddenly be cleft asunder

in silence. The oak timber of England is also much more

frequently rifted than that of the north of Europe. The force

with which the cellular substance of timber expands, is fully

equal to produce the preceding effects. I have often seen it

overcome the pressure of many tons : it is therefore greatly

more than equal to give the impulse to the sap, which was ob-

served by Hale ; and as it is obviously in action in the living

tree, 1 must retain the opinion which I formerly gave, that it

is the agent by which motion is given to the ascending fluid.

How it immediately acts upon the passages through which that

fluid ascends, and whether that fluid passes through the cells

themselves, or through the intercellular passages described in

the elaborate wrork of Dr. Kieser,* I confess myself to be

wholly ignorant, and the slow motion of the fluid, the exces-

sive minuteness of the passages, and the varieties of directions

in which it is often moving at one and the same time, will

ever render this a question of extremely difficult solution.

There is another kind of contraction in timber whilst drying,

and of expansion when subsequently wetted or moistened,

* Memoire sur POrganization des Plantes.

N 11 2
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which is observable only in lifeless vrood
;
and which has

apparently no connection with the power by which the sap is

raised in the living tree. The interior and older layers of wood

are much more solid and specifically heavy, than the external

layers in the same tree ; and the latter, consequently, con-

tract more longitudinally in drying than the former, and the

edge of every board (that has been cut with surfaces nearly

parallel with the line of the convergent cellular processes)

which lay nearest the medulla in the tree, will therefore in

drying become convex, whilst the opposite edge will become

concave. The ill effects of this are often felt when oak tim-

ber is employed to form joists, part of these in drying always

rising above, and others sinking below the first and proper

position. The cause of some musical and other instruments

being put out of order by changes of weather, whilst others,

apparently similarly constructed, are free from such de-

fects, may probably be traced to one of the sources above-

mentioned.

I am, my dear Sir, &c.

T. A. KNIGHT.
Downton, April z6, 1817.

The Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. G. C. B. P.R. S.
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XXI. Observations on the temperature of the ocean and atmo-

sphere
,
and on the density of sea-water, made during a voyage

to Ceylon. In a Letter to Sir Humphry Davy, LL. D
F. R. S. By John Davy, M. D. F. R . S.

Read May 22, 1817.

My Dear Brother,

According to the promise contained in a former letter, I

proceed to give you a short account of the observations which

I made during my late voyage from England to Ceylon. At

present, I shall confine myself chiefly to three topics, the

specific gravity of the water of the ocean, and its tempera-

ture, and the temperature of the atmosphere; subjects of

some importance in the natural history of our globe
; and

in which, I know, you are interested. Incidentally I shall

notice the height of the barometer, the direction of the winds,

and the state of the weather.

For the sake of brevity, I shall present the principal results

of my observations in the form of a table, to which I shall

add some explanatory notes and general remarks.
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34.25 3> 2 IO253 64, 60, 62, 2 65, 63,75 64, 5 29, 7 w Cloudy, some rain.

33.25 2,50 65,. 61, 63, 5 66, 65, 65,25, 29, 9 W by S Cloudy.

33.43 °’43 63, 5 60, 5 61, 6 65, 63, 5 64, 2 3°, - SW, SSE
33.28 1, 2 62, 5 59,75 61, 64, 5 62,75 63, 6 30, SW
34.14 1, 1 61, 59,75 60, 3 64, 5 62, 5 63>75 30, 2

63, 59 , 5 62, 2 64, 5 62, 62, 6 E by N Wazy.

35.33 2,13 64, 5 61, 62, 6 64, 62, 63, W by N Cloudy.

3M5 5 , 3 i IO25 1 65, 5 62, 5 63,75 64, 5 62, s 63, 4
34.36 7 ,i 3 66, 63, 64, 4 65, ^,7j 64, 30, 1 NW Fine.

34.32 64, 61, 64, 6 66, 6 63, 5 65, 2 30, 2 NW, SSE
33.26- 10,11, 6 1, 59, 60, 5

6 3 , 5 60, 62,. 3°, 3 SE by S

34.32 60, 58, 58 , 5 63, 61, 61, 9 30, 4 Cloudy.
35,22 11,23 60, 58, 58 , 4 65, 61,75 62, 7 30, 5 SSE, SE by S Fine.

34,28 12 , 7 59, 58 , 58, 9 6 S, 5925 63, 4 30, 5 ESE, E by N
35 , 1 13,20 61

, 5 58 , 60,25 64, 60, 61 , 6 3 °, Cloudy.

34,23 H,17 63, 57 , 5 60,25 64 , 5 61, 63, 3 °, 3
' NW, SW Squally.

34 . 1 15,31 58 , 5 6 , 5 57, ()
3 , 5 62, 63, SW by S

34,24 16,45 62, •

59 , 60,70 62,75 61, 5 62, 30,7 to 29 NW, SSW More clear and moderate.
34. 1 17,51 10259 60, 57 , 58 , 62, 5 57 , 60, 30, 2 SWS

58 , 54 * 56 ,
'

57 , 55, 56, 2 30, 2 In sight of Table Mountain, and
within soundings.

IO25 I 56, 5 1 ’ 54 , 1 55,25 53 , 55, All day in soundings.
- 60, 55, 58, 4 52 , 57 > 60, 3 SSW Still in sight of land, water still

62, 65, 5

greenish.

5 9 , 59,75 58 , 63, SSW Out of sight of land, water blue.
34,i5 62, 59 > 60, 4 6

3 > 5 62,75 63, ENE Pleasant.

34,53 15 , 8 63, 5 60, 61,25 64, 61, 62, 6 i NNE
35 , 1 16,42 61, 60, 60, 5 61, 5 59,75 60, 8 Cloudy.
36, 4 19,26 64, 59 , 5 61, 6 66, 6b, 5 60, 3 NW Tempestuous.
35 >57 24, IO253 62,75 58, 59 , 1 7i, 5 6,1, 66, 9 NW, SW
35,36 27,19 $ 8 > 5 57 , 57 > 6 67, 5 61, 65, SW
35 , 5 ° 28,30 64, 57 , 62, 67, 64, 66, 3 NW Improving.
35,53 30,53 64, 61, 62, 9 65 , 6

.3 , 64, 2

.

Pleasant.

35,52 33,54 6
3,25

|

62, 62, 6 65, 63, 5 64, 4 SW, N by W iFine.
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Time.
Latitude

by

Observation;

Longitude

;

by

Chrono-

meter.

Specific

gra-

vity

of

sea

j.

water,

at

temp.

80

.

i

Maximum

;

temp.

of

the

airin

the

[24
hours.

Minimum.

Mean.

S

Maximum

temp,

of

the

sea

in

the

24

hours.

Minimum.

Mean.
Barometer.

Winds. Weather, &c.

j
n lie 1

5

s - 35-31 W36,
"

65 ,

" © //

59 -

O

6l, 3 64, 5 63, S 63- 9

0
/

30,3 W bv N, SW |
16 24.23 37>56 62, 60,75 61, 5 65, 5 64, 65, 29,8 SE, NW Cloudy.

1 7 34-44 4°. 7 65. 58. 61, 6 65 , 61, 64, 30,3 NW, SE by S A thunder storm;.

i8 33-48 42
- 3

60, 58, 5 59 . 5 65 , 62, 63, 4 30,6 E by S- Pleasant.

J 9 3448 42,24 63, 59 . 5
61, 64, 61, 5 63, 30 to 2! NE: Cloudy, tempestuous, show

20 34-54 45.57 63, 61, 62, 64, 62, 62, 7 30,1 N Incessant rain and thundeand
lightning.

2 I 35 > 7 48,40- 63, 58, 61, 62, 60, 60, 9 3 °,
WNW Improving.

22
. 34-34 5 J ,35 62, 57 . 39 - 8 62. 60, 60, 9 30,1 w

23 33-36 55-56 60, 57 * 58 , 7 62,25 61, 61, 5 30,1 W by S Moderate.

2 4 3 2
- 4 58,18 10260 60, 57,25 58 , 3 62,25 61, 5

62, 30,1 SW, SE Pleasant.

31, 2 60, 59 , 56. 5 57 . 3 62, 60,75 61, 2 30,1 NNW Gloomy,
26 3°,39 60,33 59 * 57 . 57 . 2 63- 61, 1 61, 8 30,3 E by S, ENE
27 30,48 60,36 6l, 5 59 - 5 60, 6 61. 5 60,25 61, 3 30,3 NE
28 31.23 - 63., 1

7. 63, 61, 5
62, 5 t> 3-75 62, 62, 5 30.2 N by E

29 31,20 64,34 62, 5 62, 63, 6
.3-75 61, 62, 5 30,1

3° 30-53 65,38 67, 62, 5 63. 65. 5 63, 5 64, 5 Jo,4 N, W by N Fair.

July 1 30,58 65,45 66, 61, 5
6 3 . 6 65. 63,25 63, 6 30,2 SW Gloomy, some rain.

2 29,23 66,17 62, 62, 60, 7 67, 64, 65, 5 30,3 SE Fair,

3 27,-18 66,30 64, 60, 62, 4 68,75 65,75 67, 3 30,4 E

4 24,45 65,45 67, 64, 5 65, 8 7o 75 68, 69, 4 30,3 E by S, E by N
5 21,45 65,25 10259 69, 67. 68, 72, 70, 7 ', 30,4 SE
6 I 9 -S 3 63, 1 7 i» 68, 69, 74 - 72, 72, 5 3 °, Off Rodriguez.

7 j 9-44 62,50 7 i. 69, 69, 5 73 - 5 71, 5 72, 3 30,2 S by W At night in sight of the |s| of

France.

17 19,15 57-5 5 72,75 7 >. 7 *. 6 74 , 5 72, 73 , 30,1 E by S Fair, out of sight of land.

18 18,14 57.30 74 * 0 72. 72, 3 74 - 72, 5 74 - 7 30,2 E
19 i 7> 6 57 . 3 74 , 5 72 . 73 - 4 75 , 72, 5 74 > 30,2 E by S

2: 15-46 58, 74 - 5 72. 5 73 - 6 76,25 75 , 75 - 8 30,2 ESE Showers.

2

1

1 4,22 58,48 75 - 74 - 5 74 ’ 7 76 . 5 75 , 76, 30,2 E Night squally.

22 12,17 59 - 3 76, 5 73 . 5 75 . 1 77 , 74-25 75 , 6 30,2 E by S Fair.

2 3 10,12 bo . 77 » 74-75 75 , 1 77 - 5 75 , 76,25 30,

24 7-54 60,23 77 , 5 72, 74 - 6 77-5 75 , 75-75 3 °,
—— night squally.

25 5,42 60,5 1 76, 75 . 75 - 4 77 , 75 , 5 76, 2 3 °, 1 SE Squalls with rain.

26 4, 6 61,45 78 , 76, 77 , 78,25 75-75 76 , 5
2 7 2,40 62,51 78 , 76,25 77 , 79 - 5 78 , 5 79 , E by N Cloudy, squalls with. rain.

2 3 1,40 63.35 IO253 79 - 5 77 - 5 78 , 81, 77 - 79 - 5 NE Improving.

29 1,14 63.3° 79 . 75 . 5 78 , 80, 5 78 , 79 , 4 Rainy night*

3° 0,19 65,11 78,25 77. 77 - 8 81. 79 , 80, 2 SE Pleasant.

3 1 N C,2 2 66,36 8.i, 73 . 5 77 , 5 82, 5 78, 80, 5
W by N Day calm, night rainy.

Aug. 1 0,30 t.7.52 77,75 75 . 77 . 80, 5 ? 9 - 5 80, S by W Much rain.

2 0,26 68,58 78 , 76. 77 , 5 8 t

,

80, 80, 4 S by E, S by W Unsettled, some rain.

3 0,58 70, 6 81, 78. 5 79 - 9 81, s 80, jSo, 7 ssw Fine

4 1,27 71-51 80, 5 78,75 79 , 9 85,75 80, 80, 7 S by W
5 1,17 73-53 81, 79 , 79 - 5 8 5 79-75 ,8 1, S

1

6 5.37 75,36 80, 5 78 , 79 - 9 85-75 79 - 5 80, 6 SW
7 2,10 76.37 82, 76, 78 , 8 83- 5 so, 81, 7 SW by W Part of the day calm.

8 2.34 7?, 2 5 81, 77 . 5 79 - 6 82,25 79,25 80, 7 N by W Pleasant.

9 2,30 77,53 82, 75 ? 5 77 , 84, 78, 5 80, 3 Calm.

xo 3 > 22 79 - 4 79-75 77 . 77 - 6 79*75 78,25 79 ,
Calm till 4 P. M.

n 5,17 79,42 79-75 76,25 77 , 6 79 , 76, 77 , 5 NW . Frequent squalls.

12 6,24 77,75 75.75 76 , 6 78, 76, 76 , 9 WNW Pleasant, in sight of Ceyf

soundings.
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In all the experiments on the density of sea-water, the re-

sults of which are recorded in the Journal, the water used

was taken from the surface of the ocean, in a large clean

bucket. The results introduced before we passed the equator

the first time, were procured at sea ;
the remainder, from

o° 1 2" south lat. to Ceylon, were obtained on land from expe-

riments made on specimens of water preserved in well corked

phials. In the experiments on board ship, as soon as the

water was drawn, its temperature was ascertained, and then

it was immediately weighed. The balance employed was not

very delicate, for a very delicate instrument does not answer

at sea, on account of the ship’s motion ; however, it was pretty

readily affected by of a grain. The glass vessel in which

the water was weighed, was such a one as is commonly used

at home ; its capacity was equal to about 300 grains. In the

experiments on shore, the same vessel was used, but a diffe-

rent balance, one of a more delicate construction. I have

chosen the temperature 8c° Fahrenheit, for which I have

calculated all the results, because it is nearly the mean annual

temperature of this place, and nearly the mean at sea, in the

intertropical regions.

The experiments made at sea I do not of course value so

much, as those made on land : considered, however, merely

as approximations to the truth, which I am sure they are,

the results favour the general conclusion already formed by

some philosophers, that the ocean resembles the atmosphere

in being (caeteris paribus) of nearly the same specific gravity

throughout.

And farther, they lead to the conclusion, that the slight

mdcccxvii. O o
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variations of specific gravity observed, do not regularly con-

form to the difference of temperature.

That the specific gravity of the water of the ocean, in all

its parts, however remote, should be nearly the same, is easily

explained
;

it is indeed what might be expected from theory.

It is more difficult, it appears to me, to account for the slight

variations ; I may remark, they appeared to me greatest when

the sea was rough and agitated ; and once the specific gra-

vity of the water seemed diminished by a heavy fall of rain,

viz. in lat. 4
0 north, and in long. 180 13" west, where we

experienced a quick succession of tropical squalls.

Whether there is a specific gravity peculiar to the water of

each zone, as a modern traveller of high authority endeavours

to prove, I am greatly in doubt. From my own experiments,

in which I cannot but put some reliance, I feel much in-

clined to infer the contrary, and especially from those made

on land, which I know to be perfectly accurate. Several of

these agree in giving the same specific gravity to specimens

of water taken from parts cf the ocean very remote from each

other; for instance, the water from Jat. o° 12" south, and

22
0
36" south, and that from 34,° 25" south, and the water

that washes the shores of Colombo.

For ascertaining the temperature of the air and of the

water of the ocean, I used delicate pocket-thermometers, the

bulbs of which projected about an inch from the ivory scale.

In the experiments on the temperature of the ocean, the water

was tried the instant it was drawn, before it was affected by

the air. To find the temperature of the air, I always chose

the coolest part of the ship on deck, and always put the in-
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strument in the shade, and exposed it to the wind, taking care

not to bring it near any surface that had the power of radi-

ating much heat, circumstances, I need not remark, of im-

portance to be attended to, and, in consequence of the neglect

of which, the temperature at sea, in the intertropical regions,

has by most observers been overrated.

During the greater part of the voyage, observations were

made every two hours, on the temperature both of the air and

of the water; and with the kind assistance of the mates of

the ship, Messrs. Sleight and Powell, intelligent and oblig-

ing men, they were carried on during the night as well as

the day.

I am not aware that the law of the diurnal variation of the

temperature of the atmosphere at sea, has been described by

any writer. From the numerous observations, which I had

an opportunity of making, between and bordering on the tro-

pics, it appeared to me perfectly regular at a great distance

from land, when the weather was fine, and the wind steady.

In these circumstances, I found the air at its maximum tem-

perature precisely at noon, and at its minimum towards sun-

rise. I shall give in illustration of the fact two instances from

my note book.

April 2d. S. lat. 21 0
3". W. long. 27° 27". Wind E. by S.

Hour.

6 A. M.

8

10

12

Temperature,

o //

78

79
~ 79,5

80

2 P. M. - - 79,25

4 - - 79
O o 2
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Hour. Temperature..

6 78,5

8 78

10 - 78

12 77,75

2 A. M. 77,75

4 77, 5

6 77, 5

April 5th. S. lat. 24,° 22" W. long. 26° 27". Wind ENE„

Hour. Temperature.

6 A. M. - - 76
"

8 - - 77,5

10 78,25

12 - - 79 ’75

s P. M. - - 78, 5

4 - - 77.75

6 - - - 77, 5
8 - - 77

10 - - 77

is - - - 76, s
s A. M. - - 76, 5

4 - - 76

Here we perceive the variation of the temperature of the

air, following the course of the sun, pretty considerable

whilst it is above the horizon, and very insignificant during

the night ; and this, I may remark, is a general fact at sea,

and one of the principal features of difference between the

temperature of the atmosphere over the land, and over the

ocean.
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The law of the regular variation of temperature, is fre-

quently interrupted. Even in fine weather, when the air is

not in. motion, it is subject to interruption. During a calm,

the variation of temperature is nearly the same as on land,

the maximum degree of heat not being at noon precisely,

but some time after, and for the same reason ; because there

is an accumulation of heat, and not only in the ship, but

actually in the water itself, as I may show by noticing the

temperature of the air and of the sea, during even a short

calm, hardly of 24 hours duration.

August 7th. N. lat. 2
0 10" E. long. 76° 37".

Hour. Temp, of air. Of the sea.

6 A. M.
0 0

78,5 -
• »

80

8 79,5 - 81

10 80,5
- 81,5

12 - 82 - 82,5

2 P. M. 82,5 - 83,5

3 82 - 83,5

4 81,5

But the law is more remarkably interrupted during storms

and unsettled weather, as a couple of instances will be suffi-

cient to prove.

March 17th. N. lat. 4
0

. W. long. 180 30"
Hour. Weather. Temp, of air. of the rain water.

3 A. M. Clear 80

11 Rain approaching 77 76
ii° 30 Just passed 74 73
12 Cloudy 79
1 P. M. After a shower 76,5 76

4 - 75 74
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March 27th. S. lat. io° 30". W. long. 24
0
25".

Hour. Weather. Temp, of air.

5 A. M. Fair 79
6 Rain approaching 78

6 30 - Raining heavily 75,5

7 Rain just ceased 76,5

8 Sunshine - 79^5
9 Raining 76
10 Cloudy 79,5
12 Fair 80,5

The showers in each instance were accompanied by hard

gusts of wind, and thunder and lightning. The rain-water,

the temperature of which was ascertained, was collected

in a glass as it ran from the awning.

The equatorial regions appear to be particularly subject to

storms, violent rain, and electrical phenomena, the effect of

which, in diminishing the temperature, seems to afford a

natural explanation of the comparative coolness, both of the

atmosphere and the ocean, that we experienced each time we
passed the line.

The temperature of the sea, it has been asserted by some

writers, is subject to little or no diurnal variation. That this

remark is far from correct, is evident from the slightest in-

spection of the Meteorological Journal ; it is an opinion that

could be formed only from hypothetical views, ill founded.

The fact, as the Journal exhibits, is, that the diurnal change

of the temperature of the sea is very nearly as great as that

of the incumbent atmosphere. From all the observations I

could make, when the circumstances were most favourable

to accurate results, when the weather was fine, the sea

smooth, and the land at a great distance, it appeared to me.
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that the maximum temperature is about three in the after-

noon, and its minimum

single example in detail.

towards sunrise. I shall give a

April 5th. S. 24
0

22''.

Hour.

W. long. 2

7

0 8".

Temp, of the sea.

8 A. M. -
0 //

79V5
10 - - 79 >5

12 - 79 > 5

2 P. M. - 80

4 - - 80, 5
6 - 80

8 - 79.

5

10 - 79
12 - - 78,

5

2 A. M. - 78

4 -
77.75

6 - 76

Like the atmosphere, the ocean is subject to irregularities

of temperature. This fact is proved by the Journal in an

ample manner. The causes which produce these irregula-

rities may be divided, very generally, into three kinds, tem-

pestuous weather, shoals, and currents.

Independent of other modes of operation, and they are

various in tempestuous weather, superficial currents appear

to be established in the course of the prevailing winds. If

the wind be from a cold quarter, the temperature of this cur-

rent is comparatively low, and vice versa. This fact is mani-

fest in the effect of the gales we experienced between the

7th and 12th of April, during which time, being south of the
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equator, and the wind blowing from the south, the tempera-

ture of the sea was considerably reduced.

Where the sea is shallow, it is now a well established fact,*

that the temperature of the water is comparatively low ; an

important circumstance, highly deserving the attention of the

practical navigator ; it may forewarn him of a bank in the

darkness of night, when nothing else would indicate it, and

put him on his guard when approaching low shores and shal-

lows, time enough to avoid their dangers. In advancing to

wards the Cape of Good Hope, and in doubling that pro-

montory, and in making Ceylon, I collected some observations

on this subject, the results, of which I shall now introduce.

On making Table-bay, before land was to be seen, there was

a decided fall of the temperature of the water, viz. from above

6o to 58, thus.

May nth. S. lat 34
0 1". E. long. 17

0
$ 1" at

8 A. M. the temp, of the water was 62,5

10 - - 62,5

12 - 61,5

2 P. M. - - 61

5 60

10 58

12 - - - - 58

2 A. M. - - - - 58,5

4 Land in sight - 59

7 About 20 miles from land - 58

8 57

* Observed by Dr. Fianklin, Mr. J. Williams, &c. See Williams’s Ther-

mometrical Navigation. Philadelphia 1790
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10 - 56

12 5s

2 P. M. - - - 55

4 - - - 56

8 In soundings - 56,5

30 56,5

32 “55
4 A. M. - - - 5.5

6 - - - - 56,5

8 5^,5

During these two days we were gradually approaching

land, at the average rate of about two miles an hour. The

observations were continued, till we were within about two

miles of the shore. The observations I made on leaving the

bay, corresponded with the foregoing, as nearly as could be

expected, considering the track Was not precisely the same,

and the cold season more advanced.
o /#

June 3d. 8 A. M. Haifa mile from land, temp, of water 53
10 About three miles from land 54,25

2 P. M. Off Robin Island, nine miles from

Cape Town, in ten fathoms water - 55,25

4 55,25

12 - - - 54, 5
2 A. M. - - - 54* 5
8 - - - 57, 5

30 - - - - 57

12 - - - - -60
2 P. M. - - - 61

4 - - - - - 62

PpMDCCCXVII.
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Before four in the afternoon we were out of sight of the

Cape of Good Hope, and in deep water.

In approaching Ceylon, and particularly the southern

shore of the island, where the mean annual temperature

appears to be about 8o°, little or no change of temperature

could be expected on entering shallow water
;
yet we expe-

rienced a manifest change, a reduction of at least two de-

grees on coming into soundings. When we were in north

latitude 5
0
17", and east longitude by chronometer 79

0
42",

the temperature of the water began to fall ; in the morning

at eight, it was 78° 5" and at ten at night it was 76
°
5". Next

morning, land was discovered.

From the observations, in general, on the temperature of

the water, recorded in the Journal, there is reason to believe,

that during the whole voyage we were frequently encoun-

tering currents. Many of the results stated, are scarcely to

be explained on any other hypothesis. When the tempera-

ture of the water became suddenly reduced, I inferred we
were either in a current from the poles, or over some high

ground in the bed of the ocean ; and the former conclusion

was almost constantly confirmed by other observations. And

on the contrary, when the temperature of the water experi-

enced a sudden increase, I inferred that we were in a current

flowing from the equatorial regions. The only current we

passed, that appears to me to require particular notice, is the

well known one, that flows round the bank of Lagullas, from

the south-east coast of Africa. It is marked in all charts,

and it has been pretty minutely, and very scientifically

described, and its course explained by Major Rennell,
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but hitherto, I believe, no notice has been taken of its high

temperature, or of the effect which I believe it has, in pro-

ducing a curious phenomenon on the summit of the Table-

mountain, not yet accounted for, viz, a dense covering of

mist called the “ table-cloth/’ which universally appears

when the wind blows from the south-east. I shall copy

from my notes, taken at the time, the observations I made

in crossing this current.

June 10th. S. lat. 35
0
57". E. long. 24/.

Hour. Temperature of the Sea.

6 A.M. 6l

8 71 , 5
10 7°> 5
11 70

12 68

l P. M. 68, 5
2 - - 5

4 68

5 - 67

6 66
, 5

7 67

8 67

9 - - 67

10 66,75

11 67

12 67

1 A. M. 67

2 67

8 - 61

4 61

P p 2
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Hour. Temperature of the Sea.

5 - 64,

6 66,75

7 - 66

9 67

10 - 67, 5

12 66

2 P. M. 67 , 5

4 65, 5
Now, judging from the change of temperature, we appear

to have suddenly passed from the bank of Lagullas into the

current that flows round its borders. Major Rennell, I be-

lieve, observes, that at the border of the bank, the current is

strongest ;
the high temperature of the water there, at least

ten degrees above the neighbouring sea, is readily accounted

for on that idea. We appear to have continued in the cur-

rent seventeen hours, the course the ship was going was

nearly due east, her average rate 7.65 miles an hour, and

hence, supposing we were sailing immediately across the

stream, as probably we were, or very nearly, its width may

be inferred to be about 130 miles; a distance little differing

from that commonly assigned to it. Having traversed this

current, we seem from the low temperature of the water for

two hours, to have been passing a bank twelve miles wide,

and then to have entered a second current running in the

same direction as the first.

I have alluded to a connection between these currents and

the covering of dense mist, that occasionally occurs on the

Table-mountain, called the “ Table-cloth.” The connection

is evident, and readily explained. The phenomenon only
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presents itself when a cold wind blows, viz. the south-east.

This wind must condense the aqueous vapour rising from the

warm current, and carry it towards the land. During the

short stay we made at the Cape, I once had an opportunity

of seeing the mist advancing ; it came rapidly over the sur-

face of the sea, which it entirely concealed, whilst the air

above was perfectly clear
; it soon reached the land, spread

along the coast gradually, ascended the mountain, and there

remained almost stationary, enveloping the summit, some-

times encreasing and descending on the opposite side over-

hanging Cape Town, and sometimes diminishing and retreat-

ing. That it should remain so nearly stationary on the top

of Table Hill, whilst the south-east wind continues, is not

surprising, considering the height of this hill, 3582 feet above

the level of the sea, its precipitous sides, and the extensive

surface of its top ; nor is it strange, that it should rarely

descend, except when the wind blows hard, taking into

account the situation of the ground beneath, sheltered and

warm, and the site of a large town, from which a current of

hot air must be constantly rising.

I cannot conclude, without insisting with Mr. Jonathan

Williams on the use of the thermometer at sea
;

if commonly

employed, and the observations made with it recorded, a

general knowledge might soon be obtained of the average

temperature of all parts of the ocean, and a fund of curious

and useful information might be collected, especially respect-

ing currents and shoals, that to practical navigators could not

fail of being highly serviceable.

In another letter, I propose communicating to you the
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observations I have collected on the temperature of man and

other animals in different climates. The experiments were

made during my voyage, and during my stay at the Cape,

and the Isle of France, and my residence at this place.

I remain, &c.

JOHN DAVY.
Colombo, Nov. 3, j8i6.
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XXII. Observations on the genus Ocythoe of Rafinesque, with a

description of a new species. By William Elford Leach,

M. D. F. R. S.

Read June 5, 1817.

Pliny, Aldrovandus, Lister, Rumphius, d’ArgenvillB,

Bruguiere, Bose, Cuvier, and Shaw, have described a spe-

cies of this genus, that is often found in the Argonauta argo

(common paper-nautilus) and which they have regarded as

its animal, since no other inhabitant has been observed in it.

Sir Joseph Banks, and some other naturalists, have always

entertained a contrary opinion, believing it to be no more than

a parasitical inhabitant of the Argonaut’s shell, and Rafi-

nesque, (whose situation on the shores of the Mediterra-

nean, has afforded him ample opportunities of studying this

animal, and of observing its habits) has regarded it as a pecu-

liar genus, allied to the Polypus* of Aristotle, residing

parasitically in the above mentioned shell.

Dr. Blainville, ten months since, when speaking of the

Argonauta
,
said, “ animal unknown,” and he has lately in-

formed me, that he has written a long dissertation to prove,

that the Ocythoe of Rafinesque, does not belong to the shell

in which it is found.

The observations made by the late Mr. John Cran ch,

zoologist to the unfortunate Congo expedition, have cleared

from my mind any doubts on the subject. In the gulf of

* Sepia octopodia Linne.
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Guinea, and afterwards on the voyage, he took (by means of

a small net, (which was always suspended over the side of

the vessel) several specimens of a new species of Ocythce,

which were swimming in a small argonauta
,
on the surface

of the sea.

On the 1 3th of June, he placed two living specimens in a ves-

sel of sea water ;
the animals very soon protruded their arms,

and swam on and below the surface, having all the actions

of the common polypus of our seas : by means of their suckers,

they adhered firmly to any substance with which they came

in contact, and when sticking to the sides of the basin, the

shell might easily be withdrawn from the animals. They had

the power of completely withdrawing within the shell, and

of leaving it entirely. One individual quitted its shell, and

lived several hours, swimming about, and showing no incli-

nation to return into it ; and others left the shells, as he was

taking them up in the net. They changed colour, like

other animals of the class cephalopoda ; when at rest the

colour was pale flesh-coloured, more or less speckled with

purplish ; the under parts of the arms were bluish grey ; the

suckers whitish.

The Ocythoe differs generically from the polypus, in having

shorter arms, with pedunculated instead of simple suckers;

the superior arms too are dilated into, or furnished with, a

wing-like process on their interior extremities.

All the internal organs are essentially the same as in the

polypus, although they are somewhat modified in their pro-

portion ; but as these differences may be the result of the

contraction caused by the spirits, in which they are preserved,

k may be more prudent not to dwell on them. Two cha-
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racters, however, which I could not discover in thqpolypus, may

be mentioned, namely, four oblong spots on the inside of the

tube, resembling surfaces for the secretion of mucus ; two

inferior and lateral, and two superior, larger, and meeting

anteriorly. On the rim of the sac, immediately above the

branchias, on each side, is a small, short, fleshy tubercle, which

fits into an excavation on the opposite side of the sac. This

character, which, with slight modifications is common to this

genus, to loligo and sepia, does not exist in the polypus *

Although the superior arms are stated to perform such

different functions from those of the polypus, yet they are sup-

plied in the same manner, and from the same source with

nerves. The muscles of these parts were in too contracted a

state, to enable me to ascertain if they were in any degree

different from those in the same parts of its kindred genus.

The general form of the body of this species of ocythoe,

is the same as that of the common polypus, and it is covered

by the same integuments, without any surface adapted either

to adhere to, or to secrete, the shell in which it is found.

The sexes differ as in the polypus

»

Ocythoe Cranchil

O. corpore purpureo-punctato, brachiis subtus Ccerulescente-

griseis ; superioribus membrane spongeosa pallida maculata.

The superior arms are generally attached to the side of

the membranes (fig. 5. PI. XII.); but in one specimen the

membranes adhere only by their base, below the apex of the

* The rudiment of the bone, which occurs in the polypus, (as has been observed

by Cuvier) is not to be found in the ocythoe.

MDCccxvir. Q q
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arm, fig. 6. The membrane is subject to great variation in

size and form, and is often different on the arms of the same

individual.

One male only was sent home, all the others were females,

which had placed their eggs in the spiral part of the shell.

One female, that had deposited all her eggs, withdrew

completely within the shell, as in fig. 3; her body on one

side had all the impressions of the shell, and the suckers on

all the arms were diminished in size, as if from pressure.

Explanation or Plate XII.

Fig. 1. Ocythoe Cranchii sitting within the shelL

Fig. 2. The animal without the shell.

Fig. 3. One completely retracted within the shell.

Fig. 4. Ditto taken out of the shell, showing the impres-

sions of the shell on the body.

Fig. 5. Left superior arm (common appearance) magnified.

Fig. 6. Right superior arm (variety) magnified.
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XXIII. The distinguishing characters between the ova of the

Sepia, and those of the vermes testacea
,
that live in water,

explained. By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V P. R. S.

Read June 5, 1817.

Linnaeus was led into an error respecting the animal that

forms the shell argonauta, by the circumstance of a species

of sepia having been often found in this shell. This erroneous

opinion has been adopted by many naturalists upon the Con-

tinent, even those conversant in comparative anatomy.

Whether the argonauta is really an internal shell, which

I have asserted it to be, may possibly never be determined by

direct proofs, as the animal belonging to it has not been met

with. The present observations are confined to the question

of the probability of its being formed by the species of sepia

frequently found in it
;
and the materials of the present Paper,

which are furnished from the specimens of natural history

collected in the late expedition to the Congo, enable me to

prove, in contradiction to such an opinion, that the ova of this

particular species of sepia are not those of an animal of the

order vermes testacea, that live in water.

The young of all oviparous animals, while contained in the

ovum, must have their blood aerated through its coats, but

in the vermes testacea, if the shell were formed in the ovum,

the process of aerating the blood, must be very materially

interfered with, for this reason, the covering or shell of the

egg first drops off, and the young is hatched before the shell

of the animal is formed
; this I have seen take place in the eggs
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of the garden snail, but in the testacea that live in water, the

young requires some defence in the period, between the egg

being hatched, and the young acquiring its shell, which is

not necessary in those that live on land
;
for this purpose, the

ova are enclosed in chambers of a particular kind.

This camerated nidus in the larger animals of this tribe,

must be familiar to all naturalists, since specimens in a dried

state, containing the young shells completely formed, are to

be met with in collections of natural history ; but I am not

aware that all the purposes for which such a nidus is supplied

by nature, have ever been explained.

I have been informed by a friend, who while in the East

Indies saw the chank (a shell belonging to the same genus

with thevoluta pyrum of Linnaeus,) shed its eggs, that the ani-

mal discharged a mass of mucus, adapted to the form of

the lip of the shell, and several inches in length ; this rope

of eggs, enclosed in mucus at the end which is last dis-

engaged, was of so adhesive a nature, that it became attached

to the rock, or stone, on which the animal deposited it. As

soon as the mucus came in contact with the salt water, it

coagulated into a firm membranous structure, so that the

eggs became enclosed in membranous chambers, and the

nidus having one end fixed and the other loose, was moved

by the waves, and the young in the eggs, had their blood

aerated ; when the young were hatched, they remained de-

fended from the violence of the waves, till their shells had

acquired strength.

What passes under the sea, few naturalists can be so

fortunate as to have an opportunity of observing, and al-

though what I have stated was communicated to me by an eye

witness, it required confirmation, as well as an opportunity
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of examining the nidus, before I could give it my assent.

Since that time, I have procured from my friend Mr. Lee, the

Botanist, of Hammersmith, a portion of a camerated nidus

brought from South Carolina, containing shells of an univalve,

not very different from the chanks of the East Indies. This

nidus is represented in the annexed drawing. (PI. XIII. fig. 7.)

I have also, which is still more satisfactory, seen the came-

rated nidus of the helix janthina. This animal not living at

the bottom of the sea, like the vermes testacea in general,

deposits its ova upon its own shell, if nothing else comes in

its way; one of the specimens of the shell of the janthina,

caught in the voyage to the Congo, fortunately has the ova

so deposited, as will be seen in the annexed drawings made

by Mr. Bauer, who was so pleased with the appearance the

parts put on in the field of the microscope, that he was desi-

rous of making a representation of them. (PI. XIII. fig. 1,2,

3 , 4 , 5 ,
6.)

In this instance, the ova are single, but in other tribes,

several ova are contained in one chamber. In the land snail,

the eggs have no such nidus. The following observations

respecting them, were made in the year 1773, the first year

that I was initiated in comparative anatomy, under Mr. Hun-
ter. He kept snails to ascertain their mode of breeding, and

the notes that were made at the time in my own hand writing,

I now copy.

August 5, 1773. A snail laid its eggs, and covered them

over with earth; Mr. Hunter took one out and examined it;

the egg was round, its covering strong, and of a white colour,

with a degree of transparency
;

it had no yelk ; a small

speck was observable with a magnifying glass in the trans-

parent contents.
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On the 9th no apparent change had taken place. On the

11th the speck had enlarged, but was too transparent to

admit of its form being distinguished
; upon moving the speck

it fell out of its place.

On the 12th the embryo was indistinctly seen.

On the 15th the embryo filled \ part of the egg, but the

different parts were still indistinct.

On the 18th the body of the embryo had become larger,

and the covering thicker.

On the 19th, the coverings or shells of all the eggs were

more or less dissolved, so much so that Mr. Hunter thought

all the eggs were rotting, and the whole brood of young

would be lost.

On the 20th, the young were hatched, and the shells com-

pletely formed.

On the 23d, when the young snails were put in water,

their bodies came out of the shell, as in full grown snails.

On the 24th, they all deserted their nests.

The specimens of the sepia found in the argonaut shell,

which was caught by Mr. Cranch, in this expedition to the

Congo, had deposited some of its eggs in the involuted part of

the shell, and the animal being fortunately caught in the shell,

identified the eggs to belong to it
;
(PL XIV.) they are united

together by pedicles, like the eggs ofthe sepia octopus, and in

all other respects resemble them ; they differ from those of

the helix janthina and the other vermes testacea, that live in

water, in having no camerated nidus, and in having a very

large yelk to supply the young with nourishment, after they

are hatched.

Upon these grounds, this animal must be resolved into a

species of sepia, an animal which has no external shell.
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and only uses the shell of the argonaut, when it occasionally

gets possession of one.

Some naturalists, unacquainted with comparative anatomy,

have asserted that in these eggs they saw the argonaut shell

partly formed ;
they must have mistaken the yelk, which will

be seen in the drawing to be unusually large, for the new

shell.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate XIII.

Fig. 1. The shell of the helix janthina, with the ova in its

camerated nidus, attached to it; magnified twice in diameter.

Fig. 2. A portion of the nidus magnified 12 times in diameter.

Fig, 3. A string of the same nidus magnified 25 times in dia-

meter.

Fig. 4. Two of the same ova and one empty chamber, magni-

fied 50 times in diameter.

Fig. 5. One of the same ova, and

Fig. 6. The same slightly bruised, both magnified 50 times in

diameter.

Fig. 7. A portion of the camerated nidus, in a dried state,

belonging to the ova of a univalve from South Carolina, of the

natural size.

Plate XIV.

Fig. 1. The shell of the argonauta, with the ova of the octopus

deposited in it, magnified twice in diameter.

Fig. 2. A cluster of the same ova, as they are seen when im-
mersed in water, magnified 12 times in diameter.

Fig 3. One of the same ova with its pellicle, magnified 25
times in diameter.

Fig. 4. The yelk of the egg.

Fig. 5- A transversal section of the same.

Fig. 6 A longitudinal section of the same. The three pre-
ceding figures are magnified 50 times in diameter.

Fig. 7. A collapsed egg, as seen when taken out of the water,

magnified 25 times in diameter.
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XXIV. Astronomical observations and experiments tending to

investigate the local arrangement of the celestial bodies in space
,

and to determine the extent and condition of the Milky Way.

By Sir William Herschel, Knt. Guelp. LL. D . F. R. S.

Read June 19, 1817.

The construction of the heavens, in which the real place

of every celestial object in space is to be determined, can

only be delineated with precision, when we have the situation

of each heavenly body assigned in three dimensions, which

in the case of the visible universe may be called length,

breadth, and depth ; or longitude, latitude, and Profundity.

The angular positions of the stars and other celestial ob-

jects, as they are given in astronomical catalogues, and repre-

sented upon globes, or laid down in maps, enable us, in a

clear night, to find them by the eye or to view them in a

telescope ; for, in order to direct an instrument to them, a

superficial place consisting of only two dimensions is suffi-

cient ; but although the line in which they are to be seen is

thus pointed out to us, their distance from the eye in that line

remains unknown ; and unless a proper njethod for obtaining

the profundity of objects can be found, their longitude and

latitude will not enable us to assign their local arrangement

in space.

With regard to objects comparatively very near to, us,

astronomers have completely succeeded by the method of

parallaxes. The distance of the sun ; the dimensions of the
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orbits of the planets and of their satellites; the diameters

of the sun, the moon, and the rest of the bodies belonging

to the solar system, as well as the distances of comets,

have all been successfully ascertained. The parallax of

the fixed stars has also been an object of attention; and

although we have hitherto had no satisfactory result from

the investigation, the attempt has at least so far succeeded

as to give us a most magnificent idea of the vast expan-

sion of the sidereal heavens, by showing that probably the

whole diameter of the earth's orbit, at the distance of a star

of the first magnitude, does not subtend an angle of more

than a single second of a degree, if indeed it should amount

to so much ; with regard to more remote objects, however,

such as the stars of smaller size, highly compressed clusters

of stars and nebulas, the parallactic method can give us no

assistance.

I. Of the local situation of the stars of the heavens.

The superficial situation of the stars having already been

carefully assigned in the catalogues of astronomers, it will be

proper to examine how far the arrangement of the stars into

a certain order of magnitudes can assist us to determine their

local situation.

When we look at the heavens in a clear night, and ob-

serve the different lustre of the stars, we are impressed with

a certain idea of their different magnitudes
;
and when our

estimation is confined to their appearance only, we shall be

justified in saying, for instance, that Arcturus is larger than

Aldebaran; the principle on which the stars are classed is,

therefore, entirely founded on their apparent magnitude, or

mdcccxvii. R r
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brightness. Now, as it was thought convenient to arrange

all the stars which in fine weather may be seen by the eye

into seven classes, the brightest were called of the first, and

the rest according to their gradually diminishing lustre, of the

2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th magnitudes. Then, since it is

evident that we cannot mean to affirm that the stars of the

5th, 6th, and 7th magnitudes are really smaller than those of

the 1st, 2d, or 3d, we must ascribe the cause of the difference

in the apparent magnitudes of the stars to a difference in their

relative distances from us ; and on account of the great num-

ber of stars contained in each class, we must also allow that

the stars of each succeeding magnitude, beginning from the

first, are one with another farther from us than those of the

magnitude immediately preceding. It may therefore be said,

that since in our catalogues the magnitudes are added to the

two dimensions which give the superficial place of the stars,

we have also at least a presumptive value of the third dimen-

sion; but admitting that the naked eye can see stars as far

from us as those of the seventh magnitude, this presumptive

value, which can only point out their relative situation, will

afford us no information about the real distance at which they

are placed.

II. Of a standard by which the relative arrangement of the stars

may be examined.

It is evident, that when we propose to examine how the

stars of the heavens are arranged, we ought to have a certain

standard of reference ; and this I believe may be had by com-

paring their distribution to a certain properly modified equa-

lity of scattering. Now, the equality I shall here propose,
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does not require that the stars should be at equal distances

from each other ;
nor is it necessary that all those of the

same nominal magnitude should be equally distant from us.

It consists in allotting a certain equal portion of space to every

star, in consequence of which we may calculate how many

stars any given extent of space should contain. This defini-

tion of equal scattering agrees so far with observation, that

it admits, for instance, Sirius, Arcturus, and Aldebaran to be

put into the same class, notwithstanding their very different

lustre will not allow us to suppose them to be at equal dis-

tances from us ; but its chief advantage will be, that instead

of the order of magnitudes into which our catalogues have

arranged the stars, it will give us an order of distances, which

may be used for ascertaining the local distribution of the

heavenly bodies in space.

To explain this arrangement, let a circle be drawn with

any given radius about the point S fig. t, Plate XV. and

with 3, 5, 7, 9, &c. times the same radius draw circles, or

circular arcs, about the same centre. Then if a portion of

space equal to the solid contents of a sphere, represented by

the circle S, be allotted to each star, the circles, or circular arcs

drawn about it will denote spheres containing the stars of

their own order, and of all the orders belonging to the in-

cluded spheres, and on the supposition of an equality of scat-

tering, the number of stars of any given order may be had

by inspection of the figure, which contains all the numbers

that are required for the purpose ; for those in front of the

diagram express the diameters of spherical figures. The first

row of numbers enclosed between the successive arcs, are the

cubes of the diameters ; the next column expresses the order

Rrs
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of the central distances ; and the last gives the difference

between the cube numbers of any order and the cube of the

next enclosed order.

The use to be made of these columns of numbers is by

inspection to determine how many stars of any particular

order there ought to be if the stars were equally scattered.

For instance, let it be required how many stars there should

be of the 4th order. Then No. 4, in the column of the orders

points out a sphere of nine times the diameter of the central

one, and shows that it would contain 729 stars ; but as this

sphere includes all the stars of the 3d, 2d, and 1st order as

well as the sun, their number will be the sum of all the stars

contained in the next inferior sphere amounting to 343 ; which

being taken from 729 leaves 386 for the space allotted to

those of the 4th order of distances.

III. Comparison of the order of magnitudes with the order of

distances.

With a view to throw some light upon the question, in what

manner the stars are scattered in space, we may now compare

their magnitudes, as we find them assigned in Mr. Bode’s

extensive catalogue of stars, with the order of their distances

which has been explained.

The catalogue I have mentioned contains 17 stars of the

1st magnitude; but in my figure of the order of the distances

we find their number to be 26.

The same catalogue has 57 stars of the 2d magnitude;

but the order of distances admits 98.

Of the third magnitude the catalogue has 206, and the

order of distances will admit 218.
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The number of the stars of the 4th magnitude is by the

catalogue 454, and by the order of distances 386.

Before I proceed, it may be proper to remark, that, by

these four classifications of the stars into magnitudes, it ap-

pears already, that, on account of the great difference in the

lustre of the brightest stars, many of them have been put

back into the second class ; and that the same visible excess

of light has also occasioned many of the stars of the next

degree of brightness to be put into the third class ; but the

principle of the visibility of the difference in brightness would

have less influence with the gradually diminishing lustre of

the stars, so that the number of those of the third magnitude

would come nearly up to those of the third distance. And

as the difference in the light of small stars is less visible than

in the large ones, we find that the catalogue has admitted a

greater number of stars of the 4th magnitude than the 4th

order of distances points out ; this may, however, be owing

to taking in the stars that were thrown back from the pre-

ceding orders ; and a remarkable coincidence of numbers

seems to confirm this account of the arrangement of the stars

into magnitudes. For the total number of the catalogued

stars of the 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th magnitudes, with the addition

of the sun, is 735; and the number contained in the whole

sphere of the 4th distance is 729.

Now the distinguishable difference of brightness becoming

gradually less as the stars are smaller, the effect of the prin-

ciple of classification will be, as indeed we find it in the 5th,

6th, and 7th classes, that fainter stars must be admitted into

them than the order of distances points out.
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The catalogue contains 1161 stars of the 5th magnitude,

whereas the 5th order of distances has only room for 602.

Of the 6th magnitude the catalogue contains not less than

6103 stars, but the 6th order of distances will admit only

866 .

And lastly, the same catalogue points out 6146 stars of the

7th magnitude, while the number of stars that can be taken

into the 7th order of distances is only 1178.

The result of this comparison therefore is, that if the order

of magnitudes could indicate the distance of the stars, it

would denote at first a gradual, and afterwards a very abrupt

condensation of them ; but that, considering the principle on

which the stars are classed, their arrangement into magni-

tudes can only apply to certain relative distances, and show

that taking the stars of each class one with another, those of

the succeeding magnitudes are farther from us than the stars

of the preceding order.

IV. Of a criterion for ascertaining the Profundity ,
or local situ-

ation of celestial objects in space.

It has been shown that the presumptive distances of the

stars pointed out by their magnitudes can give us no infor-

mation of their real situation in space. The statement, how-

ever, that one with another the faintest stars are at the great-

est distance from us, seems to me so forcible, that I believe

it may serve for the foundation of an experimental investi-

gation.

It will be admitted, that the light of a star is inversely as

the square of its distance ; if therefore we can find a method
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by which the degree of light of any given star may be ascer-

tained, its distance will become a subject of calculation. But

in order to draw valid consequences from experiments made

upon the brightness of different stars, we shall be obliged to

admit, that one with another the stars are of a certain physi-

cal generic size and brightness, still allowing that all such

deviations may exist, as generally take place among the indi-

viduals belonging to the same species.

There may be some difference in the intrinsic brightness

of starlight : that of highly coloured stars may differ from

the light of the bluish white ones
;
but in remarkable cases

allowances may be made.

With regard to size, or diameter, we are perhaps more

liable to error ; but the extensive catalogue which has already

been consulted, contains not less than 14,144 stars of the

seven magnitudes that have been adverted to ; it may there-

fore be presumed that any star promiscuously chosen for an

experiment, out of such a number, is not likely to differ much

from a certain mean size of them all.

At all events it will be certain that those stars the light of

which we can experimentally prove to be
,

and ~ of the light of any certain star of the 1st magnitude,

must be 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,
and 7 times as far from us as the standard

star, provided the condition of the stars should come up to

the supposed mean state of diameter and lustre of the stand-

ard star, and of this, when many equalisations are made,

there is at least a great probability in favour.

V. Of the equalisation of starlight.

In my sweeps of the heavens, the idea of ascertaining the
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Profundity of space to which our telescopes might reach, gave

rise to an investigation of their space penetrating power ; and

finding that this might be calculated with reference to the

extent of the same power of which the unassisted eye is

capable, there always remained a desideratum of some sure

method by which this might be ascertained.

Of various experiments I have long ago tried, the equali-

sation of starlight, which about four years ago I began to put

into execution, appeared to be the most practicable. A de-

scription of the apparatus and the method of making use of

it is as follows.

Of ten highly finished mirrors I selected two of an equal

diameter and focal length, and placed them in two similarly

fitted up seven feet telescopes. When they were completely

adjusted, I directed them both, with a magnifying power of

118, to the same star, for instance, Arcturus : and upon trial

I found the light not only of this, but of every other star to

which they were directed, perfectly equal in both telescopes.

The two instruments, when I viewed the stars, were placed

one a little before the other, and so near together that it

\yould require little more than one second of time to look

from one into the other. This convenient situation of the

instruments is of great importance. The impression of the

light made by the view of one star should be succeeded as

soon as possible by the view of the other ;
and these alter-

nate inspections should also be many times repeated, in order

to take away some little advantage which the last view of a

bright object has over that immediately preceding.

In comparing the light of one star with that of another, I

laid it down as a principle, that no estimation but that of per-
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feet equality should be admitted ; and as the equal action of

the instruments was now ascertained, I calculated the diame-

ters of several apertures to be given to one of the telescopes

as a standard, so that the other, called the equalising tele-

scope, might be employed, with all its aperture unconfined, to

examine a variety of stars, till one of them was found whose

light was equal to that of the star to which the standard tele-

scope was directed.*

In order to be sufficiently accurate in the calculation of the

diameter of the limiting apertures, I thought it necessary to

take into consideration not only the obstruction of incident

light occasioned by the interposition of the small mirror, but

also of the arm to which it is fastened, and proceeded as

follows

:

If A be the diameter of the large mirror; b that of the

small one; the length of the arm; t its thickness;

it the circumference, diameter being unity; x an assumed

quantity for finding the correction; A' the aperture corrected

for the interposition of the arm
; L the light of the equalising

telescope
; p the proportion of the light required for the

standard telescope; D the diameter of an aperture to give

that light ; D' the diameter corrected for the interposition of

the arm.

Then will the diameters of the limiting apertures be had

by the following equations. xr= ff Ai; ^f^xt==2X;

A— 2x = A'; A1
-— 6

S= L; pL~ D2— 6®; V/>L+> = D;

xt= o.y
;
D 2j — IT the required diameter.

* I preferred the limitation of the light by circular apertures to the method of ob-

taining it by the approach or recess of two opposite rectangular plates, in order to

avoid the inflections whjch take place in the angles.

MDCCCXVIII. S S
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In the calculation of a set of apertures for the intended

purpose, I admitted none that gave less than i of the light

;

for by a greater contraction of the aperture of the mirror, an

increase of the spurious diameters would render a judgment

of equality liable to deception
;-f*

when therefore a star of the

third order of distances was to be found, I rejected the direct

way of reducing a star of the first order to ± of its light, but

selected a star previously ascertained to be of the second

order ; and by taking of its light, the equalising telescope,

with all its light, was used to examine all such stars as

appeared likely to give the required equality, till one of them

was found ; nor was it necessary to have a great number of

limiting apertures, as it soon appeared that with eight or ten

of them I could have many different gradations of light, which

would ascertain even fractional degrees, and reach as far as

the stars of any order of distances I could expect to be visible

to the unassisted eye.

This method of equalising the light of the stars, easy as it

may appear, is nevertheless subject to great difficulties ; for

as the brightness of a star is affected by its situation, with

regard to the ambient light of the heavens, the stars to be

equalised should, if possible, be in nearly the same region.

When the sun is deep under the horizon, this is however not

of so much consequence as the altitude of the star to be equa-

f This was fully proved by the following experiment. July 27, 1813,! viewed

Arcturus in a to feet reflector ; first with all its light ; next with circular diaphragms,

which confined its aperture to T
*
T,

-JT, and ^ of it ; but 1 found that the

different spurious diameters, arising from the smallness of the apertures, made esti-

mations of what is generally called the magnitude of the stars impossible.

See also experiments on the spurious diameters of the celestial objects, Phil. Trans,

for 1805, page 40.
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lised, which ought to be as nearly as possible equal to that of

the standard star. At great elevations some difference in the

altitudes of the stars to be equalised may be admitted ; but, if

they are far from each other, the circumstance of the equal

illumination of the heavens, and the equal clearness of the

air, must still be attended to.

VI. Of the extent of natural vision.

The method of equalising star light may be rigorously

applied to ascertain the extent of natural vision ; for in this

case it will not be required that the star on which the expe-

riment is tried, should be of the same size or diameter with

the standard star; nor is it necessary that the intrinsic bright-

ness of the light of the two stars should be the same in both.

It will be sufficient, that the star we choose for an equalisa-

tion is one of the smallest that are still visible to the natural

eye. It is also to be understood that, till we can have a well

ascertained value of the parallax of any one star of the first

magnitude, the extent of natural vision can only be given in

a measure of which the distance of the standard star is the

unit.

The following equalisations were made in August and De-

cember 1803, and February 1814,, and are given as a speci-

men of the method I have pursued.

Taking Arcturus for the standard of an experiment, 1

directed the telescope, with one quarter of its light, upon it

;

while the equalising telescope, with all its light, was succes-

sively set upon such stars as I supposed might be at double

the distance of the standard star ; which, as Arcturus is a star

S s 2
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of the first magnitude, I expected to find among those of the

second.

The first I tried was jQ (Fl. 33) Pegasi, but I found it not

quite bright enough.

The light of a Andromedag, which next I tried, was nearly

equalised to that of Arcturus ; and the observation being

repeated on a different night gave it equal.

Now as in these experiments the standard star is supposed

to be one of the first order of distances, it follows that, if

Arcturus were put at twice its distance from us, it would then

appear like a Andromedag, as a star of the 2d magnitude, and

would also at the same time be really a star of the 2d order

of distances.

In order to obtain some other stars whose light might be

equalised by one quarter the light of Arcturus, I tried many

different ones, and found among them a Polaris, 7 Ursag, and

$ Cassiopeag. These stars therefore may also be put into the

class of those whose light is equal to the stars of the second

order of the distance of Arcturus.

For the purpose of ascertaining the extent of natural vision,

it will not be necessary here to give the equalisation of stars

of the 3d, 5th, 6th, or 7th order of distances; but taking now
the light of one of the stars of the 2d order of distances for

a standard, I tried many that might be expected to have the re-

quired light, and found that when a Andromedag, with its light

reduced to one quarter, was in the standard telescope, the

equalising one gave p, (Fl. 48.) Pegasi for a star of the 4th

order of distances. That is to say, the equalisation proved

that, if Arcturus were placed at four times its distance from
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us, we should see it as a star of the 4th magnitude, and also

as one of the 4th order of distances.

Proceeding in the same manner with p Pegasi taken as a

standard, I found that its light reduced to J was equal to that

of q (Fl. 70.) Pegasi, when seen in the equalising telescope;

and that consequently Arcturus, removed to 8 times its pre-

sent distance from us, would put on the appearance of a star

which in our catalogues is called of the 5th or 6th magnitude,

but which would in fact be of the 8th order of distances.

As the foregoing experiments can only show that a star of

the light of Arcturus might be removed to 8 times its distance,

and still remain visible to the naked eye as a star of between

the 5th and 6th magnitude ; it will be proper to take also

other stars of the first magnitude for the original standards.

For instance, if we begin from Capella as the standard star,

we may with ~ of its light equalise /3 Aurigae and (3 Tauri,

which stars will therefore be of the 2d order of distances.

With £ of the light of /3 Tauri we equalise £Tauri and / Aurigas

;

they will then be of the 4th order. With £ of the light of

1 Aurigae we can equalise e Persei and H Geminorum which

will be of the 8th order. And with of the light of H Ge-

minorum we equalise d Geminorum, which makes it a star of

the 10th order. That is to say, if Capella were successively

removed to 2, 4, 8 and 10 times the distance at which it fs

from us, it would then have the appearance of the stars which

have been named.

A similar deduction may be made from a Lyras, as £ of its

light equalises it with /3 Tauri ; for it will be « Lyras 1, /3 Tauri

2, t Aurigae 4, H Geminorum 8, and d Geminorum 10 : the
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numbers annexed to the stars expressing their orders of dis-

tances in terms of the distance of ct Lyras from us.

To find stars of the intermediate orders of distances, the

following Table gives the proportional light that should be

used with the star which is made the standard; for instance,

a star of the 2d order of distances, with £• of its light, will

equalise a star of the 3d order; of the light of a star of

the 3d order of distances will give one of the 5th order, and

so on.

A star of the order With the proportion Gives one of the order
of distances. of its light. of distances.

1 . . •
• t * . 2

2 . .
4

. . 9
.

• 3
I

*
* 4 * • 4

3 • •
9

*
* 2 5

- • 5
A

•
• 4 . 6

4 . • * • 49 * • 7
I

4 • . 8

5 • •

*5
*

‘ 8 1
* • 9

I
•

• 4 • 10
6 . . . 11

L • T • . 12

Some other proportions of light useful for fractional dis-

tances are T9F , ff, Jf, £4, and 4f4-

The results of equalisations that are made with different

standard stars, may be connected together by an equalisa-

tion of the standards ; by which means many different sets

may be brought to support each other. For instance, Ca-

pella with |£ of its light is of an equal lustre with Procyon,

which therefore is of the i£ order of Capella, and Sirius with
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i-£ of its light is also of an equal lustre with Procyon, which

consequently, with regard to Sirius, is of the 1^ order; then,

by compounding, it follows that Capella to Sirius is a star of

the \\ order, and from this we obtain the following series.

Sirius 1, Capella 1%, Procyon
1 J, /3 Tauri 3, < Auriga? 6, H Ge-

minorum 12, and d Geminorum 15. By this connection we

shall be able to obtain an equalisation of the same ultimate

star with all the standards ; for if Sirius must be removed to

the 15th order, to appear as faint as d Geminorum ; and if

Capella, and also a. Lyras must be removed to the 10th order

of distances to appear as faint as the same star, then any star

of the size and brightness of Sirius, Capella, and a. Lyras

must generally appear as faint as d Geminorum, when it is

removed to nearly 12 times its distance; and the more stars

of the first order are admitted in these general equalisations

reduced to the same faint star, the more will the probability

of the result be extended. Now as d Geminorum is a star

of the 6th magnitude, we may expect that a still fainter visi-

ble star will give a somewhat greater extent to the reach of

the natural eye, if however I take its vision, including other

stars of the 1st magnitude, to extend to the 12th order of dis-

tances, there will probably be no material error, at least

none but what a diligent astronomer, who is provided with

the necessary apparatus, may correct by observation.

But the extent of natural vision is not limited to the light

of solitary stars only
; the united lustre of a number of them

will become visible when the stars themselves cannot be

seen. For instance, the miiky way
;
the bright spot in the

sword handle of Perseus
;
the cluster north of vj and H Gemi-

norum; the cluster south of Fl. 6 and 9 Aquilae; the clus-
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ter south of vj Herculis, and the cluster north preceding e

Pegasi. But their distances cannot be ascertained by the

method of equalising starlight : their probable situation in

space may however be deduced from telescopic observations.

To these very faintly visible objects may be added two of

a different nature, namely, the nebulosity in the sword of

Orion, and that in the girdle of Andromeda.

VII. Of the extent of telescopic vision.

The powers of telescopes to penetrate into the Profundity

of space is the result of the quantity of light they collect and

send to the eye in a state fit for vision. The method of cal-

culating the quantity of this power has been fully explained

in a Paper read before the Royal Society, November 21,

1799 ; and the formulae which have been given in that Paper

have already been applied to show to what extent this power

has been carried in the telescopes I used for astronomical

observations. The calculated results, however, give this

power only in reference to that of natural vision, and the

uncertainty in which we were left with regard to its extent,

was equally thrown over that of telescopic vision.

The equalisation of starlight, when carried to a proper de-

gree of accuracy, will do away the cause of the error to which

the telescopic extent of vision has been unavoidably subject,

we may therefore safely apply this vision to measure the

Profundity of sidereal objects that are far beyond the reach

of the natural eye; but for this purpose the powers of pene-

trating into space of the telescopes that are to be used must

be reduced to what may be called gaging powers; and as
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the formula ^x • A*~ 1^ gives the whole quantity of the space
a

penetrating power, a reduction to any inferior power p, may

be made by the expression -f- &
e= A ; when the aper-

ture is then limited to the calculated value of A, the tele-

scopes will have the required gaging power. Or we may
prepare a regular set of apertures to serve for trials, and

find the gaging powers they give to the telescope by the

original formula.

In the formula by which the required apertures for the

gaging powers were calculated, a has been put equal to two

tenths of an inch, and to show that this assumption is founded

upon observation, I give the following extract from my
astronomical Journal.

- Dec. 27, 1801. I looked at « Lyrae with one eye shut and

the other guarded by a slip of brass with holes of various

sizes in it. Through the hole which was o 28 inch in

diameter, I saw the star just as well as without the limiting

diaphragm, which shows that the opening of the pupil of the

eye does not exceed 0.28 inch.

I tried the same star through 0.24 and still saw it equally

well. I tried next 0.21 and still saw it as well.

The slip of brass was held as close to the eye as possible.

The next I tried was 0.17 in diameter, and through this I

could perceive a small deficiency of light, so that the opening

of the pupil exceeds 0.17 inch. The night is hardly dark

enough yet for great accuracy.

Having been out long in the dark, and trying the same

* See Phil. Trans, for x8oo, page 66.

TtMDCCCXVII.
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experiment upon many different large and small stars, they

all concur to show that 0.21 does not sensibly stop any light;

but that less does certainly render the object rather less

luminous ; so that the opening may be put at two-tenths of

an inch in my eye.

VIII. Application of the extent of natural and telescopic vision to

the probable arrangement of the celestial bodies in space.

When the extent of natural and telescopic vision is to be

applied to investigate the distance of celestial objects, the

result can only have a high degree of probability ; for it will

then be necessary to admit a certain physical generic size

and brightness of the stars. But when two hypotheses are

proposed to explain a certain phenomenon, that which will

most naturally account for it ought to be preferred as being

the most probable. Now as the different magnitudes of the

stars may be ascribed to a physical difference in their size and

lustre, and may also be owing to the greater distance of the

fainter ones, we cannot think it probable that all those of the

5th, 6th and 7th magnitude, should be gradually of a smaller

physical construction than those of the 1st, 2d, and 3d; but

shall, on the contrary, be fairly justified in concluding that, in

conformity with all the phenomena of vision, the greater

faintness of those stars is owing to their greater distance from

us. The average size and brightness of several stars of the

first magnitude being also taken as a standard, in the manner

that has been shown, the conclusion drawn from different

series of equalisations will support one another; so that we

shall be able to say a distant celestial object is so far from us,
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provided the stars of which it is composed are of a size and

lustre equal to the size and lustre of such stars as Sirius,

Arcturus, Capella, Lyra, Rigel, and Procyon, &c.

I proceed now to consider some conclusions that may be

drawn from a known extent of natural vision, a very obvious

one of which is, that all the visible stars are probably con-

tained within a sphere of the 12th order of distances. Now
as on the principle of equal scattering, we should see about

15625 of them, it may be remarked that the stars of the cata-

logue, including all those of the 7th magnitude, amount to

14144, which agrees sufficiently well with the calculated

number ; but the next inference is, that if they were equally

scattered, there would be 2402 of the 10th, 2906 of the 11th,

and 3458 of the 12th order of distances, which added toge-

ther amount only to 8766, whereas the number of stars of

the 6th and 7th magnitudes that must come into these three

orders, is not less than 12249, which would indicate that the

stars in the higher order of distances are more compressed

than they are in the neighbourhood of the sun
;
but from

astronomical observations, we also know that the stars of

the 6th and 7th magnitude are very sparingly scattered over

many of the constellations, and that consequently the stars

which belong to the 10th, 11th, and 12th order of distances,

are not only more compressed than those in the neighbour-

hood of the sun, but that moreover their compression in dif-

ferent parts of the heavens must be very unequal.

IX. Of the construction and extent of the milky way.

Of all the celestial objects consisting of stars not visible to

the eye, the milky way is the most striking ; its general

T t 2
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appearance, without applying a telescope to it, is that of a

zone surrounding our situation in the solar system, in the

shape of a succession of differently condensed patches of

brightness, intermixed with others of a fainter tinge.

To enumerate a partial series of them, we have a very

bright patch under the arrow of Sagittarius
; another in the

Scutum Sobiescii ; between these two there are three un-

equally bright places ; north preceding u Q and 7 Aquilse is a

bright patch
;
between Aquila and the Scutum are two very

faint places ; a long faint place follows the shoulder of Ophi il-

eus ;
near jG Cygni is a bright place ; near 7 is another, and

a third near a. A smaller brightish place follows in the suc-

cession of the milky way, and a large one towards Cassiopea.

A faint place is on one side ; a second towards Cassiopea,

and a third is within that constellation ; a very bright place

is in the sword handle of Perseus
;
and » and 7 Cassiopeaa

inclose a dark spot.

The breadth of the milky way appears to be very unequal.

In a few places it does not exceed five degrees
;
but in seve-

ral constellations it is extended from ten to sixteen. In its

course it runs nearly 120 degrees in a divided clustering

stream, of w'hich the two branches between Serpentarius and

Antinous are expanded over more than 22 degrees.

That the sun is within its plane may be seen by an observer

in the latitude of about 60 degrees ; for when at 100 degrees

of right ascension the milky way is in the east, it will at the

same time be in the west at 280 ;
while in its meridional

situation it will pass through Cassiopea in the Zenith, and

through the constellation of the cross in the Nadir.

From this survey of the milky way by the eye I shall now
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proceed to show what appears to be its construction by ap-

plying to it the extent of telescopic vision ; but as I had pre-

pared a gradually increasing series of reductions of the space-

penetrating powers of my instruments for the purpose of

measuring the Profundity of sidereal objects not visible to the

eye, which I have called gaging powers, it will be necessary

to give the following account of it.

From the formula which has been given, I calculated a set

of apertures, which by limiting the light of the finder of my
seven feet reflector would reduce its space-penetrating power

to the low gaging powers 2, 3, and I then limited in the

same manner the space-penetrating power of my night glass,

by using calculated apertures such as would give the gaging

powers 3, 6
, 7 and 8. From the space-penetrating power of

the 7 feet reflector, I obtained by limitation the successive

gaging powers 9, 10 and upwards to 17. And lastly, by

limiting the space-penetrating power of my 10 feet reflector,

I carried the gaging powers from 17 to 28.

For the purpose of trying these powers, I selected the

bright spot in the sword handle of Perseus, as being proba-

bly a protuberant part of the milky way, in which it is situ-

ated. Its altitude at the time of observation was about 30

degrees, and no star in it was visible.

In the finder with the gaging power 2, I saw many stars

;

and admitting the eye to reach to stars at the distance of the

12th order, we may conclude that the small stars which were

visible with this low power, are such as contribute to the

brightness of the spot, and that their situation is probably

from between the 12th to the 24th order of distances; at

least we are certain, that if stars of the size and lustre of
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Sirius, Arcturus, Capella, &c. were removed into the Profun-

dity of space which I have mentioned, they would then appear

like the stars I saw with the gaging power of the finder. I

then changed this power from 2 to 3, and saw more stars

than before ;
and changing it again from 3 to 4, a still greater

number of them became visible. The situation of these addi-

tional stars was consequently between the 24th, 36th, and

48th order of distances.

With the gaging power 5 of the night glass I saw a great

number of stars
;
with 6

, more stars and whitishness became

visible ; with 7, more stars with resolvable whitishness were

seen; and with 8, still more. The stars that gradually made

their appearance, therefore, were probably scattered over the

space between the 48th and 96th order of distances.

In the 7 feet reflector, with the gaging powers 9 and 10,

I saw a great number of stars; with 11 and 12, a greater

number of stars and resolvable whitishness were seen
; with

13 and 14, the number of visible stars was increased, and was

so again with 15 ;
with 16 and 17 in addition to the visible

stars, there were many too faint to be distinctly perceived.

These gages therefore extend the space over which the addi-

tional stars were scattered from the 96th to the 204th order of

distances.

With a 10 feet reflector, reduced to a gaging power of 18,

I saw a great number of stars : they were of very different

magnitudes, and many wrhitish appearances were so faint that

their consisting of stars remained doubtful. The power 19,

which next I used, verified the reality of several suspected

stars, and increased the lustre of the former ones. With 20,

22, and 25, the same progressive verifications of suspected
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stars took place, and those which had been verified by the

preceding powers, received subsequent additional illumina-

tion. With the whole space-penetrating power of the in-

strument, which is 28.67, the extremely faint stars in the

field of view acquired more light, and many still fainter sus-

pected whitish points could not be verified for want of a still

higher gaging power. The stars which filled the field of

view were of every various order of telescopic magnitudes,

and, as appears by these observations, were probably scattered

over a space extending from the 204th to the 344th order of

distances.

As the power of the 10 feet reflector could not reach far-

ther into space, I shall have* recourse to some of my nume-

rous observations made with the 20 feet telescope. In addi-

tion to 863 gages already published,* above 400 more have

been taken in various parts of the heavens, but with regard

to these gages, which on a supposition of an equality of scat-

tering were looked upon as gages of distances, I have now

to remark that, although a greater number of stars in the

field of view is generally an indication of their greater dis-

tance from us, these gages, in fact, relate more immediately

to the scattering of the stars, of which they give us a valuable

information, such as will prove the different richness of the

various regions of the heavens.

July 30, 1785. Right ascension 19
11 4'. Polar distance 87° 5'.

The milky way is extremely rich in stars that are too small

for the gage.

Dec. 7, 1785. Right ascension 5
11 33'. Polar distance 66° 6’.

* See Phil. Trans, for 1785, p. 221 .
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There are about 66 stars in the field of view and many more

so extremely small as not to admit of being gaged.

Sept. 20, 1786. Right ascension aoh 40'. Polar distance

54
0
36'. There are about 80 stars in a quadrant, or 320 in

the field of view, besides many more too small to be distinctly

seen.

Oct. 14, 1787. Right ascension 2i h 57'. Polar distance from

35
0 18' to 38° 30'. In this part of the heavens the large stars

seem to be of the 9th and 10th magnitude. The small ones

are gradually less till they escape the eye, so that appear-

ances here favour the idea of a succeeding, more distant

clustering part of the milky way.

Sept. 18,1784. Right ascension 20h 8'. Polar distance from

70° 9' to 72
0
49'. The end of the stratum of the stars of the

milky way cannot be seen.

By these observations it appears that the utmost stretch of

the space-penetrating power of the 20 feet telescope could

not fathom the Profundity of the milky way, and that the

stars which were beyond its reach must have been farther

from us than the qoodth order of distances.

I am far from limiting the milky way to the extent deduced

from these observations
; but as even the distance which has

been stated may appear doubtful, I must repeat the argu-

ment which has been used with stars visible to the eye, but

which now is greatly supported by telescopic vision. If the

stars of the 3th, b’rh, and 7th magnitudes cannot be supposed

to be gradually of a smaller physical size and brightness than

those of the 1st, 2d, and 3d, how much less can a supposition

be admitted that would require that the stars, which by a long
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series of gaging powers have been proved to make their gra-

dual telescopic appearance from the 12th to the 9oodth order

of distances, should also be gradually of a different construc-

tion, with regard to physical size and brightness, from those

which we see with the naked eye.

From the great diameter of the mirror of the 40 feet tele-

scope we have reason to believe, that a review of the milky

way with this instrument would carry the extent o.f this

brilliant arrangement of stars as far into space as its pene-

trating power can reach, which would be to the a^oodth

order of distances, and that it would then probably leave us

again in the same uncertainty as the 20 feet telescope. When
I made some sweeps of the heavens with the 40 feet telescope

with a magnifjdng power of 370, I found it necessary to re-

duce the intended breadth of the sweep from one degree to

30 minutes, and the great length of time this would have

taken up to examine only the ecliptic, to which I had directed

the telescope, soon proved that by continuing to use this in-

strument for sweeping, I should have been obliged to neg-

lect the necessary observations of the 20 feet telescope.

The following observations are extracted from my sweeps

to support a few general remarks relating to the construction

of the milky way.

Dec. 7, 1 785. Right ascension 4
h
39'. Polar distance from

64° o' to 66° 12'. The straggling stars of the milky way
seem now to come on gradually

; most of them are small.

Right ascension 4
0
43'. They begin now to be intermixed with

some large ones.

This observation proves that the telescopic breadth of the

milky way, considerably exceeds the extent which in our

mdcccxvii. U u
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maps is assigned to it. In this situation it began to appear

at 6 or 7 degrees from where it might have been expected

to enter the telescope.

Aug. si, 1791. Right ascension i8h 59'. Polar distance

from 84° 15' to 86° 17'. The milky way comes on very

suddenly, and is amazingly crowded with very small stars in-

termixed with many of several sizes.

By our maps this place is already within the limits of the

milky way.

Jan. 1, 178b. Right ascension 5
h 17'. Polar distance from

89° 28' to 91
0
47'. Most of the stars are larger than usual,

but the whole breadth of the sweep contains a great mixture

of all sizes.

From the brightness of the stars we may conclude that

the constellation of Orion to which the observation belongs,

is one of those that are nearest to our own situation.

Dec. 27, 1786. Right ascension 6h
49'. Polar distance from

87
0 37' to 8

9

0 55'. From the appearance of the heavens in

this neighbourhood, there is reason to suppose that there is a

break or vacancy among the stars between our situation and

the more remote parts of the milky way.

The place to which this observation refers is in the breast

of Monoceros.

Oct. 14. 1787. Right ascension 22h 14'. Polar distance

from 35
0

1 8' to 38° 50'. It is very evident that in this part

of the heavens there is some distance between us and the

milky way, which is not equally scattered over with stars.

The situation of the place pointed out by the observation is

near the crown of Cepheus.

Sept. 15, 1792. Right ascension 19** 46'. Polar distance
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52
0

29'. There are 153 stars in a quadrant, or 612 in the

field of view, and the whole breadth of the sweep, which is

2
0
sr

,
is equally rich.

The gage was taken in the preceding branch of the milky

way, in the neck of the Swan.

Aug. 22, 1792. Right ascension igh 35'. Polar distance

75° 5 '• The field of view is extremely crowded, but the stars

are too small and too numerous to be counted
; there cannot

be less than 100, or probably 15c in a quadrant. From some

careful, trials I suppose there were 150 ; this would give 600

stars in the field of view. The stars continue to be equally

crowded throughout the whole breadth of the sweep, which

was 2
0
35' till right ascension 39h

54', when there still were

440 in the field.

This gage was taken in the following branch of the milky

way, in the wing of Aquila.

Sept. 13,1784. Right ascension 20h 43'. Polar distance

from 34
0
if to 57° i'. This branch of the milky way is less

rich than the preceding one.

The same sweep passed through both the branches, and

the observation relates to a place in the following wing of

the Swan.

Oct. 19, 1788. Right ascension 2i h 13'. Polar distance

from 43
0
33' to 46° 13'. The milky way is very rich, but the

stars are very unequally scattered.

This observation belongs to the tail of the Swan.

Nov. 26, 1788. Right ascension 2311 40'. Polar distance

29
0

13'. The milky way is very rich, but the stars are very

unequally scattered. The stars are clustering. Right ascen-

sion oh 14'. Polar distance 29
0
51'. Clustering ^small stars
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considerably rich. Right ascension oh 27'. Polar distance

30° 5'. Clustering small stars.

These observations belong to a place preceding the back

of Cassiopea’s chair.

Dec. 27, 1786. Right ascension 6h 36'. Polar distance

88° 5'. Clustering stars of the milky way, almost close

enough, and so far separated from the rest of the stars as to

be called a cluster, but still evidently joining to them.

This observation of the clustering of the stars of the milky

way relates to a place that precedes the breast of Monoceros.

X. Concluding Remarks.

What has been said of the extent and condition of the

milky wray in several of my papers on the construction of the

heavens, with the addition of the observations contained in

this attempt to give a more correct idea of its profundity in

space, will nearly contain all the general knowledge we can

ever have of this magnificent collection of stars. To enter

upon the subject of the contents of the heavens in the two

comparatively vacant spaces on each side adjoining the milky

way, the situation of globular clusters of planetary nebulae,

and of far extended nebulosities, would greatly exceed the

compass of this Paper ; I shall therefore only add one re-

markable conclusion that may be drawn from the experi-

ments which have been made with the gaging powers.

In fig. 2, Plate XV. let a circle, drawn with the radius of

the 12th order of distances, represent a sphere containing

every star that can be seen by the naked eye ; then, if the

breadth of the milky way were only 5 degrees, and if its

profundity did not exceed the goodth order of distances, the
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two parallel lines in the figure, representing the breadth

of the milky way, will, on each side of the centre of the in-

closed circle, extend to more than the 39th order of distances.

From this it follows, that not only our sun, but all the

stars we can see with the eye, are deeply immersed in the

milky way, and form a component part of it.

Slough, near Windsor,

May 10, 1817.

WILLIAM HERSCHEL.
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XXV. Some account of the nests of the Java swallow
, and of

the glands that secrete the mucus of which they are composed
’

By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read June 26, 1817.

The nests of a particular species of swallow which is prin-

cipally met with in the island of Java, have from time imme-

morial formed an article of trade between that island and

China, where they are purchased at a high price by that

voluptuous people, it being believed, that the materials of

which the nests are composed., are possessed of an aphrodi-

siac virtue in an eminent degree. They have been occasion-

ally brought into this country, and are preserved in collections

of natural history, as curiosities. In what manner the bird pro-

cures the materials out of which the nest is made, has till now
remained unknown ; a thousand conjectures have, how-

ever, been made upon this subject. It has been supposed by

some, that it is a gluten collected from the mollusca picked

upon the surface of the sea. By others, a substance extracted

from certain fuci found on the sea shore. By others again,

a portion of the food in a half digested state regurgitated

to be employed for this particular purpose. Sir Stamford

Raffles, who has just returned from Java, where he resided

five years, as lieutenant governor, has brought over a num-

ber of these nests, and has been kind enough to offer me

some of them, for the purpose of investigating the nature of
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the materials of which they are composed, and gives it de-

cidedly as his own opinion, that, whatever it is, it is brought up

from the stomach, and requires at times so great an effort,

as to bring up blood, the stain of which is seen on the nest.

This account of Sir Stamford Raffles, in the correctness of

whose observation I have the greatest confidence, led me to

investigate this subject, and to ascertain by examination whe-

ther this particular swallow has any glands that are peculiar

to its oesophagus, or stomach, enabling it to secrete a mucus

similar in its nature to the substance of which the nest is com-

posed. I at the same time requested my friend, Professor

Brande, to analyze one of the nests, and to inform me of its

composition. In examining the gastric glands of the Java

swallow, even with the assistance of a common magnifying

glass, I saw an obvious difference between the appearance of

the orifices by which the secretion is poured into the gizzard,

and of those of other birds, but, as I had never examined those

glands in the common swallow* which migrates to this coun-

try, it became necessary, before I proceeded farther in the

enquiry, to ascertain whether in all the swallow tribe there

were similar structures. In the present season this oppor-

tunity has be'en afforded me, and I find that in the common

swallow, both male and female, the orifices of the gastric

glands differ in nothing from those of birds in general, but

that the peculiar structure which I am about to describe is

confined to the Java swallow. This bird, Sir Stamford Raf-

fles informs me, does not migrate, but remains all the year

an inhabitant of the caverns in that island. Some of the most

extensive caves in which they reside, are forty miles from

either sea. Those swallows that build their nests near the
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sea, are observed to fly inland towards extensive swamps

where gnats and other insects are in great abundance. Those

that build in inland caves, are observed to quit the caves in

the morning, and generally return in swarms darkening the

air, towards the close of the day ; they are, however, going in

and out the whole of the day. This bird is double the size

of our common swallow. There are two separate nests, one

for the male to lie and rest in, which is oblong and narrow,

adapted to his form, the other wide and deeper, to receive the

female and the eggs.

As Mr. Bauer has been kind enough to make drawings^

of the gastric glands in the blackbird, the common swallow,

and Java swallow, in which the parts are so much magnified,

that the difference in their structure is obvious to the most

superficial observer, it is not necessary in this place to enter

much into detail respecting them : I shall only observe, that

from what is represented in the drawings, it is evident that

the gastric glands in the swallow tribe, both those that mi-

grate and those that remain during the whole year in Java,

do not afford the same supply of gastric liquor as in other

birds, since they have a smaller receptacle belonging to the

gland into which the secreted liquor is to be received. This

circumstance confirms the observations that I made, upon a

former occasion, respecting the gastric glands of the casuary

of Java and of the ostrich, that these glands are largest in

those birds that inhabit countries that afford a small supply

of nourishment. The swallow of Java, as well as the casuary

of that island, lives in perpetual plenty, and the swallow that

migrates, although it travels from the equator to the pole,

only remains in cold countries during the summer season.
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while the sun is fertilizing them, and therefore has probably

an equally abundant supply of its natural food in the regions

of the north, as at the equator.

The only difference between the glands of the migrating

swallow, and those of the blackbird, is the smallness of the

reservoir, the surface of the gullet upon which the external

openings of the glands are seen is exactly the same, there is

not in the one or the other any apparatus for secreting

mucus which is not common to birds in general.

In the Java swallow we have, on the other hand, a struc-

ture of a particular nature ; there is a membranous tube sur-

rounding the duct of each of the gastric glands, which, after

projecting into the gullet for a little way, splits into separate

portions like the petals of a flower : for what purpose so ex-

traordinary an apparatus could be provided, would probably

have puzzled the weak intellects of human beings, and many

wild theories might have been formed respecting it, had not

the animal matter of which the bird's nest is composed, and

the accurate observation of Sir Stamford Raffles, who had

no doubt that the materials of the nest were produced from

the gullet, led to the discovery of its use.

That the mucus of which the nest is composed, is secreted

from the surface of these membranous tubes, there is no

more doubt than that the gastric juice is secreted from the

glands whose ducts these tubes surround
; and this confirms

an opinion which I have adopted for many years, that mem-
branes on which no glandular structure could be seen, were

capable of secreting mucus; and now that we find those

membranes, where their surfaces are so much magnified, ex-

hibit no glandular structure, we may, without the chance of

XxMDCCCXVII.
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more accurate observers refuting us, be satisfied that no such

structure exists

.

There are, perhaps, no more curious provisions given to

animals by their Creator, than those which are to be em-

ployed for the preservation of their young, while it yet re-

mains in the egg ;
but as many of these belong to the organs

of generation themselves, or arise from secretions produced

by glands immediately connected with them, they pass un-

noticed, the mind being lost in the contemplation of so won-

derful a contrivance as generation itself.

The present provision for forming a nest out of its own

secretions, in an animal of so high an order as the class

Aves, strikes us with astonishment, since birds in all other

countries find substances of some kind or other out of which

they form their nests, and makes it evident that this particu-

lar bird, at the time of its first creation, was intended to be

the inhabitant of the caverns of Java, in which nothing is to

be met with out of whfth a nest could be constructed, as

the camel is adapted to the sandy deserts of which it is the

natural inhabitant, both by the provision in its stomach for

carrying a store of water, and the form of its hoof, which can-

not, like that of other animals, be injured by walking in sand.

The swallows of Java that reside upon the coast, never

exhaust their secretions in forming their nests when they

find other materials fitted for that purpose.

The nearest approach to a provision of this kind, is in the

insect tribe, the bee secreting wax out of which it forms its

comb, both for the nest of its young, and a reservoir to con-

tain supplies of nourishment.

The nest described in the preceding Paper, appears to con-
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sist of a substance having properties intermediate between

gelatine and albumen. It resists for a considerable time the

action of warm water, but after some hours enlarges and

softens ;
upon drying, it again resumes its former appearance

and properties, becoming somewhat more brittle than before,

probably, in consequence of having lost a very small portion

of gelatine, which delicate tests discover in the water.

In the diluted acids, this substance dissolves with more ease

than coagulated albumen ; in the concentrated acids, its pro-

perties are nearly the same as those of coagulated white of

With the caustic and subcarbonated fixed alcalis, it forms

saponaceous compounds, which are decomposed by the acids

with the same appearances as other albuminous soaps. It

readily dissolves in liquid ammonia, and in the solution of

subcarbonate of ammonia, circumstances in which it differs

from albumen. When submitted to destructive distillation,

a relatively small portion of ammonia is formed, and the re-

maining coal is easy of incineration, circumstances which like-

wise lead to point out a distinction between this substance and

albumen.

Explanation of Plate XVI.

Fig. l. The gizzard and part of the gullet of the Java

swallow slit up and laid open, magnified twice in diameter,

or 4 times in superficies.

Fig. 2. A small portion of the lowermost part of the gullet,

magnified 15 times in diameter, or 225 times in superficies.

Fig. 3, 4, and 5. Side view of the glands of different sizes.

Fig. 6 . Perpendicular section of Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. A top view, of one of those glands ; the figures

3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, are magnified 50 times in diameter, or 2500

in superficies.

Fig. 8. A small portion of the lowermost part of the gul-

let of the common swallow.

Fig. 9. A small portion of the lowermost part of the gul-

let of the black bird, both figures are magnified 15 times

in diameter, or 225 times in superficies.
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XXVI. Observations on the Hirudo complanata, and Hirudo

stagnalis , wow formed into a distinct genus under the name ,

Glossopora. .By Dr. Johnson, of Bristol. Communicated

by Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read June 26, 1817.

I beg leave to lay before the Society, a few remarks on

the Hirudo complanata and Hirudo stagnalis; animals that

have been hitherto, but injudiciously, retained in the genus

Hirudo.

From the circumstance, in which they differ more parti-

cularly from the leech, they are now formed into a distinct

genus, under the term of Glossopora.

These animals resemble the leech
,

a. In the body being furnished with a series of rings.

b. In locomotion being effected by the alternate attach-

ment of the head and tail.

c. In the division of one general stomach into several late-

ral cells or partitions.

These animals differfrom the leech
,

a. In the mouth being furnished with a projectile tubular

tongue.

b. In the body being nearly flattened, and pyriform.

c. In having an abdominal pouch, or cavity, for the recep-

tion of their young.

The genus which they now form, takes the name (from

yXurtrot, a tongue, and vropog, an aperture) of Glossopora.
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CHARACTER GENERIS.

Corpus subovatum, depression, caput acuminatum
,
lingua tubulata

resiliens, os caudamque alterne affigendo progrediens.

G. tuberculata : Glossopora dilatata, supra ctnerea linea du-

plici tuberculata, subtus grisea, atomis nigris innumeris.

Linnaeus. Syst. Nat. XII. 2. p. 1079. n. 6 .

————— Faun Suec. 2082, Hirudo depressa ovato-ob-

longa interaneis fuscis pinnatis pellucentibus.

Hill. Hist. Anim. p. 16. Hirudo lateribus attenuates.

Bergmann. Act. Stockh. 1 757, Tab. 6. Fig. 12, 14. Hirudo

sexoculata.

Muller. Hist. Verm. 2. n. 157, p. 47. Hirudo compla-

nata.

G. punctata : Glossopora gracilis, cinereo'viridis
,
punctis plu-

rimis subnigris.

Linn^us. Syst. Nat. XII. 2. p. 1079. n. 5.

—-— Faun. Suec. 2081. Hirudo (stagnalis) depressa

nigra, abdomine subcinereo.

Bergmann. Act. Stockh. 1 757, n. 4. Tab. 6. Fig. 9—11.

Hirudo binoculata.

Muller. Hist. Verm. 2. n. 171. p. 41. Hirudo bioculata.

I am of opinion, that the Hirudo circulans described by Mr.

Sowerby,* and the Hirudo crenata by the Rev. William

Kirby, -f belong to this genus ; but having had no opportu-

nity of seeing eithers I cannot determine whether or not they

possess the tubular tongue.

* British Miscellany, Tab. 76. f Linn. Trans, vol. ii. p. 316.
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The Hirudo Hyalina which, Muller observes, has a flat-

tened body, and carries its young in a pouch, and the Hirudo

tessulata of the same author, will, I think, also be found upon

examination, to belong to this new genus.

The tubular tongue very seldom falls within our view ;

hence our surprise is the less, that it should so long have

escaped notice. At the time I first observed it, I was unac-

quainted with any author, who had mentioned it. On my
referring, however, to Bergmann’s account of the Hirudo

sexoculata
,
(now G. tuberculata

)
I find it there noticed, not

as a tongue, but as a slender body, of a whitish colour,

occasionally projected from the mouth ; of the use of which

he confesses himself to be ignorant. I give his words,
O g

<f
JJtur munnen har jag atskille ganger sett utrackas en blek,

smal lem
,
hvars ?nytta ar mig obekant Muller mentions

that he never witnessed (although he frequently looked for

it) the body which Bergmann saw the Hirudo sexoculata

thrust from its mouth : but he once observed the Hirudo

vulgaris protrude a similar organ, when, he says, this asser-

tion of Bergmann came across his mind. On his observing

it, however, more narrowly, it proved to be a small aquatic

worm that the animal had swallowed and afterwards rejected.

This readily accounts, he adds, for the mistake into which

Bergmann has fallen.

In stepping forward to support Bergmann, I am only doing

an act of justice to the merits of an accurate and intelligent

observer.

Having had the G. tuberculata and G. punctata under my
* Stockholm Transactions, for 1757, p. 313-
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daily notice for a period of at least six months, I may, I pre-

sume, speak with some decision on this point. It may seem

perhaps unnecessary to add, that I possess an elegant pre-

paration, showing this tongue (protruded from the mouth)

filled with mercury. It is of a cartilaginous structure, and

admits of great flexibility. It is in length about one-eighth

of an inch, and is seen, delineated (magnified) in Fig. 5.

(PI. XVII.)

The G. tuberculata
,
is about half a*n inch in length, but when

fully extended, one inch. It is commonly found in rivulets,

attached to pieces of wood, stones, &c. A delineation is given

of its natural size, in a front and back view, in Fig. 1, 2, 3,4.

It possesses great transparency, and has a fine glossy vitre-

ous appearance. It is convex above, flattened beneath, and

somewhat resembles a compressed pear, the tail being very

broad, and the head tapering towards the extremity, in which

may be seen six eyes, (Fig. 9. b
,)

disposed in two longi-

tudinal rows. The sides or margin of the body are ser-

rated. The back is usually of a brown colour, with lighter

or darker patches, ornamented in the middle with a double

longitudinal row of white tubercles. (Fig. 9. c .) These

tubercles are connected together by two black longitudinal

lines, and are seldom apparent, unless the animal is at rest.

The belly is generally of one uniform colour, chiefly grey,

with a slight double black line running longitudinally in the

centre.

When this animal is in motion, (to which it is much averse,

seldom quitting the spot on which it may be affixed,) it is

observed to throw forward its head to the greatest point of

extension, and then attach itself by means of the sucker ter-
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minating that extremity. Thus securing its hold, it draws up

the tail, when the back describes an arch, as in Fig. 6. The

tail is then fixed by a similar sucker, and the head is again

extended. Now and then it supports itself by the tail, the

head waving to and fro, and occasionally buries its head

under the abdomen, somewhat after the manner of an oniscus.

This is seen in Fig. 7.

The G. punctata is much smaller than the above, and ex-

ceedingly delicate in its structure. On the head, we notice

two eyes, placed transversely (Fig. 13. b). It is delineated

of its natural size, in Fig. 11, 12. Both the back and belly

is of a dusky grey, profusely sprinkled with minute black

specks.

The stomach of the G. tuberculata, like that of the leech,

is divided into several cells or partitions (Fig. 10. d. e.) with

their extreme points verging towards the tail. The two last

of these cells (/) are much longer than the rest, and ter-

minate in two blind sacs. Between them, we notice the in-

testine, a tortuous tube extending to the anus, ( Fig. 9. e.
)

a

foramen above the rim of the circular sucker, or what con-

stitutes the tail.

These animals, it has been asserted, when cut, or divided,

are capable of reproduction, but this seems to rest on no just

foundation.

Their food principally consists of the water helices
,
and

here we see the great use of the projectile tubular tongue.

The animal, from its tapering so much towards the head, is

enabled to penetrate some considerable way into the hollow

of the shell, and from the flexibility of its tongue, can follow

its victim to the innermost recess of its habitation. A passage

mdcccxvii. Y y
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from Muller, upon this subject, may not be devoid of inte-

rest. “ Spectaculum singulare praebuit hujus (G. punctata, olim

H. bioculata) cum limace Planorbis conflictus : liinacem ore

prehendere molitur hirudo
;

ille se quam citissime cum stre-

pitu ex aeris et aquae subitanea pressione orto testa condit.

Hirudo oram aperturaa tentare pergit, at Limax insidias sen-

tiens, seque in domuncula hunc contra hostem minus tutum

credens, animum capit, egreditur et festinanter ad summum
vasculi marginem prorependo ex aqua aufugit. Miratu

dignus Limacis instinctus salutem quaerendi fuga in elemen-

tum Hirudini contrarium
;

Omnibus ignotse mortis timor, omnibus hostem

Praesidiumque datum sentire, et noscere tell

Vimque modumque sui.

Paucas tamen post boras, jubente natura, in aquam rursus

descendere coactus, novo sese periculo obtulit, eique demum
succubuit.”

The G. tuberculata
,
and G. punctata, are oviparous

; the for-

mer producing about 50, the latter about 20 at a birth. The
same appearance is observed in these animals as in the H.

vulgaris, when they deposit their ova, that is, a contraction of

the body both above and below the abdominal foramen

(Fig. 8.). There is, however, this difference
; the H. vulgaris

deposits its ova in a capsule,formed exterior to the body, whilst

in these animals, the ova are simply excluded, held together

by some gelatinous matter. From six to twelve ova are de-

posited at a time. When the whole of the ova are excluded,

they are received into the abdominal pouch of the parent,

where th§y constantly remain, until their contents are fully

evolved. If the ova are removed, and kept in a vessel by
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themselves, they do not prove productive
; hence there seems

to be a necessity for this parental solicitude. This pouch, or

cavity, is always conspicuous in the G. punctata, but in the G.

tuherculata, only at the time of its producing young. When
the young are excluded from the ova, they remain attached

to this cavity by the tail, enjoying a free extent of motion

with the rest of the body. In this position they are repre-

sented in Fig, 7. They frequently leave this pouch, but

soon return, and again affix themselves. Shortly after birth,

their interanea are filled with a cream coloured fluid, which,

under the microscope, presents a most interesting and beau-

tiful appearance. Whilst speaking of the stomach of the

parent animal, I forgot to observe, that the interanea are only

visible when food has been recently taken. I mention this

circumstance, that I may not be supposed to labour under a

mistake, in the view I have given of this organ. Muller

himself indeed confesses, that he was a whole month (al-

though assisted by the microscope) before he discovered it,

yet he with much candour adds, that he afterwards very fre-

quently saw it, even with the naked eye.

JAMES RAWLINS JOHNSON.
London, June 18, 1817.

Explanation of Plate XVII.

Fig. 1 ,
q. The G. tuherculata

,
natural size, front view.

Fig. 3, 4. Ditto, back view.

Fig. 3. The tubular tongue ( magnified
)

: that portion

from a to b is usually protruded from the mouth, the letter

Y y 2
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c refers to the root or the expanded part of the tongue, or

what, more properly speaking, constitutes the oesophagus.

Fig. 6. Shows the arched back the G. tuberculata presents,

when in motion.

Fig. 7. Shows the abdominal pouch of this animal with the

young affixed to it by their tail, enjoying free motion with

the rest of the body.

Fig. 8. Its appearance when about to deposit its ova ; a
,
the

mouth ;
b, the contracted portion containing the ova to be then

excluded ;
c, the remaining portion of the ova left in the ab-

dominal cavity; d, the tail.

Fig. 9. The G. tuberculata magnified, showing, a, the

tubular tongue ; b
,
the eyes ; c, the double longitudinal row

of white tubercles; d, the serrated margin; e, the anus.

Fig. 10. The back part of the same animal, showing, a, the

tubular tongue projected from the mouth ; b, the oesophagus

;

c, the abdominal foramen ; d, the alimentary canal or sto-

mach
;

e
,
the lateral cells of the stomach

; f, the two last

long cells
; g, the intestine ; h

,
the sucker, or tail.

Fig. 11. G. punctata, natural size, front view.

Fig. 12. Ditto, back view.

Fig. 13. The same animal, magnified, showing, a, the

projectile tubular tongue; b, the eyes; c, the abdominal

pouch; d, the tail
;

e, the serrated margin.
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XXVII. Observations on the gastric glands of the human sto-

mach
,
and the contraction which takes place in that viscus.

By Sir Everard Home, Bart. V. P. R. S.

Read June 26, 1817.

I n the year 1807 ,

1

laid before the Royal Society some obser-

vations on the human stomach, and I am now enabled, through

the assistance of Mr. Bauer, to exhibit magnified views of

the internal membrane of that viscus, in which the different

structures composing its surface are distinctly shown.

The magnified drawings of the gastric glands of the Java

swallow, so lately exhibited, must still rest upon the minds

of those members who saw them ; they are of so instructive

a nature, that I was led to request Mr. Bauer would make

similar representations of the glands of the lower part of the

human oesophagus, and of the surface of the internal mem-

brane of the stomach and duodenum.

The stomach employed for this purpose was under the

most favourable circumstances, as the patient had died of an

apoplexy, having no other bodily complaint.

The glands situated in the lining of the lower part of the

oesophagus, which in my former Paper were called oesopha-

geal glands, when examined in the microscope, have the

appearance of infundibular cells, whose depth does not exceed

the thickness of the membrane. This structure, however

different from that of the gastric glands of birds, is a nearer
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approach to it, than is to be met with on any part of the

internal surface of the stomach or duodenum ; it also re-

sembles them in the secretion it produces coagulating milk,

and none of the inspissated juices met with in these cavities

affect milk in the same way. From these facts there can no

longer be any doubt entertained, that the gastric glands have

the same situation respecting the cavity of the stomach as in

birds.

In my former investigation, the analogy of the bird would

have led me to the same conclusion, had not the gastric

glands of the beaver, which are more distinct than in any

other quadruped, been a stumbling block in my way ; but

now the situation of these glands in the beaver and woombat,

must be considered as an exception to the general rule, the

necessary complexity of their structure making them too

large to admit of their being conveniently placed, as is usual,

in the oesophagus.

The structure upon the upper arch of the stomach, which,

when magnified by a common lens, had the appearance of

glands, is shown by Mr. Bauer to be made up of cells in the

form of a honeycomb, the sides of which are not formed by

doublings of the membrane, for no stretching of the cells

alters the form of their orifices, but are regular partitions

constructed between the cells. This honeycomb structure

consists of cells of the greatest depth in this particular situa-

tion, but it is met with over the whole surface of the car-

diac portion of the stomach, only the appearance is so faint

as to require a great magnifying power to render it visible.

In the pyloric portion the cells, in general, have the same

appearance, but there are small clusters, the sides of which
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rise above the surface, giving the appearance of foliated

membranes. In the duodenum this takes place in a greater

degree, and the loose edges of these membranes, when en-

tangled in the mucus that covers them, puts on an appearance

of rounded glandular bodies, but these admitted of being

expanded so as to explain the deception.

The description which I have given of the internal mem-
brane of the stomach, proves how nearly my late ingenious

friend, Dr. George Fordyce, who examined its surface with

very inferior means to those employed upon the present

occasion, had approached the truth, when he declared it to

be composed of cellular membrane.

I have shown upon more occasions than one, that the gas-

tric glands are both largest and most numerous in those ani-

mals destined to inhabit the least fertile regions of the earth,

and are smallest as well as fewest where the supply of food

is most abundant, to prevent the body being injured by the

effects of over feeding. If this arrangement was necessary

in animals, it became still more so in man, whose means of

procuring and preparing food for himself so much exceed

those of all other animals, and who is, contrary to his reason,

too readily disposed to carry the indulgences of the table to

excess. In him the gastric glands, as it was natural to ex-

pect, are so small, as to require the aid of Mr. Bauer’s mi-

croscope to prove that they belong to the same series of

structures as the gastric glands of the ostrich, which admit

of being minutely examined by the naked eye.

Much is still wanting to enable us to understand the pro-

cess of digestion : it is, however, no small step in this investi-

gation, that a more correct knowledge of the structure of the
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cavities in which it takes place, has been acquired
; from which

we learn that there are three different kinds of organization

employed, in adding to the food three different ingredients

which are requisite for its conversion into a material that can

be assimilated with living animal matter, and be employed in

carrying on the functions of life, also supplying the waste

which is constantly taking place. The most important of

these is evidently the gastric glands, next in order may be

considered the honeycomb structure, and least so, although

by no means unnecessary, the foliated membranes, which we

know, from what takes place in the Java swallow, form the

mucus that is mixed with the other ingredients.

That the stomach is occasionally met with after death

divided into two portions by a muscular contraction, T have

shown upon a former occasion, and I have there given it

as my opinion, that this takes place while the process of

digestion is going on. This opinion may, in the minds of

many physiologists, require some stronger proofs than I have

been able to give, but this, like many other muscular con-

tractions which take place during life, is so often removed in

the very act of dying, as rarely (and in some of them never)

to be seen after death. We are therefore indebted to the

effect of disease sometimes rendering them permanent, for

any knowledge we have of their existence.

In this way, strictures in the oesophagus, just where the

fauces terminate, and the oesophagus begins, being of frequent

occurrence, and upon examination of the parts after death,

found to have taken place unconnected with any disease in

the surrounding parts, teaches us, that this part has an invo-

luntary contraction when any irritating matter is applied, and
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thus forms a guard to prevent substances that would prove

hurtful to the stomach from being swallowed.

Strictures in the urethra immediately behind the cavity of

the bulb, being met with under the same circumstances after

the use of irritating injections into that canal, and various

other causes of irritation, is the only evidence we have of

this part having a power of involuntary contraction, which in

the act of the coitus is employed to prevent any part of the

semen from being forced backwards into the bladder.

Through the kindness of Mr. Carpue, I am now enabled

to produce a specimen of permanent contraction in the sto-

mach, and if I had not observed such a contraction befpre,

this specimen would have led, as in the other cases just men-

tioned, to the discovery of the stomach in some of its natural

actions, having this kind of contraction take place in it. It

was met with in the body of a woman, and was probably the

cause of her death, as no other appearance of disease was

met with : the body was exceedingly emaciated, but there

was no opportunity of acquiring any information of the

symptoms under which she laboured while alive.

As in this instance the stomach could be distended freely

without any risk of the contraction giving way, the line of

partition between the cardiac and pyloric portions is exactly

defined, and shown in the drawing not to be the casual con-

traction of a few of the transverse muscular fibres, which

might have happened equally to any of the others, but the

contraction of a part that had always been liable to it, and

which was to answer some purpose in the performance of

the functions of that viscus.

The importance of this fact in studying the physiology of

mdcccxvii. Z z
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the stomach, is the only apology I shall make for having

pressed it so much upon the attention of the Society. Its use

in the pathology of that viscus, although perhaps of still

more importance to the cause of suffering humanity, this is

not the proper place to consider.

Explanation of Plates XVIII, XIX, XX.

Plate XVIII.

Fig. i. parts of a square inch of the lower part of the

oesophagus, magnified 15 times in diameter, or 225 times in

superficies.

Fig. 2. T~ parts of a square inch of the cardiac portion,

magnified 15 times in diameter, or 225 times in superficies.

Fig. 3. parts of a square inch of the same cardiac

portion, magnified 30 times in diameter, or 900 times in super-

ficies.

Plate XIX.

Fig. 1. parts of a square inch of the pyloric portion,

magnified 15 times in diameter, or 225 times in superficies.

Fig. 2. parts of a square inch of the same pyloric por-

tion, magnified 30 times in diameter, or 900 times in super-

ficies.

Fig. 3. yuo Parts of a square inch of the duodenum, im-

mediately joining the pylorus, magnified 15 times in diameter,

or 225 times in superficies.

Plate XX.

The human stomach, in a distended state, to show a per-

manent contraction, which had taken place in consequence of

disease, separating the cardiac from the pyloric portions.
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XXVIII. On the parallax of the fxed stars. By John Pond,

Esq. Astronomer Royal.

Read June 2 6, 1817.

In a former Paper on the subject of parallax, I mentioned

my intention of prosecuting this investigation by means of

fixed telescopes on a new construction, and which I conceived

were better adapted to this purpose, than any other instru-

ment hitherto employed. One of these was directed to

a, Aquilse, the other to « Cygni. Both instruments have

answered the intended purpose. The observations of x

Aquilse were interrupted by some alterations which I found it

necessary to make in the construction of the instrument ; but

those of a, Cygni have been continued without intermission

from the month of January to the present time.

Strictly speaking, a much longer period would be required

(even with a perfect instrument) to determine either the ex-

act quantity of parallax, in case it could be discovered, or the

limit which it does not exceed, should it prove to be too small

to be susceptible of observation ;
since the uncertainty in the

annual variation of each star, bears a considerable proportion

to the quantity to be investigated.

Notwithstanding, however, this very small uncertainty

which future observation alone can remove, it appears to me
that the observations already obtained, afford a proof suffi-

ciently satisfactory, that the discordances which formed the

subject of my last communication, must have had some other

cause than parallax.
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Though the method I have adopted in this investigation fe

extremely simple, I am not aware that it has been ever em-

ployed before. 1 do not attempt to refer the position of the

star whose parallax is to be ascertained to any point deter-

mined by a level or plumb line, but by means of a micro-

meter within the telescope I measure only its difference of

declination from some other star which passes through the

same field ; the telescope itself being securely fixed on a

stone pier. The star chosen for this purpose should differ

as much as possible in right ascension from the star whose

parallax is to be investigated, that the results maybe affected

by the sum of the parallaxes of both stars. It should like-

wise be sufficiently bright to be visible even when it passes

the meridian at noon, otherwise the observations must neces-

sarily be subject to a period of interruption at the very time

they would be of the most importance. Should the difference

of declination of the two stars exceed 8 or 10 minutes, it will

be advisable to apply a double micrometer to the telescope
;

that is, a micrometer having two moveable wires, such as

have been made for some years past by Mr. Troughton,

and are, I believe, familiar to most astronomers of this

country.*,

The star I have selected is /3 Auriga, and the annexed ob-

servations from Jan. 21st, to May 16th, will show to what a

very singular degree of precision results may be obtained.

* As Mr. Troughton’s numerous avocations could not have permitted him to

satisfy my impatience, which made me very anxious not to lose a season, the instru-

ment was made by Mr. Doliond. It was executed in great haste (being completed

in less than three weeks); every part of it, nevertheless, is finished with such care and

precision, that I regard it as a most valuable acquisition to the Observatory, and

worthy to hold a place in a collection of instruments, which I believe cannot be

equalled in Europe.
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Result of 54 observations of u Cygni compared with fi Auriga;,

fi’om 21 st January 1817, to the 1 6th of May.

a Cygni + j8 Aurigae
S so S KO

Jan. 8.197+ 9-7°5 = *7-9°2

8.2954- 9.673= 17.968

8.255+ 9-892 = j 8.H7
7-918+ 10 °58 = 17-971

8.225 + 9966 = 18.191

8.262 4" 9.560 = 17.822

8.047 4- 10 072 = 18.119

May 7.553 -f 10 536 = 1^089

7.213 + 10.812 = 18.025

1
8.249+ 9.757 = 1 8.006

js.i 33+ 9-861= 17.994

|7-6o4+ 10.473= 18.077

As it so happens that $ Cygni and b Aurigae pass through the

field of the telescope, they have likewise been observed.

Observations of these stars cannot be made directly useful

in investigating the parallax of a. Cygni, but may be of some

importance in determining other equations; they likewise

serve to show the limits of error to which the instrument

may be liable.

The above observations do not include the extreme posi-

tions of the star in which it arrives at its maximum and

minimum of parallax. As it appeared desirable to extend

the period of observation as much as possible, l requested

permission to insert the continuation of them to the time the

impression of my Paper was required to complete the volume.

They are therefore continued to the 2 1 st of September, at which
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time the summer observations may be presumed to terminate.

Beyond this period, the observations rather belong to the

autumnal or neutral state of parallax.

On the result of the observations thus continued, I beg

leave to add the following remarks.

If the total number of observations be divided into three

periods according to the state of the combined parallax, the

result will appear to be as follows.

Winter Observations. Rev.
t/

25*Cygni 24+ 8.173

1

28 0 Aurigas35+ 9.811]

Rev.

their sum= 59+ 17.984

Neutral Rev. Rev

26*Cygni ,4+ 7-9*°
j their sum

29 /3 Aung® 35 + 10.044 J
59+ 17-964

Summer Rev.

32 a Cygni 24+ 3.340

22 0 Aurigae35+ 14.825
jtheir sum

Rev.

59+18.165

The summer of this year has proved the most unfavourable

for observation of any I recollect for several years. Many
of the observations of fi Auriga2 were extremely unsatisfac-

tory. Notwithstanding this, I do not consider the small

discordance of o''. 2 in the total distance of the two stars in a

direction contrary to the effect of parallax as accidental, but

trust that in time I shall discover the cause. For the present,

however, I am willing to attribute it to error of observation.

Now, even in this most unfavourable point of view, I think

we may venture to infer, that (supposing the proportion of

parallax of each star not to differ greatly from their degree of

brightness) the mean place of either of them is never deranged

by parallax above one tenth of a second, because such a de-

viation would produce, by its double effect on each star, a
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total discordance of nearly o",3, which I really think exceeds

the limits of my uncertainty.*

Should the parallax of a Cygni be admitted to be insensi-

ble, it would follow from the observations with the mural

circle, that it was equally so in a Lyras and 7 Draconis, as these

stars have assiduously been observed during a period of 5 or 6

years, without any perceptible difference at opposite seasons.

Of a Aquilas, I cannot speak with the same confidence, but

as I propose to make my observations of this star the subject

of a separate communication, I need not now anticipate it,

and shall only observe, that in a star so far from the Zenith,

it would be rather unsafe to ascribe any small discordance to

parallax, except confirmed in brighter stars more advan-

tageously situated for observation.

Table I. Contains all the observations made with the in-

strument corrected for the usual equations, /3 Aurigae is ob-

served on the northern wire, the other three stars on the

southern wire.

Table II. Contains the results arranged in three series.

Table III. Contains in a similar manner the results of «

Cygni and $ Cygni, but the early observations of $ Cygni are

not to be relied on, the star being scarcely visible from its

vicinity to the sun, the uncertainty I think does not exceed

o",25. It is evident that they both have the same parallax.

Tables IV. and V. Give the coefficient of parallax, and

require no explanation.

* This very small uncertainty may, I think, be somewhat diminished by the foN

lowing consideration : the mean of all the observations in March, April, September,

and October, should give the summer distance of these two stars under any theory

either of parallax or annual motion. Now the mean of 50 observations in these

months is 18'".
j 5. The exact coincidence of this quantity with that found by actual

observation, indicates that the small discordance above noticed is not accidental, but

in its progress is something similar to annual variation.

In the case of the Pole star, I find an annual variation that cannot be deduced

from any comparison of distant observations.
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TABLE I.

1

1817.

0
Auriga;

Revolutions

35 +

Cygni
Revolutions

24+

£

Cygni
Revolutions

12 +

b
Auriga;

Revolutions

12 +

1817.

e
Auriga;

Revolutions

35 +

a
Cygni

Revolutions

24 +

- »

Cygni
Revolutions

12 +

b
Auriga;

Revolutions

12 +

Jan. 21
a

9 > 53 8,36
//

141 Mar. 22 941 8,00 349 10,71

22 — — — — 23
— 8,50 — —

2 3 965 — — — 24 — —

—

—
24 — — — — 2 S 10,25 — — ”*15
2 5

— — — 26 — 8,13 •—

•

—
26 — — — — 21 943 — —
27 — — — — 28 — — — —
28 — — — — 29 — 8,55 3*65 •—

29 — — —
3°

— —

— —

30 9,84 8,44 — —
3 1 9,72 8,07 344 —

3 i 9.87 8,18 i,«5 — ' Apr. 1 8,95 — — •

—

;

Feb. j 8,79 — — — 2 9,27 849 4-53
•

—

2 — — — —
3 944 843 4-07 ‘

—

3
— — —

4 940 —

—

•—

4
— 8,25 1,15 —

5 947 s43 3- 24
—

5
— — — 6 — — — ——

6 9>53 8,19 — —
7 9,48 — — —

7 746 — — 8 94 2 — *— —
8 9 > 8 i — — — 9

— 7,84 — —
9

— — — • 10 :i 1,24 8,21 — —
10 — — — — 11 10,30 — — —

947 — — 94° 12 — — — —
1 z — — . — l 3

— —1
_

1 3
— 8,15 — — H 9*95 — — —

H 9 ’ 7 2
— — 10,86 J 5 10,10 — — —

! 5 9,6

1

8,24 — 10,49 16 10,45 745 — —

-

16 944 — — IO,34 *7 — 8,25 — —
17 — — — — 18 — 7,67 — —
18 8,75 8,74 — — >9 10,38 8,25 — —
J 9 9*7 2 : 7> 2 7

— — 20 9,80 8,01 — —
20 — — — — 21 10,71 —

—

—
21 10,26 8,51 _ _ 22 8,95 — —

—

22 9,85 — 10,24 3% 10,24 845 — —
2 3

— 843 — — 24 — — •—

•

—
24 10,04 7,80 2,83 — 2 5

— — — —
2 5 10,02 8,36 245 — 26 — 847 — —
26 — 8,28 10,94 2 7

— “ — —

,

27 944 — — 10,67 28 — — — —

.

28 9,68 8 > 3 l — 10,61 29 — — — —
Mar. 1

— 8,00 —
3° 10,49 — —

—

2 — — 2,38 — May 1 —
. 7*74 — —

3
— 8.53 2,67 — 2 — 7,48 — —

4 10,06 — 2,88 9,66 3
— —— — —

5 10,16 8,00 — 9,60 4 11,13 7,66 — —
6 ic,i6 745 3,22 9*9 8 5 9,21 8,11 •

—

—
7 10,27 — — -r. 6 10,80 7>4 — —
8 9 *9 1 745 — — 7 10,05 — — —
9 10,46 746 — 10,15 8 — — — —

-

TO — 8,04 3,82 —
9

—

-

“ — —
M — 8,43 — —

•

10 — 744 — —
12 — — — — 1

1

— 7,45
— —

13 — 8=45 3,66 — 12 — 7.26 — —
14 949 — — 10,51 13 — 7*45

— —
— — — •

—

*4 1 1,00 7,04 — _
l6 10,08 — — i °45 15 10,18 *— — —

.

>7 10,06 8,41 2,96 10,00 16 11,03 — — —
18 944 ' — — io45 17 •

—

— — —

'

19 — -

—

— 10,12 18 — — — —
20 — — — — 19 — — — —
2 ! 10,39 746 1 44 9«93 20 — — — —
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TABLE I.

359

7-

0
Auriga:

Revolutions

35 +

Cygni
Revolutions

24 +

S'

Cygni
Revolutions

12 +

b
Auriga:

Revolutions

12 +
1817.

0
Aurigse

Revolutio n

35 +

Cygni
Revolutions

12 +

*

Cygni
Revolutions

12 +

b
. I

Aurigae

Revolutions

12 +

M 21 i. JL July 21
/

__ 58,79
22 — _ — 22 — 3, >5

—
23 — 6,87 — 23 — 3,34 58,77
24 — — 24 2,73 57,97

2S — — — 25 • 2,98 58,02
26 7.H — 26 — 57,76
27 — 5,84 •

—

27 — 2,97 58.14
28 — — 28 — 2,64 57,6 i

29 — — 29
— _

3° 6,67 — jo — 3,26 58,08

31 — 6,35 —
.

31 14,65 2,98 57,78

J« I — ~ *— Aug. 1 J4»34 3,41 58,11

3
— — —

3
— 3,17 58,70

4 S ’97 4 _ — —— I

5
—

-

—
5, 15,16 3,57 5 8,42

6 — —

~

— 6 — 3,97 58,19

7
8 _ — — 7

8 15,67 3,27 57,75

9
— — —

9 — 3,34 57,62
IO — 5.5o — 10

1

1

2,81 57.9*

12 - - 12 - — 57,66
>3

H — 5.78 — *3

>4 — 3,78 —
I

l 5 f
n,°3 5,02 — 15 — 3,28 57,53

16
I

iQ>77 — — 16 16,34 —
1 7

— 0,23 17 14,63 3,18 58,03
18 H

;

io, 5o 6,32 0,97 18 — — —
1

*9
I

12,98 6.73 0,72 >9 — 3,89 —
20 6,30 0,96 20 — 3-3i 57,37
21

1A3." 6,47 1,46 21 :: H,96 2,36 57,22
22 — 5.84 0,66 22 14,76 2,83

23 — — — 23 —

—

57,5i
24 — 5.39 0,10 24 — 3,61 58,03
2 S

— 4,68 S9>4° 25 14,25 2,70 57,42
26 — — — 26 15,12 — —
27 — — — 27 14,54 —

57,73
28 3>64 58,23 28 14,64 —
29 — — — 29 >5,55 4,11 58,15
3o — 3.13 57.72 3° 14,58 — —

Jul 1 — — 1— 3* 15,09 3,00 57,9i
2 — 3.57 — Sept. 1 15,46 3,03 57,93
3

— — — 2 14,24 3,84

4
— 3,66 57.55 3 14,77 — 58,90

5
— 3.50 — 4 H,59 4,00 58,70

6 — 3.66 58,07 5 14,60 3,55 58,40
7 — 3.83 — 6 —

-

3,86 58,42
8 — 4*33 58,22 7

— 3,75 58,76

9

—

4.15 58,38 8 — 3,47 58,16
10

—

3.26 58.52 9 —

<

— —
11 — — 58,32 10 — 3> >4 58,25
12 — — 57.83 ii — 3,22 58,28
13 — 3.38 — 1

2

— — —
1

H — —

-

*3 —

•

— .

—

15 — — — *4 — 3,i3 —
16 — 3.58 59*29 »5 — — —
17 — — — 16 — — _
18 — — — >7 i4,5 8 — —
i-9 —

3 >79 58,00 *9 15,25 2,53 57,03
1

- 21 15,04 2,81 58,12

t.
the (3

the ii

hese observations I consider useless, the star being too near the sun. It was not quite
meter of the wire. This may be remedied another year by the substitution of a cobweb
rument was much deranged by extreme heat.

invisible, but was less than
About this time, likewise.
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TABLE IT.

Jan. 2i, to March 18. March 21, to May 16. July 30, to Sept. 21.

Winter. Neutral. Summer.

a, Cygni 0 Auriga a Cygni (3 Aurigae « Cygni 0 Aurigae

U

9*5 3

a //

10,39 3,26
"

8,36 9*65 7*76 9,74 2,98

8,44 9,84 8,00 10,25 3>4i

8,18 9* 8 7 8,50 9*73 3+7
8,25 9*53 8,13 9*72 3*57

8,19 9,81 8*55 8*95 3*97 14,65

7»76 9*57 8,07 9*27 3*27 >4*34

8+5 9,72 8,59 9*14 3*34 15,16

8,24 9,61 8,53 9*7° 2,81 15.67

8,74 9*54 8,33 9*57 3*78 14,63

8,51 8,75 7*84 9,48 3*28 14,96

8,33 9,72 8,21 9*52 3,18 14,76

7,80 10,26
7>55 10,30 3*89 14,25

8,36 9* 85 8,25 9*95 3*31 15,12

8,28 10,04 8,01 10,10 3*36 1+54
8,31 10,02 8*55 10>45 2,83 14*64

8,00 9*54 8,57 10,38 3,61 >5*55

8,53 9,68 7*74 9,89 2,70 *4,58

8,00 10,06 7+8 10,71 4*n I 5*°9

>75 10,16 7,66 8*95 3,00 15*46

7+ 5 10,16 8,11 10,24 3*°3 14,24

7-56 10,27 7* 15 10,49 3*84 14*77

8,04 9*9

1

7+4 11,13 4,00 H*59
8*43 10,46 7>45 9*21 3*55 14,60

8,45 9.49 7*26 10,80 3)86 14*58

8,41 10,08
7>45 11,05 3*75 15*25

10,06 7>°4 1 1,00 3*47 15,04

9*54 10,28 3-i4

11*03 3*22

3>i3

2*53

2,81

Mean Result

8^173 + 9.811

=59.Rev.+ 17.984.

Mean Result

// /
7.920+10.044

= i7*964-

Mean Result

3.340 + 14,825

=: 18,165



Mr. Pond on the parallax of thefixed stars.

TABLE III.

Winter. Summer.

a. Cygni * Cygni a Cygni
,

* Cygni a Cygni * Cygni

8,33
'

^,32
n

0,97 3, 89 58,03

7>70 s,73 0,72 3 » 3 1 57,37

8,36 I. 5 1 6,30 0,96 2,36 57,22

8,28 1,85 s,47 1,46 2,83 57 ,5 *

8,31 1, 15 5> 84 0,66 3 >6 i 58,03

8,00 2,83 5,39 0,10 2,70 57,42

8,53 2,55 4,68 59 »4° 4,n 57,73

8,00 2,38 3,s4 58,23 3,00 5 8 , *5

7>75 2,67 3 »i 3 S 7>72 3>°3 57,9*

7 > 2 S 2,88 3 ,66 67»55 3, 84 57,93

7>56 3,22 3.66 58,07 4,00 58,90

8,04 3,82 4>33 58,22 3,55 58,70

8,43 3,66 4»*5 S 8 , 3 8 3,86 58,40

8,45 2,96 3,26 58,52 3,75 58,42

8,41 1,94 3,

5

8 59,29 3,47 58,76

7.76 3,39 3>79 58,00 3, *4 58,16

8,00 3>s 5 3> l 5 5 8*79 3,22 58,25

8,50 3»54 3, 34 S 8,77 3 ,i 3 58,28

8,13 4*53 2,73 57,97 2,53 57,03

8,55 4»°7 2,98 58,02 2,81 58,12

8,07 3,24 2,97 57 ,7s 3*97 58,42

8,59 2,64 58,14 3,27 58,19

8,53 3,26 57*6 i 3*34 57,75

8,33 2,98 58,08 2,81 57,62

3 >4 * 57 ,7 8 3,78 57 ,9 *

3,17 58,11 3,28 57,66

3,57 58,70 3,18 57,53

Mean Result Mean Result

8.165 -~ 2 939 3.683—58.396.

— 12 Rev. -45.226.
// //

rz 1 2 Rev. 45.287.

The winter observations of 5 Cygni are very far from satisfactory ; the image of the star,

from its vicinity to the sun, was smaller than the diameter of the micrometer wire, and it

could not therefore be accurately bisected.



36*2 Mr. Pond on the parallax of thefixed stars

.

TABLES IV. and V.

Table IV. Shozvtng the effect ofparallax on a Cygni

.

21 June — 0,78 + 21 Dec.

1 July 0,85 1 Jan.

11 o,88 11

21 0,90 21

1 Aug. 0,88 I Feb.

II 0,84 1

1

21 °>77 21

1 Sep. 0,68 1 Mar.

11 o,57 11

21 °>43 21

1 Oct. 0,29 1 April

11 — 0,14 + 11

21 + 0.01 — 21

,1 Nov. 0,17 l May
1

1

0,32 11

21 0,46 21

1 Dec. 0,58 1 June

11 0,70 11

21 + 0,78 — 21
|

Table V. Showing the effect of the combinedparallax of a. Cygni

and (Z Aurigce.

//

21 June 1,15 21 Dec.

1 July 1,21 1 Jan.

11 M3 11

21 1,20 21

1 Aug. t > 1 3 1 Feb.

11 1,05 11

21 0,92 21

1 Sep. 0,77 i Mar.

11 0,60 11

21 0,40 21

1 Oct. — 0,20 + 1 April

11 0,00 II

21 + 0,Z2 — 21

1 Nov. 0,41 1 May
11 0,60 11,

21 'O>77 21

1 Dec. 6,92 1 June

1

1

1,07 11

21 1,15 1 21

In the above Tables the semi-annual parallax of each star is supposed equal to

one second.
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PRESENTS
RECEIVED BY THE

ROYAL SOCIETY,

From November 1816 to July 1817.

WITH THt

NAMES OF THE DONORS.

1816. FRESENTS. DONORS.

Nov. 7. Transactions of the Geological Society. Vol. III.

London, 1816. 4
0

Abhandlungen der Koniglichen Akademie der Wis-
senschaften aus den Jahr 1804—1811. Berlin,

l8l S-
. . . . .

4°

On the Lines that divide each semidiurnal Arc into 6

equal Parts, by W. A Cadell, Esq. F. R, S.

London and Ed in. Edinburgh, 1816. 4®

An Inquiry into the Causes of the Motion of the

Blood, by James Carson, M. D. Liverpool, 1815.
8°

A Treatise on the Coal Mines of Durham and Nor-
thumberland, by J. H. H. Holmes, Esq. F. S. A.
London, ioi6. 8°

Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. Vol. XXXIII.
London, 18x5. 8°

Medico-Chirurgical Transactions. Vol. VII. pt. 1.

London, 1816. 8°

Precis elementaire de Physiologie, par F. Magendie.
Tom. I. Paris, 1816. 8°

Memoire sur la Deglutition de l’Air atmospherique,
par M, Magendie. 8°

Memoire sur l’CEsophage, par M. Magendie. 8°

Essai sur les Probability, par M. le Comte Laplace.

Paris, 1816. 8°

Memoir on the cutting Gorget of Hawkins. Trans-
lated from the Italian of Ant. Scarpa, by James
Briggs, Esq. London, 1816. 8®

The Geological Society.

The Royal Academy of

Sciences at Berlin.

W. A. Cadell, Esq.

Dr. James Carson.

J. H. H. Holmes, Esq.

The Society ofArts,Ma-
nufactures and Com-
merce.

The Medical and Chi-
rurgical Society of
London.

M. Magendie.

Le Comte Laplace.

James Briggs, Esq.



DONORS.
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lBl6. PRESENTS.

Nov. 7, Journal des Mines, No. 227 and 228.

Journal of Science and Arts. No. 3.

The Colonial Journal. No. 2.

The Monthly Review from July to October* and Ap-
pendix to Vol. LXXX.

The European Magazine, from July to October.
The Philosophical Magazine. No. 219—222.
Annals of Philosophy. No. 44—47.
Memoire sur la Diffraction de la Lumiere, par M.

Fresnel. 8g

Supplement a la Theorie analytique des Probabilites,

par Laplace. 4®
Memoire sur les Plantes auxquelles on attribue un

Placenta central libre, et sur la nouvelle Famille
des Paronychiees, par August de Saint Hilaire.

Paris, 1816. 4
0

Flora Tonbridgensis, by T. F. Forster, Esq. Lon-
don, 1816. 12°

Two gold Coins, viz. Lions of King James I. & King
James II. of Scotland, found in the Ruins of the

Castle of Cadder.

Astronomische Beobachtungen auf der Koniglichen
Universitats' Sternwart in Konigsberg, von F. W.
Bessel, Erste Abtheilung. Konigsburg, 1815. fol.

Untersuchung der Gross und des Einflusses des Vor-
ruckens der Nachtgleichen, von F. W. Bessel.

Berlin, 1815. 4
0

Nov. 14. Bibliothecae Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinen-
sis Catalogus, 1757. 8°

A Treatise on the Nature and Cure of Gout, by
Charles Scudamore, M. D. London, 1816. 8°

Dec. 5. Des Vesanies, ou Maladies mentales, par J. R. Jac-
quelin Dubuisson. Paris, 1816. 8°

Notice sur les grandes Tables logarithmiques et

trigonometriques calculees an Bureau du Cadastre

sous la Direction du Cit. Prony. Paris, An 9, 4
0

Eclaircissemens sur un Point de FHistoiredes Tables*

trigonometriques par M. Prony. Paris, An 12. 4
0

Compendium Florae Britannicse Auctore Jac. Edv.
Smith, Eq. Aur. M. D. Londini, 1816. 12°

The Philosophical Magazine for November.
The Monthly Review tor November.
The European Magazine for November.
Annals of Philosophy, No. 48.

Trattato dello Ariete idraulico del Caval. Brunacci.

Milano, 1813. fol.

Metereologisches Jahrbuch von 1813, von Canonicus
Augustin Stark. Augsburg, 1814. 4®

Beschreibung der meteorologischen Instruments, &c.

von Canonicus A. Stark. Augsburg, 18x5. 4®

Conseil des Mines.
The Managers of the

Royal Institution.

The Editors.

Mr. G. E. Griffith.

The Editor.

Mr. Alex. Tilloch.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
M. Fresnel.

M. le Comte Laplace.

M. de St. Hilaire.

Thomas Forster, Esq.

The Barons of His Ma-
jesty’s Exchequer in

Scotland.

Professor Bessel.

The Royal College of
Physicians.

Dr. Charles Scudamore.

M. Dubuisson.

M. Prony.

Sir J. E. Smith.

Mr. A. Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffith.

The Editor.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
The Chevalier Brunacci.

C. A. Stark.



PRESENTS. DONORS.

Dec. 19. Essai sur l’Hygiene militaire des Antilles, par A.
Moreau de Jonnes. Paris, 1816. 120

Precis historique sur 1’Irruption de la Fievre jaune
a la Martinque en 1802. 120

Observations sur les Geophages des Antilles. 12°

Recherches experimentales anatomiques, chemiques,

&c. par M. J. A. Saissy. Paris et Lyon, 1808.

12°

Analysis of the Water from the ebbing and flowing

Stream, discovered by boring in the Harbour of
Bridlington, A. D 181X, by Mr. Hume. Lon-
don, 1816. 8°

Experiences sur la Flexibilite, la Force, et l’Elasticite

des Bois, par Ch. Dupin. 4
0

Nova Acta Regiae Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis,

Vol. VII. Upsal, 1815. 4
«

A Charge delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of
Carlisle, by Samuel, Lord Bishop of that Diocese,

in June, 1816. London. 4
0

Transactions of the Geological Society. Vol. IV.
pt. 1. London, 1816. 40

Jan. 9. Preservative politici per tener lontana la Peste. Lettera

di Fran. Gianpetri all* Eccel Duca d’Acroli.

Napoli, 1816. 4
0

Collezioni di Trattati appartenenti all’ Invenzione
geometrica, di V. Flauti. Napoli, 1815. 8°

A Journal of Science and Arts. No. 4.

The Monthly Review for December, 1816.

Annals of Philosophy, No. 49.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 224.
The European Magazine for December.
The Nautical Almanack for 1817 and 1818. 8°

1 6. Laurus Victorias et Oliva Pacis, decern Odis, a Joanne
W. Remo. Leodii, 1815, 4

0

A Meteorological Table extracted from the Register

kept atKinfauns Castle, N. B.

Jan. 23. Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 of the Addenda et Corri-

genda to the Edition of the Hippolytus Stephane-

phoros of Euripedes, by the Hon. F. H. Egerton,

&c. &c. See. printed in 4
0
at the Clarendon Press,

Oxford, 1796.

Feb. 6. The European Magazine for January.

The Monthly Review for January and Appendix to

Vol LXXXI.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 225.
Annals of Philosophy, No. 50.

Lilawati, or a Treatise on Arithmetic and Geometry,
by Bhascara Acharya, translated from the original

Sanscrit, by John Taylor, M. D. &c. Bombay,
s 8 1 6. 4

0

M. A. Moreau de Jonnes.

M. J. A. Saissy.

Joseph Jekyll, Esq.

M. C. Dupin.

The Royal Society of
Sciences at Upsal.

The Lord Bishop of
Carlisle.

The Geological Society.

Sig. F. Gianpetri.

Sig. Flauti.

The Managers of the
Royal Institution.

Mr. G. E. Griffith.

Dr. T. Thomson.
Mr. A. Tilloch.

The Editor.

The Board of Longitude
Mr. J. W. Remus.

Lord Gray.

The Hon. Francis Henry
Egerton.

The Editor.

Mr. G. E. Griffith.

Mr. Tilloch.

Dr. Thomson.
Dr. John Taylor.
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18x7. Presents.

Feb. 12. Recherche du Plan osculateur et du Centre de Cour«
bure d’une Ligne courbe en un Point donnee 4“

Memoire sur la Theorie generate du Trace des

Routes, par M. C. Dupin. 4
0

1 3, Recherches et Observations sur la Nevralgie faciale,

par M. Meglin. Stratsbourg, 1819. 8°

Astronomisches Jahrbuch fur das Jahr 1818, von J.
E. Bode, &c. See. Berlin, 1815. 8°

20. A Table exhibiting the Oscillations of the Barometer,
the Maximum and Minimum of the Thermometer,
the Depth of the Rain, and the Course of the Wind,
at Kinfauns Castle, North Britain.

27. The modern Practice of Physic, exhibiting the Cha-
racters, Causes, Symptoms, Prognostics, morbid
Appearances, and improved Method of treating

the Diseases of all Climates, by Robert Thomas,
M.D ; with an Appendix by David Hosack, M. D.
F. R. S. New York, 1817. 8°

Mar. 6. Memoires de la Classe des Sciences mathematiques et

physiques de l’lnstitut de France, Annee 1812,
2de Partie. Paris, 18 16. 4

0

Annals of Philosophy, No. 51.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 226.

The Monthly Review for February.

The European Magazine for February.

1 3. A View of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Finan-
cial Interests of Ceylon ; with an Appendix
containing some of the principal Laws and Usa-
ges of the Candians, by Anthony Bertolacci, Esq.
London, 1817. S°

Testamen Nosologic urn,by Whitelock Nichol, M. D.
From the London Medical Repository. Vol.VII.

Outlines of Geology ; being the Substance of a Course
of Lectures delivered in the Theatre of the Royal
Institution, by W. Thomas Brande. London, 1817.

8°

20. Examinations of the Objections made in Britain

against the Doctrines of Gall and Spurzheim, by

J. G. Spurzheim, M. D. Edinburgh, 1817.

27. Memoires de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes de
Moscow, Tomes I.— IV. Moscow, 181 1-1813. 8s

Synopsis Praxis Medico-Obstetriciae quam Mosquae
exercuit Guil. M. Richter. Mosquae, 1810. t 4

0

Oratio pro Munere Praesidis adeundo in Conventu
publico Societatis Physico-Medicae apud Universi-

tatem Caesaream Mosquensem, institutae die 3
Decern. An. 1810. habita a Guil. M. Richter.

Moscow, 1810. 1
2°

Commentationes Societatis Physico-Medicae apud
Universitatem Literarum Caesaream Mosquensem
institute. Vol. I. Pars 1.

Donors-

Mr. Charles Dupin.

M. Meglin.

Professor Bode.

Lord Gray.

Dr. David Hosack.

The Institute of France

Dr. T. Thomson.
Mr. A. Tilloch.
Mr. G. E. Griffith.

The Editor.

A. Bertolacci, Esq.

Dr. Whitelock Nichol.

Mr. W. T. Brande.

Dr. J. G. Spurzheim.

The Imperial Society of
Naturalists at Mos-
cow.

Guil. Mich. Richter.
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Commentationes ad Historiam et Philosophiam natu-

ralem spectantes. Moscow, 1808. 4
0

Zoognosia Tabulis synopticis illustrata in Usum
Prtelectionum Academic Imperialis Medico-Chi-

rurgica; Mosquensis edita, Auctore Gotthelf Fischer.

Vol. I. Moscow, 1813. 4
0

Programme d’Invitation a la Seance publique de la

Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes, contenant la

Notice d’un Animal fossile de Siberie inconnu anx,

par G. Fischer. Moscow, 1808. 4
0

Notice des Fossiles du Gouvernement de Moscow,
servant de Programme pour inviter les Membres
de la Societe Imperiale des Naturalistes a la Seance
publique du 25 Octobre, par le Professeur G.
Fischer. Moscow, 1810. 4

0

Memoire sur la Sodalite du Vesuve, par M. Le
Comte Stanislas D. Borkowski,

Apr. 17. De Latitudine Specula; Manhemensis, Auctore

H. J. Schumacher. Hauniae, 1816. 4
0

A Journal of Science and the Arts, No. 5.

The Monthly Review for March.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 227.

Annals of Philosophy, No. 52.

The European Magazine, for March.

24. Extracts relating to some new mechanical Inventions,

by Baron von Drais, MS.
An Inquiry into several Questions of Political Eco*

nomy applicable to the present State of Great
Britain. London, 1817. 8°

May 1. An Essay on the Principles and Construction of

Military Bridges and the Passage of Rivers in

Military Operations, by Col. Sir H. Douglas, Bart.

F. R. S. &c. London, 1 8 1 6. 8°

The Monthly Review for April.

Annals of Philosophy, No. 53.

The Philosophical Magazine, No. 228.

The European Magazine for April.

8* Transactions of the Horticultural Society, Vol. II.

pt. 5. London, I 8 1 7. 4
0

15. Algebra, with Arithmetic and Mensuration, from
the Sanscrit of Brahmegupta, and Bhascara, trans-

lated by Henry T. Colebrooke, Esq. F. R. S. &c.
London, 1817. 4

0

Storia naturale e generate dell’ Etna, del Canonico
Giuseppe Recupero. Catania, 1815. 2 Vols. 4

0

IlMappamondo di Fra Mauro Camaldolese, descritto

ed illustrato da D. Placido Zurla. Venezia, 1806.

fol.

- A Treatise explanatory of a new System of Naval,
Military, and Political Telegraphic Communica-
ttion, by John Macdonald, Esq. F. R. S. See. Lon-
don, 1817. 8°

MDCCCXVII. 3 B

Gul. Mich. Richter.

Prof. G. D. Fischer.

Le Comte Borkowski.

Professor H. Schuma-
cher.

The Managers of the

Royal Institution.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

Mr. A. Tilloch.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
The Editor.

The Baron von Drais,

Mr. Bertolacci, the Au-
thor.

Colonel Sir Howard
Douglas.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.
The Editor.

Horticultural Society of
London.

H. T. Colebrooke, Esqf

Agatino Recupero,

D. Placido Zurla,

Col. John Macdonald.
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May 15. Fa il Fuoco o l’Acqua che sottere Pompei ed Er*

colano, di C. Lippi. Napoli, 1816. I20

Principi practici di Meccanica applicati all’ Utilita

publici, di C- Lippi. Napoli, 1 8 1 x .
8°

Corso di Scienze, Napoli, 1817. 120

Sulla Necessita d’una ragionata Organizzione degli

Affari facoltativi 6 scientifiei nel Regno di Napoli,

di C. Lippi. Fol. 5 copies.

Exposizione de’ Fatti che han avuto luogo nell’ Aca-
demia di Scienzi di Napoli relativemente alia Sco-

perta geologico-ictorica, di C. Lippi. Fol. 5
copies.

Rapport fait a l’Institut, par M. de Prony, sur un
Memoire descriptif de plusieurs Machines, a

1 ’Usage de la Marine, construites a Rochefort

d’apres les Projets de M. Hubert, par M. C.
Dupin.

The Statutes of the Realm, printed by Command of
His Majesty King George the Third, in pursuance
of an Address of the House of Commons of Great
Britain, from original Records and authentic Ma-
nuscripts. Vol. II. and III. 1816 and 1 8 1

7. fol.

Fcedera, Conventiones, Letters et cujuscunque gene-

ris Acta publica inter Reges Anglis et alios quosvis

Imperatores, Reges, Pontifices Principes, vel Com-
munitates ab ingressu Gulielmi I. in Angliam,
A. D. 1066, ad nostra usque tempora habita aut

tractata. Vol. I. Pars. I. et II. Ab anno 1066
ad annum 1307. 1817. fol.

Abbreviations Inquisitionum Retornatarum Supple-

menta. See. 1816- fol.

Inquisitionum ad Capellam Domini Regis Retorna-

tarum quae in publicis Archivis Scotise adhuc
servantur Abbreviatio. Vol. III. Printed by
Command of His Majesty, King George the

Third, in pursuance of an Address of the House
of Commons of Great Britain, 1816. fol.

Libri Censualis vocati Domesday Book Additamenta
ex Codic. Antiquiss. 1816. fol.

Libri Censualis vocati Domesday Book Indices.

1816. fol.

June . 5. Annals of Philosophy, No. 54.
The European Magazine for May.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 229.
The Monthly Review for May, and Appendix to Vol.

LXXXII.
Astronomical Observations made at theRadcliffe Ob-

servatory, from May 1, 1 8 1 6, to May 1, 1817, by
the Rev. Abram Robertson, D. D. F. R. S. Savi-

lian Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, MS. fol.

C. Lippi.

M. Charles Dupin.

The Commissioners of
Public Records.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
The Editor.

Mr. A. Tilloch.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

Dr. Robertson, by Di-
rection of theTrustees

of Dr. Radcliffe’s will.
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H 8 1 7 . PRESENTS.

June 19. Hygiene militaire, ou Avis sur les Moyens de conser-

ver la Sante des Troupes, par le Docteur I- R.
Louis Kerckhoffs. Msestricht, 1815. 8°

Dissertation sur l’Air atmospherique et son

Influence sur l’Economie animale, par le Dr. J.

Rom. L. Kerckhoffs. Msestricht, 1816. 8°

Traite de Mecanique celeste, par P. S. Laplace.

Tome Troiseme. Paris, 1802. 40

26. Anatomie der Roehren Holothurie des Pomeranz
farbigen Seesterns und Stein Seeigels verfasst von
Dr. Friedrich Tiedman, nebst zehn kupfer Tafeln

-nach der Natur gezeichnet, von Dr. Martin
Munz. Landshut, 1816. fob

Calendarium Anni 141 1, ex Laminis ligneis peranti-

quis in Bibliotheca sua asservatis Arte lithogra-

phic anno 1796, ab Aloisio invents Descriptum
edidit Car Erenbert L. B. De Moll. 40

On the Accidents which occur in the Coal Mines of
Cornwall, in Consequence of the premature Explo-
sion of Gunpowder in blasting Rocks, and on the

Methods to be adopted for preventing it, by a
safety Bar, and an Instrument termed the shifting

Cartridge, by John Ayrton Paris, M. D. Pen-
zance. 8°

July 3. Transactions of the Society for the Encouragement of
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. Vol. XXXIV.
1817. 8°

An Address delivered at the Annual Distribution of

Rewards, May 27, 1817.

A Journal of Science and the Arts, No. 6.

Annals of Philosophy, No. 55.
The Philosophical Magazine, No. 230.
The European Magazine for June.
The Monthly Review for June.
The History of Java, by Thomas Stamford Raffles,

Esq. London, 1817. 2 vols. 40

Essai philosophique sur les Probabilites, par M. Le
Comte Laplace, 3me edition. Paris, 1816 8°

Dr. Kerckhoffs.

The Count Laplace.

Baron von Moll.

Dr. John A. Paris.

The Society of Arts.

The Managers of the
Royal Institution.

Dr. Thomas Thomson.
Mr. Alexander Tilloch.
The Editor.

Mr. G. E. Griffiths.

Sir Thomas S. Raffles,

Knt.
The Count Laplace.
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IND EX

TO THE

PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS

FOR THE YEAR 1817.

A page

Amphibia
,
the circulation of the blood in this class described, 5

Argonauta
,
notice taken of an error into which many natura-

lists have fallen, respecting the inhabitant of this shell, 297
Astringent vegetable substance, observations on one from

China, - 39

B

Babbage, Charles, Esq,. Observations on the analogy
which subsists between the calculus of functions and other

branches of analysis, - 197
Barometer, a description of a thermometrical one for measur-

ing altitudes, - - - 1 83
Binomial theorem

,
note respecting the demonstration of it,

inserted in the last volume of the Philosophical Trans-
actions, ... - - - - £45

Brande, William Thomas, Esq, Observations on an
astringent vegetable substance from China, - 39

C

Calculus of Functions
,
observations on the analogy which

subsists between that and other branches of analysis, 1 9

7

—*——— a curious analogy which subsists be-

tween i and common algebra, - - 205
Celestial bodies, astronomical observations and experiments



INDEX.

tending to investigate their local arrangement in space, and
to determine the extent and condition of the milky way, 302

Chank, the mode in which the animal belonging to this shell

sheds its eggs, - - 298
Colchicum autumnale

,
farther observations on the use of it in

gout, - - - - 262
Corpus luleurn, notice taken of an error into which physiolo-

gists have fallen respecting it, - - 256

D

Davy, Edmund, Esq.. On a new fulminating platinum, 136
Davy, Sir Humphry, LL. D. Some researches on flame, 45

—

—

Some new experiments and
observations on the combustion of gaseous mixtures, with

an account of a method of preserving a continued light in

mixtures of inflammable gases and air without flame, 77
Davy, John, M D. Observations on the temperature of

the ocean and atmosphere, and on the density of sea-water,

made during a voyage to Ceylon, - - 275
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